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PREFACE 

Although she is almost unknown today, Isabella Whitney 

was the first woman, other than members of the aristocracy 

or the church, whose poetic works are known to have been 

published in England. Her two volumes of poetry. The Copy 

of a letter, lately written in meeter, by a. yonge 

Gentilwoman (1567?) and A sweet Nosgay (1573), exist today 

in apparently unique copies, the former at the Bodleian and 

the latter at the British Library; consequently, her work 

has not been readily available to scholars. Later editions 

of her work are not, for one reason or another, completely 

satisfactory. The two nineteenth-century editions of The 

Copy of a Letter by Collier (1863) and Arber (1896) vary 

extensively from the Bodleian octavo, and are, therefore, 

not reliable; twentieth-century editors have usually chosen 

to reprint only single poems or excerpts from her poems. 

The most complete modern edition of Whitney's work, Richard 

Panofsky's photoreproduction in 1982, provided little 

critical commentary, and mentioned, but did not include, the 

poems which were attributed to Whitney by Henry Green in 

1866 and by Robert Fehrenbach in 1981. 

In an attempt to make Whitney's work more readily 

available to scholars and students of the early English 

Renaissance, this edition brings together all the work 

signed by Whitney and the work attributed to her by 
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nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars, as well as 

providing a biography based on what is known and what safely 

can be surmised about Whitney herself. This edition 

provides a complete bibliographic description of the present 

state of her sixteenth-century texts, and places Whitney's 

poetry in its historical and literary context so that modern 

readers can more fully understand her unique place in 

English literary history. The poems themselves have been 

annotated, with sources and influences identified wherever 

possible, and a final Appendix examines the two nineteenth-

century editions of Whitney's The Copy of a, letter and shows 

why neither should be considered authoritative. A glossary 

defines archaic and dialectical words in the text of the 

poems, and serves as an index to their location and the 

location of her allusions to mythological figures and to 

other writers. In attempting to make Whitney's work more 

accessible to modern readers, this edition has been modeled 

after the publications of the Early English Text Society 

which have long been a model for editions of the works of 

minor writers, or of lesser-known works by major writers. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 

We can say very little about Isabella Whitney's life 

with certainty. She was the mid-sixteenth-century author of 

two small volumes of poetry. The Copy of a. letter, lately 

written in meeter, h^ £ yonge Gentilwoman (1567?) and A 

Sweet Nosgay (1573). She was a member of the Whitney family 

of Coole Pilate, a township in the parish of Acton, near 

Nantwich in Cheshire, and the sister of Geoffrey Whitney, 

the author of A Choice of Emblemes (1586) from which 

Shakespeare gained much of his knowledge of emblems. As the 

registers both of Acton parish and Nantwich begin too late, 

scholars have so far been unable to find a record of her 

birth. As a young adult, she lived in London in Abchurch 

Lane, but whether she remained there after the publication 

of A Sweet Nosgay, or returned to Coole Pilate as the final 

poem suggested she might, cannot be determined. The record 

of her death, perhaps under her married name, has not yet 

been found. 

Isabella Whitney's Family 

In 1862, Notes and Queries called her "probably of the 

family of Whitney of Cheshire" (32), but, one year later, J. 

Payne Collier argued that no such person existed: "we have 

little doubt that Elderton, Deloney, Munday, or some other 

popular scribbler, put the pamphlet [The Copy of a letter] 
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together for the sake of a few shillings obtained from the 

printer" (ii). Henry Green, in 1866, however, drew part of 

his biography of Geoffrey Whitney from the poems "of his 

sister Isabella" (liii-lvii), and the entry on Geoffrey 

Whitney in the Dictionary of National Biography followed 

Green's assertion (Sanders 143). Betty Travitsky, writing 

in 1980, was less convinced, and called her "possibly the 

sister of Geoffrey Whitney of Cheshire" ("Wyll" 77). 

Travitsky continued, however, by pointing out the seeming 

discrepancy between Geoffrey's country upbringing and 

Isabella's comment in her "Wyll and Testament" that she was 

London-bred (11. 76-77), and suggested that Isabella might 

have been a more distant relative of Geoffrey's instead of 

his sister ("Wyll" 78 n9). In answer to Travitsky, R. J. 

Fehrenbach pointed out that the use of "London-bred" in the 

poem might have meant nothing more than "Isabella's viewing 

herself as having been educated or trained in the larger 

sense in and by the city," and referred the reader to 

Ascham's "similar use of the verb in 1570" ("Isabella 

Whitney, Sir Hugh Plat," 10, and n8) . 

The poems of A Sweet Nosgay, with which Collier was 

apparently not familiar, clearly show that Isabella and 

Geoffrey were brother and sister, not distant relatives. 

The collection itself is dedicated to George Mainwaring, 

Esquier (of Namptwich Hundred, Cheshire), by his 

"Wellwilling Countrywoman." This is apparently the same 
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George Mainwaring to whom Geoffrey dedicated his Emblem 139 

in A Choice of Emblemes (1586), and who, according to Green, 

lived within eight miles of Coole Pilate, the Whitneys' home 

(xciv-xcv). Isabella speaks of having known Mainwaring 

"from our Childhod" (11. 11-12), showing that she had grown 

up in Cheshire, not in London. The first of her "Certain 

familier Epistles and friendly Letters" is addressed to her 

"Brother. G. W." [Geoffrey Whitney], and the second "To her 

Brother. B. W.," named as Brooke in the poem itself. 

Geoffrey addresses his Emblem 88 to his brother, "M Br. 

Whitney," and, in his will (1600) [see Appendix A], 

bequeaths "to my brother Brooke Whitney the residue of 

yeares yet remaininge in my Farme or lease which I holde of 

Richard Cotton of Cambermere" as well as most of his 

household goods, his horse, books, clothes, and debts (Green 

xciii) . Isabella's third letter is addressed "to two of her 

yonger Sisters seruinge in London," and Geoffrey's will 

mentions his sisters Evans and Margerie. Isabella next 

writes to "her Sister Misteris A. B.," identified in the 

letter as "Sister Anne" (1. 3). Again, in his will, 

Geoffrey leaves forty shillings to his "sister Baron," 

identified as Anne Borron [the sister A. B.], and addresses 

his Emblem 191 to Ro. Borron, his nephew, one of the "prety 

Boyes" (1. 17) mentioned in Isabella's letter. A letter 

received and answered by Isabella comes from her "most 

louyng Cosyn. G. W.," undoubtedly the "Cosen Jefferie [or 



Geoffrey] Whitney of Draiton" who has custody of Geoffery's 

"trunck with Lynnen and apparell together with my plate" in 

the will, and to whom Emblem 181 is dedicated. These 

parallels would seem to prove beyond doubt that Isabella and 

Geoffrey were indeed brother and sister. 

If we then accept the relationship of the two poets, we 

can with some degree of accuracy extrapolate some of the 

events of Isabella's life from the known facts about 

Geoffrey's life. Isabella was probably, like Geoffrey, born 

at Coole Pilate, a township between Nantwich and Aldelyn in 

Cheshire, and the family residence since 1388, when the 

family acquired it during the reign of Richard II. Her 

father was Geoffrey Whitney and her mother was possibly a 

member of the Cartwright family, a sister to the uncle 

Geffrey Cartwrighte named in Geoffrey's A Choice of Emblems 

(Green liii, note). Richard J. Panofsky believed Isabella 

could hardly have been younger than twenty-five when she 

wrote A Sweet Nosgay, or her first book would have been 

published before she was eighteen; if she were older than 

thirty-five, she would have been considerably older than her 

siblings (Floures, xviii). If Panofsky is correct, her date 

of birth would have been between 1538 and 1548, the 

approximate date of Geoffrey's birth. Green, however, 

believed that Isabella was younger than Geoffrey, the eldest 

of his four sisters (Iv), but gave no reason for this 

assertion. 
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Whitney's Education 

She received some education, but to what degree and 

whether a formal education or an education at home cannot be 

determined. Although the statute of 140 6 declared that 

"every man or woman, of what estate or condition that he be, 

shall be free to set their son or daughter to take learning 

at any manner of school that pleaseth them within the Realm" 

(McMahon 99), wide-spread education for women was still 

uncommon in the mid-sixteenth century. While Sir Thomas 

More and others had begun to educate their daughters, this 

occurred mostly among the families of royalty or nobility 

(Springer 20-21). Juan Luis Vives, tutor to the Princess 

Mary, and Richard Mulcaster, master of the Merchant Taylors 

School of London, had both urged education for women, but 

primarily in sewing, weaving, painting, cooking, singing, 

and playing musical instruments. While Mulcaster had also 

suggested "skill in languages," Vives had gone further, 

suggesting education in the classical writers such as Plato, 

Plutarch, Livy, Cicero, and Seneca (Springer 18-19) . 

Occasionally, the daughters of gentry were sent to the homes 

of other families, where they would be educated by a tutor 

in preparation for their future role as wives and mistresses 

of households (Charlton 199-201), and such might have been 

the case for Isabella. Because she writes in "The Auctor to 

the Reader" that she "learning lackt" to study the classics 

(1. 5), it is probable that she had little formal education, 
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but she was clearly familiar with both classical and 

contemporary literature. She wrote of reading the 

scriptures, histories, Ovid, Virgil, and Mantuan. She was 

knowledgable about classical mythology (Aeneas and Dido, 

Theseus and Ariadne, Jason and Medea, and others), and about 

the stories which had grown up around the Trojan War (Paris 

and Helen, Troilus and Cressida, Sinon). Her poems contain 

allusions to stories told in Chaucer, Gower, and Ovid 

(Lucrece, Pyramus and Thisbe, Hero and Leander), and in her 

dedicatory letter to George Mainwaring, she refers to four 

stories told in Plutarch's Lives, which did not exist in a 

good English translation until Thomas North's of 1579, six 

years after the poems of A Sweet Nosgay. The variety found 

in her verse forms (ballad meter, rhyme royal, short 

measure, and others) would indicate that she was also 

familiar with the experimentation taking place in 

contemporary English poetry. While it is indeed possible 

that she had little formal education, her statement that she 

"learning lackt" is evidently more modesty than truth. 

Whitney's London Years 

She apparently lived for some time in London, perhaps 

at first with her parents (she states in her "Wyll" that her 

parents lived at Smithfield, outside London, 11. 268-269), 

and later in Abchurch Lane (the address given in her 

dedication to A Sweet Nosgay). If her parents did live in 
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London for a while, they might have returned to Coole Pilate 

in 15 63 when the plague was raging in London and those who 

could afford to move back to the country did so, but 

Isabella apparently chose to remain behind. Seeking a 

printer for her poetry, she found Richard Jones who had 

recently opened his own shop (his first entry in the 

Stationers' Register was for 1564-1565; Arber's Transcript 

1.271) and was undoubtedly still trying to build his 

business. Although he would later publish works by Thomas 

Lodge, George Whetstone, Nicholas Breton, and Christopher 

Marlowe, Jones was printing mostly ballads between 1564 and 

1567, and might, therefore, have been more willing to accept 

a ballad by a woman writer than other, more established 

printers would have been. In an attempt to take advantage 

of the popularity of Tottel's Songs and Sonnets, Jones was 

also preparing his first poetical miscellany, A Handefull of 

pleasant delites (1566?, 1575?, 1584, 1595?), and R. J. 

Fehrenbach suggested that Whitney might have been the author 

of one of the poems, "The complaint of a woman Louer, To the 

tune of. Raging loue," published in that collection 

("Isabella Whitney and the Poetical Miscellanies"): 

THough wisdom wold I should refrain. 
My heaped cares here to vnfold: 
Good Ladies yet my inward paine. 
So pricketh me I haue no holde: 

But that I must my griefe bewray. 
Bedewed in teares with doleful tunes. 
That you may heare, and after say, 
Loe, this is she whom loue consumes. 
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My grief doth grow by my desire. 
To fancie him that stormes my woe: 
He naught regards my flaming fire, 
Alas why doth he serue me so? 

Whose fained teares I did beleeue. 
And wept to heare his wailing voice. 
But now, alas, too soon I preeue, 
Al men are false, there is no choice. 

Had euer woman such reward. 
At anie time for her goodwill? 
Had euer woman hap so hard. 
So cruelly for loue to spill? 

What paps (alas) did giue him food. 
That thus vnkindly workes my wo? 
What beast is of so cruell moode, 
to hate the hart that loues him so? 

Like as the simple Turtle true. 
In mourning groanes I spend the day: 
My daily cares night dooth renew. 
To thinke how he did me betray: 

And when my weary limmes wold rest. 
My sleepe vnsound hath dreadfull dreams. 
Thus greeuous greefes my hart doth wrest 
That stil mine eies run down like streams 

And yet, full oft it dooth me good. 
To haunt the place where he hath beene. 
To kisse the ground whereon he stoode. 
When he (alas) my loue did win. 

To kisse the Bed wheron we laye? 
Now may I thinke vnto my paine, 
0 blisfull place full oft I say: 
Render to me my loue againe. 

But all is lost that may not be. 
Another dooth possesse my right: 
His cruell hart, disdaineth me. 
New loue hath put the olde, to flight: 

He loues to see my watered eyes, 
and laughes to see how I do pine: 
No words can well my woes comprise, 
alas what griefe is like to mine? 

You comly Dams, beware by me. 
To rue sweete words of fickle trust: 
For I may well example be. 
How filed talke oft prooues vniust 
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But sith deceipt haps to my pay. 
Good Ladyes helpe my dolefull tunes. 
That you may here and after say: 
Loe this is she whom loue consumes. 

The theme of the faithful woman rejected, and her 

warning to other women to learn from her pain, is very 

similar to the theme of the two poems of Whitney's first 

book. The Copy of a letter, entered to Jones in the 

Stationers' Register for 1566-1567. Despite the assertion 

of Betty Travitsky that the lover was real ("Lady" 260-262), 

the sense of humor apparent in these poems seems to indicate 

that the heartbreak was that of the persona rather than that 

of Whitney herself, and it is likely that Whitney was merely 

following the literary conventions of the amatory poetry 

which was popular, and therefore saleable, at the time. 

While in London, Whitney may have become involved to 

some degree with literary circles: she had read Hugh Plat's 

The Floures of Philosophie (1572) early enough to have used 

it as the source for her own A Sweet Nosgay of the following 

year, and, although a book called A nose gaye had been 

licensed to John King in 1557, her choice of title appears 

to have come from John Symon's ballad A pleasant posie, or 

sweete nosegay of fragrant smellyng flowers: gathered from 

the Bible which was also printed only a year before her own 

work. Furthermore, the "T. B." who wrote both a poem in 

commendation of A Sweet Nosgay and a letter to comfort her 

was apparently a personal friend as well as a poet. Whether 
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or not Whitney was being paid for her work may never be 

known, but she clearly considered herself a poet, a member 

of literary society, at the time. Her letter "To her Sister 

Misteris A. B." states, "I know you huswyfery intend, / 

though I to writing fall" (11. 33-34), and then adds, "But 

til some houshold cares mee tye, / My bookes and Pen I wyll 

apply" (11. 41-42). Her letter to "T. B." ("A Replye to the 

same") promises, "thy Fame, for euer florish shall, / If IS. 

her Pen, may promise ought at all" (11. 54-55), a clear 

indication that she believed her poetry would survive. Her 

"Wyll" asks her friends to buy her books and others from her 

publisher, Richard Jones (11. 244-251). Both her dedicatory 

letter to George Mainwaring (11. 4 6-50) and "T. B. in 

commendation of the Authour" (11. 48-4 9) promise that she 

will write another, longer work than that of A sweet Nosgay 

if this collection is well-received. Indeed, her entire 

letter to George Mainwaring is similar to letters written by 

other poets in search of patronage, or letters written 

thanking someone who had given the poet patronage. The 

book, Whitney writes, is meant as "recompence for the least 

of a great number of benefits" she had received from 

Mainwaring (11. 6-9), a way to "gratifye [his] Guifts" (1. 

13) . She asks him to respect her labor and to be a 

protector of her work (11. 33-35). The commendatory poem by 

"T. B." states that Whitney had written this second work 

because she felt the "loftie stile" of the first might not 
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agree with her audience of country maids here (11. 45-46), 

and "T. B." suggests that these readers accord Whitney the 

praise she is due as a writer, "wherin she floorish shall" 

(11. 52-53) . Whether or not she was hoping to earn her 

living as a professional poet, Whitney was clearly thinking 

of herself as one when the poems of A sweet Nosgay were 

written. 

Whatever her status in London, by 20 October 1573 (the 

date of both her "Wyll" and the dedication to A Sweet 

Nosgay), Isabella had suffered some unnamed "reversal" which 

might have compelled her to leave the city. She states in 

her "Wyll" that she was urged to leave London "upon her 

Friendes procurement" (1. 2), but it is impossible to tell 

whether she meant her friends in general or one friend with 

whom she might have been involved at this time. She clearly 

had remained single during this time, however, for she 

writes to her sister Anne, 

Had I a Husband, or a house, 
and all that longes therto 

My selfe could frame about to rouse, 
as other women doo: 

("Sister Misteris A. B.," 11. 37-40) 

Isabella's poetry may furnish some insight into her 

London years. Included with A sweet Nosgay are ten of her 

verse letters to her family and friends, and three replies 

to those letters. In these poems, she refers to some great 

misfortune, or financial reversal, which left her with 
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nothing except her writing, but the actual events are left 

unnamed. In her letter to "G. W." [her brother Geoffrey], 

Isabella asserts that, 

. . . I least, 
of Fortunes fauor fynd: 

No yeldyng yeare she me allowes, 
nor goodes hath me assind. 

(11. 9-12) 

To her brother Brooke she writes, "For on my side, no lucke 

wyll byde, / nor happye chaunce befall" (11. 19-20). "A 

carefull complaynt" ends with a plea for death to release 

her from "all my care" (11. 49-52). Furthermore, the 

signatures of her letters repeat the same theme: her letter 

to G. W. is signed "Your louing (though lucklesse) Sister"; 

"To her Cosen. F. W." is signed "Your poore Kinsewoman"; and 

"Is. W. to C. B." is signed "Your vnfortunate Friend." In 

addition, her "Wyll" speaks of "her smart" (1. 15) and 

London's "great cruelnes" (1. 30) which constrains her to 

leave. She describes herself at this time as ". . . whole 

in body, and in minde, / but very weake in Purse" (11. 

52-53), and then devotes sixty-four lines (11. 186-207, 

222-243), by far the largest portion of the poem, to a 

description of debtors' prisons and the poor, something she 

appears to have known at first hand or at least to have 

feared as a very real possiblity for herself. 

We know from her letter "To her Brother. G. W." that 

she had been in service to a lady while she was in London, 
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but had, for reasons that are never stated, lost that 

position quite some time before the letter was written: 

A smell of such a Nosegay as 
I do for present beare. 

Unto a vertuous Ladye, which 
tyll death I honour wyll: 

The losse I had of seruice hers, 
I languish for it styll. 

(11. 27-32) 

And, in her letter to her two younger sisters serving in 

London, she gives them advice on caring for another's 

household, apparently speaking from her own experience: 

See that their Plate be safe 
and that no Spoone do lacke. 

See Dores & Windowes bolted fast 
for feare of any wrack. 

Then help yf neede ther bee, 
to doo some housholde thing: 

Yf not to bed, referring you, 
vnto the heauenly King. 

("An order prescribed," 11. 81-88) 

Why she lost this service is unknown, but there are 

strong indications in her letters that she had been the 

victim of someone's slander. In the letter to her two 

sisters, Isabella warns. 

For words they are but winde. 
yet words may hurt you so: 

As you shall neuer brook the same, 
yf that you haue a foe. 

God shyld you from all such, 
as would by word or Byll. 

Procure your shame, or neuer cease 
tyll they haue wrought you yll. 

(11. 37-44) 

She cautions them to leave vengeance for such wrongs to God 

(11. 57-60) and then advises, "For fleetyng is a foe, / 

experience hath me taught" (11. 65-66). In her letter "to 
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C. B.," Isabella reminds her friend, "You know mine endlesse 

miserie, / you know, how some me spite" (11. 33-34). C. B. 

replies, "Yf eueil words and other wants, / haue brought 

thee to this woe" (11. 31-32), 

The vertue that hath euer beene, 
within thy tender brest: 

Which I from yeare to yeare, haue seene, 
in all thy deedes exprest: 

Doth me perswade thy enemies lye. 
And in that quarell would I dye. 

(11. 38-43) 

Whitney appears also to have suffered from ill health 

at this same time. She writes in "A carefull complaynt" 

that "Fortune fell conuerted hath, / My health to heapes of 

payne" (11. 19-20), and she seems very concerned with the 

health of the friends and family to whom she writes her 

letters. Her letter to her brother Geoffrey says she does 

not know how to "harken of your health / and al this would 

be kend" (11. 7-8), and her letter to her brother Brooke 

tells him that not having heard from him "makes me feare, 

that I shall heare / your health appaired is" (11. 5-6). In 

"The Auctor to the Reader," she explains that she herself 

was "subiect vnto sicknesse" (1. 3), and had gone for a walk 

"to trye if that my limmes. / had got their strength agayne" 

(11. 27-28) when she discovered Hugh Plat's The Floures of 

Philosophie which would serve as the source of her own "A 

sweet Nosgay." 

Indeed, these comments on her health allow us to set 

the chronology of the poems of A Sweet Nosgay and to see the 
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thematic pattern which unites the work into a whole. Most 

of the "Friendly Epistles" were apparently written first, as 

she tells her friends of her ill fortune and her illness, 

and asks for their help and their advice. In "The Auctor to 

the Reader," Whitney tells of her recuperation from that 

illness and the help she received from reading Plat's 

Floures of Philosophie. Having reworked Plat's maxims to 

fit her own needs, she then desired to share them with 

George Mainwaring and the friends who had stood by her 

during her illness and her time of need. Her letter to her 

brother Geoffrey was clearly written after "A sweet Nosgay," 

as she asked him to take a copy of the work to the "vertuous 

Ladye" whose service she had lost, but whom she still 

honored (11. 25-30). Her letter to her two sisters in 

London might also have been written later, as she tells them 

she had learned that "fleetyng is a foe, " suggesting that 

she might have felt her troubles were past (11. 65-66). 

Finally, the good humor of her "Wyll" (dedicated to London 

in "perfect love and charytie," 1. 41) indicates that she 

had, indeed, found a way to overcome much of her self-pity 

and sorrow. As Travitsky pointed out, this final poem 

"shows that she was remarkably capable of regaining her 

composure and courage, and of facing life with renewed 

energy" ("Wyll" 81). 

Her use of her source material in "A sweet Nosgay" also 

tells us much about Whitney. Of Plat's 883 prose maxims, 
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she chose only 111 to rework into her quatrains, selecting 

maxims dealing with friendship more often (25 of the 110 

stanzas) than those dealing with any other subject. Where 

Plat's maxims sometimes stated an unpleasant truth about 

friendship, Whitney often reworked them to distinguish 

between true friends and false friends. For example. Plat's 

"When olde friends have bene long absent, then newe friends 

do oftentymes slippe in their roome" (Number 4) is modified 

by Whitney to stress that this is only true "when freends 

but fickle are" (Stanza 4); his "Out of sight, out of minde" 

(Number 7) is countered by Whitney's "absent frends / much 

ioy at meeting finde" (Stanza 7); and his "Prosperitie dothe 

get friendes, but adversitie trieth them" (Number 2 9) is 

tempered by Whitney's "except they faythfull are" (Stanza 

30). Whitney may have chosen to rework Plat's maxims in 

recognition of the fact that her friends, including George 

Mainwaring to whom the work was dedicated, had been faithful 

to her in her time of hardship, as her dedicatory letter 

suggests. 

After the theme of friendship, Whitney's most common 

theme is love (Stanzas 61-76). While most of these maxims 

are common, Whitney's selection develops the idea that open 

love is more appropriate for the young, while older lovers 

should keep their love secret (Stanzas 67 and 7 6). She 

suggests that love is seldom accompanied by reason (Stanzas 

63, 66, 71, 76), and that it is more often painful than 
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pleasant (Stanzas 62, 65, 73). The large number of maxims 

in this category, and the particular maxims she chose to 

include, might suggest that Whitney had, indeed, had an 

unhappy relationship when she was younger, but there is no 

mention of such a relationship in any of her letters. Her 

next largest group of maxims deals with youth and age 

(Stanzas 17-26, 38-39, 67, and 74), warning time and again 

that one should prepare for age while one is young (Stanzas 

17-18, 20-24), for, once old, youth cannot come again 

(Stanzas 19, 25). An adult herself now, these are lessons 

Whitney might have wished she had learned earlier. 

Whitney then turns to possessions and their value or 

lack of value (12 stanzas). She warns that it is hard to 

keep what others want (Stanza 93), and suggests that those 

possessions which should be treasured are those which are 

less tangible (Stanza 94). She also points out that we 

seldom appreciate what we have until we have lost it (Stanza 

5) , and that we ought not to deny people in need (Stanzas 

97-99), two lessons that she might well have learned from 

first-hand experience. She next covers the subject of how 

to have a contented mind (10 stanzas) by ruling our 

affections (Stanza 44), by helping others (Stanza 80), and 

by despising ambition and riches (Stanza 81). And she 

points out in seven stanzas that friends can help us achieve 

this through correcting each others' faults, perhaps as her 

friends had helped her through their answers to her letters. 
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Whitney also selected four of Plat's maxims about the 

law and lawyers: a person is less deceived if his suit is 

denied quickly (Stanza 92); lawyers who plead for the rich 

must ignore the truth (Stanza 101); gold is more persuasive 

in law than love (Stanza 102); and the poor find little help 

in the law (Stanza 104). In the middle of the last three, 

she adds that gold makes anyone welcome, regardless of how 

it was obtained or whether the person possesses any virtue 

or not (Stanza 103). When considered in light of her 

warning to her sisters to beware of those who would seek 

their harm by "Byll" of indictment ("An order prescribed," 

1. 42), Whitney's choice of Plat's maxims 92, 102, 391, 392, 

and 382 as the sources of her stanzas 92 and 101-104 might 

indicate that her feelings about the law stemmed from 

personal experience, perhaps in relation to the financial 

problems she mentions in her other letters. 

Looking at the maxims of "A sweet Nosgay" as a whole, 

Whitney's selection from and reworking of her source 

develops what Panofsky called the "two common themes of 

friendship and fortune" (Floures xiii). Her friends had 

offered her help and advice during her time of trouble, and 

she had found in Plat maxims which showed her just how true 

her friends had been. Having worked her way out of her 

despair and self-pity, she now chose to repay those friends 

by sharing with them the maxims she herself had found to be 

true. 
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Whitney's Life After 1573 

Despite Whitney's assertion that she was "constrained 

to departe" London ("The Aucthour though loth to leave the 

Citie," 1. 3), R. J. Fehrenbach suggested that she might 

have written other poems in Jones's second miscellany, A 

gorgious Gallery, of gallant Inuentions, in 1578 ("Isabella 

Whitney and the Popular Miscellanies of Richard Jones"). 

Fehrenbach believed that one of the poems in the collection, 

"The Lady beloued exclaymeth of the great vntruth of her 

louer," sounds like Whitney's work in tone, style, and 

subject matter: 

would god I had neuer seen, 
the teares of thy false eyne 

Or els my eares ful deaf had bin 
That herd those words of thine 

Then should I not haue knowne 
Nor chosen to my part: 

So many euils in one 
To kill my poore true hart. 

As now in thee I finde. 
Who bidst mee from thee go: 

As false and full vnkinde, 
Alas why doost thou so? 

Was neuer man so false of othe. 
To none as thou to mee 

Was neuer woman of more troth 
Then I haue ben to thee. 

And thou to leaue mee so. 
And canst no iust cause tell: 

But wilt thou spill with wo. 
The hart that loues thee wel. 

Mee thinkes that for my part, 
I may speake in the same. 
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I say me thinkes thou art, 
Euen very mutch to blame. 

Pardy, it is but litle praise. 
To thee that art a man: 

To finde so many crafty wayes. 
To fraude a poore woman. 

At whom all women smile. 
To see so fonde on thee: 

And men although they wayle. 
To see how thou vsest mee. 

To lure mee to thy fist. 
To ease thy feigned payne: 

And euer when thou list. 
To cast mee of agayne. 

The wretched hound yt spendes his dayes. 
And serueth after kinde: 

The Horse that tredeth ye beaten ways 
As nature doth him binde 

In age yet findes releefe. 
Of them that did him wo: 

Who in their great mischeefe, 
Disdayne not them to know. 

Thus they for wo and smart. 
Had ease vnto their paine: 

But I for my true hart. 
Get nought but greefe agayne. 

The weary and long night 
doth make mee dreame of thee. 

And still me thinks with sight, 
I see thee here with mee. 

And then with open armes, 
I strayne my pillow softe: 

And as I close mine armes, 
mee thinkes I kisse thee ofte. 

But when at last I wake 
And finde mee mockte wt dremes 

Alas, with moone I make 
My teares run down like streames 

All they that here this same, 
Wyll spit at thy false deede: 
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And bid, fie on thy cursed name. 
And on thy false seede. 

That shewest so to the eye, 
And bearest so false an hew: 

And makest all women cry, 
Lo, how ye men be vntrew? 

But yet to excuse thee now. 
To them that would thee spot: 

lie say, it was not thou. 

It was mine owne poore lot. 

A third poem which Fehrenbach attributed to Whitney, "The 

lamentacion of a Gentilwoman vpon the death of her late 

deceased frend William Gruffith Gent.," was entered to Jones 

in the Stationers' Register on December 20, 1577 (Arber's 

Transcript, 11.322), six months after Jones had licensed his 

Gorgious gallery. Hyder Rollins believed the poem was 

published first as a broadside, and then added to the 

miscellany as a filler (Gorgeous 204, n.ll), and it is 

certainly rougher in meter and of lower quality than most of 

Whitney's work. The poem purports to be an epitaph written 

by a woman in response to an earlier broadside epitaph 

written by one of Gruffith's male friends (identified in the 

poem as "I. H.", 1. 51) and posted at St. Paul's, as was 

often done with broadsides of all kinds (see Rollins, 

"Black-Letter" 325, and 325 n.l). As the original broadside 

epitaph was not entered in the Stationers' Register and does 

not appear in the ^. T. C., we know nothing about it or its 

author, but Rollins tentatively identified "I. H." as Jasper 

Heywood who routinely signed his poems with those initials 
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(Gorgeous 205). Objecting that the earlier poem was of poor 

quality ("Rime Ruffe it is . . . One rhyme too low, an other 

rampes too hye," 11. 52, 54), the poet here hopes to produce 

something better than doggerel, despite her own lack of 

poetic skill. The first twelve lines of the poem form an 

introduction apparently written by Thomas Proctor, the 

editor of the book. 

A doutfull, dying, dolefull. Dame, 
Not fearing death, nor forcing life: 
Nor caring ought for flitting fame, 
Emongst such sturdy stormes of strife: 
Here doth shee mourne and write her will, 
Vpon her liked Louers ende: 
Graunt (Muses nyne) your sacred skill, 
Helpe to assist your mournfull freend: 
Embouldned with your Nimphish ayde, 
Shee will not cease, but seeke to singe: 
And eke employ her willing head. 
Her Gruffithes prayse, with ruthe to ringe. 

With Poets pen, I doo not preace to write, 
Mineruaes mate, I doo not boast to bee: 
Parnassus Mount (I speake it for no spite) 
Can cure my cursed cares, I playnly see: 

For why? my hart contaynes as many woes 
As euer Hector did amongst his foes. 

Eche man doth mone, when faythfull freends 
(bee dead. 

And paynt them out, as well as wits doo serue: 
But I, a Mayde, am forst to vse my head. 
To wayle my freend (whose fayth) did prayse 
(deserue: 
Wit wants to will: alas? no skill I haue. 
Yet must I needes deplore my Gruffithes graue: 

For William, white: for Gruffith, greene: I 
(wore. 

And red, longe since did serue to please my minde: 
Now, blacke, I weare, of mee, not vs'd before, 
In liew of loue, alas? this losse I finde: 

Now must I leaue, both. White, and Greene, and 
(Red, 

And wayle my freend, who is but lately dead. 
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Yet hurtfull eyes, doo bid mee cast away. 
In open show, this carefull blacke attyre: 
Because it would, my secret loue bewray. 
And pay my pate, with hatred for my hyre: 

Though outwardly, I dare not weare the same. 
Yet in my hart, a web of blacke I frame. 

You Ladyes all, that passe not for no payne, 
But haue your louers lodged in your laps: 
I craue your aydes, to helpe mee mourne amayne, 
Perhaps your selues, shall feele such carefull 
(claps: 
Which (God forbid) that any Lady taste, 
Who shall by mee but only learne to waste. 

My wits be weake an Epitaphe to write. 
Because it doth require a grauer stile: 
My phrase doth serue but rudely to recite. 
How Louers losse doth pinch mee all this while: 

Who was as prest to dye for Gruffithes sake. 
As Damon, did for Pithias vndertake. 

But William had a worldly freend in store. 
Who writ his end to small effect (God knowes) 
But Î. and H. his name did show no more. 
Rime Ruffe it is, the common sentence goes. 

It hangs at Pawles as euery man goes by. 
One ryme too low, an other rampes too hye. 

Hee prays'd him out as worldly freends doo vse. 
And vttered all the skill that God had sent: 
But I? am shee that neuer will refuse. 
But as I am, so will I still bee bent: 

No blastes shall blow, my lincked loue awry. 
Oh? would the Gods, with Gruffith I might 
(dye. 

Then had it been that I poore silly Dame, 
Had, had no neede to blot this scratched scroule 
Then Virgins fist, had not set forth the same. 
How God hath gripte, my Gruffithes sacred soule: 

But woe is mee, I liue in pinching payne. 
No wight doth know, what sorowes I sustayne. 

Vnhappy may that drowsie day bee nam'd, 
Wherin I first, possest my vitall breath: 
And eke I wish, that day that I was fram'd, 
In stead of life I had receiued death: 

Then with these woes, I needed not to waste, 
Which now (alas) in euery vayne I taste. 
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Some Zoylus sot, will thinke it lightly doone. 
Because I mone, my mate, and louer, so 
Some Momus match, this scroule will ouerronne. 
But loue is lawlesse, euery wight doth know: 

Sith loue doth lend mee such a freendly scope, 
Disdaynfull dogs I may despise (I hope) 

Wherfore I doo, attempt so much the more. 
By this good hope, to shew my slender arte: 
And mourne I must (who) neuer marckt before. 
What fretting force doo holde eche heauy hart: 

But now I see that Gruffithes greedy graue. 
Doth make mee feele, the fits which louers 
(haue. 

My mournfull Muse, (good Ladyes) take in worth. 
And spare to speake the worst, but iudge the best: 
For this is all, that I dare publish forth. 
The rest recorded is, within my brest: 

And there is lodg'd, for euer to remayne. 
Till God doth graunt (by death) to ease my 
(payne. 

And when that death is come to pay her due. 
With all the paynes, that shee can well inuent: 
Yet to my Gruffith, will I still be true. 
Hap death, holde life, my minde is fully bent: 

Before I will our secret loue disclose. 
To Tantals paynes, my body I dispose. 

So liue I shall, when death hath spit her spight, 
And Lady (Fame) will spread my prayse I know: 
And Cupids Knights, will neuer cease to write. 
And cause my name, through (Europe) for to flow: 

And they that know what (Cupid) can preuayle, 
Will blesse the ship, that floates with such a 
(sayle. 

If I had part of Pallas learned skill. 
Or if (Caliope) would lend her ayde: 
By tracte of time, great volumes I would fill. 
My Gruffithes prayse in wayling verse to spread: 

But (I poore I) as I haue sayd before, 
Doo wayle, to want, Mineruaes learned lore. 

By helpe (I hope) these ragged rymes shall goe, 
Entituled as louers lyues should bee: 
And scape the chyding chaps of euery foe, 
To prayse that man, who was best likte of mee: 
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Though death hath shapte, his most vntimely 
(end. 

Yet for his prayse, my tristiue tunes I send. 

In hope, the Gods who guide the heauens aboue. 
His buryed corps, aliue agayne will make: 
And haue remorce of Ladyes lincked loue. 
As once they did for good Admetus sake: 

Or change him els, into some flower to weare, 
As erst they did, transforme Narcissus fayre. 

So should I then, possesse my former freend, 
Restor'd to lyfe, as Alcest was from Hell, 
Or els the Gods, some flagrant flower would send. 
Which for his sake, I might both weare and smell: 

Which flower, out of my hand shall neuer passe. 
But in my harte, shall haue a sticking place. 

But wo is mee, my wishes are in vayne, 
Adue delight? come, crooked cursed care: 
To bluntish blockes (I see) I doo complayne. 
And reape but onely sorrow for my share: 

For wel I know that Gods nor sprites can cure. 
The paynes that I for Gruffith doo endure. 

Since wayling, no way can remedy mee. 
To make an ende, I therfore iudge it best: 
And drinke vp all, my sorrow secretly. 
And as I can, I will abide the rest: 

And sith I dare not mourne, to open showe. 
With secret sighes and teares, my hart shall 
(flow. 

Some busie brayne, perhaps will aske my name. 
Disposed much, some tidings for to marke: 
That dare I not? for feare of flying fame. 
And eke I feare least byting bugs will barke: 

Therfore farewell, and aske no more of mee. 
For (as I am) a Louer will I dye. 

About William Gruffith (or Griffith), nothing is known. The 

Dictionary of National Biography does not contain an entry 

for a William Griffith (or Gruffith), and no information on 

anyone other than the printer by that name has been found. 

Hyder Rollins admitted. 
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About Gruffith himself I have been able to 
find no information. There is no reason for 
attempting to identify him with the well-known 
printer William Griffith. Possibly he was the 
W. G. who contributed to The Copy of a letter, 
lately written in meeter, by a yonge Gentilwoman 
. . . "A Loveletter, or an earnest perswasion of 
a Lover." In this poetical epistle W. G. 
remarks that 'six yeares long . . . I bod for 
thee," addressing himself apparently to "Is. W.," 
the "yonge Gentilwoman" mentioned on the title-
page . 

(Gorgeous Gallery 204) 

Because the poem was entered in the Stationers' Register in 

1577, and William Griffith, the printer, died in 1572, 

Rollins is undoubtedly correct that the epitaph deals with 

the death of another man with the same name (the poem says, 

"my freend, who is but lately dead," 1. 20). Unfortunately, 

other than Fehrenbach's assertion that Whitney wrote the 

poem, and Rollins's guess that this William Griffith might 

be the "W. G." of The Copy of a letter, there is nothing to 

tie him to Whitney. 

Unless Whitney did write one or both of the above 

poems, we know nothing about her after 1573, the date of A 

Sweet Nosgay. In his introduction to Geoffrey Whitney's 

Choice of Emblemes, Green suggested that Isabella might have 

been one of the poets asked to write a dedicatory poem for 

Thomas Morley's A Plaine & Easie Introduction to practicall 

Musicke in 1597 (Ixix). The poem in question is titled 

"Another by I. W.": 

A Noise did rise like thunder in my hearing. 
When in the East I saw darke clowdes appearing: 
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Where furies sat in Sable mantles couched. 
Haughty disdaine with cruel enuy matching, 
Olde Momus and young Zoylus all watching. 
How to disgrace what Morley hath auouched. 
But loe the day star with his bright beames 
(shining, 

Sent forth his aide to musicks arte refining. 
Which gaue such light for him whose eyes long 
(houered. 

To find a part where more lay vndiscouered. 
That all his workes with ayre so sweete perfumed. 
Shall liue with fame when foes shal be consumed. 

Although the poem is similiar in style and imagery to "The 

lamentacion of a Gentilwoman" above, the identification of 

Whitney as the author is even more tenuous here. Because 

the poem is signed "I. W." and not "Is. W.," and because it 

bears so little relationship to Whitney's signed work either 

in style or content. Green's attribution must be deemed 

doubtful at best. 

Conclusion 

We then have a portrait of a woman who had come to 

London, filled with hope, to serve a Lady and to write, and 

who had been happy doing so. (The tone of The Copy of a 

letter, entered 1566-67, is certainly more light-hearted and 

playful than that of most of the poems of A Sweet Nosgay six 

years later.) Because of "evil words" and accusations made 

against her, she lost her service and was left in dire 

financial straits. Eventually, her friend or friends tried 

to persuade her that she should leave London and return 

home, but whether she actually left or not is not certain. 
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Both of her parents were still alive in 1573, as is clear 

from her letter "To her brother. G. W.," but had apparently 

died by 1600, the date of Geoffrey's will. If Green's 

assertion is correct and one of the dedicatory poems, signed 

"I. W.," in Thomas Morley's A Plaine & Easie Introduction to 

practicall Musicke (1597) is by Whitney (Ixix), then she 

would have been alive when Geoffrey's A Choice of Emblems 

was written in 158 6. The fact that she was not mentioned 

there led Panofsky to suggest that either Green is incorrect 

and Isabella had died before that date, or that a rift 

between the two might have occurred because Geoffrey 

disapproved of her debts or her publications (Floures, 

xviii). If she is, indeed, the author of the dedicatory 

poem in Morley's book, she must either have remained in 

London after the publication of A Sweet Nosgay and the 

statement in her "Wyll" that she was about to leave, or have 

returned to London at some later date to again become 

affiliated, however slightly, with literary circles. 

In 1600, only three years after the publication of 

Morley's book, Geoffrey's will made no mention of Isabella 

by name, although he carefully left money or goods to all 

his other sisters, leading some critics to believe Isabella 

had died by that time. It is far more probable, however, as 

Fehrenbach suggested, that she is mentioned in the will by a 

married name, the "sister Eldershae" whose family is treated 

better than anyone other than Brooke Whitney ("Isabella 
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Whitney, Sir Hugh Plat," 10-11). Geoffrey left his "sister 

Eldershae" five marks, for example, and Marie Eldershae, 

apparently Geoffrey's niece, received forty shillings, as 

much as Geoffrey's sister Evans and twice as much as his 

sister Margerie received. Because the Sister Eldershae is 

the first sister mentioned in the will, and because she 

received the most money, she was undoubtedly the eldest of 

the four (family hierarchies were strictly maintained during 

the Renaissance), and must, therefore, have been Isabella. 

Two of the younger sisters are mentioned by name (Sister 

Evans and Sister Margerie), and the final sister (the Sister 

M. D. Colley of Geoffrey's Emblem 93) must have died before 

the writing of the will; her daughter, Martha Colly, is 

given ten shillings. Even if we assume a date of birth for 

Isabella of 1547, only one year before Geoffrey's, she would 

have been fifty-three at the time of the will. If Isabella 

married Eldershae and began to raise a family, then her 

writing days were almost certainly over well before 1600 

when Geoffrey's sister Eldershae had a husband and two 

children who must have been almost grown at home. As 

Fehrenbach said, Whitney would then have been one of the 

"earliest examples of a woman's professional aspirations 

being cut off first by social circumstances and then by 

domestic responsibilities" ("Isabella Whitney, Sir Hugh 

Plat," 11). That a woman would have had such aspirations 

during the early Renaissance in itself makes Whitney 
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remarkable; that she tried to carry out her aspirations, 

however briefly, or however unsuccessfully, probably says 

much more about Isabella Whitney the person than Isabella 

Whitney the poet. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 

Both The Copy of a letter (1567?, S.T.C. 25439) and A 

Sweet Nosgay (1573, S.T.C. 25440) exist in apparently unique 

copies, the former at the Bodleian Library and the latter at 

the British Library. Pollard and Redgrave catalog no other 

known copies, and recent queries in both British Notes and 

Queries (Felker) and the London Times Literary Supplement 

(Felker) failed to uncover any copies in private libraries. 

The Copy of a letter 

Bibliographical Description 

Title. [Roman, French Textura Black Letter, and italic 

type within a 116 x 73 mm woodcut compartment of leaves and 

vines] The Copy of a let- I ter, lately written in meeter, 

I by a yonge Gentilwoman : to I her vnconstant [swash s_] 

Louer. I With an Admonition to al yong | Gentilwomen, and to 

all other I Mayds in general to beware | of mennes flattery. 

I By Is. [swash ŝ] W . | Newly ioyned to a, Loueletter | sent 

[swash ŝ] by a Bacheler, (a most [swash ŝ] faith= | full 

Louer) to an vnconstant [swash ŝ] I and faithles Mayden. | 

Imprinted at London, bŷ  I Richarde Jhones dwel= | ling in 

the vpper end of I Fleetlane: at the I Signe of the I spred 

[swash _s] Egle. 

Collation. 80: A8B4B.4 [$5 signed (-Bi, B4, B.3, 

B.4)]; 16 leaves, unnumbered [pp. 1-30, pp. 31-32 blank]. 

I I I 
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Catchwords. Every page; error: B 2^ Wher- [Wherby. 

Paper. Pot 80 (380 x 280 mm uncut); watermark: a 

five-petalled flower with the letters "Y" and "U" above it, 

located at the top of the spine. The chain lines are 

vertical, 25-30 mm apart, three visible on each leaf, with 

the fourth falling in the binding. The wire lines are 

horizontal, ten per cm. Cut page size is 13.4 x 9.1 cm. 

Types. Eight types are used in the volume: the texts 

of the poems are in French Textura black letter. Pica (80 

mm) or English (91 mm), number of lines variable; titles, 

signatures, or proper names contained in the text are set in 

the other six types: Great Primer black letter (120 mm). 

Pica italic (85 mm). Two Lines Great Primer roman (220 mm). 

Two Lines English roman (120 mm), English roman (91 mm), and 

Pica roman (80 mm). For a complete analysis of the uses and 

locations of typefaces, refer to Table 1. 

Contents. Al^ title; Al^ The Printer to the Reader; 

A2a-A5b I. W. To her vnconstant Louer; AS^-AS^ The 

admonition by the Auctor, to all yong Gentilwomen: And to al 

other Maids being in Loue; Bl^ A Loueletter title page; Bl^ 

blank; B2a-B4b A Loueletter sent from a faythful Louer: to 

an vnconstant Mayden; B.ia-B.3t> R w Against the wilfull 

Inconstancie of his deare foe E. T.; B.4a- B4b blank. 

Note. The Bodleian Library Copy of a Letter is cut and 

rebound in Seneca, Galesus &c. Letters. Hubbard. Nastagio ^ 

Traversari. Howell. Tilney. Vol. 44. In response to my 
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inquiry, R. J. Roberts, Keeper of the Printed Books at the 

Bodleian, reported that the volume had been acquired with 

the library of John Selden who died in 1654, and had 

apparently been rebound by the first owner, because the fly 

leaves at the front of the volume have notes written in a 

16th century hand which is not Selden's. "As these are of a 

legal nature it is a fair guess that he was either a lawyer 

(less likely since the hand is not a legal one) or 

interested in the law, perhaps as a justice of the peace" 

(Roberts). How or when Selden obtained the work is not 

known, nor do we know the state of the text before it was 

rebound. The contents of the existing volume are as 

follows: 

1. A Notable Historye of Nastagio and Traversari. by C. T. 

(Thomas Purfoote, 1569). 

2. The Arbor of Amitie. by Thomas Howell, Gent. (Henry 

Denham, 1568) . 

3. The Flower of Friendship, by Edmonde Tilnay. (Henry 

Denham, 1571) . 

4. Aqamennon. trans. John Studley. (Thomas Colwell, 1566). 

5. A Pleasant and Delightfull History of Galisus Cymon and 

Iphigenia. trans. T. C. (Nicolas Wyer, n.d.). 

6. The Copy of a letter, by Is. W. (Richard Jones, n.d.). 

7. The Tragicall history of Ceyx and Alcione. by. W. 

Hubbard. (Wyllyam Now [Dow?] for Richard Johnes, 1569) . 
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Printing History 

The Copy of a letter was entered in the Stationers' 

Register for 1566-1567 and licensed to Rycharde Jonnes 

[sic] . As the title page showed Jones was dwelling "at the 

Signe of the spred Egle," the work must have been printed 

before 1576 when Jones had moved near St. Sepulchre's 

Church. Whether the work went through more than one edition 

is unknown, as later bibliographers were either unfamiliar 

with it or did not always clearly identify the copy with 

which they were familiar. Ames's Typographical Antiquities 

(1749) and Ritson's Bibliographica Poetica (1802) both 

failed to mention the work. Although the Bodleian copy is 

an octavo, Brydges in 1812 described the work as a duodecimo 

(Restitutia i. 234), while J. Payne Collier, in 1863, 

claimed that "It is only not a chap-book by assuming the 

more dignified form of a 4to" (ii). According to Alan Bold, 

a chap-book, or cheapbook, "was a pamphlet made from a sheet 

folded into four, eight, twelve or sixteen uncut, uncovered 

and unstitched pages" (72). Because a chap-book could, 

therefore, have been identical in size to a quarto. 

Collier's description would seem to indicate that his 

copy-text was bound and covered, or in some other way 

distinctively different from a chap-book printing. Collier 

also dated The Copy of a letter at 1580, "when Richard Jones 

was in full business, and when he was producing many 

publications, in prose and verse, adapted to the 
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gratification of the middle and lower orders" (i) . In 1580, 

however, Jones was residing near St. Sepulchre's Church, not 

at the Spread Eagle as the title page states. Lowndes's 

Bibliographer's Manual of English Literature (1869) added to 

the confusion by describing the work as a "16mo," and these 

descriptions raise the dual question of whether there might 

have been impressions other than the one now owned by the 

Bodleian Library, or whether these early bibliographers were 

inaccurate in their descriptions of the format of the text I 

have examined. As recently as 1982, Suzanne W. Hull 

incorrectly described it as a "Broadside; not a book" (232), 

but, as broadsides were printed on one side of the paper 

only, usually of folio size, and customarily ornamented with 

woodcuts (see Rollins, "Black-Letter" 262-263; and Simpson, 

xi) , her statement calls into question her description of a 

text she had apparently not examined. 

The Copy of a letter was reprinted in 1863 by J. Payne 

Collier in his Illustrations of Early English Popular 

Literature, but, despite his avowal that "we have not 

ventured to correct it, . . . excepting, here and there, by 

the insertion of a letter between brackets," Collier's 

version contained 457 variants in the 525 lines which make 

up the five poems in the collection, and, therefore, must be 

judged unreliable until another edition or impression 

containing the variants he incorporates comes to light. 

Edward Arber reprinted the work in An English Garner (1896), 
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but with 1309 variants in modernized spelling, punctuation, 

and capitalization. [For a collation of the variants found 

in these two nineteenth-century editions, see Appendix B.] 

More recently, Betty Travitsky included "Is. W. to her 

unconstant Lover" in her anthology. The Paradise of Women 

(1981), and Richard J. Panofsky published his 

photoreproduction of The Floures of Philosophie by Hugh Plat 

and A Sweet Nosgay and The copy of a Letter by Isabella 

Whitney in 1982, and "To her unconstant Lover" in 1983 

("Love Poetry of Isabella Whitney"). 

A Sweet Nosgay 

Bibliographic Description 

Title. [Three leaves, including the Title page, are 

missing at the start; the title is taken from the running 

head.] 

Collation. 8°: A-E8 [$5 signed (-Ai, A2, A3; D5 signed 

'v')]; 37 leaves, unnumbered [pp. 1-6 are missing; pp. 

7-80] . 

Catchwords. Used on every page; errors: A 5^ To [This; 

Ae^ They [The; A-j^ Syr [Sir; B2^ A sweete [A sweet; C2^ 

missing [The; D4^ Tyll [Till; Ds^ m [Delightyng; Eia i did 

[I do; Ee^ They [To. 

Paper. Pot 80 (380 x 280 mm uncut); watermark: a 

capital letter "R" with a horizontal line beneath it, 

located at the top of the spine. The chain lines are 

I t I t 
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vertical, 23 mm apart, three visible on each leaf, with a 

fourth falling in the binding. The wire lines are 

horizontal, eight per cm. Cut page size is 13.7 x 8.8 cm. 

Types. There are ten typefaces used in the volume: 

the texts of the poems are set in either Small Pica italic 

(70 mm). Long Primer italic (65 mm), or French Textura black 

letter, either English (90 mm). Pica (80 mm), or Small Pica 

(70 mm) in size, and the number of lines are variable; the 

titles, signatures, and proper names also make use of Two 

Lines Great Primer black letter (240 mm), Great Primer black 

letter (120 mm), English italic (90 mm), English roman (90 

mm) , and Pica roman (80 mm) . For a complete description of 

the typefaces and their uses, refer to Table 2. 

Contents. Al-3 are missing; A4 a-ASa To the worshipfull 

and right vertuous yong Gentylman, GEORGE MAINWARING 

Esquier:; AS^-AS^ The Auctor to the Reader; A8t>-Blb T. B. in 

commendation of the Authour; B2a-c5a A sweet Nosgay; C5a A 

soueraigne receypt; C5a-C6a A farewell to the Reader; 

C6a-C6i5 Certain familier Epistles and friendly Letters by 

the Auctor: with Replies. To her Brother. G. W.; C7 a TO 

her Brother B. W.; C7t)-Dlb An order prescribed, by IS. W . 

to two of her yonger Sisters seruinge in London; Dl b-D2a To 

her Sister Misteris A. B.; D2]3 To her Cosen. F. W.; D3a-D3b 

A carefull complaynt by the vnfortunate Auctor; D4 a-D4b An 

answer to comfort her, by shewyng his haps to be harder; 

D4b-D5i^ A Replye to the same; 05^-06^ is. W . to C. B. in 
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bewaylynge her mishappes; D6b-D7b in answer by C. B. to IS. 

W.; D7b-D8b To my Friend Master T. L. whose good nature: I 

see abusde; D8b-Elb An other Letter sent to IS. W by one: 

to whom shee had written her infortunate state; El b-E2a is. 

W . beyng wery of writyng, sendeth this for Answere; E2 a-E3a 

The Aucthour (though loth to leaue the Citie) ; E3 a-ES^ The 

maner of her wyll. 

Note. In answer to my inquiry, the Head of the Reading 

Room at the British Library replied that their copy of A 

Sweet Nosgay was purchased from Thomas Boone and Son on 4 

October 1871. The manuscript note which appears on leaf A7 a 

shows that the book had once belonged to a Thomas Atkins, 

about whom nothing is known. The note, as translated by the 

British Library's Department of Manuscripts, reads, "This 

book is Thomas atkins of that I have good witnes uppon 

[exchange that for a [deleted]] I have a hat [?] bond for it 

of William lepper." By the mid-nineteenth century, its 

ownership had passed to B. H. Bright, Esq., and by 18 62 it 

had been sold with the remainder of his library by Sotheby's 

(Catalog No. 6026), where it was described as "probably 

unique." To whom Sotheby's sold the volume, and how and 

when Thomas Boone and Son obtained the volume is unknown. 

Whether or not it is the same copy which Henry Green 

described in 18 66 as belonging to the Reverend Thomas 

Corser, the rector of Stand near Manchester (Ixviii, note) 

and the editor of Collectanea Anglo-Poetica, has not yet 
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been determined. Because Corser's library was sold between 

1868 and 1874, it is possible that Thomas Boone and Son 

purchased the volume from him. 

Printing History 

Although the original Volume II (or B) of the 

Stationer's Register, covering the period from 22 July 1571 

to 16 July 1576, was lost, the publication of A Sweet Nosgay 

can be safely dated at 1573 or 1574, as both the dedication 

to George Mainwaring and the "Wyll" were dated October 1573, 

and the title poem was based on Sir Hugh Plat's The Floures 

of Philosopie first published in 1572. The title itself 

might have been taken from a ballad by John Symon called A 

pleasant posie, or sweete nosegay of fragrant smellyng 

flowers: gathered [from] the Bible, published in 1572. 

Richard Jones's A Handefull of pleasant delites by Clement 

Robinson, and diuers others (1584) contained a poem named "A 

Nosegay Always Sweet For Lovers to Send for Tokens of Love," 

but the poem itself shared nothing more than its title in 

common with Whitney's work. No other contemporary 

references have been found, and the next reference to A 

Sweet Nosgay did not occur until 1862, when the editors of 

Notes and Queries responded to a query about Whitney. The 

work had been sold in Mr. Bright's Collection (Catalog No. 

6026), where it was described as "probably unique, as it has 

escaped the notice of all our poetical antiquaries, nor is 
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the name of the authoress mentioned by bibliographers" (32). 

The Sotheby's catalog for the sale of the library of B. H. 

Bright, Esq., reprinted twelve lines of Whitney's "Wyll" as 

part of its description of the volume. Brydges had not 

included it in Restitutia (1814), and Collier was clearly 

unfamiliar with the work, but Green, in 1866, had seen a 

copy which he identified as belonging to the Reverend Thomas 

Corser, the rector of Stand near Manchester (Ixviii, note). 

Speculating that the copy was "perhaps unique," Green quoted 

parts of Whitney's letters to her brothers Geoffrey and 

Brooke, her two sisters serving in London, her sister Ann 

Borron, Tho. Bir.'s "commendation of the Authour," and her 

cousin Geoffrey's letter to her. William Thomas Lowndes 

included the work in his Bibliographer's Manual of English 

Literature (1869), calling it "unknown to bibliographers," 

and Edward Arber cataloged the work in the Index (Volume 5) 

of his Transcript of the Registers of the Company of 

Stationers of London (1875) as a work published by Jones 

during the years for which no register exists. No other 

nineteenth-century references to A Sweet Nosgay exist. 

In the early twentieth century, however, the D. N. B. 

mentioned the volume in its entry for Geoffrey Whitney, 

calling Isabella "a sister of the poet, . . . likewise a 

writer of verses" and listing A Sweet Nosegay [sic] as her 

principal work (Sanders 143). In 1972, Ann Stanford 

included seven stanzas from "A Sweet Nosgay," and Whitney's 
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"A soveraigne receipt" in her anthology. The Women Poets in 

English, but she thoroughly modernized the spelling and 

capitalization of the poems. Then, in 1980, Betty Travitsky 

reprinted the first complete copy of one of the poems from 

the collection, the "Wyll." She mistakenly, however, 

attributed the source of "A Sweet Nosgay" to Plato, erred in 

some of her biographical surmises, and made minor errors in 

her transcription of the old spelling. In 1981, Travitsky 

included the "Wyll," "An order prescribed by Is. W.," "To 

her sister Misteris A. B.," and excerpts from "A Sweet 

Nosgay" in her anthology. The Paradise of Women. The 

following year, Richard J. Panofsky published his 

photoreproduction of both A Sweet Nosgay and its source. Sir 

Hugh Plat's The Floures of Philosophie, along with The Copy 

of a letter. In 1989, Dale Spender and Janet Todd reprinted 

excerpts from the "Wyll" in their British Women Writers 

anthology. 

Poems Attributed to Isabella Whitney 

Four other poems have been ascribed to Whitney. In his 

introduction to Geoffrey Whitney's A Choice of Emblems, 

Henry Green stated, "To another work from the same [Richard 

Jones's] press Isabella Whitney contributed some 

commendatory verses" (Ixix). The work in question is Thomas 

Morley's A Plaine and Easie Introduction to practicall 

Musicke, Set down in forme of a dialogue, &c. (1597), but 
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the work was actually published by Peter Short, not Jones. 

Because the poem was signed "I. w.", not "Is. W." (although 

the title of her first poem is given as "I. w. To her 

vnconstant Louer," the sixteen signed poems are all signed 

"Is. W."), and because Green gave no explanation for his 

attribution, Whitney's authorship is doubtful. Betty 

Travitsky correctly pointed out that there is no internal 

evidence in the poem to support Green's supposition ("Wyll" 

78, nil). Because the content, imagery, and tone of the 

poem do not match any of Whitney's other works, and because 

the feminine rhymes and classical allusions were the common 

property of all poets of the early Renaissance, there is no 

reason to assume that the "I. W." who wrote this poem was 

Isabella Whitney. If Green's assertion could be proven, 

however, then Whitney's association with the literary circle 

of London would have covered a period of over thirty years, 

a long career for any writer of the period. 

In 1981, Robert J. Fehrenbach suggested that Whitney 

might have been the author of three anonymous poems with 

female speakers in the popular miscellanies of Richard Jones 

("Popular Miscellanies"). "The complaint of a woman Louer" 

in A Handefull of pleasant delites (1566?, 1584), and "The 

Lady beloued exclaymeth of the great vntruth of her louer" 

in A gorgious Gallery of gallant Inuentions (1578) are very 

similar to Whitney's work in tone, style, and subject 

matter. Although it is of poorer quality and draws upon 
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classical imagery not found in Whitney's other work, the 

third poem, "The lamentacion of a Gentilwoman upon the death 

of her late deceased frend William Gruffith Gent." (in 

Gallery), is similar to Whitney's work in tone and 

versification. As Fehrenbach suggested. 

The subjects (rejection by a lover, ill 
luck, the speaker's fidelity and self-
deprecation), tones (self-pitying, 
lachrymose, earnest), versification 
(irregular metre and stanzaic forms, 
forced rhymes), figures (strained, 
affectedly learned), and vocabulary 
(limited, repetitive) are all reminiscent 
of Whitney's writing. 

("Isabella Whitney and the Popular" 8 6) 

Fehrenbach's case for Whitney as the author of these poems 

is much stronger than Green's. She was certainly writing 

for Richard Jones at the time, the only woman clearly 

identified as doing so between 1564 and 1584. As Fehrenbach 

explained, "That these three poems appear in miscellanies 

issued by a printer who purchased a good deal of Whitney's 

poetry and apparently none by any other woman, strengthens 

the case for Whitney as their author" ("Isabella Whitney and 

the Popular Miscellanies" 86-87) . And, as Hyder Rollins 

pointed out, "Whether or not a formal contract existed 

between printer and writer, each balladist had his favorite 

printer whose press turned out most of his work" ("Black-

Letter" 305). Conversely, printers tended to work closely 

with writers whose work sold, because the ballads and 

miscellanies were so profitable in relation to other types 



of work. If Fehrenbach's assertion is correct, Whitney may, 

indeed, occupy a slightly larger place in literary history 

than is recognized, joining the list "of such names as 

Thomas Churchyard, Jasper Heywood, and Lord Vaux as a 

contributor to Jones's two poetical miscellanies prepared 

for the popular taste of mid-sixteenth-century London" 

(Fehrenbach, "Isabella Whitney and the Popular Miscellanies" 

87). Given the current evidence, however, it is impossible 

to assign to Whitney any of the above four poems attributed 

to her, and the evidence is not strong enough to justify 

inclusion of these poems with the signed poems in an edition 

of her work. 
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TABLE 1 

TYPES USED IN THE COPY OF A LETTER 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

Title Page 

I. 1 Two Lines English roman 

II. 2, 10, 14 Pica italic 

11. 3, 6 Pica roman 

11. 4, 7, 8 Pica black letter 

11. 11-13, 16-19 Pica black letter 

11. 5, 15 English black letter 

1. 9 English roman 

"The Printer to the Reader" 

Title, 1. 1 English roman 

Title, 1. 2 Pica black letter 

Text Pica black letter 

"I. W. to her vnconstant Louer" 

Title, 1. 1, "I" Two Lines English roman 

Title 1. 1/ "W" English roman 

Title 11. 2-3 Two Lines English roman 

rj^Qxt English black letter 

Names in text English roman 

Signature English roman 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

Title, 1. 1 English black letter 
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TABLE 1: continued, 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

Title, 11. 2 

Text 

Pica black letter 

Signature 

English black letter 

English roman 

"A Loueletter, sent from a faythful Louer" 

1. 1 Great Primer black letter 

11. 2-10 

"By" 

"W.G." 

Title page. 

Title page. 

Title page. 

Title page. 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 2 

Title, 1. 3 

Text 

Text, last 6 lines 

Signature 

Colophon, 1. 1 

Colophon, 1. 2 

English black letter 

English black letter 

English roman 

Great Primer black letter 

English black letter 

Pica black letter 

English black letter 

Pica black letter 

English roman 

English black letter 

Pica black letter 

"R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie" 

Title 1. 1 Two Lines Great Primer roman 

Title 1. 2 English black letter 

Title 11. 3-10 Pica black letter 

r^Qxt Pica black letter 
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TABLE 1: continued. 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie" 

Text, 11. 121-24 

Names in text 

Signature 

Colophon, 1. 1 

Colophon, "LONDON" 

Colophon, 1. 2 

English black letter 

English roman 

English roman 

Pica black letter 

English roman 

English roman 
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TABLE 2 

TYPES USED IN A SWEET NOSGAY 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"To the Worshipful George Mainwaring" 

Title, 1. 1 Two Lines Great Primer black letter 

Title, 1. 2 

Title, 11. 3, 5-6 

Title, 1. 3, name 

Title, 1. 4 

Title, 1. 4, "IS.W." 

Text, 1. 1, "When I" 

Text, 1. 1, name 

Text 

Text, names 

Address 

English black letter 

Small Pica italic 

English italic 

Pica black letter 

English roman 

English black letter 

English roman 

Small Pica italic 

English italic 

Pica black letter 

Close, "By your" English black letter 

Close, "Countriwoman" Pica black letter 

Close, "IS. W." English roman 

"The Auctor to the Reader" 

.pj_̂ j_e English black letter 

iQxt Pica black letter 

Text, names English roman 

pinis Small Pica italic 
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TABLE 2: continued 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"T. B. in commendation" 

Title 

Text 

Text, names 

Signature 

"A Sweet Nosgay" 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 2 

Title, 11. 3-4 

Text 

Finis 

English italic 

Small Pica italic 

English roman 

English roman 

Great Primer black letter 

English black letter 

Pica black letter 

English black letter 

English roman 

"A soueraigne receypt" 

Title Pica black letter 

Text Small Pica italic 

Signature Small Pica italic 

"A farewell to the Reader" 

ij.£̂ 3_g English black letter 

rpgjj^ Pica black letter 

Signature English roman 

"Certain familier Epistles" 

Title 1. 1 Great Primer black letter 

Title 1. 2 English black letter 
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TABLE 2: continued 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"Certain familier Epistles" 

Title, 1. 3 Pica black letter 

"To her Broyther. G. W." 

Title Small Pica italic 

Text English black letter 

Signature Pica black letter 

"IS. W." English roman 

"To her Brother. B. W." 

Title English black letter 

Title, "B. W." English roman 

Text Pica black letter 

Text, "Brooke" Small Pica italic 

Signature Small Pica italic 

"An order prescribed" 

Title 1. 1 English black letter 

Title 1. 2 Pica black letter 

Title 1. 3 Small Pica italic 

rj^Qxt English black letter 

Signature English roman 

"To her Sister Misteris A. B." 

.j.j_^j_e English black letter 

Title, "A. B." English roman 
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TABLE 2: continued 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"To her Sister Misteris A. B." 

Text 

Signature 

"To her Cosen. F. W." 

Title 

Title, "F. W." 

Text 

Signature 

"A careful complaynt" 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 2 

Text 

Text, names 

Text, names 

Pica black letter 

Small Pica italic 

English black letter 

English roman 

English black letter 

Small Pica italic 

English black letter 

Small Pica italic 

Pica black letter 

Small Pica italic 

Signature 

"An answer to comfort her" 

English roman 

Long Primer italic 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 2 

Text 

Text, names 

Signature 

English black letter 

Pica black letter 

Small Pica italic 

Pica roman 

Pica roman 
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TABLE 2: continued 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"A Replye to the same" 

Title English black letter 

Text Pica black letter 

Text, names 

Signature 

"IS. W . to C. B. " 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 1, initials 

Title, 1. 2 

Text 

Signature 

Signature, "IS. W . " 

"In answer by C. B." 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, "C. B." 

Title, 1. 2 

Text 

Signature 

"To my Friend Master T. 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 2 

Text 

Small Pica italic 

Small Pica italic 

English black letter 

English roman 

Pica black letter 

Small Pica italic 

Pica black letter 

English roman 

English black letter 

English roman 

Small Pica italic 

Pica black letter 

English roman 

L." 

Small Pica italic 

Pica black letter 

English black letter 
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TABLE 2: continued 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"To my Friend Master T. L." 

Text, name "Seres" Small Pica italic 

Signature Small Pica italic 

"An other Letter sent to IS. W." 

Title, 1. 1 English black letter 

Title, 1. 1, "IS.W." English roman 

Title, 1. 2 Pica black letter 

Title, 1. 3 Small Pica italic 

Text, 11. 1-6 Small Pica italic 

Text, 11. 7ff Long Primer italic 

Text, quote Small Pica black letter 

Signature Small Pica black letter 

Signature, "G. W." English roman 

"IS. W . beyng wery of writyng" 

Title, 1. 1 Pica black letter 

Title, 1. 1, "IS.W." English roman 

Title 1. 2 Long Primer italic 

Text, 11. 1-5 Small Pica black letter 

Text, 11. 6ff Pica black letter 

Signature Small Pica italic 

"The Aucthour (though loth to leaue . . • ) " 

Title, 1. 1 Great Primer black letter 
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TABLE 2: continued 

LOCATION TYPEFACE 

"The Aucthour (though loth to leaue . . . ) " 

Title, 1. 2 

Title, 1. 3 

Title, 11. 4-9 

Title, 1. 10 

Title, 1. 11 

Text 

"The maner of her wyll" 

Title, 1. 1 

Title, 1. 2 

Title, 1. 3 

Text 

Text, names 

Signature 

Signature, "by" 

English black letter 

Pica black letter 

Small Pica italic 

Pica black letter 

Small Pica italic 

English black letter 

Great Primer black letter 

English black letter 

English italic 

Pica black letter 

English roman 

English roman 

English black letter 
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INTRODUCTION 

Literary Tradition and the Conventions 

Isabella Whitney's poetry shows an awareness both of 

the literary trends of the 16th century and the literary 

experiments which were occurring during the early part of 

the English Renaissance. Within her two slim volumes of 

poetry, she draws upon the traditions and conventions of 

ballads, occasional amatory poetry, sententiae, and familiar 

and verse epistles. In each of these genres, the middle 

decades of the sixteenth century provided numerous models 

which she could use to guide her writing, but all of these 

had been written by men. If she were going to publish her 

poetry, she would have to break new ground to do so. 

Women Writers Before Whitney 

Poems with women speakers were not new in England; the 

Anglo-Saxon period had produced "Eadwacer" (c. 800) and "The 

Wife's Lament" (c. 900), and Ann Stanford suggested these 

two works might have actually been written by women (xxix). 

The twelfth century had seen Marie de France writing Breton 

lays in Anglo-Norman in the court of Henry II, the Norman 

king of England. The mid-sixteenth century would also see 

women in Italy (Tullia d'Aragona's Rime in 1547) and in 

France (Pernette Du Guillet's Rymes posthumously in 1545, 

and Madeline and Catherine Des Roches, Les Oeuvres de 
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Mes-Dames des Roches de Poetiers, mere et fille in 1578) 

publishing their books of poetry; as a rule, however, women 

in England simply did not write poetry for publication, much 

less aspire to being professional writers. 

By the early sixteenth century, those women who did 

write in England had either published prayer books and 

devotionals (Queen Catherine Parr's Prayers or Medytacions, 

1545), or translations (Margaret More Roper's A deuout 

treatise upon the Pater noster, 1526?); a study of the Short 

Title Catalog and the Stationers' Register shows that, if 

any had published secular works, they had done so 

anonymously or under male pseudonyms. What little poetry 

women had gotten published had come from members of the 

aristocracy (Queen Anne Boleyn, Lady Anne Askewe, and, 

later. Queen Elizabeth), or from women in religious orders 

(such as The boke of hawkynge huntynge and fysshynge, 148 6, 

by Dame Juliana Berners, prioress of Sopewell Nunnery), but 

not from young gentlewomen who hoped to make a living by 

writing. "During the whole sixteenth century," Stanford 

reminded us, "there are only three books of poetry in 

English by women. Two are by a single author, a gentlewoman 

named Isabella Whitney" (xxxii). The third in Stanford's 

list, Mary Sidney Herbert's The Tragedie of Antonie Done 

into English by the Countess of Pembroke, was not published 

until 1592, almost twenty years after the publication of 

Whitney's second book, A Sweet Nosgay. Elaine V. Beilin, 
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however, added a third name and a fourth book to Stanford's 

list, that of Anne Dowriche's religious poem. The French 

Historie: A Lamentable Discourse of three of the chiefe, 

and most famous bloodie broiles that have happened in France 

for the Gospell of Jesus Christ, which was published in 1589 

(101) . According to Carroll Camden, there were only 

eighty-five books of any kind written by women published in 

English before 1640 (in Hull, 16). As Ann Jones put it, 

"the proper woman [of the sixteenth century] is an absence . 

. . she is silent and invisible: she does not speak, and 

she is not spoken about" (74). 

At the same time, however, major social and educational 

changes were affecting the role of women in 15th and 16th 

century England. Suzanne Hull pointed out that the 

continuing growth of the middle class carried with it 

increased leisure time and educational opportunities for 

women. In addition, England was now ruled by its second 

educated queen, and this carried with it a new emphasis on 

women and their roles (1). As Catherine Dunn suggested, the 

increased opportunity for education and the learning which 

Renaissance women, particularly gentlewomen, possessed set 

Tudor women apart from their ancestors (16). Juan Luis 

Vives, tutor to Princess Mary, had written De Institutione 

Feminae Christianae in 1523, setting forth a system of 

education for women. Even though he was "one of the most 
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progressive men of his age in his attitudes toward women" 

(Goreau 3), Vives firmly excluded the reading of imaginative 

literature from his educational system: 

When she shall be taught to read, let 
those books be taken in hand, that may 
teach her good maners. And when she shall 
learn to write, let not her example be 
void verses, nor wanton and trifling songs, 
but some sad sentences prudent and chaste, 
taken out of Holy Scripture, or the sayings 
of philosophers, which by often writing 
she may fasten better in her memory. 

(in Goreau 3) 

Richard Mulcaster, master of the Merchant Taylors School of 

London, was also a pioneer in advocating education for 

women, but his treatise on education. Positions (1561), 

shows that even he was not entirely free of the prejudices 

of his age, when he remarks in passing that "naturally the 

male is more worthy," and "the bringing vp of young maidens 

in any kynd of learning, is but an accessory by the wayes" 

(in Dunn, 16). The records of the time reveal, however, 

that even this sometimes-begrudging education seems to have 

been limited primarily to the daughters of royal or noble 

families (Reynolds 16). 

Angeline Goreau believed that, whatever the limitations 

placed on the education of women, the "prejudice against 

intellectual women was at least mitigated" between 1520 and 

1560. After this forty-year span, "there are fewer and 

fewer examples of learned ladies, and noticeably less 

enthusiasm for such accomplishment" (3). Despite Goreau's 
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assertion that only a "happy few" women received an 

education (3), Hull pointed out that, between 1475 and 1640, 

"at least 163 books in some 500 editions were specifically 

directed to or printed for women readers. Eighty-five 

percent of them were published after 1570" (1) . The 

publication of so many books for women readers, Hull argued, 

"is persuasive evidence that a substantial number of women 

knew how to read English by the end of the sixteenth 

century, and that their needs and interests were being 

recognized by both writers and booksellers" (1) . Hull 

speculated that, even when denied access to schools or 

tutors, motivated young women learned to read on their own; 

learning to write, however, is a different problem. She 

found that, in the period from 1580 to 1640, ecclesiastical 

court records in London show that ninety percent of the 

women called in those cases apparently could not write even 

their own name; in the countryside, ninety-five percent were 

unable to sign their names. The number of books printed for 

a female audience, however, clearly indicates that women, 

even if they could not write, were able to read (3-4). 

Part of the problem was that writing, and sometimes 

even reading, was still considered part of the world of men, 

not of women. Even as late as the early seventeenth 

century. Sir Thomas Overbury wrote, "Books are a part of a 

man's prerogative" (105). Goreau suggested that another 

major part of the problem was that people feared the 
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violation of a woman's "modesty," a term considered 

interchangeable with "chastity," if her thoughts were made 

public through writing (9). Francesco Barbaro made this 

connection clear in his 1513 essay on The Duties of a Wife 

when he said, "It is proper that the speech of women never 

be made public; for the speech of a noblewoman can be no 

less dangerous than the nakedness of her limbs" (in Ann 

Jones, 77) . Although the concept is foreign to us today, 

during the sixteenth century this notion would have served 

as a very effective form of censorship at a time when a 

bride could be sent back to her father if the groom found 

her chastity no longer intact. As late as one hundred years 

after Whitney's publications, Katherine Phillips, upon 

learning that her poems had been given to a publisher, wrote 

to her friend Sir Charles Cotterell about this symbolic 

violation of her feminine modesty. She declared that "the 

injury done me by that printer and publisher surpasses all 

the troubles that to my remembrance I ever had." Concluding 

that poetry was probably "unfit for the sex to which I 

belong," she wished she had consigned her poems to the fire 

long ago, rather than letting anyone see them (Goreau 15). 

To her friend Dorothy Osborne, Phillips wrote, "I must never 

show any face among any reasonable people again," now that 

"my private folly [is to be] so unhandsomely exposed" 

(Goreau 15-16). 
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At a time when women were not expected to write at all, 

and certainly not to publish what they wrote, Isabella 

Whitney's dream of getting her poetry published must have 

seemed like the uttermost folly. Even if the success of 

Tottel's Songs and Sonnets (1557) had shown that there was a 

popular market for poetry outside the confines of the court, 

it was a market which must have appeared to be firmly closed 

to women. It was, however, a market into which this young 

woman decided to thrust herself. 

The Ballad Tradition 

The one market which was most readily available to all 

writers in the 1560s was the huge market for broadside 

ballads, a few of which purported to have women speakers. 

Hyder Rollins found that, during the first ten years of 

Elizabeth's reign, at least forty publishers of ballads were 

registered in the Stationer's Register, the names of another 

thirty can be found on extant ballads which were not entered 

at Stationer's Hall, and the names of perhaps two hundred 

Elizabethan ballad-writers have been preserved ("Black-

Letter" 260). Alan Bold counted over three thousand ballads 

registered at Stationer's Hall between 1557 and 1709 in 

addition to the great number published without being 

registered (67) . Clearly, there was a great demand for 

writers of broadside ballads, and publishers were far more 

concerned with quick production and quick sales than with 

1 * I I 
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great poetry, a fact which often led critics in both the 

sixteenth and twentieth centuries to treat these broadsides 

with a contempt they did not express for the "serious" 

poetry of the miscellanies. George Puttenham's comments 

were typical of those of sixteenth-century critics when he 

complained that these ballads were "made purposely for 

recreation of the common people at Christmasse diners and 

brideales, and taverns and alehouses, and such other places 

of base resort," and such works "in our courtly maker we 

banish . . . utterly" (in Waller, 34); and the comments made 

by Alan Bold were typical of those of twentieth century 

critics: "Broadsides were hastily issued for commercial 

gain . . . [and] were usually the work of hacks" (66) . 

Hyder Rollins pointed out the humor inherent in this 

distinction, however, when he explained. 

Many [twentieth-century] critics devoutly 
believe that individual broadside ballads 
are indecent, puerile,or ridiculous, while 
collections of broadsides, if made during 
Elizabeth's reign, become "poetical 
miscellanies" worthy of serious study and 
high praise. An editor of the Handful1 of 
Pleasant Delights describes the volume as 
"one of the most prized of the poetical 
book gems of the Elizabethan period," and 
another deems it "a work of considerable 
merit, containing some notable songs.". . . 
As a matter of fact, the Handfull is 
composed of nothing whatever but broadside 
ballads, which had previously circulated 
in the streets. 

("Black-Letter" 275) 

In fact, while "legitimate" poets of the sixteenth century 

expressed dnly contempt for ballad writers, many of these 
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same poets had begun their careers by writing ballads 

themselves. William Elderton, Thomas Churchyard, Anthony 

Munday, William Birch, Leonard Gibson, Thomas Deloney, and 

many others all tried their hand at writing for the popular 

market, and Rollins went so far as to suggest that, "at one 

time or another . . . practically every great poet and 

playwright of the period wrote a ballad or two" ("Black-

Letter" 260). There is even some evidence that Shakespeare 

might have written a ballad about Tom o' Bedlam in King 

Lear. (The ballad first appeared in Giles Earle's Song Book 

of 1615, and its authorship is treated at length by Robert 

Graves in his Crowning Privilege.) Rollins pointed out that 

ballad writers were paid proportionately higher than were 

dramatists. A pamphlet or broadside ballad which might sell 

for two to four pence would bring the writer about forty 

shillings, good pay indeed for so little work in comparison 

to writing a five-act play ("Black-Letter" 296). 

Considering how well the writers of broadside ballads were 

paid for their efforts, it is small wonder that so many 

turned to this market. 

Albert Friedman explained that part of the confusion in 

speaking of broadside ballads, and part of the reason they 

were so disdained by poets and critics of the time, stemmed 

from the fact that the term defined the way the work was 

produced (cheap paper, woodcut illustrations, black-letter, 

printed on one side of the sheet only), and the way it was 
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marketed (sold both in the bookseller's stall and hawked by 

singers on the street). Consequently, the term encompasses 

"a hopelessly miscellaneous mass of verse" (49). A broad 

distinction between ballad types should be made here, 

however, because the term "broadside ballad" generally 

included two distinct genres: the journalistic broadsides, 

and the lyrical broadsides. The journalistic broadside was 

often similar to today's cheap tabloids filled with 

sensational "news stories." As Douglas Bush put it, the 

journalistic broadsides usually told the story of "monstrous 

pigs and still more monstrous children, [of] maids undone 

and maids who would like to be" (Mythology 57) . The lyrical 

ballad, on the other hand, was usually amatory, narrative, 

sentimental, or inspirational in content, and was often 

meant to be sung. Friedman felt that "Of all the 'literary' 

ballads these are definitely the nearest to 'high 

poetry'—indeed some of them are the works of accredited 

poets whose presence on broadsides is purely accidental" 

(51). Samuel Pepys, himself an early collector of 

broadsides, found that the two kinds of broadsides actually 

covered ten types of subject matter: Devotion and morality. 

History (either true or fabulous). Tragedy (murders, 

executions, judgments of God), State and times. Pleasant 

Love, Unfortunate Love, Marriage and Cuckoldry, the Sea 

(love, gallantry, and actions at sea). Drinking and good 

fellowship, and Humour, frollicks, and entertainments (in 
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Bold, 68). While the lyrical broadsides could deal with 

almost any of these subjects, the journalistic ballads 

usually dealt with history, tragedy, and state and times, 

and, the more outrageous the subject, the better they seemed 

to sell. Rollins, however, cautioned against making the 

generalization that both types of ballads were disdained 

alike. Although almost all the plays written during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ridicule the "ballet," 

the playwrights distinguished between the pure lyric ballads 

and the journalistic ballads, and their contempt was always 

for the news-ballads. "On the other hand," Rollins 

continued, "few plays of Shakespeare's fail to show a real 

appreciation of lyrical ballads" ("Black-Letter" 333). It 

is in this tradition of the lyrical ballads about love that 

Whitney began to write and to seek a printer for her poems 

between 1565 and 1567. 

The printer Whitney found was Richard Jones, who had 

opened his own shop only in 1564. Jones apparently knew 

that the broadside ballad market was a quick way to make his 

business profitable; Edward Arber's Transcript of the 

Stationer's Register shows that nine (and possibly ten) of 

Jones's first fifteen publications were ballads, while 

another, A Handefull of pleasant delites (entered for 

1565-1566), was a miscellany composed mostly of ballads. 

His decision to enter the ballad market may have been a good 

choice, because the Handefull would turn out to be one of 
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his most successful pioblications, going through possibly 

four editions (1566?, 1575?, 1584, 1595?), and receiving 

praise even today. Friedman did not find it surprising that 

this "garland," or collection of ballads, should be lauded 

for, with two exceptions, these broadsides are "non-topical, 

lyrical, and almost indistinguishable in other respects 

. . . from lighter sophisticated verse" (52). 

Although Jones would license The copy of a Letter for 

1566/1567, he may have printed a first poem by Whitney a 

year earlier, albeit anonymously, in this miscellaney. The 

Handefull included five works which were ostensibly by women 

speakers, and a sixth with a misleading title which implies 

a woman speaker, "A Proper Sonnet of an Unkind Damsel to Her 

Faithful Lover," a poem which is in fact spoken by the male 

lover and which was plagiarized from Surrey's "The louer 

describes his restlesse state" in Tottel's Miscellany 

(Rollins's Handful, 122). The first of these five poems, 

"L. Gibson's Tantara Wherein Danea Welcometh Home Her Lord 

Diophon," is by Leonarde Gybson (Handful 84), and a second, 

"Dame Beauty's Reply to the Lover Late at Liberty, Intituled 

Where is the Life that Late I Led," is signed I. P., as John 

Pitt (or Pitts) routinely signed his work. Because the rest 

of Pitt's work is religious in character, however, Rollins 

admitted that this attribution is somewhat questionable 

(Handful 88). Of the three remaining poems, "The Scoff of a 

Lady as Pretty as May Be" is answered by "An Answer as 
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Pretty to the Scoff of His Lady" which is signed Peter 

Picks; Rollins believed these poems were written by the same 

person, and, as the male response is given prominence, the 

writer of both, he asserted, was undoubtedly male, adding 

that "Peter Picks is no doubt a pseudonym" (Handful 87). 

The remaining two poems, "The Lamentation of a Woman 

Being Wrongfully Defamed," and "The Complaint of a Woman 

Lover" (which Robert J. Fehrenbach attributed to Whitney in 

"Isabella Whitney and the Popular Miscellanies"), sound more 

as if they might actually have been written by women. Both 

poems are addressed to a female audience which is asked to 

share in the narrator's sorrow; both treat the subject of 

male unfaithfulness, and, while neither narrator excuses the 

man's behavior, both resign themselves to his unfaithfulness 

as something which is a part of woman's lot in life. 

In "The Lamentation of a Woman Being Wrongfully 

Defamed," the narrator speaks to other ladies who have been 

falsely accused of "anie fault or crime," and asks them to 

help her with her "dolefull tune." She says she wails often 

in woe and curses her hour of birth, but decides that such 

slander "was ordaind to be my destinie," a statement which 

sounds more like one a woman might make than a man. She 

compares her own state to that of "the godly Susanna" and of 

"the good Dutchesse of Sauoy," and asks God to send death 

down upon "these false suspected men, / or else their minds 

t'amend" as He had done in the past. While the author of 
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this poem might have been a woman (or, if a man, one who at 

least understood a woman's perspective better than most male 

writers), there is no reason to attribute it to Whitney 

because it is unlike her work in style and in imagery. 

Written in short measure (lines one, two, and four in iambic 

trimeter and line three in iambic tetrameter), the poem is 

much rougher in meter than any of Whitney's signed poems; 

although Whitney's poems are not always perfectly regular 

themselves, none are as irregular as, for example, the 

beginning of the second stanza of "The Lamentation": 

A thousand good women, 
haue guiltlesse been accusde: 
For verie spite, although that they. 
Their bodies neuer abusde: 

Using an eight-line stanza form, the poet twice writes only 

seven lines (stanzas two and three), where Whitney's stanzas 

are always regular. In addition, none of Whitney's poems 

contain Biblical ("the godly Susanna") nor contemporary 

allusions ("the good Dutchesse of Savoy"), but draw entirely 

upon Greek mythology and Whitney's readings from classical 

writers. 

"The Complaint of a Woman Lover," on the other hand, 

is similar in many ways to her "Is. W. to her unconstant 

Louer" and her "Admonition by the Auctor." As in the poems 

by Whitney, the "Complaint" warns other women to learn from 

the poet's experience with an unconstant lover, one who has 

deserted her for a "new love" (1. 44). Here, too, the 
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narrator has learned about men's "fained teares" (1. 13), a 

trick which, in the "Admonition," the narrator says her 

lover had learned from Ovid's Art of Love (11. 17-2 4). In 

both the "Complaint" and "Is. W. to her unconstant Louer," 

the narrator finally resigns herself to the loss, "But all 

in vayne for this I seeke, / wishes may not attaine it" 

("Unconstant," 11. 117-118), and "But all is lost that may 

not be, / Another dooth possesse my right" ("Complaint," 11. 

41-42), but still wishes the former lover well because she 

still loves him. Finally, the third line of the 

"Admonition" where the virgins' hearts "with raginge loue / 

most paynfully do boyle" may be itself an allusion to the 

title of the "Complaint" which states that it was to be sung 

"To the tune of. Raging loue." Whether it was by Whitney or 

not, "The Complaint of a Woman Lover" apparently achieved 

some measure of popularity; Rollins pointed out that it was 

plagiarized in two of the poems of A Gorgeous Gallery of 

Gallant Inventions ("The Louer complayneth" and "The Louer 

wounded with his Ladies beauty craueth mercy"), and was 

imitated by George Whetstone in "The complaint of a 

gentlewoman, being with child, falsely forsaken" in his 

Rocke of Regard of 1576 (Handful 110-111). 

If "The Complaint of a Woman Lover" did belong to 

Whitney, perhaps its quality prompted Jones to publish more 

of her work. Perhaps he was merely publishing everything 

that came his way in the hope of making a quick profit. For 
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whatever reason, he licensed Whitney's first book. The Copy 

of a letter, for 1566-1567, and, this time, the poems were 

signed with the author's initials, the first time a woman 

who was neither of the aristocracy nor in orders had 

received credit as a poet in England. Whitney had broken 

into what had hitherto been the exclusive domain of male 

writers. 

Although they were printed as a book, the poems of The 

Copy of a letter fall squarely within the tradition of the 

broadside ballad. Originally, true folk ballads meant to be 

sung had an eight-line stanza rhyming ababbcbc; Alan Bold, 

however, has pointed out that the term "ballad-stanza" came 

to mean any "abcb quatrain in which four-stress and 

three-stress lines alternate" (21), and this stanzaic form 

came to be considered a convention of all ballads. A second 

convention of the ballad is its awareness of audience. Gary 

Waller recently reminded us that, during the Renaissance, 

poets were very aware of poetry's sense of closeness to 

oratory, and, therefore, "much Elizabethan poetry is 

intensely reader-oriented" (53). This is particularly true 

of the broadside ballad which was often meant to be 

performed in public and which sometimes addressed the 

listening audience directly. Both of Whitney's poems, and 

the two poems "newly adjoined" to them in The Copy of a. 

letter, are written in simple ballad meter, a stanza that, 

as Rollins pointed out, the "legitimate poets" refused to 
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use for fear of being associated with the ballad writers 

("Black-Letter" 329). Each of the four is also apparently 

addressed to a specific person or persons, the writer's 

"audience" or "reader," and the silent partner in a 

one-sided dialogue. The narrator of "Is. W. to her 

unconstant Louer," for example, speaks directly to her 

former lover, a man who has broken his oath to her and 

secretly married someone new: 

As close as you your weding kept 
yet now the trueth I here: 

Which you (yer now) might me haue told 
what nede you nay to swere? 

(11. 1-4) 

Throughout the remainder of the poem, the unconstant male 

lover is consistently addressed in the second person, and 

the conclusion of the first poem tells him to peruse the 

second poem if he wants to find out why she has written at 

such length. The second poem, her "Admonition," speaks 

directly to "Ye Virgins" who now find that their hearts 

"with raginge loue / most paynfully do boyle" (11. 1-4), for 

they are the ones who should learn from the narrator's 

experience with this unconstant lover. "To you I speake," 

the narrator says, "for you be they, / that good aduice do 

lacke" (11. 5-6). Having related for them the examples of 

her own experience and of numerous women betrayed in Greek 

mythology, the narrator concludes that she, herself, has 

learned a lesson and will "Trust now for to beware" even if 

she lives to be a hundred (11. 127-128). 
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Occasional Amatory Poetry 

Both of Whitney's poems in The Copy of a Letter, "To 

her unconstant Lover" and "The Admonition by the Auctor," 

use the conventions of the ballad in meter and awareness of 

audience, but they also fall within the conventions of 

English love poetry. Richard Panofsky pointed out that in 

the typical amatory verse epistle "a male lover addresses a 

woman in response to a specific amatory occasion, bewailing 

being ignored, rejected, or betrayed; or, more rarely, 

celebrating a happy consummation." In most Elizabethan 

popular literature, Panofsky continued, the love affair 

ended with the woman's jilting the man and turning to 

another ("Love Poetry" 1). What is unusual for the mid-

1560s is that this English love poem is written from a 

faithful woman to her unfaithful fiance, instead of the 

other way around. The few poems spoken by women tried to 

show that jilted women could also be idealistic figures; 

"the typically male story is 'countered' in being told from 

the point of view of the other sex" (Panofsky, "Love 

Poetry," 3). "The complaint of a woman Lover" in A 

Handefull of pleasant delites is this same type of 

"countering" poem, lending credence to Fehrenbach's 

assertion that it, too, was written by Whitney. Panofsky 

explained that these two poems ask that women be given "the 

right to participate like men in an elevated amatory 

mythos—that is, to share the rich literary conventions of 
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love equally with men" ("Love Poetry" 2). Like women, men 

can betray those who are faithful; like men, women can be 

constant. 

Such poems, Panofsky believed, would have been 

perfectly suited to Elizabethan popular readers: they were 

emotional, had narrative interest, dealt with "the immediacy 

of a specific instance in the lovers' lives," and made use 

of the "rich moral ambiguity of love as a theme" ("Love 

Poetry" 3). Whitney may have recognized the attraction that 

such poems had for a popular audience, and the salability 

that accompanied that attraction. She certainly had seen 

the publication of numerous models of such poetry written 

from faithful men to their unconstant lovers; Tottel's 

Songes and Sonettes alone contained such poems by Surrey 

("The forsaken louer describeth & forsaketh loue," "A 

carelesse man, scorning and describing, the suttle vsage of 

women towarde their louers,"), Wyatt ("The abused louer 

seeth his foly, and entendeth to trust no more," "The louer 

sheweth how he is forsaken of such as he somtime enioyed," 

"The louer complaineth himself forsaken"), and other writers 

("The louer refused lamenteth his estate," "The louer 

accusing hys loue for her vnfaithfulnesse, purposeth to liue 

in libertie," and "Against an vnstedfast woman"). Whitney 

was undoubtedly able to see the potential of this tradition 

as a vehicle for a woman poet who hoped to publish her work. 

In addition, she had the perfect model for her reversal of 
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the traditional amatory poem; although they were written by 

a male poet, Ovid's Heroical Epistles told several stories 

of faithful women. Here, Whitney could have found a model 

to follow: the Heroides allowed the faithful woman to tell 

her own story in a letter to her unconstant lover, a letter 

which had been occasioned by his desertion of her. The 

woman reminded her absent lover of his vows to her, and of 

her own virtues and constancy. She usually pledged her 

continuing love for him, and reminded the lover that all 

need not be lost if he would return immediately and keep the 

vows he had made. Here, too, Whitney could have found the 

stories of Penelope and Ulysses, Jason and Medea, Dido and 

Aeneas, Theseus and Ariadne, and Helen and Paris, to which 

she compares herself and her lover. 

As "To her unconstant Lover" begins, the speaker, like 

Oenone (Book V of the Heroides), has already been abandoned 

by her betrothed who has chosen another to be his bride. 

Thus, as in the Heroides, this story is told in retrospect, 

and, as Rosenthal pointed out, the reader's attention is, 

therefore, drawn to the pathos of the woman's lament, rather 

than to the narrative's outcome, which is already known (8). 

As in the Heroides, the female speaker of Whitney's poem 

addresses her unconstant lover and points out her own 

constancy while comparing her lover to figures from Greek 

mythology who proved themselves false. In Book XVII of the 

Heroides, for example, Helen fears that Paris will prove 
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another Jason; having learned from Helen's experience, 

Whitney's narrator compares her lover to both Jason and 

Paris, as well as Sinon, Aeneas, and Theseus. She tries to 

get him to remember his vows to her, and be more like 

Troilus than Paris. Like Dido, she does not expect her 

words to change her lover's mind: Dido writes, "Not because 

I hope you may be moved by prayer of mine do I address you" 

(Book VII), and Whitney's narrator says, "These words I do 

not spek, thinking / from thy new Love to turne thee" (11. 

109-110). Both, however, want their former lovers to know 

that the new love is less deserving than the one who has 

been abandoned: Dido asks, "Should your every wish be 

granted, even should you meet with no delay in the answering 

of your prayers, whence will come the wife to love you as 

I?"; Whitney's narrator says, "full boldly may you boast: / 

That once you had as true a Love, / as dwelt in any Coast" 

(11. 10-12). Unlike Dido, however, Whitney's narrator does 

not decide to kill herself after being abandoned; instead, 

like Hypsipyle in Book VI, she "curses" her lover's new 

wife. In her anger, Hypsipyle hopes that Medea will lose 

her own children, become an exile, and be forced to wander 

through the world. "A bitter sister to her brother, a 

bitter daughter to her wretched sire, may she be as bitter 

to her children, and as bitter to her husband. . . . let her 

wander, destitute, bereft of hope, stained red with the 

blood of her murders." The narrator of "To her unconstant 
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Lover," on the other hand, is far more moderate; she wishes 

the new wife "no more but losse of lyfe," lest she should be 

the cause of grief to her husband (11. 89-92). 

Whitney's comparison of her narrator's situation to 

those of various figures from Greek mythology was one of the 

conventions of Renaissance love poetry. In the two 

miscellanies printed by Richard Jones alone, A Handefull of 

pleasant delites and A gorgious Gallery, of gallant 

Inuentions, fourteen poems rely on such comparisons. Here, 

the reader can find poets drawing comparisons from the 

stories of Troilus and Cressida (eight poems), Helen and 

Paris (five poems), Piramus and Thisbe (five poems), Ulysses 

and Penelope (four poems), Jason (two poems), Romeo and 

Juliet, Aeneas and Dido, and Lucrece (one poem each). 

Typically, the author of "The Louer to his beloued, by the 

name of fayre, and false" compares himself to the faithful 

figures of Greek mythology and his love to those who are 

unfaithful: 

0 Cruell hart with falsehood infecte, 
of force I must complayne. 

Whose poyson hid, I may detect, 
as cause doth mee constrayn: 

Thy name I shryne within my brest, 
thy deedes though I doo tell. 

No minde of malice I protest, 
thy selfe doth know it well. 

If thy deserts then bids mee write, 
I cannot well reuoke it, 

1 shall not spare to shew thy spite, 
I will no longer cloake it: 

As Troylus truth shall bee my sheeld, 
to kepe my pen from blame. 

So Cressids crafte shall kepe the feeld, 
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for to resound thy shame. 
Vlisses wife shall mate the sore, 

whose wishly [wifely?] troth doth shine. 
Well Fayre and False, I can no more, 

thou art of Helens lyne: 
And daughter to Diana eke, 

with pale and deadly cheare. 
Whose often chaunge I may well like, 

two moonthes within the yeare. 
(Gorgeous 59) 

In "To her unconstant Louer," almost a woman's version of 

the above poem, Whitney's narrator manages to compare 

herself to Dido, Medea, Penelope, Lucrece, and Thisbe, while 

her rival is compared to Helen, and her former lover to 

Sinon, Aeneas, Theseus, Jason, and Paris, when he should 

have been a Troilus. 

As Douglas Bush pointed out, the formal study of 

rhetoric influenced both good and bad Elizabethan writing, 

and the popularity of Ovid's Heroides, with the clever 

rhetoric used by its lovers, only added to the belief that 

love poetry should be combined with all the rhetorical 

devices of persuasion. It is hardly surprising, then. Bush 

continued, that Gascoigne advised the poet-lover to seek 

"occasion to pleade by the example of some historie, or 

discover my disquiet in shadowes per Allegoriam" if he 

wanted to win the love of his lady ("Classic Myths" 45-4 6) . 

Rhetorically, Whitney's "To her unconstant Lover" follows 

its model fairly closely. In addition to her use of 

comparison and direct address, Whitney also uses the sudden 

shifts in emotion which were common to Ovid's letters. The 
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poem begins calmly as the narrator wishes the lover well and 

reminds him of his vow to her; as she begins her catalog of 

unfaithful men, however, the tone becomes angry, and the 

poet asks about Jason, 

How durst he trust the surging Seas 
knowing himselfe forsworne: 

Why dyd he scape safe to the land, 
before the ship was torne? 

(11. 53-56) 

The narrator then responds, "I think king Aeolus stayd the 

winds / and Neptune rulde the Sea" to let Jason escape, but 

she feels that even they would have "rent ye ship" if they 

had known of his falsehood (11. 57-64). The tone then 

changes again as the narrator wonders what faults rest in 

her that led the lover to desert her (11. 81-87), and then 

again as she recalls her own virtues (11. 95-108). Where 

the narrators of many of the Heroides here turned to 

thoughts of suicide, the narrator of "To her unconstant 

Lover" asks her lover to read on as she begins her warning 

to other young gentlewomen. Both Betty Travitsky ("Wyll" 

80) and Richard Panofsky ("Love Poetry" 4) pointed out, 

however, that Whitney departs somewhat from her models, 

telling the story of Jason from a "closely perceived" 

woman's point of view which is not found in the myth. As 

Panofsky put it, the poem is "personal, and tough-minded, 

and hints at actual lives" ("Love Poetry" 4). Here, for 

example, the anger of the poet seems almost real as she 

wonders how Jason dared trust himself to the sea, knowing 
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himself forsworn, and it is this, in part, that led 

Travitsky to wonder if Whitney had actually been abandoned 

by a lover and had written the poem in response ("Lady" 

260-262) . 

While Whitney is indeed following the traditions of 

Renaissance amatory poetry in her use of Greek mythology for 

analogy, and while most of her comparisons are hardly 

original, her sense of humor sometimes goes beyond her 

models. Many of the women in the Heroides write their 

letters in despair while preparing to commit suicide. After 

Whitney's narrator completes her catalog of both the 

faithful lovers whose examples should be imitated and the 

unfaithful lovers whose examples should be shunned, she says 

that her lover might yet wish he had chosen her; if not, she 

hopes the new lover has Helen's beauty, Penelope's 

chasteness, Lucrece's constancy, and Thisbe's truth, and, 

should her lover think these traits rare, the speaker tells 

him, "Save Helens beauty, al the rest / the Gods have me 

assignd" (11. 107-108). Although her models in the Heroides 

did not hesitate to point out their virtues, none listed 

quite the catalog which Whitney assigns to her narrator; 

moreover, Whitney's narrator never contemplates suicide, but 

decides to apply her pen further in warning other women to 

beware of men's deceit. She also invites her unconstant 

lover to "peruse the rest," and see how he serves as an 

example to her female audience. 
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In "The admonition by the Auctor," Whitney turns away 

from her unconstant lover and addresses a larger audience, 

warning other young gentlewomen to beware of such unfaithful 

men. She advises them to "Beware of fayre and painted 

talke" (1. 13), and to beware of men's crocodile tears, 

because Ovid's Art of Love teaches lovers how to feign tears 

to soften a lady's heart (11. 17-24). Whitney issues the 

proverbial warning to "Trust not a man at the first sight, / 

but trye him well before" (11. 33-34), and then returns to 

her catalog of Greek mythology to prove her point. She 

cites the examples of Scylla, Oenone, and Phyllis to show 

women who trusted too easily, and of Hero to show how women 

ought to try their lovers. The histories of Jason and 

Medea, Aeneas and Dido were the subject of numerous ballads, 

poems, and stories during the Renaissance; the stories of 

Scylla, Oenone, and Phyllis, as Panofsky pointed out, were 

told far less often ("Love Poetry" 4). 

Whitney's final example, while perhaps suggested by her 

reading of Ovid's Ars Amatoria, is even less conventional: 

she compares women to fish in a stream who are presented 

with the fisher's attractive bait. A similar image appears 

in two of the anonymous poems of Tottel's Songes and 

Sonettes, but, as in Ovid, little is done with the 

comparison. In "Not to trust to much but beware by others 

calamaties," the poet writes, 
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The fish auoides the hoke, though hunger 
(byds him bite. 

And houereth still about the worme, whereon 
(is his delyte. 

Yf birdes and beastes can see, where their 
(vndoyng lies: 

How should a mischief scape our heades, that 
(haue both wit and eyes. 

(Rollins, Tottel's, 130-131, 11. 34-37)) 

The author of "The wounded louer determineth to make sute to 

his lady for his recure" does even less with the comparison: 

"Alas the fishe is caught, through baite, that hides the 

hoke, / Euen so her eye me trained hath, and tangled with 

her loke" (Rollins, Tottel's, 186, 11. 29-30). Whitney does 

much more with the image, devoting thirty-nine lines to a 

comparison where those lovers who are unwary end their lives 

on shore, while those who are lucky enough to escape, as did 

the narrator of the poem, now pry "on every baite, / 

suspecting styll that pricke" (11. 117-118). As for the 

speaker herself, she swears to beware of men's falseness 

from now on even if she lives a hundred years (11. 127-128), 

advice which Betty Travitsky described as "practical, not 

declamatory," and which "suggests painful experience, rather 

than rhetoric, by virtue of its restraint" ("Lady Doth 

Protest" 262). 

Travitsky also felt that Whitney's reworking of the 

typically male amatory poem demonstrates a growing feminist 

perspective in that Whitney 
identifies her own position with the 
subordination and restriction of her 
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classical counterparts . . . [and] 
expresses her understanding of the 
passive role played by the subordinated 
female in the game of marriage, and of 
the ubiquity of the double standard. The 
Letter succeeds in making a personal 
statement which maintains the dignity of 
this protesting woman poet. 

("Wyll" 80) 

While Travitsky correctly identified Whitney's awareness of 

the "subordination and restriction" of women, both in 

classical mythology and in Renaissance England, there is no 

real feeling of protest about that position in the poem, and 

Travitsky's statement that "Whitney initiated the woman's 

voice in poetic protest" ("Lady Doth Protest" 283) may 

attribute more of a feminist attitude to Whitney than she 

actually had. Instead, Whitney would seem to be reacting to 

the occasion in much the same way that her male models had 

reacted in their own poems. Just as they had, she maintains 

her own sense of value while pointing out that the end of 

their relationship is properly her lover's loss, for he is 

the one who has given up someone valuable and worthwhile. 

She is, in short, following the conventions of the 

occasional amatory epistle, and there is no indication in 

either the poem or in her letters that the poem was 

occasioned by a real occurance. 

Testamentary Ballads 

The final poem of A Sweet Nosgay, Whitney's "Wyll," is 

the only poem of hers to be praised by critics. Betty 
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Travitsky held that it was "the most enduring of Isabella 

Whitney's writings," and called it a "vivid survey of an 

obviously beloved and well-known London." She described it 

as "generally quite polished," and praised its "exuberant 

word play, unusual tone, [and] facile technique," all of 

which "give the poem lasting interest" ("Wyll" 82). Robert 

J. Fehrenbach called it "an interesting if not remarkable 

variation on the more traditional forms taken by the mock 

testamentary literature of the period: satire and 

complaint" ("Popular Miscellanies" 86). While the "Wyll" is 

undoubtedly the best of Whitney's poetry, it also marks a 

return to her beginnings, because it, like the poems of The 

Copy of a. Letter some six or seven years earlier, is a 

broadside ballad in form, rhyme, and meter. As for the 

subject of the poem, Alan Bold explained that the testament 

was common in the ballad tradition. In such a poem, "A 

dying or departing protagonist is asked to dispose of his or 

her possessions and does so in a particularly telling 

fashion" (31) . These wills were not simply lists 

distributing possessions among the members of the family, 

but often had ironic overtones (31). Unlike the usual 

testamentary ballad, however, the irony of Whitney's "Wyll" 

is gentle rather than bitter. Whitney's narrator here 

leaves her "possessions" to London, which has itself been 

the cause of her departure, even though "I never yet to rue 

my smart, / did finde that thou hadst pitie" (11. 15-16) . 
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This is the same city, the narrator complains. 

That neuer once a help wold finde, 
to ease me in distres. 

Thou neuer yet, woldst credit geue 
to boord me for a yeare: 

Nor with Apparell me releue 
except thou payed weare. 

No, no, thou neuer didst me good, 
nor euer wilt I know: 

(11. 31-38) 

Yet, "in perfect loue and charytie," she leaves to London 

"such Treasurye" as she will recite (11. 41, 43-44). She 

does, however, warn the people of London that some of the 

merchants "that keepe what I you leaue, / aske Mony: when 

they sell it," and suggests that her beneficiaries might 

need to go to the Mint where "there is such store, it is / 

vnpossible to tell it" (11. 160-163). Always short of money 

herself, she points out to the reader that she has left 

nothing in her will to pay for her own burial, but she asks 

London to provide her with a shrouding sheet and a simple 

burial, for, "Consider that aboue the ground, / annoyance 

bee I shall" (11. 314-325). 

Elaine V. Beilin felt that the "Wyll" has a deeper 

meaning than other testamentary ballads: 

The "Wyll" is a vision of worldly life in 
the de contemptu mundi tradition, for London, 
the "famous Citie" is also the City of Man. . . 
Whitney divides her poem along class lines, 
beginning with a satirical look at the 
conspicuous consumption of the lords, ladies, 
and gentlefolk . . . but when she turns to 
"the poore," Whitney can think only of leaving 
something to the prisons. . . . In this London, 
the rich indulge themselves to exces, and the 
poor decline into misery; both are spiritually 
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bankrupt. . . . In the "Wyll and Testament" the 
poet implicitly asks all Christians to examine 
their worldliness in the face of death. 

(98-100) 

Although it may be possible to read the "Wyll" as a 

Christian allegory as Beilin has done, such a reading is by 

no means necessary to appreciate Whitney's accomplishment 

here, for the "Wyll" is the best-written and most enjoyable 

of her eighteen poems. 

Sententia 

In the title poem of A Sweet Nosgay, Whitney drew upon 

another convention of Renaissance poetry, the collection of 

sententiae. Proverbs in English literature can be traced 

back as far as the first half of the eighth century (in W. 

G. Smith, viii), but it is probably safe to say that the 

mid-sixteenth-century's love of moral sayings stemmed almost 

directly from Erasmus's Adagia published in 1500. Janet 

Heseltine credited the Adagia, one of the most widely read 

books of the early sixteenth century, with acquainting the 

English with the "great figures of classical antiquity," at 

which time, "the insatiable spirit of the time lapped up old 

adages together with new knowledge, while with an awakened 

zest for learning it turned to the sources themselves" and 

made them readily available to all readers (in W. G. Smith, 

xiii-xiv). By early in Elizabeth's reign, Heseltine 

continued, "every one—scholars, wits, courtiers, writers, 
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the queen herself—spoke and wrote in proverbs, even 

invented them. They welcomed them for their common sense, 

or because of [their] 'sweet relished phrases'" (in W. G. 

Smith, xiii-xiv). The rhetoricians were quick to realize 

that such proverbs, the "wisdom of the ages," were 

particularly well suited to enforcing the moral and social 

codes of the period, a major focus of much of the literature 

of the time. Gary Waller pointed out that most of the 

poetry of the early sixteenth century was didactic and 

moralizing in nature, and its social utility as a medium for 

promoting morality was taken for granted, an effect that C. 

S. Lewis blamed on humanism. Lewis argued that the "pious, 

sober-minded educationalists" from 1500 to 1570 believed 

poetry should require "heavy moralizing, encyclopaedic scope 

and heavy-handed allegory," thus bringing "the worst of 

medieval solemnity in its epigrammatic, halting, moral 

commonplaces, precepts, and saws" forward into the 

Renaissance (in Waller 38-39). 

It is here, however, that Whitney moves fartherest away 

from the conventions of her model. Using Sir Hugh Plat's 

The Floures of Philosophie as her model, Whitney turned 

Plat's prose precepts into four-line poetic stanzas which 

were aimed at a popular, rather than a learned audience. 

Born to a wealthy family. Plat had graduated from Cambridge 

in 1572 and joined Lincoln's Inn; The Pleasures of Poetrie, 

printed with his Floures of Philosophie, consists of some of 
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his early poetry, including "school-room exercises" in 

imitation of Herodotus or Ovid (Panofsky, Floures, xiv). 

Panofsky suggested that, as a new man at Lincoln's Inn, 

"Plat's milieu [was] the academy first and only secondarily 

the world of popular publishing" (Floures xiv). For poets 

such as Googe or Turberville, with whom Plat can be 

compared. Waller explained that a poem was typically a 

collection of sententiae "designed to show the universality 

of the human lot and, more particularly, the moral and civic 

principles of the Tudor establishment" (3 9). In Whitney, 

the maxims of A Sweet Nosgay are chosen for their personal 

importance, and have little to do with "the moral and civic 

principles of the Tudor establisliment." 

While Plat's work tends to support the Tudor political 

establishment with numerous civil maxims such as "A quiet 

and peaceable empire is like to the pure heauens that be as 

cleare as christall" (673), "When euery man is for himselfe, 

there the common wealth muste needes come to ruine" (682), 

and "First let the King liue according to the lawe himselfe, 

and then let him see the law executed vpon other" (692), 

Whitney selected only one of these political maxims for 

inclusion in "A sweet Nosgay": 

When Potentats ambicious are, 
the poore men, they are wrackt. 

When Realmes deuide within themselues 
no cities are vnsackt. 

(Stanza 51) 
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For her other 109 stanzas, Whitney selected from Plat only 

those maxims which dealt with the individual, not the state, 

and an examination of her letters suggests that she chose 

maxims which had personal meaning for her or the friends to 

whom she wrote. Plat's "learned and literary air" and his 

full index aimed at the scholarly reader disappear in 

Whitney, who "presents a much shorter list of maxims . . . 

as a means toward wholesome truths" (Panofsky, Floures, vi). 

In Plat, the maxims have the feel of a scholarly collection 

of proverbs, a school exercise; in Whitney, they become a 

collection of truths which she had found to be helpful in 

her own life, and which she now wished to share with the 

friends who had helped her. 

In re-working Plat's maxims for her audience, Whitney 

selected 111 of Plat's 883 sentences as the basis for her 

110 stanzas. She twice combined two of his maxims into a 

single stanza, and divided one of his maxims between two 

stanzas once. She also rearranged Plat's order, following 

her source for the first seven stanzas, choosing Plat's 

250th sentence for her eighth, then coming back to Plat's 

order by making his eighth maxim her ninth, and following 

Plat closely thereafter, with the exceptions of dividing and 

combining sentences, through his 97th maxim, at which time 

she began skipping back and forth between his 100th and his 

880th. Thus, her stanzas 98-110 are drawn from Plat's 

sentences 105, 100, 104, 102, 391, 392, 382, 374, 375, 379, 
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880, 422, and 420, respectively. Although her re-ordering 

of Plat's maxims is incomplete (she states in "The Auctor to 

the Reader" that she had not be able "to sort the same 

aright" but was forced to deliver the maxims "in a bundle as 

they bee," 11. 95-97), the overall effect of her rearranging 

is that her maxims on love, friendship, youth and age, for 

example, tend to be somewhat better grouped together by 

subject matter than they were in her source. In "The Auctor 

to the Reader" she cautions, "take heede it is a Maze / to 

warne thee I forgot" (11. 179-180); apparently, the 

arrangement of the maxims in Plat's Floures of Philosophie 

was a maze which she did not feel fit her own purposes. 

In addition to rearranging Plat's order, Whitney also 

changed the content of many of the maxims, sometimes for the 

better and sometimes not. In his introduction to The 

Floures of Philosophie, Panofsky argued that Whitney, in 

trying to fill out her quatrain, sometimes missed or blunted 

the wit of Plat's original (ix). Her 81st stanza, for 

example, is drawn from Plat's 80th sentence, "A wel disposed 

mind wil helpe him that wanders, into the right way"; 

Whitney changes the maxim to read. 

Such minds, as are disposed wel 
brings wanderers to the way: 

And redy are with helping hand, 
to such as go astray. 
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Plat's 17th maxim, "Let not youth raunge abroade, for if he 

see the yong mares he will neygh or brey if he see time," 

also loses its bite in Whitney's revision; her 18th stanza 

reads. 

You must not suffer youth to raing 
nor stray abrode at wyll: 

For libertye doth lewdnesse breed, 

wherfore preuent that yll. 

Less frequently, Panofsky stated, "her second verse 

adds significant elaboration or a contrast" (ix), as in her 

seventh stanza which is drawn from Plat's seventh sentence. 

Where Plat wrote, "Out of sight, out of minde," Whitney 

questions the accuracy of the platitude: 

A saying olde, once out of sight, 
and also out of minde: 

These contraries, that absent frends 

much ioy at meeting find. 

Where Plat's fourth maxim held that "When olde friends have 

bene long absent, then newe friends do oftentymes slippe in 

their roome," Whitney pointed out that this was true only 

"when freends but fickle are" (Stanza 4); and Plat's 

"Admonish thy friends secretly, and praise them openly" (13) 

is modified by Whitney's qualification, "if so be, / their 

deeds do prayse desarue" (Stanza 14). She also modifies 

Plat's 30th sentence, "Prosperitie dothe get friendes, but 

adversitie trieth them," by pointing out that this is not 

true if "they faythfull are" (Stanza 30). Indeed, Whitney 

often modifies Plat's maxims about friendship to stress the 
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difference between true friends and false, perhaps because 

she felt her own friends had stood by her when she needed 

them most. 

Sometimes, Panofsky admitted, her colloquialism can 

point out "a sudden truth" which Plat's maxim misses (ix). 

For example, she changes Plat's 75th sentence, "The lover is 

dead in his own, and lives in an others body," to read, 

Affection fond deceaues the wise 
and loue maks men such noddyes 

That to their selues they seeme as dead 
yet liue in other boddies. 

(Stanza 76) 

To Plat's 25th maxim, "Though old men seeme nigher unto 

deathes doore, yet is youth by a thousande times more prone 

to his ende than age is," Whitney adds that youth "lesse 

doth lyfe esteeme" (Stanza 26). To Plat's 28th maxim, "Not 

to know ones misery, is to live without daunger," Whitney 

adds that even the just may "taste of troubles great" if 

they are not cautious enough (Stanza 29); and she modifies 

his 35th sentence, "Men by emulation of others, become the 

same them selves," by pointing out that men have a tendency 

to copy "euery yll as custome is" more often than they copy 

the good (Stanza 35). 

Perhaps Travitsky's comments about the feminist 

attitude in Whitney's earlier poetry might explain why she 

changes Plat's 66th maxim to make it apply equally to both 

sexes. Thus, Plat's "The best Phisition to heale the lovers 

wound, is she that stroke the blowe" becomes, 
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If loue haue geuen thee a blow, 
and that thou art vnsound. 

Make meanes that ye a plaster haue, 
of them which gaue the wound. 

(Stanza 68) 

Similarly, Plat's "It is a death to the sorowfull man to 

linger in life" (Maxim 45) becomes in Whitney, "The 

sorowfull do think it death, / to linger in this lyfe" 

(Stanza 45), and Plat's "As ofte as a man parteth from his 

friend, so ofte doth he seeme to dye" (Maxim 55) becomes "So 

ofte as faithfull friends depart" in Whitney (Stanza 55). 

In addition to directing her maxims to a different 

audience tham that of her source, Whitney makes them a more 

integral part of her work than they had been in Plat. The 

maxims of "A Sweet Nosgay," the letters to friends and 

family, and the final "Wyll" are thematically tied together 

as a single work. As Panofsky pointed out, "The Sweet 

Nosegay asks to be read in order from cover to cover" 

(Floures vii) . Whitney's dedicatory letter to George 

Mainwaring, for example, thanks him for the benefits by 

which he has shown himself to be her friend (11. 5-9); 

stanza 58 of "A sweet Nosgay" advises the reader to show his 

ability by benefits to his friends. Her comments on 

Mainwaring's promising youth (11. 39-43) match her maxims on 

youth's promises being fulfilled in age (17, 22). In the 

same way, her warning to "Master T. L." that "some haue 

sworne to lyke you well / so long as you haue pelfe" (11. 
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35-36) repeats the warnings of maxims 33 ("a fawning 

frende") and 30 ("Prosperitie wyll get thee friends"). Her 

first maxim about friends who have been absent long is 

repeated in her letters to her brothers Geoffrey and Brooke, 

when she tells them how much she looks forward to seeing 

them again. Her letter to "C. B." points out that Whitney 

herself finds it difficult to follow the advice of Stanza 16 

and take "pacientlye / Correction in aduersytie" (11. 

17-18) . Her "Wyll" leaves lawyers to those people who 

"cannot quiet bee, / but striue for House or Land" (11. 

284-287), but the "Nosgay" warns that those same lawyers are 

often more interested in money than in the truth (101, 102, 

104) . Time and again, the maxims of "A sweet Nosgay" echo 

the sentiments, warnings, and advice of her letters to and 

from her friends and family, tying her "Epistle Dedicatory," 

her familiar letters, her "Wyll," and her "sweet Nosgay" 

together into a thematic whole which stresses the importance 

of true friendship and the danger of trusting in material 

possessions. 

Familiar Letters 

The second group of poems in A sweet Nosgay, "Certain 

familier Epistles and friendly Letters," consists of ten of 

Whitney's letters to friends and family members, and three 

responses sent to her. Although these are personal letters, 

Whitney's choice to write them in poetry suggests that she 



probably turned again to Ovid's Heroides for at least part 

of her model, as there was no particular English tradition 

of poetic familiar letters for her to use as a pattern. 

There had been a number of poetic letters in Tottel's Songes 

and Sonettes (1557), including Wyatt's to John Poins ("Of 

the Meane and Sure Estate," "Of the Courtiers Life") and to 

Sir Fraunces Bryan ("How to Use the Court and Himselfe 

Therin"), and several of Grimald's ("To L. I. S.," "To 

Maistres D. A.," "To His Familiar Frend," and others). Some 

of the poems in Googe's Eglogs Epytaphes, and Sonettes 

(1563) and in Turberville's Epitaphes, Epigrams, Songs and 

Sonets (1567) are also poems written to friends (Panofsky, 

Epitaphes, x-xi), but Whitney's epistles seem to be personal 

letters first and poems second, rather than poems written 

with publication in mind. While many of the letters by 

Wyatt, Grimald, and others are written to comment on life at 

the court or the state of the country, or are written in 

praise of a lady's beauty, Whitney's poetic epistles deal 

only with the daily events of her own life and the lives of 

the friends and family to whom she writes. Her letters to 

her brothers Geoffrey and Brooke inquire about their health, 

and about the possibility of an impending visit. These 

letters mention her unnamed misfortune, but instead of 

becoming a public poem which bewails Fortune's fickleness, 

the letters promise that she will tell her brothers more 

when she sees them again. Her letter to her sister-in-law 
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Anne Borron is written to thank her for her help (Whitney 

says Anne "had bestowed expence"), and possibly to respond 

to Anne's criticism of Whitney's writing: 

Had I a Husband, or a house, 
and all that longes therto 

My selfe could frame about to rouse, 
as other women doo: 

But til some houshold cares mee tye. 
My bookes and Pen I wyll apply. 

(11. 37-42) 

Her letter to her cousin "F. W." asks whether or not he has 

married yet, and asks him to write or come for a visit. Her 

letter to "Master T. L." is sent to warn him that someone is 

pretending to be his friend only to have access to his 

money. 

Although other writers such as Beaumont, Donne, 

Goldsmith, Cowper, Burns, Keats, and Robert Louis Stevenson 

would later produce rhymed epistles, there was no real 

tradition as such either before or after Whitney; the rhymed 

epistle has always been the plaything of the poet, rather 

than a true literary genre. Although familiar letters are 

one of the oldest forms of writing, Elizabeth Goldsmith 

pointed out that the familiar letter was first thought of as 

a literary form only in the sixteenth century. William J. 

Dawson and Coningbsby W. Dawson believed that such letters 

have, as a whole, received little respect as literature, 

probably because critics feel that letters are, at best, "an 

inferior and subsidiary form of literature" (9). They 

continue, however, that letters probably deserve more 
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respect and attention than they have received because they 

require a rare combination of qualities in the writer: the 

writer must both be interesting in himself and have 

interesting matter to share; he must be a bit of an egotist; 

"he must possess both daring and freedom" because he cannot 

take a pose in a letter as he does in a poem or other work 

of literature; and "he must above all possess the intimate 

note, for without it he will produce an essay, but not a 

letter" (9). 

Because "a good letter is really a page from the secret 

memoirs of a man," Dawson and Dawson continued, self-

revelation is "the first aim of a true letter"; "The man who 

is not prepared to unlock his heart to us can never write a 

great letter" (9-10). While Whitney's letters cannot be 

called "great letters" by any means, they are often intimate 

and revealing. Her letter to her brother Geoffrey, for 

example, speaks of her poverty and asks for his help in her 

misfortune: "You are, and must be chiefest staffe / that I 

shal stay on heare" (11. 15-16) . Here, she also reveals her 

loss of service to a lady, and tells her brother, "I 

languish for it styll" (11. 25-32). Her letter to her 

brother Brooke, perhaps occasioned by her own illness 

(described in "A carefull complaynt," 11. 17-20), reveals 

her concern about his health (11. 5-8), and promises to tell 

him more about her problems in person than she is willing to 

reveal "within this Paper weake" (11. 19-24). In her letter 
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to her two sisters in London, she warns them to beware of 

those who would harm them by "word or Byll" (11. 33-44), as 

had been done to her. Her letter to "T. B." ("A carefull 

complaynt") speaks of her despair and asks that "Death delay 

not long, / thy dewtye to declare" (11. 49-50). A similar 

comment in her letter to "C. B." (1. 23) brings a response 

that suicide "wold both thy soule and body spyll" ("In 

answer by C. B.," 11. 17-18). In her letters to friends and 

family, Whitney does "unlock her heart," and it is in these 

often self-pitying, often concerned, letters that we learn 

most about her as a person, and are able to fill in some of 

the details of her life. 

A Thematic Whole 

In A Sweet Nosgay, Whitney combined her collection of 

sententiae, her familiar epistles, and her ballad-"Wyll" 

into a thematic whole, and it is here that her true 

originality as a poet emerges. Panofsky felt the book's 

originality lay "in its application of life to literary 

convention and in its energetic association of the two 

common themes of friendship and fortune." Whitney's 

attempts "to master reverses in fortune are related to her 

own friends' efforts to advise and console" (Floures xiii). 

The poverty and illness which Whitney describes in her 

letters had led her into despair, but her friends offered 

advice, and possibly financial aid, standing by her in her 
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misfortune. While recuperating from her illness, she tells 

us in "The Auctor to the Reader," she began to read Plat's 

The Floures of Philosophie, and the maxims made her aware, 

perhaps for the first time, of how loyal her friends had 

been. Then, Panofsky suggested, Whitney, having found 

solace in Plat's maxims herself, sought to share those 

benefits with George Mainwaring "and through him to the 

general reader in a responsive gesture of amity. And her 

poems testify to the distinctive obligation of friends to 

give consolation and also to advise and admonish" (Floures 

xiii) . 

As Panofsky reminded us, it was only at the end of the 

1560s and the beginning of the 1570s that important poets 

such as Turberville and Gascoigne were beginning to 

experiment with various types of narrative and thematic 

sequencing. While the techniques, images, and allusions of 

A Sweet Nosgay are by no means original with Whitney, and 

while "its style of exaggerated complaint, with stock 

literary and Biblical references and a vocabulary of 

emotional extremes, is familiar to all readers of middle-

Elizabethan poetry" (Floures xiii), Whitney's attempt to 

combine so many poetic conventions and traditions into a 

unified, thematic whole which would show that friends, and 

not material wealth, should be trusted, puts her at the 

forefront of early-Elizabethan poetic experimentation. 
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Prosody 

Critics of Whitney's poetry have tended to brush her 

work aside as being poorly written and, as poetry, unworthy 

of serious study. In his introduction to Geoffrey Whitney's 

A Choice of Emblemes, Henry Green felt it appropriate to 

discuss some of Isabella's poems, "not that they possess 

much literary merit or poetical beauty," but because of what 

they told about the Whitney family. After all, her poems 

were "just the outpourings of a country maiden's spirit when 

brought into contact with the London society of Elizabeth's 

reign" (Ixviii). And, typical of modern critics, Robert J. 

Fehrenbach commented that, although her poetry is of 

interest as "material for the study of social and popular 

cultural history," it is of "inconsiderable artistic value," 

and he suggested there was "good justification" for not 

according her work any place in English belles-letters. 

Because her subjects are unattractive, he continued, and, 

because of her typically lachrymose treatment of those 

subjects, "the verses have no appeal" ("Isabella Whitney and 

the Popular Miscellanies" 85). While it is true that 

Whitney's poetry hardly achieves greatness, Gary Waller's 

comments serve to remind us that she is actually fairly 

representative of poets writing during the middle decades of 

the sixteenth century: 

Most early and mid-century English poetry, 
with the notable exception of Wyatt's, 
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seems similarly utilitarian and pedantic. 
It is abstract and moralizing . . . [and] 
seems to be worlds apart from the delicate 
sophistication and seeming individuality 
of later poets like Sidney or Shakespeare. 
. . . Indeed, a modern reader's impression 
of most British poetry between 1480 and 
1580, with the exception of Dunbar and 
Wyatt, is not likely to be favourable. It 
is, overall, as Yvor Winters put it, 
"astonishingly poor." 

(38-39) 

While it is impossible to argue the non-existant greatness 

of Whitney's poetic ability, her work is neither better nor 

worse than most of the poetry being written by poets other 

than Wyatt and Surrey during the middle decades of the 

sixteenth century. Her work is, instead, very much a part 

of the mainstream of early Renaissance poetry. 

Meter and Stanza Forms 

Whitney's varying metrical patterns, from iambic 

trimeter to pentameter, clearly show her affiliation with 

the other early Renaissance poets. She also experiments, 

often not very successfully, with a number of stanza forms, 

including the ballad stanza, common meter, short measure, 

and rhyme royal. As is fitting for a writer of poetry aimed 

at a popular audience, she seemed to prefer the ballad 

stanza, using it in twelve of her eighteen signed poems, 

both in The copy of a Letter and A sweet Nosgay. 

Both of her poems in The copy of a Letter are written 

in simple ballad stanza, with alternating lines of iambic 
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tetrameter and iambic trimeter and a simple cibcb rhyme 

scheme. This simple stanza was typical of such "garlands," 

or collections of ballads, and, indeed, the two poems by "W. 

G." and "R. W." printed with Whitney's poems in The copy of 

a Letter follow the same stanzaic formula. The simplicity 

of such a form makes it ideal for a beginning poet, as, no 

doubt, all three of the writers of The Copy were, but 

Whitney would experiment with the ballad and other forms as 

she wrote the poems of A sweet Nosgay some six or seven 

years later, apparently trying to find a formula that would 

make her more "poet" and less "ballad-writer." This 

experimentation might indicate that she had matured as a 

poet, or at least felt she had, or it might simply indicate 

that she wanted the Nosgay to be seen as something other 

than a "garland." While she returned to the ballad stanza 

for ten of the sixteen poems in the Nosgay, she began to add 

variations to that form with the first poem of the 

collection. 

In "The Auctor to the Reader," the first poem of the 

Nosgay, she returns to the ballad stanza but adds 

alliteration and, periodically, a caesura to the iambic 

tetrameter lines of the poem: 

This Haruest tyme, I Haruestless, 
and seruicelesse also: 

And subiect vnto sicknesse, that 
abrode I could not go. 

Had leasure good, (though learning lackt) 
some study to apply: 

(11. 1-6) 
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Although the first nine lines of the poem retain the 

alliteration, she apparently found the pattern difficult to 

maintain, because she dropped the alliteration at line 

eleven, picked it up again at lines fifteen, twenty-one, 

twenty-seven, thirty-one, and then sporadically thereafter. 

Her use of the caesura is even more irregular, falling at 

lines one, five, seven, fifteen, twenty-seven, and so forth 

throughout the 180 lines of the poem. 

Her next four poems, "A sweet Nosgay," "A souernigne 

receypt," "A farewell to the Reader," and "To her Brother G. 

W.," use a straightforward ballad stanza, but her sixth poem 

of the collection, her letter "To her Brother B. W.," varies 

the pattern again. Here, she adds internal rhyme within the 

odd-numbered lines, dividing the lines with a caesura and 

rhyming the first hemistich of the line with the second: 

Good Brother Brooke, I often looke, 
to heare of your returne: 

But none can tell, if you be well, 
nor where you doo soiurne: 

Which makes me feare, that I shall heare 
your health appaired is: 

And oft I dread, that you are dead, 
or somthyng goeth amys. 

Yet when I thinke, you can not shrinke, 
but must with Maister bee: 

I haue good hope, when you haue scope, 
you wyll repaire to mee. 

(11. 1-12) 

Although her letter to her brother Brooke is only twenty-

eight lines long, Whitney apparently found this variation of 

the ballad stanza easier to write than she had the 
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alliterative line, because she continues the pattern 

throughout the poem. 

Her next letter, "An order prescribed, by IS. W. to two 

of her yonger Sisters serving in London," is written in 

short measure, three lines of iambic trimeter (lines 1, 2, 

and 4) and one line of iambic tetrameter (line 3), a 

stanzaic form often used for hymns. Although her stanzas 

are of varying lengths, she end-stops every fourth line, 

creating a series of quatrains which are run together: 

Good Sisters mine, when I 
shal further from you dwell: 

Peruse these lines, observe the rules 
which in the same I tell. 

So shal you wealth posses, 
and quietnesse of mynde: 

And al your friends to se the same, 
a treble ioy shall fynde. 

(11. 1-8) 

Whitney apparently found this stanzaic form easy to use, for 

this letter runs to ninety-six lines, and she chose to use 

the form again in "A carefull complaynt by the vnfortunate 

Auctor." 

In the next letter, "To her Sister Misteris A. B.," she 

changes stanzaic form to a six-line stanza similar to the 

sestet in a Shakespearean sonnet. Here, however, Whitney 

uses alternating lines of iambic tetrameter and iambic 

trimeter (rhyming abab) followed by an iambic tetrameter 

couplet (cc) , where, twenty years later, Shakespeare would 

use iambic pentameter throughout: 
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Because I to my Brethern wrote, 
and to my Sisters two: 

Good Sister Anne, you this might wolt, 
yf so I should not doo 

To you, or ere I parted hence. 
You vainely had bestowed expence. 

(11. 1-4) 

She returned to this stanzaic form with her "Is. W. to C. B. 

in bewaylynge her mishappes," matching the two poems in 

length (forty-two lines each) as well as in form. 

Whitney returned to the simple ballad stanza for her 

next letter, "To her Cosen F. W.," and, again for her letter 

"To my Friend Master T. L. whose good nature: I see 

abusde." She used the ballad stanza twice more in the 

collection, in "The Aucthour (though loth to leaue the 

Citie)" and "The maner of her Wyll," but the first of these 

uses the more difficult to maintain abab crossed-rhyme 

scheme. The "Wyll" shifts back to the simpler abcb rhyme 

scheme, probably because of the difficulty in finding enough 

rhyming words in English to fill a 37 9-line poem. 

In her answer to the letter from "T. B." ("A Reply to 

the same"), and in the last poem of her friendly epistles 

("Is. W. beyng wery of writing"), Whitney uses the 

seven-line rhyme royal stanza of Chaucer's Troilus and 

Criseyde, and its typical ababbcc rhyme scheme: 
The bitter force of Fortunes frowardnesse, 

is painted out by B. his changed hew: 
Report bewrayes, that tirants doublenesse. 

which I by triall, proue (alas) to true. 
constraynde I am, on thy mishaps to rue: 
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As oft as I consider thine estate. 
Which differs far, from that yt wast of late. 

("A Reply to the same," 11. 1-7) 

Whitney's use of alliteration, the caesura, and rhyme royal 

reflect the poetry of the Middle Ages; at the same time, her 

experimentation with stanzaic form shows an awareness of 

what her contemporaries were writing during the middle of 

the sixteenth century and anticipates the poetry of the 

Renaissance. 

Word and Image 

R. J. Fehrenbach correctly called Whitney's vocabulary 

"limited, [and] repetitive" ("Isabella Whitney and the 

Popular Miscellanies" 86), but, because she was writing for 

a popular, not a learned, audience, Whitney wrote in the 

language her audience used instead of the special, poetic 

language of the courtly writers. Her word choice is, 

therefore, primarily that of spoken English of the mid-

sixteenth century, which aligns her poetry closely with the 

work of the balladeers and the Renaissance letter writers 

who advocated the use of "'plain,' unadorned speech, 

uncorrupted by rhetorical flourishes" (Rosenthal 4). As 

Travitsky explained, "Her simple themes and the restraint 

and economy of her language suggest an affinity with what 

Yvor Winters termed 'the native plain style of poetry'," 

which also characterizes the work of such early Renaissance 
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poets as George Gascoigne, BarnsODe Googe and George 

Turberville ("Wyll" 77) . 

Only three times does Whitney use words which the 

Oxford English Dictionary identifies as "poetic": "aye" for 

"always" ("Nosgay," Stanza 88), "meede" for "reward" ("A 

farewell to the Reader," 1. 36), and "trump" for "trumpet" 

("To my Friend Master T. L.," 1. 8). On three other 

occasions, she uses words which are considered slang or 

"vulgar" words: "pelfe" ("To my Friend Master T. L.," 1. 

3 6) , a word which George Puttenham considered too "lewd and 

base" for dignified poetry (266), "greedy guts" ("The Auctor 

to the Reader," 1. 157), a vulgar term for gluttons, and 

"fruit wives" ("The maner of her Wyll," 1. 266), a slang 

term for bawds. Other than these six terms, the only 

lexical preference which distinguishes her language from 

that of everyday London is her use of a few archaic or 

dialectical words: "whom" for "home" ("Admonition," 1. 64), 

"scrat" for "scratched" ("Admonition," 1. 81), "tyl" for 

"to" ("The Aucthour though loth to leave," 1. 48), "drug" 

for "drudge" ("The maner of her Wyll," 1. 177), and "preace" 

for "press" ("The maner of her Wyll," 1. 215). The 

remainder of Whitney's language is, as befits a writer of 

popular literature, that of her audience. 

Imagery in The Copy of a letter. Her typical image in 

"I. w. to her vnconstant Louer" is a comparison of herself 

to a figure from mythology who was betrayed by one she 
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loved. Thus the speaker likens herself to Dido (11. 33-36), 

to Ariadne (11. 37-40), and to Medea (11. 41-52), while her 

unconstant lover is likened to Aeneas, Theseus, and Jason. 

She wishes her lover's new wife Helen's beauty (1. 97), 

Penelope's chasteness (1. 99), Lucrece's constancy (1. 101), 

and Thisbie's truth (1. 102), then tells him that she, the 

narrator, already possesses all those virtues except for 

Helen's beauty. Despite his betrayal, she wishes her lover 

King Nestor's life (1. 126), and the wealth of either King 

Xerxes or King Croesus (11. 129-130), before pledging that 

she will write to him no more. 

In "The admonition by the Auctor," Whitney again draws 

much of her imagery from classical mythology, but she also 

adds proverbial and other imagery. The "other Maids being 

in Loue" are warned to beware "flattering tonges" for 

"Mermaides do pretend no good / for all their pleasant 

Songs" (11. 15-16). Men are capable of using the tears of 

Crocodiles (1. 17) to sway a maiden's heart, and women are 

warned to "trie before ye trust" as Hero did Leander (11. 

73-88). Lines 89-124 compare women to fish in a stream 

while men are like the anglers presenting their bait. The 

woman who is not wary of the hook soon finds herself doomed 

"to end thy lyfe on shore" (1. 110), but Whitney, who 

managed to escape the hook, promises to pry on every bait 

from now on, "suspecting styll that pricke: / (For to lye 

hid in euery thing)" (11. 118-119). 
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Imagery in A Sweet Nosgay. In her second book, Whitney 

continues her use of allusions to classical mythology and to 

other writers, and adds herbal and floral imagery. Her 

dedication to George Mainwaring alludes to several stories 

in Plutarch's Lives, comparing her gift to that of "the pore 

man which having no goods, came with his hands full of water 

to meete the Persian Prince withal" (11. 18-20). She admits 

that these poems are not her own; rather, "like to that 

poore Fellow which wente into an others ground for his 

water" (11. 26-29), she has stepped "into an other's garden 

for these Flowers" (11. 29-30). Following that image, she 

writes that the garden of Mainwaring's mind is "full fraught 

with vertuous Flowers" already (1. 40), and she hopes they 

will yield fruit hereafter, but, in the meantime, "yet 

ordaine to smell to these . . . when you come into a 

pestilent aire that might infect your sound minde" (11. 

43-45) . The herbal and floral imagery continue through "The 

Auctor to the Reader" and into the proverbial maxims of "A 

sweet Nosgay." 

Having been taken directly from Sir Hugh Plat's maxims, 

the imagery of "A sweet Nosgay" is usually proverbial or 

traditional: 

The vigor of our youth, no whit 
doth differ from the Flower: 

Which for a time doth florish fayre, 
and quickly lose his power. 

(Stanza 19) 
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Children are lykened to the spring 
and Stripplings to the Sommer. 

And yongmen, thei ar Autumyne like 
and olde men wery winter. 

(Stanza 39) 

While these images are usually part of the proverb Whitney 

borrowed from her source, she often does more with them than 

did Plat. Sometimes a precept for living in Plat takes on 

new meaning which, itself, gains almost proverbial power as 

Whitney modifies it for her popular audience. For example. 

Plat's 63rd sentence, "The lovers teares wil soone appease 

his Ladies anger," becomes, in Whitney's 65th stanza. 

The louers teres, wil soone appease 
his Ladyes angry moode: 

But men will not be pacified, 

if Wemen weepe a flood. 

"A sovernigne receypt" and "A farewell to the Reader" 

once again return to the herbal and floral imagery, asking 

the reader not to despoil her flowers, but to give others 

leave to wear them, and the imagery is continued into the 

first of her letters, "To her Brother. G. W." The remainder 

of the letters use little imagery, other than that of 

Fortune's mistreatment of Isabella. "To her Sister Misteris 

A. B.," however, returns to classical mythology, wishing her 

sister Anne Borron Nestor's days (1. 13). "A carefull 

complaynt" tells Dido to "stint thy teares" for Isabella is 

more mistreated than she, and also asks the Sisters three to 

"dispatch my dayes / and finysh all my care" (11. 51-52) . 

Her reply to the letter of "T. B." draws heavily on 
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classical imagery, mentioning Jupiter, Saturn, and Sir 

Phoebus, as well as personifying Winter and May, and "Is. w. 

to C. B." adds biblical imagery by asking that God make her 

more like Job so she can "take with quietnesse, / what 

souever is his wyll" (11. 20-22). 

Conclusion 

While critics may argue that Isabella Whitney's work 

deserves no place in English belles-letters (Fehrenbach, 

"Popular Miscellanies" 85), her work is actually more 

important than is usually recognized. In Whitney's use of 

rhyme royal, alliteration, and the caesura, and in her 

experimentation with stanzaic forms, her poems typify the 

period of transition from the poetry of the Middle Ages to 

that of the Renaissance. If her poetry cannot be called 

great, it is still better than much of what was being 

written at the time. That the poetry of Wyatt and Surrey, 

for example, is still read and praised today shows that they 

were the rare exceptions rather than the rule during the 

middle decades of the sixteenth century, and points out the 

mass of plodding, moralistic, workman-like poetry above 

which they, and sometimes Whitney, rose. If Whitney's 

poetry cannot be ranked with that of Wyatt and Surrey, it 

often rises above the work of most of their contemporaries. 

In addition, her attempt to tie all of the poems of A sweet 

Nosgay together into a thematic whole puts her, along with 
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Turberville and Gascoigne, in the forefront of early-

Elizabethan poetic experimentation. 

Whitney's poetry is also of considerable historic and 

cultural value. Her letters to friends and family tell us 

more cibout the role of women during the middle of the 

sixteenth century, and her frequent allusions to both 

classical and contemporary literature call into question 

some of the older assumptions about the education of women 

during the early Elizabethan period, and serve as an index 

to what educated women were reading at the time. Her 

reworking of Hugh Plat's Floures of Philosophie for a 

popular, instead of a learned, reader shows us her awareness 

of the distinction between the two audiences and makes 

clearer our own awareness of that difference. Finally, her 

"Wyll" gives us a detailed and loving portrait of London in 

the early 1570s, a portrait which has no equal in the works 

of any of her contemporaries. 

In short, Whitney's contribution to our knowledge about 

early Renaissance poetry and life is s\abstantial and 

requires that we accord her a place of some importance in 

English literature. That the poems were written by the 

first woman in England, other than those of the aristocracy 

or in orders, to receive credit for the poetry she published 

merely adds to that significance. 
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NOTE ON EDITORIAL PRINCIPLES 

In preparing this edition of Isabella Whitney's poetry 

I have used as my copy-texts the unique edition of The Copy 

of a letter now in the Bodleian Library (STC 25439) and the 

unique edition of A Sweet Nosgay now in the British Library 

(STC 25440), working originally with microfilm and then at 

the Bodleian and the British Library with the two texts 

themselves. Because collation of the sixteenth-century text 

of The Copy of a, letter with the nineteenth-century 

printings by Collier and Arber reveals that the later 

printings have no authority [see Appendix B for a complete 

collation], I have transcribed the text of the two 

sixteenth-century octavos exactly as they were printed with 

the following exceptions: 

1. The occasional tilde has been replaced by the 

appropriate nasal; 

2. No attempt has been made to duplicate the long s, 

large capitals, and variations in type size or fount; 

3. Missing letters have been provided once or twice in 

square brackets, but only when modern readers might 

otherwise find the word confusing; and, 

4. Obvious compositor's errors, such as letters set 

upside down, have been silently corrected in the text of the 

poems, with the changes indicated in the notes on the poems. 
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I have followed the printer's use of u/v, i/y, i/j/ and 

W for W throughout, and his practices with regard to the 

use of capital letters and italics. The spelling of the 

original has also been retained. 
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THE POEMS OF THE COPY OF A LETTER 



THE PRINTER TO the Reader. 

What lack you, Maister mine? 

some trifle that is trew? 

Why? then this same wil serue your turne 

the which is also new. 

[5] Or yf you minde to reade, 

some Fables that be fained: 

Buy this same Booke, and ye shall finde, 

such in the same contained. 

Perchaunce my wordes be thought, 

[10] vncredible to you: 

Because I say this Treatise is, 

both false and also true. 

The matter of it selfe, 

is true as many know: 

[15] And in the same, some fained tales, 

the Auctor doth bestow. 

Therfore, bye this same Booke, 

of him that heere doth dwell: 

And you (I know) wyll say you haue 

[20] bestowed your mony well. 

Farewell 



I. W. To her vnconstant Louer. 

AS close as you your weding kept 

yet now the trueth I here: 

Which you (yer now) might me haue told 

what nede you nay to swere? 

[5] You know I alwayes wisht you wel 

so wyll I during lyfe: 

But sith you shal a Husband be 

God send you a good wyfe. 

And this (where so you shal become) 

[10] full boldly may you boast: 

That once you had as true a Loue, 

as dwelt in any Coast. 

Whose constantnesse had neuer quaild 

if you had not begonne: 

[15] And yet it is not so far past, 

but might agayne be wonne. 

If you so would: yea and not change 

so long as lyfe should last: 

But yf that needes you marry must 

[20] then farewell, hope is past, 
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And if you cannot be content 

to lead a single lyfe? 

(Although the same right quiet be) 

then take me to your wife. 

[25] So shall the promises be kept, 

that you so firmly made: 

Now chuse whether ye wyll be true, 

or be of SINONS trade. 

Whose trade if that you long shal vse, 

[30] it shal your kindred stayne: 

Example take by many a one 

whose falshood now is playne. 

As by ENEAS first of all, 

who dyd poore DIDO leaue, 

[35] Causing the Quene by his vntrueth 

with Sword her hart to cleaue. 

Also I finde that THESEVS did, 

his faithfull loue forsake: 

Stealyng away within the night, 

[40] before she dyd awake. 



lASON that came of noble race, 

two Ladies did begile: 

I muse how he durst shew his face, 

to them that knew his wile. 

[45] For when he by MEDEAS arte, 

had got the Fleece of Gold 

And also had of her that time, 

al kynd of things he wolde. 

He toke his Ship and fled away 

[50] regarding not the vowes: 

That he dyd make so faithfully, 

vnto his louing Spowes, 

How durst he trust the surging Seas 

knowing himselfe forsworne: 

[55] Why dyd he scape safe to the land, 

before the ship was torne? 

I think king Aeolus stayd the winds 

and Neptune rulde the Sea: 

Then might he boldly passe y e waues 

[60] no perils could him siea. 



But if his falsehed had to them, 

bin manifest befor: 

They wold haue rent y e ship as soone 

as he had gon from shore. 

[65] Now may you heare how falsenes is 

made manyfest in time: 

Although they that commit the same, 

think it a veniall crime. 

For they, for their vnfaithfulnes, 

[70] did get perpetuall Fcune: 

Fame? wherfore dyd I terme it so? 

I should haue cald it shame. 

Let Theseus be, let Jason passe, 

let Paris also scape: 

[75] That brought destruction vnto Troy 

all through the Grecian Rape, 

And vnto me a Troylus be, 

if not you may compare: 

With any of these parsons that 

[80] aboue expressed are. 



But if I cam not please your minde, 

for wants that rest in me: 

Wed whom you list, I am content, 

your refuse for to be. 

[85] It shall suffise me simple soule, 

of thee to be forsaken: 

And it may chance although not yet 

you wish you had me taken. 

But rather then you shold haue cause 

[90] to wish this through your wyfe: 

I wysh to her, ere you her haue, 

no more but losse of lyfe. 

For she that shal so happy be, 

of thee to be elect: 

[95] I wish her vertues to be such, 

she nede not be suspect. 

I rather wish her HELENS face, 

then one of HELENS trade: 

With chastnes of PENELOPE 

[100] the which did neuer fade. 
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A LVCRES for her constancy, 

and Thisbie for her trueth: 

If such thou haue, then PETO be 

not PARIS, that were rueth. 

[105] Perchance, ye will think this thing, rare 

in on woman to fynd: 

Saue Helens beauty, al the rest 

the Gods haue me assignd. 

These words I do not spek, thinking 

[110] from thy new Loue to turne thee: 

Thou knowst by prof what I deserue 

I nede not to informe thee. 

But let that passe: would God I had 

Cassandraes gift me lent: 

[115] Then either thy yll chaunce or mine 

my foresight might preuent. 

But all in vayne for this I seeke, 

wishes may not attaine it 

Therfore may hap to me what shall, 

[120] and I cannot refraine it. 



Wherfore I pray God be my guide 

and also thee defend: 

No worser then I wish my selfe, 

vntill thy lyfe shal end. 

[125] Which life I pray God, may agayne. 

King Nestors lyfe renew: 

And after that your soule may rest 

amongst the heauenly crew. 

Therto I wish King Xerxis wealth, 

[130] or els King Cressus Gould: 

With as much rest and quietnesse 

as man may haue on Mould. 

And when you shall this letter haue 

let it be kept in store? 

[135] For she that sent ye same, hath sworn 

as yet to send no more. 

And now farewel, for why at large 

my mind is here exprest? 

The which you may perceiue, if that 

[140] you do peruse the rest? 

FINIS. Is. W . 
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The admonition by the Auctor, 
to all yong Gentilwomen: And to 
al other Maids being in Loue. 

YE Virgins yt from Cupids tentes 

do beare away the foyle 

Whose hartes as yet wt raginge loue 

most paynfully do boyle. 

[5] To you I speake: for you be they, 

that good aduice do lacke: 

Oh if I could good counsell geue 

my tongue should not be slacke? 

But such as I can geue, I wyll. 

[10] here in few wordes expresse: 

Which if you do obserue, it will 

some of your care redresse. 

Beware of fayre and painted talke, 

beware of flattering tonges: 

[15] The Mermaides do pretend no good 

for all their pleasant Songs. 

Some vse the teares of Crocodiles, 

contrary to their hart: 

And yf they cannot alwayes weepe, 

[20] they wet their Cheekes by Art. 



Quid, within his Arte of loue, 

doth teach them this same knacke 

To wet their hand & touch their eies: 

so oft as teares they lacke. 

[25] Why haue ye such deceit in store? 

haue you such crafty wile? 

Lesse craft then this god knows wold soone 

vs simple soules begile. 

And wyll ye not leaue of? but still 

[30] delude vs in this wise? 

Sith it is so, we trust we shall, 

take hede to fained lies. 

Trust not a man at the fyrst sight, 

but trye him well before: 

[35] I wish al Maids within their brests 

to kepe this thing in store: 

For triall shal declare his trueth, 

and show what he doth think: 

Whether he be a Louer true, 

[40] or do intend to shrink. 
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If SCILLA had not trust to much 

before that she dyd trye: 

She could not haue ben clene forsake 

when she for help did crye. 

[45] Or yf she had had good aduice 

Nisus had liued long: 

How durst she trust a strainger, and 

do her deare father wrong. 

King Nisus had a Haire by fate 

[50] which Haire while he dyd kepe: 

He neuer should be ouercome, 

neither on Land nor depe. 

The straunger that ye Daughter lou'd 

did warre against the King 

[55] And alwaies sought how y t lie might 

them in subiection bring. 

This Scylla stole away the Haire, 

for to obtaine her wyll: 

And gaue it to the Straunger that, 

[60] dyd straight her father kyll. 
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Then she, who thought her self most sure 

to haue her whole desyre: 

Was cleane reiect, and left behind 

when he dyd whom retyre. 

[65] Or if such falshood had ben once, 

vnto Oenone knowne: 

About the fieldes of Ida wood, 

Paris had walkt alone. 

Or if Demophoons deceite, 

[70] to Phillis had ben tolde: 

She had not ben transformed so, 

as Poets tell of olde. 

Hero did trie Leauiders truth, 

before that she did trust: 

[75] Therfore she found him vnto her 

both constant, true, and iust. 

For he alwayes did swim the Sea, 

when starres in Skie did glide: 

Till he was drowned by the way 

[80] nere hand vnto the side. 
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She scrat her Face, she tare her Heir 

(it greueth me to tell) 

When she did Jcnow the end of him, 

that she did loue so well. 

[85] But like Leander there be fewe, 

therfore in time take heede: 

And alwayes trie before ye trust, 

so shall you better speede. 

The little Fish that carelesse is, 

[90] within the water cleare: 

How glad is he, when he doth see, 

a Bayt for to appeare. 

He thinks his hap right good to bee, 

that he the same could spie: 

[95] And so the simple foole doth trust 

to much before he trie. 

0 little Fish what hap hadst thou? 

to haue such spitefull Fate: 

To come into ones cruell hands, 

[100] out of so happy state? 
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Thou diddst suspect no harme, when thou 

vpon the bait didst looke: 

0 that thou hadst had Linceus eies 

for to haue seene the hooke. 

[105] Then hadst thou wt thy prety mates 

bin playing in the streames 

Wheras syr Phebus dayly doth, 

shew forth his golden beames. 

But sith thy Fortune is so yll 

[110] to end thy lyfe on shore: 

Of this thy most vnhappy end, 

I minde to speake no more. 

But of thy Felowes chance that late 

such prety shift did make: 

[115] That he from Fishers hooke did sprint 

before he could him take. 

And now he pries on euery baite, 

suspecting styll that pricke: 

(For to lye hid in euery thing) 

[120] Wherewith the Fishers stricke. 
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And since the Fish that reason lacks 

once warned doth beware: 

Why should not we take hede to that 

that turneth vs to care. 

[125] And I who was deceiued late, 

by ones vnfaithfull teares: 

Trust now for to beware, if that 

I liue this hundreth yeares, 

FINIS. Is. W . 

A Loueletter, sent from a faythful 
Louer: to an vnconstant Mayden. 

AS dutie wils, so nature moues, 

thy frend these lines to wright: 

Wherin thy fraude, (0 faithlesse thou) 

I minde to bring to light. 

[5] Can plighted faith, so firmly plight, 

without desert be moued? 

Or should the man that faithfull is, 

so slenderly be loued? 

Should hate his guerdon thus remaine 

[10] in place of thy good wyl? 

Should rigor raign within thy brest 

to vanquish reasons skyil? 
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Should faith to falshod so be changd 

(alas) the greater ruthe? 

[15] When double dealyng is preferd, 

before a perfect truethe? 

Yf case such hap, as recompence, 

vnto your friend you yelde? 

What Bulwarke canst thou clayme, 

[20] gainst Gods thy selfe to sheilde? 

Can they that sit in hauty Heauens 

such couert gilt abyde? 

Or ar they parcial now deemst thou? 

is Justice throwne a syde? 

[25] Nay iust are they, and iustice styll, 

as iust, they iustly vse: 

And vnto them, as giltlesse then, 

canst thou thy selfe excuse? 

No, no, not so, for they beholde, 

[30] thy double deades, be sure: 

No forged style, nor flattryng phrase 

their fauour may allure. 
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No gifts, no golde, can them corrupt 

such iustice there doth raigne: 

[35] And they that disobey their heastes, 

are subject vnto payne. 

These are no nouel newes I tell, 

the proofe is playnly knowne: 

To such as do offend their wils, 

[40] their powre forth are showne: 

To see thy conscience, gylty is, 

thy faithles frawde they see: 

And thinkste thou then, this gilt of thine, 

can vnrewarded bee? 

[45] 0 Faith, think not so far to wish, 

from reasons lymyts pure: 

But iudg thy selfe, what iustice they 

to sinfull ones inure. 

And thy selfe such domb, shalt geue, 

[50] as gilty shalt thou finde: 

Therfore relent, and once agayne, 

thy grudging conscience minde. 
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Which vnto Gods that sacred are, 

as gilty thee bewray: 

[55] In place of fraude, let faith & trueth 

with thee now beare the sway. 

Reuoke and call to memory, 

the fruits of friendship showne: 

Perpend in mind, my torments strong 

[60] my playnts and pensiue mone. 

Which sixe yeares long, as pacionate 

to carpyng yoake of care: 

I bod for thee, as thou thy selfe, 

I know cauist wel declare. 

[65] Remember thou the plaints & teares, 

which I powrd foorth for thee: 

And ponder well the sacred vow, 

that thou hast made to mee. 

Which vow gaue comfort to thi frend 

[70] that subiect serued to griefe: 

Thou gauest thy selfe a pledg to me, 

thy faith was my releife. 
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But now what helysh hagge? (alas) 

hath tournde thy loue to hate: 

[75] Or els what whelpe of HYDRAS kind 

in thee hath wrought debate. 

Alas, wilt thou dispoyle me quight, 

of my possessed ioye? 

Or wilt y^ plunge me headlong thus, 

[80] to gulphes of great annoye? 

Who would a thought (alas) 

such fraude to rest in thee? 

Who wold haue deemd withou desert 

thy hart should change from mee? 

[85] Whose hart hath coucht his tent, 

within my couert brest: 

And thine I hopte, of me thy friend, 

likewise had ben possest. 

But waueryng minds I plainly see, 

[90] so compassed with guile: 

Pretend by slights, the perfect ioyes, 

of frindes for to exile. 
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0, shuld a pratlyng Parasite, so egge 

thee with disdayne? 

[95] That thou the presence of thy friend 

through flattery should refrayne? 

Not vouching once to speake with hix. 

whose hart thou hast in hold: 

Sith likeing fame hath graunted grace 

[100] should loue so soone be cold. 

Consider these my letters well, 

and answer them agenne: 

For I thy friend in couert zeale, 

this time hath closd my penne. 

[105] Farewel, adieu ten thousand times, 

to God I thee commend: 

Beseching him his heauenly grace, 

vnto thee styll to send. 

Thy friend in wealth, thy friend in woe, 

[110] Thy friend while lyfe, shal flytt me froe 

And whilst that you, inioy your breath, 

Leaue not your friend, vnto the death: 

For greater praise cannot be wonne, 

Then to obserue trueloue beconr.e. 

FINIS, 'r;. 3. 

Imprinted at London, by Richard Jhcnes. 
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R W Against the wilfull Inconstancie 
of his deare Foe E.T. Whiche Example 
may iustly be a sufficient warnyng 

for all Yongmen to beware the 
fained Fidelytie of 
vnconstant Maydens. 

ALL youthful Wights at lyberty 

whom LOVE did neuer thrall, 

I wish that my decay may bee, 

a warnyng to you all: 

[5] That haue a soare bred in my Brest 

although it be not strange: 

Yet wyll it bryng mee to the Graue 

without some sodaine change. 

For I by Sute haue serued one 

[10] two yeares and somwhat more. 

And now I can no longer serue 

my hart it is so sore. 

Whiche hart I let to Userie 

through gredie fond desire: 

[15] Not doubting to receiue home twain 

when I would them requyre. 

But if that euerie Userer 

had such good hap as I, 

There would not be so many men 

[20] would vse this Userie. 
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My Debtor hath deceyued mee 

for she is from mee fled: 

And I ami left aimong the Bryers 

to bryng a Foole to Bed. 

[25] So that I seely man remayne 

eche day in doubtfull case: 

For DEATH doth dayly lye in wayte 

to rest me with his Mace. 

And cast mee into Prison strong 

[30] the Doore is made of Grasse: 

And I might bles my houre of birth 

if it were come to passe. 

For lo my carefull choyce doth choose 

to keepe mee styll in thrall, 

[35] And doth regard my loue no more 

then Stone that lyes in wall: 

Wherby I see that Womens hartes 

are made of Marble Stone 

I see how carelesse they can bee 

[40] When pensiue men do mone. 
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I sowed both pure and perfect seede 

on fayre and pleasamt grounde 

In hope though haruest brought som pain 

som profit might bee found. 

[45] But now the Haruest ended is 

and for my faythfull Seedes 

And all my payne and labour past: 

I haue nought els but Weedes. 

I tlirust my hamd among y e Thornes 

[50] in hope the Rose to finde. 

I prickt my hand and eke my hart 

yet left the Rose behynde. 

Not I, but many more I knowe 

in Loue do lacke releefe, 

[55] But I as cause doth mee compell, 

do wayle my payne and griefe. 

I doubtlesse can not bee the first 

That Loue hath put to payne. 

Nor yet I shall not be the last 

[60] that Women wyll disdayne. 
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If I poore wretch should think vpon 

the paynes that I haue past: 

Or if I should recount the cares, 

that she hath made me taste 

[65] Into Dispayre it would mee driue, 

and cleaue my hart in twaine: 

Or els bereaue me of my Wittes 

to thinke vpon the payne. 

I neuer spent one day in Joye 

[70] my carefull hart doth know. 

Since first I lent my Loue to her 

by whom my griefe doth growe. 

There are no greater paynes assignd 

for dampned Ghostes in hell: 

[75] Then I do suffer for her sake, 

that I do loue so well. 

The Pryce that I haue paid for loue 

not many men do gyue. 

But I my Bargayne shall repent 

[80] as longe as I do lyue. 
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I payde for loue and that full deare 

yet I receyue right nought, 

I neuer was so much deceyued 

in any thynge I bought. 

[85] If euerie woman on her friend 

suche pitie vse to take. 

Then shortly men wyll ron to loue, 

as Beares vnto a stake. 

But now let VENVS fire her forge 

[90] let CVPIDS Shafte be sent: 

They can no more encrease my woe 

for all my Loue is spent. 

But here good Reader thou maist see 

how Loue hath paide my hyre, 

[95] To leaue mee burnyng in the flame, 

compeld to blow the fyre. 

But if that thou good frende desire 

to lyue in happy state? 

Then seeke in time to shon mishap, 

[100] Repentance coms too late. 
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Frequent not Womens company 

but see thou from them swarue 

For thy Rewarde shall be but smal, 

what euer thou deserue. 

[105] Take heede for y^ maist come in thrall 

Before that thou beware: 

And when thou art entangled once 

thou canst not flie the snare. 

Take thou not this to be a Jest, 

[110] but thinke it to be true. 

Before thou prooue as I haue done, 

least proofe do make thee rew. 

Yet if thou chaunce to place thy loue 

take heede what thou doest sale: 

[115] And see thou place thy talke in Print 

or els beware a fraie. 

And thus I ende: not doubtyng but 

these wordes may well suffice. 

To warne thy gredie hart of harme 

[120] and ease thy rouing eyes. 
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Ease by Disease, 

hath made me to halt. 

Time hath so turned 

my Suger to Salt. 

FINIS. R. WITC. 

Imprinted at LONDON, by 

RICHARD lOHNFS. 
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To the worshipfull and right vertuous 
yong Gentylman, GEORGE MAINWARING 
Esquier: IS. W . wissheth happye 
health with good succsesse in all 

his godly affayres. 

When I (good G. MAINWARING) had made this simple 

Nosegaye: I was in minde to bestow the same on som 

dere frind, of which number I haue good occasion to 

accompt you chiefe: But waying with my selfe, that 

although the Flowers bound in the same were good: yet 

[5] so little of my labour was in them that they were not 

(as I wysht they should) to bee exteemed as recompence 

for the least of a great number of benefits, which I 

haue from time to time (euen from our Childhood 

hetherto) receaued of you: yet least by me, you 

[10] be occasioned to say, as ANTIPATER said 

DEMADES of Athens, that he should neuer 

him with geueing, I woulde to shew my selfe 

satisfied, gratifye your Guifts, and also by the same, 

make a confession: that by deedes you haue deserued 

[15] benefits: which as DIOGENES saith) is more worth then 

the geuing or vnworthy receauing of many: But ceasing 

to seeke by benefits (which to do is not alotted me) to 

accquit your curtesies, I come to present you like the 

pore man which hauing no goods, came with his hands 

[20] full of water to meete the Persian Prince withal, who 

respecting the good wyll of the man: did not disdayne 

his simple Guift: euen so, I being willinge to bestow 
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some Present on you, by the same thinking to make part 

of amendes for the much that you haue merited, to 

[25] perfourme the dutie of a friend, to expresse the good 

wyll that should rest in Countrie folke, & not hauyng 

of mine owne to discharg that I go about (like to that 

poore Fellow which wente into an others ground for his 

water) did step into an others garden for these 

[30] Flowers: which I beseech you (as DARIVS did,) to 

accepte: auid though they be of an others growing, yet 

considering they be of my owne gathering and makeing 

vp: respect my labour and regard my good wil, and not 

onely receaue them, but vouchsaue to be a protecter of 

[35] them from the spightful, which (perhaps) wil en[uie] 

that I either presented you, or gathered them, bef[ore] 

they had done one, or both: and so might spoyie thi[s] 

Nosegay, and not to let it come so happili vnto your 

handes, as I wish it mai. And though the Garden of 

[40] your godly mind be full fraught with vertuous Flowers, 

which I know in your infancie to take roote, and which 

all may see now to florish, with an vndoubted hope of 

their yeelding fruite hereafter: yet ordaine to smell 

to these, and when you come into a pestilent aire that 

[45] might infect your sound minde: yet sauour to these 

SLIPS in which I trust you shal finde safê iy: And yf 

you take pleasure in them, I shal not only be 

occasioned to endeuour my selfe to make a further viace 
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for a more dayntier thing (then Flowers are) to present 

[50] you withall: but also haue good hope that you wil 

accept this my labour, for recompence of al that which 

you are vnrecompenced for, as knoweth god: who I 

beseeche geue vnto you a longe and a lucky lyfe with 

increase of all your vertuous studies. 

From Abchurch Lane, the 

20. of October. 1573. 

By your Welwillyng 

Countriwoman. IS. W . 

The Auctor to the Reader. 

THis Haruest tyme, I Haruestlesse, 

and seruicelesse also: 

And subiect vnto sicknesse, that 

abrode I could not go. 

[5] Had leasure good, (though learning lackt) 

some study to apply: 

To reade such Bookes, wherby I thought 

my selfe to edyfye. 

Somtime the Scriptures I perusd, 

[10] but wantyng a Deuine: 

For to resoiue mee in such doubcs, 

as oast this head cf :nine 
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To vnderstand: I layd them by, 

audi Histories gan read: 

[15] Wherin I found that follyes earst, 

in people did exceede. 

The which I see doth not decrease, 

in this our present time 

More pittie it is we folow them, 

[20] in euery wicked crime. 

I straight wart wery of those Bookes, 

and many other mor[e] 

As VIRGILL, OVID, MANTVAN, 

which many wonders [sho]e. 

[25] And to refresh my mased , 

and cheare my brused brayne: 

And for to trye if that my limmes. 

had got their strength agayne 

I walked out: but sodenly 

[30] a friend of mine mee met: 

And sayd, yf you regard your health? 

out of this Lane you get. 

And shift you to some better aire, 

for feare to be infect: 

[35] With noysome smell and sauours yll, 

I wysh [y]ou that re[s]pect. 
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And haue regard vnto your health, 

or els perhaps you may: 

So make a dye, and then adieu, 

[40] your wofull friends may say. 

I thankt him for his carefulnes, 

and this for answer gaue: 

I'le neither shun, nor seeke for death, 

yet oft the same I craue. 

[45] By reason of my lucklesse lyfe, 

beleeue mee this is true: 

In that (sayd he) you doo a misse, 

than bad he mee adieu. 

For he was hastyng out of Towne, 

[50] and could no longer byde: 

And I went home all sole alone, 

good Fortune was my guyde. 

And though she euer hath denyde, 

to hoyce me on her Wheele: 

[55] Yet now she stood me in some steede, 

and made mee pleasures feele. 

For she to Plat his Plot mee brought, 

where fragrant Flowers abound: 

The smell whereof preuents ech harme, 

[60] if yet your selfe be sound. 

Amongst those Beds so brauely deckt, 

with euery goodly Flower: 
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And Bankes and Borders finely framde, 

I mee reposde one howre. 

[65] And longer wolde, but leasure lackt, 

and businesse bad mee hye: 

And come agayne some other time, 

to fill my gasing eye. 

Though loth: yet at the last I went, 

[70] but ere I parted thence: 

A slip I tooke to smell vnto, 

which might be my defence. 

In stynking streetes, or lothsome Lanes 

which els might mee infect: 

[75] And sence that time, I ech day once 

haue viewd that braue prospect. 

And though the Master of the same, 

I yet dyd neuer see: 

It seemes he is a Gentylman, 

[80] and full of courteseye: 

For none that with good [z]eale doth come, 

doo any one resist: 

And such as wyll with or[d]er get, 

may gather whilst they [ly]st 

[85] Then pyttie were it to destroy, 

what he with payne did plant. 

The moderate heere may be suffizde, 

and he no whit shall want. 
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And for my part, I may be bolde, 

[90] to come when as I wyll: 

Yea, and to chuse of all his Flowers, 

which may my fancy fill. 

And now I haue a Nosegay got, 

that would be passing rare: 

[95] Yf that to sort the same aright, 

weare lotted to my share. 

But in a bundle as they bee, 

(good Reader them accept: 

It is the geuer: not the guift, 

[100] thou oughtest to respect. 

And for thy health, not for thy eye, 

did I this Posye frame: 

Because my selfe dyd safety finde, 

by smelling to the same. 

[105] But as we are not all alyke, 

nor of complexion one: 

So that which helpeth some we see, 

to others good doth none. 

I doo not say, it dyd mee help, 

[110] I no infection felt: 

But sure I think they kept mee free, 

because to them I smelt. 

And for because I lylce them well, 

and good haue found therby: 
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[115] I for good wyll, doo geue them thee, 

fyrst tast amd after trye. 

But yf thy mind infected be, 

then these wyll not preuayle: 

Sir Medicus with stronger Carbes, 

[120] thy maliadye must quayle. 

For these be but to keepe thee sound, 

which if thou vse them well: 

(Paynes of my lyfe) in healthy state 

thy mind shall euer dwell. 

[125] Or if that thy complexion, 

with them doo not agree: 

Refer them to some friend of thine, 

tyll thou their vertue see. 

And this I pray thee, whether thou 

[130] infected wast afore: 

Or whether with thy nature strong, 

they cam agree no more. 

That thou my Nosegay not misuse, 

but leaue it to the rest: 

[135] A number may such pleasure finde, 

to beare it in their brest. 

And if thy selfe wolde gather more, 

then I haue herein bound: 

My counsell is that thou repayre, 

[140] to Master Plat his ground. 
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And gather there what I dyd not, 

perhaps thy selfe may light: 

On those which for thee fitter are, 

then them which I resighte. 

[145] Which if thou doo, then render thanks, 

to him which sowed the soyle: 

Yf not, thou nedes must him commend, 

when as thou viewst his toyle. 

In any wise, be chary that 

[150] thou lettest in no Swine: 

No Dog to scrape, nor beast that doth 

to rauin styll inclyne. 

For though he make no spare of them, 

to such as haue good skyll: 

[155] To slip, to shere, or get in time, 

and not his braunches kyll: 

Yet barres he out, such greedy guts, 

as come with spite to toote: 

And without skill, both Carb & Flower 

[160] pluck rashly by the roote. 

So wishing thee, to finde such Flowers, 

as may thee comfort bring: 

And eke that he which framd the Plot, 

with vertues styll may spring. 

[165] I thee commend to mighty LOVE, 

and thus I thee assure: 
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My Nosegay wyll increase no payne, 

though sicJcnes none it cure. 

Wherfore, if thou it hap to weare 

[170] and feele thy selfe much worse: 

Promote mee for no Sorceresse, 

nor doo mee ban or curse. 

For this I say the Flowers are good, 

which I on thee bestow: 

[175] As those which weare them to the stalkes, 

shall by the sequell know. 

One word, and then adieu to thee, 

yf thou to Plat his Plot 

Repayre: take heede it is a Maze 

[180] to warne thee I forgot. 

FINIS. quod IS. W . 

T. B. in commendation of the 
Authour. 

MArching among the woods of fine delighte 

Where as the Laurell branch doth bring increase 

Seelde, of Ladies fresh, a solem sight: 

I viewd, whose walkes betokened all their ease: 

[5] And bow in friendly wise, it did them please: 

Whiles some did twist the Silke of liuely hewe 

Some others slipt the Braunch for prayses dew. 
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Nor musing did not rest, nor scorne my sight, 

nor prest in haste to breake their silence I 

[10] But as at first, they held their whole delight: 

and casting mirth, said Friend that passest by: 

did neuer wrethes of loue thee binde perdy 

As thus: who framde her Plot in Garland wise 

So orderly, as best she might deuise. 

[15] Not yet (quoth I,) but you might force the same 

whose face doth staine the colour red as Rose: 

No VIRGILL this, nor OVID eke may blam, 

For Beautie pressing as the Cunduit floes, 

was cause that PARIS greatest loue arose: 

[20] who lou'd before, though neuer touched see. 

As OVID showes, with many writers moe. 

But Ladies sure, my loue consistes in this 

my whole delight, and pleasure all I take 

To decke the wight, that worthie praises is: 

[25] and sure my great good wyll must neuer slake 

From WHITNEY: loe, herein some partie take 

For in her worke is plainly to be seene, 

why Ladies place in Garlands Laurell greene. 

She flattering Fate too much, nor skies doth trust: 

[30] suche labor lieth finisht with the lyfe: 
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She neuer did accompt Dame Fortune iust, 

that tosseth vs with toyes and plunges rife: 

But her defieth, as Auctor of her stryfe: 

She doth not write the brute or force in Armes, 

[35] Nor pleasure takes, to sing of others harmes, 

But mustred hath, and wrapped in a packe 

a heape of Flowers of Philosophie: 

No braunche of perfect wisdome here doth lacke. 

But that the brused mynde, refresht may bee, 

[40] And that it is no fable, you shall see: 

For here at large the sequell will declare 

To Cuntrey warde, her loue and friendly care. 

The smelling Flowers of an Arbor sweete. 

An Orcharde pickt presented is to thee: 

[45] And for her seconde worke, she thought it meete, 

sithe Maides with loftie stile may not agree: 

In hoape hereby, somthynge to pleasure thee, 

And when her busie care from head shall lurke, 

She practize will, and promise longer worke. 

[50] Now happie Dames, if good deserueth well, 

her praise for Flowers philosophicall: 

And let your Branches twyned that excell 

her head adorne: wherin she floorish shall: 
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And BERRIE so, restes alwaies at your call, 

[55] The purple blew, the red, the white I haue. 

To wrappe amyd your Garlands fresh & braue. 

FINIS. THO. BIR. 

A sweet Nosgay, 

Or pleasant Posye: contayning a 
hundred and ten Phylosophicall 

Flowers, &c. 

The I. Flower. 

such Freendes as haue ben absent long 

more ioyful be at meeting 

Then those which euer present are 

and dayly haue their greetyng. 

The II 

When peryls they are present, then 

doth absence keepe thee free: 

Whereas, if that thou present werte 

might dangers light on thee. 

The III, 

The presence of the mynd must be 

preferd, if we do well: 

Aboue the bodyes presence: for 

it farre doth it excell. 
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The IIII. 

Yet absence, somtimes bringeth harme, 

when freends but fickle are: 

For new acquaintance purchase place 

and old doo lose their share. 

The V. 

What profit things that we posses 

doo by their presence bring 

We can not know: til by their lacke, 

we feele what harmes do spring. 

The. VI. 

For to aUaound in euery thing, 

and not their vse to know: 

It is a pinching penury: 

Wherfore, thy goods, bestow. 

The VII. 

A saying olde, once out of sight, 

and also out of minde: 

These contraries, that absent frends 

much ioy at meeting finde. 
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The VIII. 

Well yet, for the Antiquitie, 

it grew amongst the rest: 

And true it proves, by those whose minds 

Obliuion hath possest. 

The IX. 

Care not how mani things thou hast 

but haue a great regarde: 

That they be good, for quantytie, 

doth merite no rewarde. 

The X. 

Yet so thou must increase thy stock 

as cleare thine owne it be: 

And neither fleece thy friend, nor seke 

thy neighbours beggerye. 

The XI 

We easely may abuse the great 

amd chiefest thing of all: 

But hard it is to vse a right, 

such as are trifles small. 
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The 12. 

Our eares we must not euer ope, 

to each mans accusation: 

Nor without tryall, trust too much, 

to any ones perswation. 

The 13. 

A fault right greater seemeth far, 

on the accusers part: 

Then it on the Defendants doth 

much more should be his smart. 

The 14. 

Thy Friends admonysh secretly, 

of crimes to which they swarue: 

But prayse them openly, if so be, 

their deeds do prayse desarue. 

The 15. 

In euery check, vse some faire speach 

for words do sooner pearce 

That playnly passe then those which thou 

wt rughnesse might reherse. 
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The 16. 

Admonisht be with willingnesse, 

and paciently aibyde 

A reprehension, for such faults, 

as friends in thee haue spide. 

The 17. 

Those precepts which in youthfull yeares 

are printed in thy brest: 

Wyll deepest diue, auid do more good 

then euer shall the rest. 

The 18. 

You must not suffer youth to raing 

nor stray aibrode at wyll: 

For libertye doth lewdnesse breed, 

wherfore preuent that yll. 

The 19. 

The vigor of our youth, no whit 

doth differ from the Flower: 

Which for a time doth florish fayre, 

and quickly lose his power. 
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The 20. 

Whilst thou aart yong, remember that 

thyne Age approcheth fast: 

And folow thou the steps of such, 

whose lyfe doth euer last. 

The 21. 

In youth to thee such learning get 

as it may make thee wise: 

So people shall in elder yeares, 

come seeke thy sage aduise. 

The 22. 

The inclinations of our youth, 

desyres that thence doth spring: 

Foreshew what fruict in future tyme 

our ripened age wyll bring. 

The 23. 

No hope of goodnesse can be had 

of hym, who spends his prime. 

In liuing so lycentious, 

that he respects no crime. 
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The 24. 

That mind which sensual appetites 

in youth doth blyndly guyd: 

To Age do bodyes yeId deformde, 

because they wandred wyde. 

The 25. 

How vaine it is for crooked Age 

his youth for to requyre: 

So ist for youth that childish yeares 

would willingly desire. 

The 26. 

Olde people deeme them nearer death 

then those that youthfull seeme 

But youth is proaner to his end, 

and lesse doth lyfe esteeme. 

The 27. 

Great cruelty it is for vs, 

to vse a churlysh check 

To any, when aduersitie, 

hath brought them to a wreck. 
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The 28. 

None in aduersitie hath help, 

except they prospered haue 

And by yt menes haue purchast frends 

of whom they ayde may craue. 

The 29. 

If miserie thou wouldest not know, 

liue dangerlesse thou must 

Or els to taste of troubles great 

thou shalt, though thou, wert iust. 

The 30. 

Prosperitie wyll get thee friends, 

but pouertie wyll trie 

For then, except they faythfull are 

apace from thee they flye. 

The 31. 

Tis better with the truth offend, 

then please with flatteryng words 

For truth at length shal kepe thee safe 

when tother cuttes lyke swords. 
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The 32. 

To all men be thou liberall, 

but vse to flatter none. 

Nor be familyer but with few 

which nomber make but one. 

The 33. 

A fawning frende wyll at the length 

a frowning foe approue 

The hate of such is better sure, 

then their deceatefull loue. 

The 34. 

She that is an Adulteresse 

of euylles is a sea: 

Her wickednesse consumes her selfe 

and husband doth decay. 

The 35. 

Men doo by emulation, 

of others, proue the same 

In euery yll as custome is, 

so commonly we frame. 
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The 36. 

Those strokes which mates in mirth do geue 

do seeme to be but light: 

Although somtyme, they leue a signe 

seemes greuous to the sight. 

The 37. 

All men thou shalt thine equal make 

if thou such playnesse vse 

As thou not fearest, nor yet art feard, 

nor art, nor doest abuse. 

The 38 . 

Whylst haires are hidden craftely 

Age doth himselfe bewray: 

For wyll we, nyl we, h'eele appeare, 

when youth is chaste away. 

The 39. 

Children are lykened to the spring 

and Stripplings to the Sommer. 

And yongmen, thei ar Autumpne like 

and olde men wery winter. 
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The 40. 

Haue thou accesse alwayes to such 

let such resort to thee: 

As temper all their talk with truth, 

and are from enuie free. 

The 41. 

When Bretheren be at varience, 

how should the enemyes gree? 

When frends fall out among themselues 

who shal their dais men be? 

The 42. 

A friendly mind, accoumpt it for 

the neerest of thy kyn: 

When al shal fayle, it sticks to thee. 

Whateuer chaunce hath byn. 

The 43. 

Affection is of force so stronge, 

that other qualities: 

He deemeth to be lyke himselfe, 

and doth no worse surmise. 
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The. 44. 

Let thine affections ruled be, 

least that they do thee rule: 

For then no strength wil thee availe 

nor back canst thou recule. 

The. 45. 

The sorowfull do think it death, 

to linger in this lyfe: 

And wish to be desolu'd therof, 

therby to stint their stryfe. 

The. 64. [sic] 

What s'ere it bee that doubtful is, 

grauntes health th' aflicted tyll 

He vtterly denyes that he, 

to health restore him wyll. 

The. 47. 

The Plowman is accompted smal 

his reputation none: 

Yet of the members in a Realme 

of chiefest he is one: 
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The. 48. 

At diceplaying, he that excelles 

and counningstly can play: 

In my conceat, for wickednes, 

may beare the price away. 

The. 4 9. 

Prease not too hie, but haue regarde 

yf thou should chaunce to fall: 

From hie might kyl, from mean might hurt 

alow stand sure thou shall. 

The. 50. 

The man that is ambicious, 

doth lose such honour oft: 

As he hath got, when Fortune pleasd, 

to set him vp aloft: 

The. 51. 

When Potentats ambicious are, 

the poore men, they are wrackt. 

When Realmes deuide within themselues 

no cities are vnsackt. 
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The. 52. 

He that is voyd of any friend, 

him company to keepe: 

Walkes in a world of wyldernesse, 

full fraught with dangers deepe. 

The. 53. 

Judge of a friend ere friendship be 

but when thou hast him tryde: 

Then maist thou trust, & eke beleeue 

as thou his doyngs spyde. 

The 54. 

The fait which in thy frend, y ̂  seemst 

to suffer, or permit: 

Thou gilty art, therof thy selfe, 

not punishing of it. 

The 55. 

So oft as faithfull friends depart 

so oft to dye they seeme: 

To seperate, the griefe is great, 

but absence is extreeme. 
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The 56. 

Accompt so euer of thy friend, 

as he thy foe may frame 

So beare thee, that in enmytie, 

he thee procure no shame. 

The 57. 

To all men vse thou equytye, 

show faith vnto thy friende 

In euery thyng that thou pretendst, 

do styll respect the ende. 

The 58. 

By benefits vnto thy friende, 

show thyne abilytie: 

And that thy foes may know y e same 

thine Iniuryes let flye. 

The 59. 

Al things with frends in common are 

at least it should be so 

That pleasures might imparted bee 

so likewise grief, or woe. 
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The 60. 

The poore, they haue no frends at al 

for to participate. 

The sorow and the griefe they finde 

in their most wretched state. 

The 61. 

In louing, ech one hath free choyce, 

or euer they begin. 

But in their power it lyeth not, 

to end when they are in. 

The 62. 

The angry louer flattereth 

himselfe with many lyes: 

And fondly feedeth on such toyes 

as fancy doth deuise. 

The 63. 

Ech louer knoweth what he lykes 

and what he doth desire. 

But seld, or neuer doth he know, 

what thing he should require. 
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The. 64. 

In time, may loue, by peecemeale weare 

and wither cleaine away: 

But presently to pluck his rootes, 

in vayne you do assay. 

The. 65. 

The louers teres, wil soone appease 

his Ladyes angry moode: 

But men will not be pacified, 

if Wemen weepe a flood. 

The. 66. 

As Poets fayne, y® Gods themselues 

in loue could vse no wyt: 

Then mortall men may be allowde, 

such follyes to commit. 

The 67. 

The yongmen when they are in loue 

may profit gaine therby: 

But in the oulde, it is a fault 

for they should loue defye. 
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The 68. 

If loue haue geuen thee a blow, 

and that thou art vnsound. 

Make meanes that yu a plaster haue, 

of them which gaue the wound. 

The 69. 

When secret loue once kindled is, 

twill burne with fiercest flame: 

The surest way to be beloued, 

is fyrst to doo the same. 

The. 70. 

The louer which doth looke aloft, 

and doth submission hate: 

Shal haue a slip or answered be, 

that he is come to late. 

The. 71. 

Who s'ere they be, the lawes of loue 

hath guided for a season: 

It is a doubt, that neuer more. 

they will be ruld by reason. 
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The 72. 

The cough it is so CTimbersome, 

that none the saune can hide: 

So loue ful fraught wt foolish toies 

may easely be espyde. 

The 73. 

The formost step to wisdome is, 

from loue to keepe thee free: 

The second for to loue so close, 

that none the same may see. 

The 74. 

An olde man when he is in loue, 

of him this may we deeme: 

Of all hard haps and chaunces fel, 

he hath the most extreeme. 

The. 75. 

The loue of wicked persons must, 

be got by wicked meanes: 

Make thine accompt, when y^ hast done 

and geue the deuil y e gaines. 
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The. 76. 

Affection fond deceaues the wise 

and loue maks men such noddyes 

That to their selues they seeme as dead 

yet liue in other boddies. 

The. 77. 

A vertuous man, yt hath the feare 

of God: before his eyes: 

Is sure in safetie for to walke, 

for all his enemyes. 

The. 78. 

No credit geue, or not to much, 

to that which thou doest heare. 

If that out of a troubled minde 

thou spyest it to appeare. 

The. 79. 

The bow that euer standeth bent 

too far wyll neuer cast 

The mind which euermore is slack, 

doth badly proue at last. 
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The. 80. 

Such minds, as are disposed wel 

brings wanderers to the way: 

And redy are with helping hand, 

to such as go astray. 

The. 81. 

Of worldly things, the chiefest is 

a well contented mind: 

That doth dispise for to aspyre, 

nor gapeth gifts to fynde. 

The. 82. 

If thou doest yll, it forceth not 

what mind thou shewest therto. 

Because thy mind cannot be seene, 

but that which thou doest do. 

The. 83. 

A lothsome sight God knowes it is 

a fickle mind to see: 

It shuld be pure for to reiect, 

that vile impuritie. 
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The. 84. 

Our yeares & dayes war worse and worse 

more greuous is our sorow: 

He thats vnfyt to mend to day, 

wyll worser be to morow. 

The. 85. 

The present dai we cannot spend 

as we the same should do 

Except to count it as our last, 

we frame our selues vnto. 

The. 8 6. 

As ours do please some other men, 

so theirs doo vs delight: 

Which shews our yl contented mind 

that often works vs spight. 

The. 87. 

He that with his owne weapon is 

dispatched of his lyfe: 

Twice slayne he is because himself 

was kyld with his owne knyfe. 
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The. 88. 

Those promises which are forgot, 

be not for aye neglect 

They may perfourmed be at last, 

and haue their full effect: 

The. 89. 

A miserable griefe it is, 

by him to haue a harme 

On whom we dare not once complaine 

nor can our selues him charme. 

The. 90. 

Their sight is weake y t waxeth dim 

to see another blinde 

And very little comfort shall, 

th'afflicted by them finde. 

The. 91. 

A pleasure yll, and profyt none 

it is, delight to make. 

In th'use of any neighbours goods 

for which they paynes did take 
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The. 92. 

He is not much deceiu'd, whose sute 

full quickly hath denyall 

Nor can he say, that he had cause, 

to linger for the tryall. 

The. 93. 

Full hard it is, and hazard great 

to keepe for any while: 

A thing that ech one lusteth for 

for some wyll thee beguile. 

The. 94. 

Do not accompt yt for thine owne, 

which may from thee be take: 

But much exteeme such tresure, as 

wyll neuer thee forsake. 

The. 95. 

The day doth dally so with vs, 

that we can neuer know: 

For what to wish, from what to flie 

what workes vs weale or woe. 
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The. 96. 

He doth not soone to ruyne come 

that feares it ere it fall: 

But may prouide it to preuent, 

if Fortune graunt he shall. 

The. 97. 

Ask nothing of thy neighbour, that 

thou woldst not let him haue: 

Nor say him nay, of yt which thou 

woldst get, if thou didst craue 

The. 98. 

If that thou minded are to geue 

aske not if they wyll haue it 

For so, they eyther must denye 

or seeme that they do craue it. 

The. 99. 

It gloryous is, to geue all things 

to him that naught doth craue: 

So lykewise let him nothing get 

that euery thing would haue. 
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The. 100. 

Whilst that thou hast fre libertie 

to do what lykes thee best: 

Thou soone mayest se into thy selfe 

what disposytion rest. 

The. 1001. [sic] ^ 

That Lawyer, which is chose to plead 

for rich & mighty men: 

Must either let the trueth go by, 

or lose their friendship then. 

The. 1002. 

A little gould in law wyll make, 

thy matter better speede: 

Then yf thou broughtest of loue as much 

as might in kindreds breed. 

The. 1003. 

Gold sauours wel, though it be got 

with occupations vile: 

Yf thou hast gold, thou welcome art, 

though vertue thou exyle. 
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The. 1004. 

Such poore folke as to law do goe, 

are dryuen oft to curse: 

But in meane while, the Lawyer thrusts 

the mony in his purse. 

The 1005. 

A hasty tonge, which runs at large 

not knowing any measure. 

It is a wicked thing that makes 

the minde repent at leasure. 

The. 1006. 

Two eyes, two ears, & but one tong 

Dame nature hath vs framed 

That we might se, and heare much more 

then shuld wt tong be named. 

The. 1007. 

Kepe wel thy tong, & kepe thi frind 

yll vsde, it causeth foes 

In vttryng things, commit to thee 

thou faithfull friends doest lose 
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The. 1008. 

Seke not ech man to plese, for that 

is more then God bids do: 

Please thou the best & neuer care, 

what wicked say therto. 

The. 1009. 

Of wicked men to be dispraysd, 

for prayse do it accompt: 

If they commend, then art y ̂  mad 

so doth their credit mount. 

The. 10010. 

When as the wicked are in midst 

of all their iolitye: 

Misfortune standeth at the dore, 

and skornes the same to see. 

FINIS. 

A soueraigne receypt. 

The luce of all these Flowers take, 

amd make thee a conserue: 

And vse it firste and laste: and it 

wyll safely thee preserue. 

By Is. W . Gent. 
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A farewell to the Reader. 

GOOd Reader now you tasted haue, 

and smelt of all my Flowers: 

The which to get some payne I tooke, 

and trauayled many houres. 

[5] I must request you spoyie them not, 

nor doo in peeces teare them: 

But if thy selfe doo lothe the sent. 

geue others leaue to weare them. 

I shall no whit be discontent, 

[10] for nothyng is so pure: 

But one, or other will mislyke 

therof we may be sure. 

Yf he for whom I gathered them, 

take pleasure in the same: 

[15] And that for my presumption, 

my Friends doo not mee blame. 

And that the sauour take effecte, 

in such as I doo know: 

And bring no harme to any els, 

[20] in place where it shal goe. 

And that when I am distant farre, 

it worne be for my sake: 

That some may say, God speede her well 

that dyd this Nosegay make. 



[25] And eke that he who ought the Plot, 

wherein they saune dyd grow: 

Fume not to see them borne aboute, 

and wysh he did mee know. 

And say in rage were she a man, 

[30] that with my Flowers doth brag. 

She well should pay the price, I wolde 

not leaue her worth a rag. 

If as I say, no harmes doo hap, 

but that this well may speede: 

[35] My mind is fully satisfyed, 

I craue none other meede. 

So wishing thee no worse then those, 

of whom I think none yll: 

I make an end and thee commend, 

[40] the liueing Lorde vntyll. 

FINIS. IS. W . 
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Certain familier 
Epistles and friendly Letters 
by the Auctor: with Replies. 

To her Brother. G. W . 

GOod Brother when a vacanttime 

doth cause you hence to ryde: 

And that the fertyl feelds do make, 

you from the Cittie byde. 

[5] Then cannot I once from you heare 

nor know I how to send: 

Or where to harken of your health 

and al this would be kend. 

And most of me, for why I least, 

[10] of Fortunes fauour fynd: 

No yeldyng yeare she me allowes, 

nor goodes hath me assind. 

But styll to friends I must appeale 

(and next our Parentes deare,) 

[15] You are, and must be chiefest staffe 

that I shal stay on heare. 

Wherfore mine owne good brother graunt 

me when y t you ar here: 

To se you oft and also hence, 

[20] I may haue knowledge wheare 

A messenger to harke vnto, 

that I to you may wryte: 
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And eke of him your answers haue 

which would my hart delight. 

[25] Receaue of me, and eke accept, 

a simple token heare: 

A smell of such a Nosegay as 

I do for present beare. 

Unto a vertuous Ladye, which 

[30] tyll death I honour wyll: 

The losse I had of seruice hers, 

I languish for it styll. 

Your louyng (though lucklesse) 

Sister, IS. W . 

To her Brother. B. W . 

GOod Brother Brooke, I often looke, 

to heare of your returne: 

But none can tell, if you be well, 

nor where you doo soiurne: 

[5] Which makes me feare, that I shall heare 

your health appaired is: 

And oft I dread, that you are dead, 

or somthyng goeth amys. 

Yet when I thinke, you can not shrinke, 

LIO] but must with Maister bee: 

I haue good hope, when you haue scope, 

you wyll repaire to mee. 
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And so the feare, and deepe dispaire, 

that I of you then had 

[15] I dryue away: and wysh that day 

wherin we may be glad. 

Glad for to see, but els for mee: 

wyll be no ioy at all: 

For on my side, no lucke wyll byde, 

[20] nor happye chaunce befall. 

As you shall Icnow, for I wyll show, 

you more when we doo speake. 

Then wyll I wryt, or yet resyte, 

within this Paper weake. 

[25] And so I end, and you commend, 

to him that guides the skyes: 

Who graunt you health, & send you welth, 

no lesse then shall suffice. 

Your louing Sister. Is. W . 

An order prescribed, by IS. W . 
to two of her yonger Sisters 

seruinge in London. 

C300d Sisters mine, when I 

shal further from you dwell: 

Peruse these lines, obserue the rules 

which in the same I tell. 

[5] So shal you wealth posses, 

and quietnesse of mynde: 
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And al your friends to se the same, 

a treble ioy shall fynde. 

1. In mornings when you ryse, 

[10] forget not to commende: 

Your selues to God, beseching him 

from dangers to defende. 

Your soules and boddies both, 

your Parents and your friends: 

[15] Your teachers and your gouerners 

so pray you that your ends. 

May be in such a sort, 

as God may pleased bee: 

To liue to dye, to dye to liue, 

[20] with him eternally. 

2. Then iustly do such deedes, 

as are to you assynde: 

All wanton toyes, good sisters now 

exile out of your minde, 

[25] I hope you geue no cause, 

wherby I should suspect: 

But this I know too many liue, 

that would you soone infect. 

Yf God do not preuent, 

[30] or with his grace expell: 
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I cannot speake, or wryte to much, 

because I loue you well. 

3. Your busines soone dispatch, 

and listen to no lyes: 

[35] Nor credit euery fayned tale, 

that many wyll deuise. 

For words they are but winde. 

yet words may hurt you so: 

As you shall neuer brook the same, 

[40] yf that you haue a foe. 

God shyld you from all such, 

as would by word or Byll. 

Procure your shame, or neuer cease 

tyll they haue wrought you yll. 

[45] 4. See that you secrets seale, 

tread trifles vnder ground: 

Yf to rehersall oft you come, 

it wyl your quiet wound. 

Of laughter be not much, 

[50] nor ouer solemne seeme: 

For then be sure th'eyle coumpt you light 

or proud wil you exteeme. 

Be modest in a meane, 

be gentyll vnto all: 

[55] Though cause thei geue of contrari 
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yet be to wrath no thrall. 

Refer you all to hym, 

that sits aboue the skyes: 

Vengeance is his, he wil reveng, 

[60] you need it not deuise. 

5. And sith that vertue guides, 

where both of you do dwell: 

Geue thanks to God, & painful bee 

to please your rulers well. 

[65] For fleetyng is a foe, 

experience hath me taught: 

The rolling stone doth get no mosse 

your selues haue hard full oft. 

Your businesse being done, 

[70] and this my scroule pervsd, 

The day wyll end, and that y e night 

by you be not abusde. 

I some thing nedes must write, 

take paynes to read the same: 

[75] Hencefoorth my lyfe as wel as Pen 

shall your examples frame. 

6. Your Masters gon to Bed, 

your Mistresses at rest. 

Their Daughters all wt hast about 

[30] to get the.mselues vndrest. 
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See that their Plate be safe, 

and that no Spoone do lacke. 

See Dores & Windowes bolted fast 

for feare of any wrack. 

[85] Then help yf neede ther bee, 

to doo some housholde thing: 

Yf not to bed, referring you, 

vnto the heauenly King. 

Forgettyng not to pray 

[90] as I before you taught. 

And geueing thanks for al that he, 

hath euer for you wrought. 

Good Sisters when you pray, 

let me remembred be: 

[95] So wyll I you, and thus I cease, 

tyll I yourselues do see. 

IS. W . 

To her Sister Misteris A. B. 

BEcause I to my Brethern wrote, 

and to my Sisters two: 

Good Sister Anne, you this might wolt, 

yf so I should not doo 

[5] To you or ere I parted hence. 

You vainely had bestowed expence. 
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Yet is it not for that I write, 

for nature dyd you bynde: 

To doo mee good: and to requight, 

[10] hath nature mee inclynde: 

Wherfore good Sister take in gree. 

These simple lynes that come from mee 

Wherin I wish you Nestors dayes, 

in happye health to rest: 

[15] With such successe in all assayes, 

as those which God hath blest: 

Your Husband with your prety Boyes, 

God keepe them free from all annoyes. 

And graunt if that my luck it bee, 

[20] to linger heere so long: 

Til they be men: that I may see, 

for learning them so strong: 

That they may march amongst the best. 

Of them which learning haue possest. 

[25] By that tyme wyl my aged yeares 

perhaps a staffe require: 

And quakyngly as styll in feares, 

my lims draw to the fire: 

Yet ioy I shall them so to see, 

[30] Yf any ioy in age there bee. 
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Good Sister so I you commend, 

to him that made vs all: 

I know you huswyfery intend, 

though I to writing fall: 

[35] Wherfore no lenger shal you stay. 

From businesse, that profit may. 

Had I a Husband, or a house, 

and all that longes therto 

My selfe could frame about to rouse, 

[40] as other women doo: 

But til some houshold cares mee tye. 

My bookes aind Pen I wyll apply. 

Your louing Sister. IS. W . 

To her Cosen. F. W . 

GOOd Cosin myne, I hope in helth 

and safety you aibyde. 

And sore I long, to here if yet 

you are to wedlock tyde. 

[5] Yf so you be, God graunt that well 

both you and she it spend: 

If not when s'ere it haps, I wish 

that God much ioy you send. 

And when you to the Cuntry come 

[10] or thither chaunce to send: 
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Let me you see, or haue some scroll, 

that shall of you be pend. 

And this accompt as nature binds 

and meryts yours deserue: 

[15] I Cosin am, and faithfull Friend, 

not minding once to swerue. 

So wishing you as happy health, 

as euer man possest: 

I end, and you commyt to him 

[20] that euermore is blest. 

Your poore Kinsewoman, IS. W . 

A carefull complaynt by the 
vnfortunate Auctor. 

GOOd DIDO stint thy teares, 

and sorrowes all resigne 

To mee: that borne was to augment, 

misfortunes lucklesse line. 

[5] Or vsing styll the same, 

good DIDO doo thy best: 

In helpyng to bewayle the hap, 

that furthereth mine vnrest. 

For though thy Troyan mate, 

[10] that Lorde AENEAS hight: 

Requityng yll thy stetfast loue, 

from Carthage tooke his flight 
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And fowly brake his oth, 

and promise made before: 

[15] Whose falshode finisht thy delight, 

before thy haires were hore. 

Yet greater cause of griefe 

compells mee to complayne: 

For Fortune fell conuerted hath, 

[20] My health to heapes of payne. 

And that she sweares my death, 

to playne it is (alas) 

Whose end let malyce styll attempt, 

to bring the same to passe. 

[25] 0 DIDO thou hadst liu'de, 

a happye Woman styll. 

If fickle fancie had not thrald 

thy wits: to retchlesse wyll. 

For as the man by whom, 

[30] thy deadly dolors bred: 

Without regard of plighted troth, 

from CARTHAGE Citie fled. 

So might thy cares in tyme, 

be banisht out of thought: 

[35] His absence might well salue the sore, 

that earst his presence wrought. 

For fyre no lenger burnes, 

then Faggots feede the flame: 
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The want of things that breede annoy, 

[40] may soone redress the same. 

But I vnhappy moste, 

and gript with endles griefes: 

Dispayre (alas) amid my hope, 

and hope without reliefe. 

[45] And as the sweltyng heate, 

consumes the War away: 

So doo the heapes of deadly harmes, 

styll threaten my decay. 

0 Death delay not long, 

[50] thy dewtye to declare: 

Ye Sisters three dispatch my dayes 

and finysh all my care. 

Is- VV. 

An answer to comfort her, by shew 
yng his haps to be harder. 

FRiend IS. be now content, & let my sorowes quell 

the extreaime rage, & care thou restest in: 

For wayling sprights, ne furies fearce in hell: 

nor grisley soules, that styll in woe haue bin: 

[5] Haue euer felt lyke stormes that I sustayne, 

frowust so I am, and duld in deepe dispaire. 

That sure (mee thinks), my extreme raging payne: 

might gaine thee helth: & set thee free from fere. 
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For DIDO, thou, and many thousands more, 

[10] which liuing feele the panges of extreme care. 

Though tottered much, and torne in peeces smal: 

whom euer griping death doth neuer spare. 

Nor he, that falsey, Carthage Citie fled, 

so fraught with wiles, nor ye such sorowes tast: 

[15] By thousand partes, as I who rightly sed: 

do pine as WAX, before the fire wastes. 

I freece to YCE, I heate with perching SON, 

and torne with teene, thus languishing in paine, 

Doo feele my sorowes euer fresher run: 

[20] to flowing cares, that endles sorowes gaine. 

For what, for whom, and why this euyll woorks 

frind IS. W , time, nor silence, may it show 

But once ere many dayes, my care that lurks, 

shall blowne be, and thou the same shalt know. 

[25] Till then, with silly DIDO be content, 

and rip no more, thy wronges in such excesse: 

Thy FORTVNE rather, wills thee to lament, 

with speedy wit, til hope may haue redresse. 

FINIS. T. B. 

A Replye to the same. 

THe bitter force of Fortunes frowardnesse, 

is painted out by B. his changed hew: 

Report bewrayes, that tirants doublenesse. 
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which I by triall, proue (alas) to true. 

[5] constraynde I am, on thy mishaps to rue: 

As oft as I consider thine estate. 

Which differs far, from that y^ wast of late. 

Where be thy wonted liuely lookes becom? 

or what mischance, hath dimd thy beauty so 

[10] There is no God yt deales such doutful dom 

No lupiter hath brought thee down so low: 

thy haples fate, hath wroght thy ouerthro 

For as Saturnus reaues the Berryes ioy. 

So Fortune striues, to further thine annoy. 

[15] 0 Fortune falce, 0 thrice vnstedy ioyes 

why doth not man mistrust thy sutle shoes 

Whose prefers proue in time to be but toies 

as this the fruit yt from your blossom groes 

then may you rightly be compard with those 

[20] Whose painted spech, professeth frindship stil 

but time bewrayes the meaning to be yll. 

For time yt shewes, what erst I could not see 

Hath brought aboat, that I suspected least: 

Complayning still on our simplicitye 

[25] Who hedlong runs, as doth yt carles beast 
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til hunters snares, haue laid his lims to rest 

For when we lest mistrust & drede deceit 

Then ar we snard, with vnsuspected bait. 

As lately vnto thee it did befall, 

[30] whose hap enforceth me to rue thy chance 

For thou that florisht earst at beautyes stal: 

Hath felt ye force of freward Fortunes lance 

Compeld to furnish out misfortunes dance 

See heere the suertie that belongeth aye, 

[35] To mortal ioys wheron the world doth stay 

But liue in hope that better hap may light. 

For after stormes Sir Phebus force is seene 

So when Saturnus hath declarde his might: 

And Winter stints to turne y® world to teene 

[40] then plesant Ver shal cloth ye groud in greene 

And lusty MAY shall labour to restore, 

the things yt Winters spit had spoyld before 

Then shal the Berrey cleaue her wonted hew. 

And eke my B. that long hath tasted payne 

[45] When Fortun doth her former grace renew 

shal hoysed be to happye state agayne 

Delightyng oft among his friends & Kin, 

To tell what danger earst his lyfe was in. 
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Which happye sight of mortal creturs, who 

t50] shal more reioyce, then I thy friend to see 

And while dame fortune, yeelded not therto 

but doth proleed: to proue her spite on thee 

yet Shalt thou not so yll beloued bee. 

But that thy Fame, for euer florish shall, 

[55] If IS. her Pen, may promise ought at all. 

Farewell. 

IS. W . to C. B. in beway
lynge her mishappes. 

YF heauie hartes might serue to be 

a sacrifice for sinne: 

Or els, if sorowes might suffice, 

for what so ere hath byn: 

[5] Then mine Oblacion, it weare made, 

Whiche longe haue liued in Mourners trade. 

The dryrie daye in dole (alas) 

continuallye I spende: 

The noysome nightes, in restlesse Bedde, 

[10] I bring vnto his ende: 

And when the daye appeares agayne. 

Then fresh begyn my plaints amayne. 

But this I feare. wyll sooner cease: 

the nomber of my sinne: 
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[15] Then make amendes, for former misse, 

that I haue liued in: 

Because I take not pacientlye 

Correction in aduersytie. 

Wherfore (my God) geue me that gyfte, 

[20] As he dyd I 0 B vntyll: 

That I may take with quietnesse, 

what soeuer is his wyll: 

Then shall my lucklesse lyfe soone ende. 

Or frowarde Fortune shall amende. 

[25] And for because your sound aduice, 

may ease me in distresse: 

For that two wittes may compasse more 

then one, you must confesse: 

And that, that burthen dothe not deare, 

[30] Whiche frende wyll somtyme helpe to beare, 

Therfore, in this perplexitie, 

To you deare frende I write: 

You know mine endlesse miserie, 

you know, how some me spite: 

[35] With counsell cure, for feare of wracke. 

And helpe to beare, that breakes my backe 

So wishing you in health to bide, 

and troubles not to taste 
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And geuing tendance for your ayde, 

[40] which I requier in haste 

I cease: and humbly me to commend. 

To the conducting of my Friende, 

Your vnfortunate Friend. IS. W . 

In answer by C. B. 
to IS. W . 

YOur lamentable letter red, 

and finding by the same: 

That you my skillesse counsel craue, 

to bring you to some frame: 

[5] Suche as it is, I redy preste, 

Both am, and wyll, to doo my best. 

And where as thou in sorow soust 

doest pyne thy selfe away: 

I wysh thee for to conquer care, 

[10] least she bring thy decay: 

Those fretting fyts, that thou art in. 

Offends the Lord, augmenteth sin. 

The heauy hart: and mind opprest, 

he neuer doth reiect: 

[15] And at what hower we lament, 

he doth vs styll respect. 
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Yet that for sin thou shuldst thee kyll. 

Wold both thy soule and body spyll. 

But tis not altogether sinne, 

[20] that makes you sorow this: 

It is because that Fortune she, 

doth frowne on you iwis: 

Wherfor if you my counsell lyke, 

[25] Turne of your teares, and cease to syke. 

Impart thy woes, and geue to mee, 

the greatest of the same: 

Pluck strength thee to: and cherish thee, 

to modest mirth now frame: 

[30] Then friends and you may worke so well. 

That Fortune shal your foes expell. 

Yf eueil words and other wants, 

haue brought thee to this woe: 

Remember how that Christ him selfe, 

[35] on earth was euen so: 

Thy Friends yt haue thee knowne of long, 

Wil not regard thy enemies tong. 

The vertue that hath euer beene, 

within thy tender brest: 

[40] Which I from yeare to yeare, haue seene, 

in all thy deedes e.xprest: 
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Doth me perswade thy enemies lye. 

And in that quarell would I dye. 

That wisdome which y^ doest posses, 

[45] is rare for to be founde: 

Thy courtessie to euery one, 

so greatly doth abound. 

That those which throwly thee do know, 

Wil thee defend from any foe. 

[50] Wherfore as earst I write to thee, 

pluck vp that hart of thine: 

And make accompt for friendship, or 

for seruice: els of mine. 

I wyl not fayle for friend or foe, 

[55] Thy vertues they doo bind me so. 

Thus wishing God to be your guide, 

and graunt you Nestors lyfe: 

With health and haps, so good as earst, 

had amy mayde or wyfe. 

[60] I end and rest in what he may. 

Your friend vnto my dyeing day. 

By mee C. B. 
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To rrr̂  Friend Master T. L. whose good 
nature: I see abusde. 

Dyd not Dame Seres tell to you? 

nor fame vnto you shew? 

What sturdi storms haue bin abrod 

and who hath playd the shrew. 

[5] I thought yt Goddesse in your feelds 

had helped with your crop: 

Or els ye fame ill you had knowne, 

her trump would neuer stop. 

But sith I se their silentnesse, 

[10] I cease the same to write: 

Least I therfore might be condemd 

to do it for a spite. 

But this I wish that you my frind 

go chuse some vertues wife: 

[15] With whom in feare of God do spend, 

the residue of your lyfe 

For whylst you are in single state 

none hath that right regard: 

They think all wel ye they can win, 

[20] and compt it their reward. 

With sorow I to oft haue seene, 

when some wold fleece you much 

And oft in writting wolde I say 

good friend beware of such. 
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[25] But all my wordes they weare as wind 

my ladDour yll was spent: 

And in the end for my good wil, 

most cruelly was shent. 

Yf I were boxt and buffeted, 

[30] good wyll shall neuer cease: 

Nor hand, nor tong, shal so be charmd 

to make me holde my peace. 

Wherfore I warne you once againe 

be warie of your selfe: 

[35] For some haue sworne to lyke you well 

so long as you haue pelfe. 

Yf warnings styll you do reiect, 

to late your selfe shal rew: 

Do as you lyst, I wish you well, 

[40] and so I say adewe. 

Your welwiller. Is- VV. 

An other Letter sent to IS. W by 
one: to whom shee had written 

her infortunate state. 

YOur Letters (Cosin) scarsley seene, 

I catcht into my hamd: 

In hope therby some happy newes, 

from you to vnderstand, 

[5] But when I had suruaid the same, & waid the tenor we. 

A heuy heap of sorowes did, mi former ioyes e.xpel. 
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I do reioyce, as doth the Swanne, who redy for to dye, 

with buryall songe salutes, her hard and dolefull 

(destiny. 

In deed, I se & Icno to wel, how fortune spites your 

(welth: 

[10] And as a tirant Goddesse, doth disdain your happie 

(health, 

whose poyson serpentine I trust, in tyme shal wasted 

(bee, 

For time amends the greatest misse, & sets the captiue 

(free. 

Wherfore (good Cosyn) as before, so now my barren 

(quill 

Disdayneth not in simple sorte, to vtter his good wyll. 

[15] And to discharge the dutie that, belongeth to a frend, 

whose welth, I wold to God wer such, as might your case 

(amend 

But luck preuenting euery meane, that might your harms 

(redresse 

Denieth power to me that do, a frendly mind possesse 

Yet Cosyn, rest in perfect hope, to see the happy day, 

[20] That shal vnlade your heped grief, & driue your cares 

(awai 

And sith the counsel of the Gods surpasse the humayne 

(wit. 
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Remember what the p[ro]uerb saith: hereafter coms not 

(yet. 

And ponder wel yt Shipmans case, whose deth, y^ 

(tossing tyde 

Doth threaten oft: assaulting sore his shaken Ship with 

(pride 

[25] Yet when NEPTVNVS staieth, & calmes the Seas again. 

His ioyes more ample are by farre, then theirs y - did 

(complain 

He tels at home with iocund mind among his friends & 

(kyn 

The danger great, & deep dispair, that erst his life 

(was in: 

Triumphyng ouer Neptunes spite, whose force he felt 

(before: 

[30] And ioyes to vew the Seas, when he obtained hath ye 

(shore 

So when the floods, of Fortunes spite yt swel wt 

(foming rage 

Shal stit their strugling strif, & when their malice 

(shal aswage 

Then may you gain, & long enioy the Hauen of good hap: 

For Nurses chide ful oft, before they lull their child 

(in lap. 

[35] And take delight perhaps to tel, what trebles erst I 

(knew. 
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whose bare rehersal might enforce, a stonie hart to 

(rew. 

why should we then, wt such disdain: endure the 

(chastisment 

wherbi, perhaps, the Gods in vs, som further harms 

(p[re]uent. 

And sith no creature may deserue. Dame lunos graces 

(well, 

[40] whi shuld we grudg, & blame the gods, whose goodnes 

(doth excel 

wheras our dutie bindeth vs, their doyngs to allow: 

whose actions all, are for the best, when we perceiue 

(not how 

we rather should with quiet minde, abide the dated 

(time, 

wherin the Goddes shal vs accompt, as worthy for to 

(clime. 

[45] whiche after trial shal betide, to those that suffre 

(smarter 

For: he doth yll deserue y® sweet, yt tasteth not 

(y« tarte 

which argueth those yt for a while, doth bide ye 

(brunt of pain 

To be the owners of good hap, when Fortune turnes aca«r 

whos6 number, I beseech the Gods your self may furnish 

(out. 
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[50] And that his eies may see you plaste, amid that happi 

(rowt 

whose great good wil shal neuer dy: althogh the want of 

(time 

Hath don me wrong, & euer doth: in shortning of my 

(rime. 

Your most louyng Cosyn. G. W . 

IS. W . beyng wery of writyng, 
sendeth this for Answere. 

NO lesse then thankes, I render vnto you. 

What? though it be a Beggers bare rewarde 

Accept the same: (for Cosyn) this is true, 

Tis all I haue: my haps they are so hard: 

[5] N one beareth lyfe, is so from Fortune bard, 

But this I Icnow, and hope it once to finde 

God can, and wyl, exalt the humble minde. 

This simple verce: content you for to take 

for amswer of your louing letter lardge, 

[10] For now I wyll my writting cleane forsake 

till of my griefes, my stomack I discharg: 

and tyll I row, in Ladie Fortunes barge. 

Good Cosin write not nor any more replye. 

But geue mee leaue, more quietnes to trye. 

Your Cosin IS. W . 
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The Aucthour (though loth to leaue the 
Citie) vpon her Friendes procurement, 

is constrained t£ departe: 

wherfore (she fayneth as she would die) 
and maketh her WYLL and Testament, as 
foloweth: With large Legacies of such 

Goods and riches which she moste 
aboundantly hath left behind her: 

and therof maketh LONdon sole executor 
[10] t£ se her Legacies performed. 

A comunication which the Auctor had to 
London, before she made her Wyll. 

THe time is come I must departe, 

from thee ah famous Citie: 

[15] I neuer yet to rue my smart, 

did finde that thou hadst pitie. 

Wherefore small cause ther is, yt i 

should greeue from thee go: 

But many Women foolyshly, 

[20] lyke me, and other moe. 

Doe such a fyxed fancy set, 

on those which least desarue. 

That long it is ere wit we get, 

away from them to swarue. 

[25] But tyme with pittie oft wyl tel 

to those that wil her try: 

Whether it best be more to mell, 

or vtterly defye. 

And now hath time me put in mind, 
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[30] of thy great cruelnes: 

That neuer once a help wold finde, 

to ease me in distres. 

Thou neuer yet, woldst credit geue 

to boord me for a yeare: 

[35] Nor with Apparell me releue 

except thou payed weare. 

No, no, thou neuer didst me good, 

nor euer wilt I know: 

Yet am I in no angry moode, 

[40] but wyll, or ere I goe 

In perfect loue amd charytie. 

my Testament here write: 

And leaue to thee such Treasurye, 

as I in it recyte. 

[45] Now stand a side and geue me leaue 

to write my latest Wyll: 

And see that none you do deceaue, 

of that I leaue them tyl, 

yThe maner of her Wyll, & what she lef-
[50] to London: and to all those in it: 

at her departing. 

I Whole in body, and in minde, 

but very weake in Purse: 

Doo make, and write my Testament 

[55] for feare it wvll be wurse. 
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And fyrst I wholy doo commend, 

my Soule and Body eke: 

To God the Father and the Son, 

so long as I can speake. 

[60] And after speach: my Soule to hym, 

and Body to the Graue: 

Tyll time that all shall rise agayne, 

their Judgement for to haue. 

And then I hope they both shal meete. 

[65] to dwell for aye in ioye: 

Whereas I trust to see my Friends 

releast, from all annoy. 

Thus haue you heard touching my soule, 

amd body what I meane: 

[70] I trust you all wyll witnes beare, 

I haue a stedfast brayne. 

And now let mee dispose such things, 

as I shal leaue behinde: 

That those which shall receaue the same, 

[75] may know my wylling minde; 

I firtst of all to London leaue 

because I there was bred: 

Braue buildyngs rare, of Churches store, 

and Pauls to the head. 

[30] Betweene the same: fayre streats there bee, 

and people goodly store: 
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Because their keeping craueth cost, 

I yet wil leaue him more. 

First for their foode, I Butchers leaue, 

[85] that euery day shall kyll: 

By Thaunes you shal haue Brewers store, 

and Bakers at your wyll. 

And such as orders doo obserue, 

and eat fish thrice a weeke: 

[90] I leaue two Streets, full fraught therwith, 

they neede not farre to seeke. 

Watlyng Streete, and Canwyck streete, 

I full of Wollen leaue: 

And Linnen store in Friday streete, 

[95] if they mee not deceaue. 

And those which are of callyng such, 

that costlier they require: 

I Mercers leaue, with silke so rich, 

as any would desyre. 

[100] In Cheape of them, they store shal finde 

and likewise in that streete: 

I Goldsmithes leaue, with Juels such, 

as are for Ladies meete. 

And Plate to furnysh Cubbards with, 

[105] full braue there shall you finde: 

With Purle of Siluer and of Golde, 

to satisfye your minde. 
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With Hoods, Bungraces, Hats or Caps, 

such store are in that streete: 

[110] As if on ton side you should misse 

the tother serues you feete. 

For Nets of euery kynd of sort, 

I leaue within the pawne: 

French Ruffes, high Purles, Gorgets and Sleeues 

[115] of any kind of Lawne. 

For Purse or Kniues, for Combe or Glasse, 

or any needeful knacke 

I by the Stoks haue left a Boy, 

wil aske you what you lack. 

[120] I Hose doo leaue in Birchin Lane, 

of amy kynd of syse: 

For Women stitchte, for men both Trunks 

and those of Gascoyne gise. 

Bootes, Shoes or Pantables good store, 

[125] Saint Martins hath for you: 

In Cornwall, there I leaue you Beds, 

and all that longs thereto. 

For Women shall you Taylors haue, 

by Bow, the chiefest dwel: 

[130] In euery Lane you some shall finde, 

can doo indifferent well. 

And for the men, few Streetes or Lanes, 

but Bodymakers bee: 
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And such as make the sweeping Cloakes, 

[135] with Gardes beneth the Knee. 

Artyllery at Temple Bar, 

and Dagges at Tower hyll: 

Swords and Bucklers of the best, 

are nye the Fleete vntyll. 

[140] Now when thy Folke are fed and clad 

with such as I haue namde: 

For daynty mouthes, and stomacks weake 

some Junckets must be framde. 

Wherfore I Poticaries leaue, 

[145] with Banquets in their Shop: 

Phisicians also for the sicke, 

Diseases for to stop. 

Some Roysters styll, must bide in thee, 

amd such as cut it out: 

[150] That with the guiltlesse quarel wyl, 

to let their blood about. 

For them I cunning Surgions leaue, 

some Playsters to apply. 

That Ruffians may not styll be hangde, 

[155] nor quiet persons dye. 

For Salt, Otemeale, Candles, Sope, 

or what you els doo want: 

In many places. Shops are full, 

I left you nothing scant. 
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[160] Yf they that keepe what I you leaue, 

aske Mony: when they sell it: 

At Mint, there is such store, it is 

vnpossible to tell it. 

At Stiliarde store of Wines there bee, 

[165] your dulled mindes to glad: 

And handsome men, that must not wed 

except they leaue their trade. 

They oft shal seeke for proper Gyrles, 

and some perhaps shall fynde: 

[170] (That neede compels, or lucre lurss 

to satisfye their mind. 

And neaire the same, I houses leaue, 

for people to repayre: 

To bathe themselues, so to preuent 

[175] infection of the ayre. 

On Saturdayes I wish that those, 

which all the weeke doo drug: 

Shall thyther trudge, to trim them vp 

on Sondayes to looke smug. 

[ISO] Yf any other thing be lackt 

in thee, I wysh them looke: 

For there it is: I little brought 

but nothyng from thee tooke. 

Now for the people in thee left, 

[135] I haue done as I mav: 
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And that the poore, when I am gone, 

haue cause for me to pray. 

I wyll to prisons portions leaue, 

what though but very small: 

[190] Yet that they may remember me, 

occasion be it shall: 

And fyrst the Counter they shal haue, 

least they should go to wrack: 

Some Coggers, and some honest men, 

[195] that Sergantes draw a back. 

And such as Friends wyl not them bayle, 

whose coyne is very thin: 

For them I leaue a certayne hole, 

and little ease within. 

[200] The Newgate once a Monthe shal haue 

a sessions for his share: 

Least being heapt. Infection might 

procure a further care. 

And at those sessions some shal skape, 

[205] with burning nere the Thumb: 

And afterward to beg their fees, 

tyll they haue got the some. 

And such whose deedes deserueth death, 

and twelue haue found the same: 

[210] They shall be drawne vp Holborne hill, 

to come to further shame: 
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Well, yet to such I leaue a Nag 

shal soone their sorowes cease: 

For he shal either breake their necks 

[215] or gallop from the preace. 

The Fleete, not in their circuit is, 

yet if I geue him nought: 

It might procure his curse, ere I 

vnto the ground be brought. 

[220] Wherfore I leaue some Papist olde 

to vnder prop his roofe: 

And to the poore within the same, 

a Boxe for their behoofe. 

What makes you standers by to smile. 

[225] and laugh so in your sleeue: 

I thinke it is, because that I 

to Ludgate nothing geue. 

I am not now in case to lye, 

here is no place of iest: 

[230] I dyd reserue, that for my selfe, 

yf I my health possest. 

And euer came in credit so 

a debtor for to bee. 

When dayes of paiment did approch, 

[235] I thither ment to flee. 

To shroude my selfe amongst the rest, 

that chuse to dye in debt: 
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Rather then any Creditor, 

should money from them get. 

[240] Yet cause I feele my selfe so weake 

that none mee credit dare: 

I heere reuoke: and doo it leaue, 

some Banckrupts to his share. 

To all the Bookebinders by Paulles 

[245] because I lyke their Arte: 

They ery weeke shal mony haue, 

when they from Bookes departe. 

Amongst them all, my Printer must, 

haue somwhat to his share: 

[250] I wyll my Friends these Bookes to bye 

of him, with other ware. 

For Maydens poore, I Widdoers ritch, 

do leaue, that oft shall dote: 

And by that meanes shal mary them, 

[255] to set the Girles aflote. 

And wealthy Widdowes wil I leaue, 

to help yong Gentylmen: 

Which when you haue, in any case 

be courteous to them then: 

[260] And see their Plate and Jewells eake 

may not be mard with rust. 

Nor let their Bags too long be full, 

for feare that they doo burst. 
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To ery Gate vnder the walles, 

[265] that compas thee about: 

I Fruit wives leaue to entertayne 

such as come in and out. 

To Smithfeelde I must something leaue 

my Parents there did dwell: 

[270] So carelesse for to be of it, 

none wolde accompt it well. 

Wherfore it thrice a weeke shall haue, 

of Horse and neat good store. 

And in his Spitle, blynd and lame, 

[275] to dwell for euermore. 

And Bedlem must not be forgot, 

for that was oft my walke: 

I people there too many leaue, 

that out of tune doo talke. 

[280] At Bridewel there shal Bedelles be, 

and Matrones that shal styll 

See Chaike wel chopt, and spinning plyde, 

amd turning of the Mill. 

For such as camnot quiet bee, 

[285] but striue for House or Land: 

At Th'innes of Court, I Lawyers leaue 

to take their cause in hand. 

And also leaue I at ech Inne 

of Court, or Chauncerve: 
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C290] Of Gentylmen, a youthfull roote, 

full of Actiuytie: 

For whom I store of Bookes haue left, 

at each Bookebinders stall: 

And parte of all that London hath 

[295] to furnish them withall. 

And when they are with study cloyd: 

to recreate theyr minde: 

Of Tennis Courts, of dauncing Scooles, 

and fence they store shal finde. 

[300] And euery Sonday at the least, 

I leaue to make them sport. 

In diuers places Players, that 

of wonders shall reporte. 

Now London haue I (for thy sake) 

[305] within thee, and without: 

As coms into my memory, 

dispearsed round about 

Such needfull thinges, as they should haue 

heere left now vnto thee: 

[310] When I am gon, with consience 

let them dispearced bee. 

And though I nothing named haue, 

to bury mee withall: 

Consider that aboue the ground, 

[315] annoyance bee I shall. 
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And let me haue a shrowding Sheete 

to couer mee from shame: 

And in obliuyon bury mee 

amd neuer more mee naime. 

[320] Ringings nor other Ceremonies, 

vse you not for cost: 

Nor at my buriall, make no feast, 

your mony were but lost. 

Reioyce in God that I am gon, 

[325] out of this vale so vile. 

And that of ech thing, left such store, 

as may your wants exile. 

I make thee sole executor, because 

I lou'de thee best. 

[330] And thee I put in trust, to geue 

the goodes vnto the rest. 

Because thou shalt a helper neede. 

In this so great a chardge, 

I wysh good Fortune, be thy guide, least 

[335] thou shouldst run at lardge. 

The happy dayes and quiet times, 

they both her Seruants bee. 

Which well wyll serue to fetch and brine, 

such things as neede to -hee. 

[340] Wherfore '(good London) not rsf-̂ ise, 

for helper her tc take: 
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Thus being weake, and wery both 

an end heere wyll I make. 

To all that aske what end I made, 

[345] and how I went away: 

Thou answer maist like those which heere, 

no longer tary may. 

And vnto all that wysh mee well, 

or rue that I am gon: 

[350] Doo me comend, and bid them cease 

my absence for to mone. 

And tell them further, if they wolde, 

my presence styll haue had: 

They should haue sought to mend my luck; 

[355] which euer was too bad. 

So fare thou well a thousand times, 

God sheelde thee from thy foe: 

And styll make thee victorious, 

of those that seeke thy woe. 

[360] And (though I aun perswade) that I 

shall neuer more thee see: 

Yet to the last, I shal not cease 

to wish much good to thee. 

This, XX, of October I, 

[365] in ANNO DOMINI: 

A Thousand: v. hundred seuenty three 

as Alminacks descry. 
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Did write this Wyll with mine owne hand 

amd it to London gaue: 

[370] In witnes of the standers by, 

whose naimes yf you wyll haue. 

Paper, Pen and Standish were: 

at that same present by: 

With Time, who promised to reueale, 

[375] so fast as she could hye 

The saime: least of my nearer kyn, 

for amy thing should vary: 

So finally I make an end 

no longer cam I tary. 

FINIS, by IS. W . 



NOTES ON THE POEMS 

The following notes attempt to make Whitney's poetry 
more accessible to a modern audience by identifying the 
sources of her work and her literary allusions, by providing 
the details of her allusions to classical mythology, and by 
clarifying her allusions to works by Ovid and others. I 
have also glossed the obsolete or poetic language used in 
the poems with definitions from the Oxford English 
Dictionary unless otherwise stated. Where possible, I have 
also tried to identify the people to whom she writes or from 
whom she receives letters, and to more fully identify the 
locations in London which she mentions in her "Wyll." 

The Copy of a Letter 

The Copy of a letter was entered in the Stationer's 
Register for 1566-1567, but no date appears on the title 
page. As the title page identifies Richard Jones's dwelling 
as "the upper end of Fleetlane: at the Signe of the spred 
Egle," the work must have been published before 1576 when 
Jones had moved near St. Sepulchre's Church. The title page 
says "The Copy of a letter" (consisting of both the poems 
"I. W. To her vnconstant Louer" and "The admonition by the 
Auctor") was "newly ioyned to a Loueletter sent by a 
Bacheler" ("A Loueletter, or an earnest perswasion of a 
Louer" by W. G.). The final poem, "R. W. Against the 
wilfull Inconstancie of his deare Foe E. T.," is not 
mentioned on the title page and seems to have been added 
just before publication. Neither "W. G." nor "R. Witc." 
have been positively identified, but see the individual 
notes on their poems for what can be surmised about their 
identities. For a more detailed examination of how other 
writers of the Renaissance used mythological allusions such 
as those which Whitney uses here, refer to Douglas Bush's 
Mythology and the Renaissance Tradition in English Poetry. 

"The Printer to the Reader" 

This poem is written in short measure, alternating 
three lines of iambic trimeter (lines 1, 2, and 4) with one 
line of iambic tetrameter (line 3), and using a rhyme scheme 
of abcb. Typical of Jones's poems to the reader, it praises 
the book and promises that the book is worth the purchase 
price. See, for example, his A Handefull of pleasant 
delites (1584). 
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1 What lack you, Maister mine—This was the traditional 
call of the ballad salesman to his customers: "'What 
lack ye?'" they would cry. 'What is't ye lack? What 
lack ye? Come along, and buy. . . . Fine ballads! 
new ballads! What lack ye?'" (Three Lords and Three 
Ladies of London, 1590; in Rollins, "Black-
Letter" 324) . 

1-8 What lack you . . . contained—"The Printer to the 
Reader" in A Handefull of pleasant delites also 
promises the reader whatever he seeks: sonnets, 
pleasant songs, histories, or "such pretie thinges, / 
as women much desire" (Rollins's Handful, 2, 
11. 3-16). 

17-20 Therefore . . . bestowed your mony well—A Handefull 
of pleasant delites tells the reader, "Doubt not to 
buy this pretie Booke, / the price is not so deare" 
(Rollins's Handful, 2, 11. 21-22). 

"I. W. To her vnconstant Louer." 

This title poem of the collection is written in simple 
ballad meter: alternating lines of iambic tetrameter and 
iambic trimeter, with a rhyme scheme of abcb. 

14 begonne—Arber suggests "begun" (Garner), but 
"begone" was used for "been gone," which the meaning 
of the poem clearly requires. The lover has left the 
speaker, and "gone" to someone else. 

28 Sinon—the Greek soldier who pretended to desert and 
got the Trojans to bring the wooden horse inside the 
city walls. The story of the Trojan horse is told 
first in The Odyssey (VIII, XI), but appears also 
in The Aeneid (II), in Benoit de Sainte-Maure's 
Roman de Troie, and in Gower's Confessio 
Amantis (I). Chaucer calls him the Greek "That 
broughtest Troye al outrely to sorwe" in "The Nun's 
Priest's Tale," and Gloucester compares himself to 
Sinon in Shakespeare's I ^ Henry VI (III.ii.190) . 

33-34 Eneas and Dido—Fleeing the fall of Troy, Aeneas and 
his men were shipwrecked near Carthage. Venus led 
Aeneas to Dido, the founder of Carthage, and Cupid 
made Dido fall in love with Aeneas. After a long 
sojourn there, Aeneas was told by Mercury that 
Jupiter wanted him to set forth again to find his 
proper destiny. When Aeneas determined to leave 
Carthage despite Dido's pleas and tears. Dido killed 
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herself as his fleet sailed out of the harbor. The 
story of Aeneas and Dido appears in The Aeneid (I, 
IV), in Ovid's Heroides (VII), and in Gower's 
Confessio Amantis (IV). By the Renaissance, it 
was a favorite topic for ballad writers. Arber 
identifies two ballads on this topic entered for 
1564-65 alone at Stationer's Hall (Transcript I, 
263, 270), and Rollins says the popular ballad of 
"The Wandering Prince of Troy" was usually referred 
to by Elizabethans simply as "Queen Dido" (Gorgeous, 
154 n.). For a discussion of the many ballads which 
told this story, refer to Claude M. Simpson's book on 
broadside ballads (587-590). The story is also told 
by Chaucer in The Legend of Good Women. 

37 Theseus—Ariadne fell in love with Theseus when he 
was to be sacrificed to the Minotaur in Crete, and 
gave him a ball of twine which he fastened to the 
inside of the door of the maze and unwound as he went 
along. After slaying the Minotaur, he followed the 
twine back to escape the maze. After taking Ariadne 
with him toward Athens, one story holds that Theseus 
abandoned her on the isle of Naxos, sailing away 
while she slept on shore. The story appears in 
Apollodorus's Bibliotheca (III), in Ovid's 
Metamorphoses (VIII) and Heroides (X), in Gower's 
Confessio Amantis (V), and Chaucer tells the story 
of Ariadne in The Legend of Good Women. Shakespeare 
would later allude to this episode in The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona (IV.iv.171-177). 

41 Jason . . . of noble race—Jason was the son of a 
king of Greece whose kingdom had been usurped by 
Pelias, Jason's cousin. The recovery of the Golden 
Fleece was the test required before Pelias would 
return the kingdom to Jason. On their journey, the 
Argonauts landed at Lemnos, an island of women, and 
impregnated all the women, including the queen, 
Hypsipyle (by Jason). When the Argonauts left, the 
women banished the queen to Nemea. The story is told 
in Chaucer's The Legend of Good Women. Later, 
Medea, the daughter of King Aetes of Colchis, gave 
Jason the magic ointment which made him invincible 
for a day and allowed him to yoke the bulls and 
defeat the warriors who sprang from the dragon's 
teeth. Most versions of the story hold that Jason 
took Medea back to Corinth with him, where he became 
engaged to the king's daughter, Glauce (or Creusa). 
Medea killed the two children she had borne Jason, 
and then killed his new bride before fleeing in a 
chariot drawn by two dragons. Both Euripides and 
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Seneca wrote versions of Medea, Apollonius of 
Rhodes tells the story in his epic poem Argonautica, 
and the story also appears in Ovid's Heroides (VI, 
XII). It was a popular story during the Renaissance, 
and "The story of Jason how he gotte the golden 
flece and how he Ded begyle Media oute of laten 
into englesshe by Nycholas Whyte" was registered for 
publication in 1565-66 (Arber's Transcript, I, 299). 

42 two Ladies—Hypsipyle and Medea (see note above). 

52 his loving spowes (spouse)—Medea. Most versions of 
the story hold that Jason and Medea never married, 
but a betrothal had the weight of a legal marriage 
during the Renaissance. 

57 King Aeolus—sometimes called the King of the Winds, 
Aeolus was actually only regent of the Winds, viceroy 
of the gods. 

58 Neptune—in Greek mythology, Poseidon; the Lord and 
Ruler of the Sea (the Mediterranean) and the Friendly 
Sea (the Black Sea). 

74 Paris—the son of Priam, King of Troy. He was living 
with Oenone, a nymph, when he was asked to judge 
whether Aphrodite, Hera, or Pallas Athena was the 
fairest. Each of the goddesses offered him a bribe, 
and in return for choosing Aphrodite, he was 
given Helen, the most beautiful woman in the world, 
daughter of Zeus and Leda and sister of Castor and 
Pollux. He then deserted Oenone and his theft of 
Helen started the Trojan War. Homer and Euripides 
told the story of Paris and Helen, and Apollodorus 
uses it in his Bibliotheca (III) . Ovid tells the 
story in his Heroides (XV, XVI), and Gower gets the 
story from him. Rollins points out that Helen was 
treated with "scant respect" during the Renaissance 
(Gorgeous 187), and Shakespeare was later to call 
her "the strumpet that began this stir" in The Rape 
of Lucrece (1. 1471) . 

77 Troylus—another son of King Priam, Troilus was a 
popular subject for writers throughout the ages. The 
story of his love for Cressida is told for the first 
time in the 12th century Roman de Troie of Benoit 
de Sainte-Maure, and then in Guide delle Colonne's 
Historia Trojana (1287). The story was then told 
by Boccaccio in the Filostrato, by Chaucer in his 
Troilus and Criseide, and by Shakespeare in his 
Troilus and Cressida. A ballad entitled "The 
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history of Troilus" was registered for 1565-1566 
(Arber's Transcript, I, 300). 

refuse—1) the modern meaning of something cast off 
or thrown away; 2) during the mid-16th century, 
"refusal" had the specific meaning of the repudiation 
of a wife, divorce, or abandonment of a party. 

97 Helen—see note above, 1. 74. 

99 Penelope—the wife of Odysseus. She remained 
faithful to Odysseus during the twenty years between 
his leaving for Troy and his return from his 
wanderings after the war ended, stalling the many 
suitors who refused to leave her home until she 
agreed to marry one of them. Her story is told in 
The Odyssey (XVI-XXIV), in Apollodorus's Bibliotheca 
(Epitome VII), in Ovid's Heroides (I), and in 
Gower's Confessio Amantis (IV). Hyder Rollins 
mentioned an early sixteenth-century ballad about 
Penelope which is preserved in MS. Egerton (Gorgeous 
178, n. 64.16). 

101 Lucres—the story of the rape of Lucrece, or 
Lucretia, and her subsequent suicide is one of the 
oldest and most famous of Roman legends. It appears 
in Ovid's Fasti (II. 725-852), in Gower's Confessio 
Amantis (VII), in Chaucer's Legend of Good Women, 
and, of course, in Shakespeare's The Rape of 
Lucrece. It was also the subject of at least two 
ballads between 15 68 and 1570, "the grevious 
complaynt of Lucrece" and "the Death of Lucryssia" 
(Arber's Transcript, I, 379, 416). 

102 Thisbie—Pyramus and Thisbe were Babylonian lovers 
who, forbidden to marry by their parents, agreed to 
meet and run away. As she waited for him, Thisbe was 
frightened away by a lioness, dropping her cloak as 
she fled. Finding the cloak and the tracks of the 
lioness, Pyramus concluded that Thisbe had been 
killed, and stabbed himself. When she returned, 
Thisbe found Pyramus dying and used his sword to kill 
herself. The deep red fruit of the mulberry is the 
gods' testament to their love. Their story became 
popular after Ovid included it in his Metamorphoses 
(IV); Gower got the story from Ovid and used it in 
his Confessio Amantis (III) . Chaucer tells the 
story in his Legend of Good Women, and Shakespeare 
uses the story as a comic play-within-a-play in A 
Midsummer-Night's Dream (V.i.). A book titled 
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Perymus and Thesbye was registered to William 
Greffeth for 1562-1563 (Arber's Transcript, I, 
215) . ^ 

Peto—the allusion here is unclear, as the name 
"Peto" does not appear in any standard reference 
guide to mythology. Shakespeare also uses the name 
Peto in both parts of Henry IV, where he is 
Falstaff's lieutenant in his "charge of horse." So 
far, no source for this name has been found. Because 
Whitney clearly expects the reader to understand the 
allusion "And unto me a Peto be," the name may have 
been that of a character in a popular ballad or other 
early Renaissance work with which Whitney, 
Shakespeare, and their audiences were familiar, but 
which has since been lost. 

110 new Loue—Collier suggests "true love" here, but the 
meaning of the poem clearly requires the original, as 
the poet considers herself the "true love" who has 
been replaced by a new, but less worthy, rival. It 
is, after all, the poet who has the "chasteness of 
Penelope," "the constancy of Lucrece," and the "truth 
of Thisbe" (11. 99-108). 

114 Cassandra—an ironic choice here; Cassandra was given 
the gift of prophecy by Apollo, but, when she 
rejected him, he cursed her by seeing that no one 
would ever believe what she prophesied. Parts of her 
story are told in the Iliad (XIII), in Aeschylus's 
Agamemnon, and in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida. 

126 King Nestor—the oldest of the Greek chieftains at 
Troy, where he distinguished himself by his wisdom, 
justice, and eloquence. The most perfect of all 
Homer's heroes, he lived three generations. His 
story is told in the Iliad (I) , in the Odyssey 
(III), and in Ovid's Metamorphoses (XII). 

129 King Xerxis—Xerxes the Great was King of Persia from 
?486-465 B.C., the son of Darius I. After conquering 
Athens in 480 B. C , Xerxes saw his supplies cut off 
by the Greek naval victory at Salamis and was forced 
to retreat. His story is told in Plutarch's Lives 
of the Noble Grecians and Romans ("Life of 
Themistocles"), which was translated into French by 
Jaques Amyot in 1559, and then into English by Sir 
Thomas North in 1579. 

130 King Cressus—Croesus was the last King of Lydia 
(c. 560-546 B.C.), and was considered the richest man 
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of all time. Aesop lived under his patronage. 
Croesus wanted to be thought the happiest of mankind, 
but Solon told him, "Call no man happy until he is 
dead." His story is told by Herodotus in his 
History (Book I, 26-30), and he is one of the 
imprisoned thralls in the dungeon of dame Pride's 
castle in The Faerie Queene (I.v.47.6-7). 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

This poem is also in simple ballad meter, with a rhyme 
scheme of abcb. 

1 Cupid's tentes—the reference here is not clear. 
Ovid refers to Cupid's army in his Ars Amatoria, 
and this may be an allusion to that image. 

2 foyle—Although the term "foil" is used most often 
today to refer to a sword for fencing, the word did 
not take on that meaning until 1594, twenty-seven 
years after the publication of The Copy of a letter. 
The term had many meanings during the mid-sixteenth-
century, only two of which might seem to fit here: 
1) a repulse or defeat, and, 2) to dishonour, 
especially to deflower a woman or to violate 
chastity. Because the stanza goes on to say that the 
Virgins' hearts still boil painfully with love, the 
first meaning would be that the virgins have suffered 
a defeat at the hands of Cupid and his army. This 
meaning of defeat also appears in "Owen Roydon to the 
curious company of Sycophantes," "The lamentable 
louer abiding in the bitter bale of direfull doubts 
towards his Ladyes loyalty, writeth vnto her as 
followeth," and "A briefe dialogue between sicknesse 
and worldly desire" in A gorgious Gallery, of gallant 
Inuentions printed by Richard Jones in 1578, and in 
"L. Gibsons Tantara" in Jones's Handefull of pleasant 
delites (1584). The second definition would imply 
that, having lost their virginity to their lovers, 
the women have now been deserted and are suffering 
from both the loss of their chastity and the love 
they still bear their unfaithful lovers. 

3 raginge loue—"The Complaint of a Woman Louer," 
attributed to Whitney by Robert Fehrenbach ("Isabella 
Whitney and the Popular Miscellanies of Richard 
Jones"), was to be sung to the tune of "Raging Love." 
If Whitney was the author of the poem, this could be 
an allusion to her earlier poem. 
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13 fayre and painted talke—specious, unreal, 
counterfeit. 

15 Mermaides—in addition to the mythological meaning, 
"mermaids" also served as slang for courtesans in 
plays during the later 16th century; see, for 
example, Massinger's The Old Law (IV.i) and 
Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors (III.ii.45). "A 
warning for Wooers" in A Handefull of pleasant 
delites warns that "The Syrens times oft time 
beguiles, / So doth the teares of Crocodiles" 
(Rollins's Handful 44, 11. 1243-1244). 

17 teares of Crocodiles—supposedly, crocodiles moan and 
sigh like a man, luring the unwary to them, and then 
cry over their meal. The same image is used in "A 
warning for Wooers" (11. 1243-44) in A Handefull of 
pleasant delites, and Shakespeare also alludes to 
this in ̂  Henry VI (III.i.226-227), and in 
Othello (IV.i.257). 

19 if they cannot always weep—Ovid advises that tears 
are helpful to a lover because they can melt a stone. 
"If tears—they come not always at command— / Should 
fail you, touch your eyes with moistened hand" (Ars 
Amatoria, Book I). In The Taming of the Shrew 
(I.i.124-128), Shakespeare suggests the use of 
onions to produce the lover's tears. Although parts 
of Ovid had been translated five times between 15 64 
and 1567 (Arber's Transcript I, 266, 301, 328, 329, 
335), and the Metamorphoses was available in 
Golding's translation of 1567, and his Heroides in 
Turberville's translation of 1567, no translation of 
the Ars Amatoria was available during the sixteenth 
century (Moss 353-59). Whitney must either have been 
fauniliar with the original or have gotten her 
information at second hand. 

33 Trust not a man at the first sight / but try him well 
before—proverbial; see, for example, Ecclesiasticus 
6:7, "If thou wouldest get a friend, prove him 
first," and Publilius Syrus, "Cave amicum credas nisi 
si quem probaveris (Duff and Duff, 32:134) . The 
same warning is given in Spenser's Amoretti (XLVII, 
1-2), and is included in "Prety parables, and 
Prouerbes of Loue" in A gorgious Gallery, of gallant 
Inuentions (1578). 

41 Scilla—her father was King Nisus, the King of 
Megara, who had a lock of either purple or golden 
hair which preserved the safety of his throne. When 

http://III.ii.45
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Scylla fell in love with Minos, she cut off the lock 
of Nisus's hair, and gave it to Minos. Minos was 
horrified at what she had done and deserted her after 
conquering Megara. In some versions of the tale, 
Scylla was turned into a monster for her betrayal of 
her father, but others tell that she was turned into 
a bird because her betrayal was motivated by love. 
Her story appears in Ovid's Metamorphoses (VIII). 

46 King Nisus—see note above, 1. 41. 

53 The stranger—see note above, 1. 41. 

64 whom—an archaic spelling of "home." 

66 Oenone—see note above, "I. W. To her vnconstant 
Louer," 1. 74. 

69 Demophoon—the son of Theseus, while returning from 
Troy, betrothed himself to the Thracian princess, 
Phillis, and then left for Greece after promising 
to return. Phillis went to the sea nine times to 
look for his return, and then despairing, she hanged 
herself after the ninth time. The story appears in 
Ovid's Heroides (II), Gower's Confessio Amantis 
(IV), and Chaucer's Legend of Good Women. 

70 Phillis—see note above, 1. 69. 

73 Hero and Leander—the story of Leander's swimming the 
Hellespont to visit Hero is an old and popular one, 
having been told by Ovid in the Heroides (XVIII, 
XIX), by Musaeus (whose version was later translated 
into Latin, Italian, and French), and by Marlowe in 
1593. 

80 nere hand—close by. 

81 scrat—an archaic spelling of "scratched." 

89ff The image of the lover as fisherman also appears in 
Ovid's Ars Amatoria but is not treated at any 
length. Sir Thomas Wyatt made love itself the 
fisherman in "A Renouncing of Love" when he wrote, 
"Farewell, love, and all they laws forever! / Thy 
baited hooks shall tangle me no more" (Rollins, 
Tottel's, 69), and John Donne would later use the 
same image in "The Baite," 

95 foole—during the Renaissance, "fool" was often a 
term of endearment. See, for example, "The History 
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of Pyramus and Thisbe truely translated" (1. 22) in A 
gorgious Gallery, of gallant Inuentions, and Lear's 
use of the word to refer to Cordelia (King Lear, V. 
iii.305). 

101 Thou—in the octavo, the compositor has set the 
letter "u" upside down. 

103 Linceus—proverbial: Lynceus was an Argonaut and a 
member of the Calydonian boar hunt. Reknowned for 
his eyesight, he was able to distinguish objects up 
to nine miles away and to see through the trunks of 
trees. His story appears in Apollodorus's 
Bibliotheca (III), Apollonius of Rhodes' 
Argonautica, and Ovid's Metamorphoses (III) . 
Sidney (Arcadia, II) and Spenser (Faerie Queene, 
II.xi.8.6) both use the proverbial expression "Lynces 
eyes." 

107 Sir Phebus—Phoebus Apollo, the god of light. 

117 he pries on euery baite—Ovid says, "Qui semel est 
laesus fallaci piscis ab hamo, / Omnibus unca cibis 
aera subess putat" (Riley 370) . 

"A Loueletter, sent from a faythful 
Louer: to an vnconstant Mayden." 

The title page of The Copy of a letter says the letter 
by "Is. W." had been "Newly joyned" to this loveletter "sent 
by a Bacheler, (a most faithfull Louer) to an vnconstant and 
faithles Mayden." Although some readers, including Hyder 
Rollins (Gorgeous 204), have seen this poem as a response to 
Whitney's letter, the implication of "Newly joyned to" would 
seem to indicate that the two poems are meant to be seen, 
not as a letter and its response, but as companion pieces: 
a letter from a faithful Gentlewoman to her unconstant lover 
and a letter from a faithful Gentleman to his unconstant 
lover. The poem itself is written in simple ballad meter 
with a rhyme scheme of abcb. 

"W. G."—Hyder Rollins suggested that W. G. might be 
the William Gruffith whose death was the occasion of 
a poem by an anonymous woman writer in Jones's A 
gorgious Gallery, of gallant Inuentions (Gorgeous 
204), but he warns against trying to identify this 
William Gruffith (or Griffith) with William Griffith 
the printer who began printing in London about 1552 
and who was an original member of the Stationers' 
Company on its incorporation. The S. T. C. does 
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not list any works by a William Gruffith, nor does 
the name appear in the Dictionary of National 
Biography under any variant spelling. This poem 
was entered in the Stationers' Register on 20 
December 1577 (II, 322), and Griffith, the printer, 
died in 1572. Because the poem says, "And wayle my 
freend, who is but lately dead" (1. 20), the poem is 
quite probably about the death of another man by the 
same name. Other than Rollins's tentative 
identification of "W. G." as Gruffith, and 
Fehrenbach's assertion that Whitney might have been 
the anonymous woman writer of the epitaph on Gruffith 
("Isabella Whitney and the Popular Miscellanies"), 
there is nothing to tie the two together. As 
Isabella's publisher Richard Jones also published 
Aurelia (1593) which is sometimes attributed to 
Isabella's brother Geoffrey (Green Ixviii), and 
because an author's initials are reversed all too 
often in publications of the early Renaissance, some 
critics believe the "W. G." of The Copy of a letter 
might also be Geoffrey Whitney, writing a companion-
piece to be published with the poetry of his sister 
(Halkett and Laing 44. C315). 

24 a syde—aside. 

4 9 domb—doom, judgement. 

61 pacionate—passionate. 

62 carpyng yoake—complaining or disdainful servitude. 

75 HYDRA—a creature with nine heads which lived in a 
swamp near Lerna. Hercules was sent to kill the 
Hydra as his second labor, and, with the help of his 
nephew lolaus, he cut each of the heads off, searing 
the neck with a torch so that the head could not grow 
back again. He buried the final head, which was 
immortal, under a great rock. 

"R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie 
of his deare Foe E. T." 

As are the other poems in this volume, this poem is 
written in simple ballad meter with a rhyme scheme of abcb 

"R. W."—Identified at the end of the poem as "R. 
Witc," the author of this poem has never been 
identified. As the poem was not entered in the 
Stationers' Register, and is not mentioned on 
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the title page, it is probable that Jones obtained 
the poem when The Copy of a letter was nearing 
publication and added it to a work already in 
progress rather than paying an additional licensing 
fee. The §.T.C. assigns the poem No. 25873, 
but provides no information other than its being a 
part of The Copy of a letter, and the Dictionary 
of National Biography contains no entry which might 
refer to the "R. Witc." here. 

1 Wights—living beings or creatures in general, but 
often implying some contempt or commiseration. 

40 mone—moan. 

49-52 I thrust my hand . . . left the Rose behynde: In A 
gorgious Gallery of gallant Inuentions (1578), the 
anonymous author of "The Louer recounteth his 
faythfull diligence" ends his poem with "I pricke my 
hand, yet leaue the Rose behinde" (Rollins's 
Gorgeous, 73, 1. 22). Other than the obvious 
plagiarism, the poem does not resemble this one in 
tone or style, and there is no reason to attribute it 
to the author of this poem. 

7 4 daunpned—damned. 

85 Beares vnto a stake—a reference to bear-baiting, a 
popular sport of the day, in which a bear was tied to 
a stake and dogs were then turned loose to kill it. 

94 paide my hyre—paid for his service, or gave him as a 
reward. A similar statement occurs in one of 
Turberville's love lyrics: "I had my hire, so he 
mought purchase grace" (in Waller, 92), as well as in 
"The lamentacion of a Gentilwoman vpon the death of 
her late deceased frend William Gruffith Gent." 
(1. 34) in A gorgious Gallery, of gallant Inuentions 
(1578) . 

99 Repentence coms too late—Proverbial. See, for 
example, Lydgate's Fall of Princes (c. 14 40) : "Harm 
doon, to late folweth repentaunce" (III.915), and 
"A warnyng for Wooers" in Jones's A Handefull of 
pleasant delites (Rollins's Handful, 44, 11. 1240-
1242). Claude M. Simpson described a broadside 
ballad of the 1680s entitled "Repentence too late" 
which took its name from this proverb (626, 667-668). 
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A Sweet Nosgay 

The first three leaves of A Sweet Nosgay are missing. 
They would, of course, have included the title page, and, as 
was often Jones's habit, quite possibly a poem "from the 
printer to the reader" praising the book and its author, and 
promising that the book was worth its price. 

"To the Worshipfull and right vertuous 
yong Gentylman, George Mainwaring" 

The "Epistle Dedicatory," as the running titles name 
it, is the only work in the volume written in prose. 

1 George Mainwaring—this individual is apparently the 
same George Mainwaring, Esquier, to whom Geoffrey 
dedicated his Emblem #139, and possibly the son of 
Arthur Mainwaring, Knight, to whom Geoffrey dedicated 
Emblem #131. They were one of the leading families 
of Ightfield, near Nantwich (the Whitney home) in 
Cheshire. 

10-12 There is a hole in the page at this point so that one 
word is missing from line 10, one from line 11, and 
one from line 12. In light of the content, the 
passage probably read, "you might be occasioned to 
say, as ANTIPATER said of DEMADES of Athens, that he 
should never satisfy him with giving." There are 
additional words or parts of words missing from lines 
35-37 here, and from lines 22-25, 36-38, and 81-84 in 
the following poem. I have supplied missing letters 
in brackets where the hole leaves enough of the word 
to be certain of its reading, and have provided notes 
where the word is missing in its entirety. 

10 Antipater—Antipater (397-319 B. C.) was a Macedonian 
general who said he had two friends at Athens, 
Phocion, who would never allow him to gratify him, 
and Demades, whom he could never satisfy with giving. 
The story is told in Plutarch's "Life of Phocion" 
(616), which did not exist in a good English 
translation until Sir Thomas North's translation of 
Plutarch's Lives in 1579. 

11 Demades of Athens—see note above, 11. 10-12. 

15 Diogenes—probably a reference to a discussion in 
which Diogenes of Sinope told Dionysius that his 
freedom was more than he, or many others, deserved: 
"• . . I am indignant that such a slave as you, who, 
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if you had your due, should have been let alone to 
grow old and die in the state of tyranny, as your 
father did before you, should now enjoy the ease of 
private persons, and be here to sport and frolic in 
our society." The story is told in Plutarch's "Life 
of Timoleon" (Lives 202). 

19 like the poor man—When Artaxerxes (c. 437-359 
B. C ) , the son of Xerxes, was on a progress, a poor 
laborer, wanting to give him a gift, brought him 
water from the river in his hands. Artaxerxes was so 
well pleased that he gave the man a goblet of gold 
and a thousand darics. The story is told in 
Plutarch's "Life of Artaxerxes" (Lives 847). 

28 that poor fellow—an unclear allusion. 

30 Darius—Darius III sent several insulting messages to 
Alexander the Great after Alexander's accession, but 
later offered Alexander a thousand talents and all 
the countries on this side of the Euphrates, together 
with his daughter's hand in marriage, in exchange for 
captives taken in battle. As he lay dying after his 
defeat in 330 B. C , Darius thanked one of 
Alexander's men for a drink of water, and told him, 
"But Alexander, whose kindness to my mother, my wife, 
and my children I hope the gods will recompense, will 
doubtless thank you for your humanity to me. Tell 
him, therefore, in token of my acknowledgment, I give 
him this right hand." He then shook Polystratus's 
hand and died. The story is told in Plutarch's "Life 
of Alexander" (Lives 561-62). Darius is one of the 
warriors painted on War's shield in A Mirror for 
Magistrates (11. 405-09), and he is mentioned in 
Shakespeare's Î  Henry VI (I.vi.25) . 

46 Slips--twigs, sprigs, or small shoots taken from a 
plant, tree, etc., for the purpose of planting or 
grafting. 

55 Abchurch Lane—located in the center of the old City 
in Candlewick Ward. 

"The Auctor to the Reader" 

This poem is written in simple ballad meter, with a 
rhyme scheme of abcb. Whitney also uses alliteration in the 
iambic tetrameter lines through line 9, and then 
sporadically throughout the remainder of the poem. 
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21 wart wery—was weary; also a possible compositor's 
error for "waxed weary," a conventional expression. 

23 Virgil—Publius Virgilius Maro (70-19 B. C.) was the 
greatest poet of ancient Rome. His Aeneid, Eclogues, 
Bucolics, and Georgics were well-known during the 
Renaissance, and The Aeneid was available in Gavin 
Douglas's translation of 1553 and in Surrey's 
translation of 1554. 

23 Ovid—see earlier note for "The admonition by the 
Auctor," 1. 19. 

23 Mantuan—Battisto Spagnuoli, a Carmelite monk 
(d. 1516), was called Mantuanus after his birthplace 
of Mantua. His Bucolica was popular during the 
Renaissance and was adopted as a school textbook; it 
was available in Turberville's translation of 1567. 

21-25 Words are missing at this point because of a hole in 
the page. A possible reading might be, "And to 
refresh my mased soul | and cheare my brused brayne." 

39 make a dye—die. 

54 hoyce—hoist. 

57 Plat—Sir Hugh Plat's The Floures of Philosophie 
(1572) provided the maxims upon which Whitney based 
the poems of "A Sweet Nosgay." For more details on 
her reworking of Plat, see the introduction to R. J. 
Panofsky's The Floures of Philosophie and the notes 
for "A Sweet Nosgay" following. 

81-8 4 There is a hole in the page at this point, and some 
of the letters are missing from words in lines 81, 
83, and 84. The most probable readings (based on 
content or partial letters which are still visible) 
are given in brackets 

99 the giver, not the gift—proverbial; usually, "It is 
not the gift but the thought that counts." For 
example, Seneca says, "Beneficium non in eo quod 
fit aut datur constitit, sed in ipso facientis aut 
dantis animo: animus est enim qui beneficiis dat 
pretium" (Riley 38). 

102 Posye—Posy: 1) a bouquet, bunch of flowers, or 
nosegay; 2) a collection of "flowers" of poetry or 
rhetoric; 3) sometimes used in the sense of "poesy," 
a poetical production of any kind. Ivor H. Evans 
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says the term originally meant a verse or sentence 
engraved on a ring, and took on the meaning of a 
bunch of flowers through the custom of sending verses 
and flowers together as a gift (885) . 

119 Sir Medicus—probably short for "Medicaments" or 
"Medicinables", substances used in curative 
treatment. The passage would seem to imply that, 
should these flowers not cure the reader's ills, 
doctors with stronger medicine would have to be 
called in. 

119 Carbes—the Oxford English Dictionary does not list 
"carb" or "carbes," but the sense of the passage here 
would imply some sort of healing agent. The word 
might be an abbreviation for "carbuncle," a mystical 
stone of red color which was sometimes reputed to 
have magical properties. 

125 complexion—1) the combination of humours determining 
the nature of the body; 2) constitution, disposition, 
temperament, "nature," or habit of mind. 

149 chary—carefull, circumspect, wary, cautious. 

157 such greedy guts—a vulgar term for voracious eaters, 
or gluttons. 

158 toote—look about inquisitively, pry. 

160 Carb—see the note above, 1. 119. 

175 weare them to the stalkes—to use them until the 
"flowers" are worn out. 

179 Maze—Plat refers to his maxims as a maze and Whitney 
tried to regroup the sentences into a more useable 
form. For a discussion of her reworking of Plat's 
order, see the introduction to R. J. Panofsky's The 
Floures of Philosophie, and the Introduction to 
this edition. 

"T. B. in commendation of the Authour." 

This poem is written in rhyme royal, as are Whitney's 
later "A Reply to the same" and "Is. W. beyng wery of 
writing." 

T. B.—we know from the poem itself (1. 54) that the 
last name of T. B. was Berrie (or Berrye), but who he 
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was is uncertain beyond that. He was apparently the 
author of one of the letters to Isabella ("An answer 
to comfort her from T B") and is called "Berrye" in 
her "A Reply to the same." Neither the Dictionary 
of National Biography nor the Short Title Catalog 
TIsts anyone named T. Berrye, but the Ŝ . T. C. 
has several entries for works written by a "T. B.": 
The copie of a letter, sent by an English gentleman 
out of France, concerning the great victorie which 
the French king obtained against the duke de Maine 
(1590, STC 1069.5), Historia de donne famose. Or the 
Romaine jubile in 855. By a. Germaine. Newly tr. 
into English (1599, STC 1070), and The maske of 
flowers. Presented by the gentlemen of Graies-Inne 
(1614, STC 17625). In addition, two other works list 
"T. B." as the translator: Richard Capel's 
Tentations: their nature, danger, cure (2nd Edition, 
1637, STC 4599), and Alonso Rodriguez's Two 
treatises. Of mentall prayer. With another of the 
presence of God (1627, STC 21149). The final three 
works, however, seem too late to be by the Thomas 
Berrye to whom Whitney was writing in 1573; if he 
were even a young adult in 1573, he would have been 
in his mid-sixties when the first of these three was 
published in 1614, and in his mid-eighties when the 
last was published. 

3 Seelde—seldom. 

12 perdy—a form of oath, often used as a poetic filler, 
meaning certainly, assuredly, indeed. 

17 Virgin—see note above, "The Auctor to the Reader," 
1. 23. 

17 Ovid—see note above, "The admonition by the Auctor," 
1. 19. 

18 Beautie pressing as the Cunduit floes—an unclear 
image; perhaps beauty as strong as the pressure of 
water flowing through a conduit. 

19 Paris—see note for "I. W. to her vnconstant Louer," 
1. 74. 

26 Whitney—Collier clearly was not familiar with A 
Sweet Nosgay when he claimed that Is. W. was a 
pseudonym for Elderton, Deloney, Munday, or some 
other writer of their type (ii), for the reader is 
here given Is. W.'s last name. 
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36 mustred—mustered, gathered. 

37 Flowers of Philosophie—the maxims of Whitney's "A 
sweet Nosgay" were taken from Sir Hugh Plat's The 
Floures of Philosophie, the title of which is given 
here. 

54 Berrie—see note above, "T. B." 

"A sweet Nosgay." 

Whitney's "A sweet Nosgay" (1573) was taken from Hugh 
Plat's The Floures of Philosophie (1572), but Whitney 
changed Plat's prose maxims into four-line poetic stanzas 
aimed at a popular, rather than a learned, audience. For a 
more detailed account of how Whitney changed the tone for 
her audience, and how she rearranged the grouping of the 
subject matter, see the section on Literary Traditions and 
Conventions, and the introduction to Richard J. Panofsky's 
facsimile of The Floures of Philosophie. The notes which 
follow identify which of Plat's 883 sentences formed the 
basis for each of Whitney's 110 stanzas. Although Plat 
claimed that his maxims were Senecan, Panofsky argued that 
none of the sentences actually originated with a genuine 
Senecan work but were, instead, from the "voluminous 
pseudo-Senecan literature of the Middle Ages" (The Floures 
of Philosophie vi). Because Panofsky makes only this 
general statement and does not identify the sources of 
individual sentences in Plat, I have tried to trace the 
original source or sources for most of Plat's maxims by 
searching the modern collections of proverbs by Bartlett, 
Jones, Riley, Taylor, Tripp, and others, and then, whenever 
possible, going back to the original works cited in these 
collections. I have also searched many of the collections 
which would have been available to Plat during the sixteenth 
century, but, as Panofsky pointed out, identification of the 
specific work upon which Plat based his collection is 
probably not possible, for there were over 143 manuscripts 
of the Proverbia Senecae alone, in addition to numerous 
other popular collections of proverbs during the sixteenth 
century. Plat did draw heavily upon the pseudo-Senecan De 
moribus, and upon the Formula honestae vitae, a compilation 
by the sixth-century monk St. Martin of Braga (The Floures 
of Philosophie vi-viii), but he also apparently drew upon 
numerous other sources as well, quoting English proverbs as 
well as Latin ones. Rather than attempting to identify the 
book or books from which Plat worked, I have instead tried 
to find the source of the proverb which was quoted there and 
which Plat then borrowed for his own work. 
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Of the 883 maxims in Plat's book, Whitney chose those 
which originated with Publilius Syrus more often than those 
from any other source. Perhaps this says something about 
Whitney's personality, for, as Panofsky pointed out, 
Publilius's maxims are usually "pointed and often cynical 
comments on human follies, delusions, and greed, but with a 
Seneca-like stoic emphasis on friendship and benefits, 
moderation, and acceptance of misfortune" (Floures of 
Philosophie vii). In light of what we can safely surmise 
about her life [see the Biographical Note], these maxims 

would, indeed, be the ones which would appeal to 
Whitney. 

Each of the 110 stanzas is written in simple ballad 
meter, rhyming abcb. 

Stanza 

From Plat's Sentence Number 1: "The long absence of 
friends maketh their friendshippe more joyfull at the 
nexte meeting." This may be based on Horace's "Dulce 
mihi furere est amico" (H. Jones 104), but is closer 
to the Latin proverb, "Amici qui diu abfuerunt, in 
mutuos ruunt amplexus" (Riley 509) . 

From Plat's Sentence Number 2: "It is better to be 
absente, than present at perils." This may be based 
on any of four sources: Lucretius's "Suave, mari 
magno, turbantibus aequora ventis, / E terra magnum 
alterius spectare laborem" (Riley 444); 2) Homer's 
"It is better for a man that he should fly and be 
saved than be caught and killed" (Iliad 14.81); 
Menander's "The man who runs away will fight again" 
(H. Jones 132); or Proverbs 27:12: "A prudent man 
foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself; but the 
simple pass on, and are punished." Whitney's word 
choice comes closest to Proverbs. 

From Plat's Sentence Number 3: "The presence of the 
minde is to be preferred before the presence of the 
body." This may either be based on Pythagoras's 
"Choose to have a vigorous mind rather than a 
vigorous body" (H. Jones 150), Cicero's "Morbi 
pernicioures sunt animi quam corporis" (Riley 235), 
or on Publilius Syrus's "Dolor animi gravior est 
quam corporis" (Duff and Duff 36:166) . 

From Plat's Sentence Number 4: "When olde friends 
have bene long absent, then newe friends do 
oftentymes slippe in their roome." Plat's source may 
have reworked Ovid's advice to lovers: "Loves fade 
with absence, new ones take their place" (Ars 
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Amatoria, book II), but a Greek proverb says, 
"Friends who live at a distance are not friends" 
(Riley 551), with the idea that friends who are 
seldom seen are sometimes forgotten. Heywood has 
"Seldom seen, soon forgotten" (Proverbs I, xi). 
Whitney's addition that this applies only when 
friends are fickle seems in keeping with the stress 
on true friendship in other stanzas and in her 
letters. 

5 From Plat's Sentence Number 5: "We never know how 
profitable the presence of a thing is, before we have 
felt the losse of it for a time." This is probably 
based on Seneca's "Carendo discimus quam cara 
amiserimus" (H. Jones 19), but a Latin proverb says, 
"Bonum magis carendo quam fruendo sentitur" (Riley 
40), and Plautus says, "Turn denique homines nostra 
intelligimus bona / Cum quae in potestate habuimus, 
ea amisimus" (Riley 467) . 

6 From Plat's Sentence Number 6: "To abounde in all 
things, and not to knowe the use of them is playne 
penurie." This is an old and common idea which may 
be based on Aesop's "Better no estate at all, then 
the cares and vexations that attend the possession of 
it, without the use on't" (Fables 10), although 
Publilius Syrus also asked, "Quid tibi pecunia opus 
est, si uti non potes?" (Duff and Duff 96:618). 
Democritus expressed the same idea when he wrote, 
"Happy is the man who has both money and sense; for 
he knows how to use his wealth aright" (H. Jones 
153), and Juvenal wrote, "Manifesta phrenesis, / Ut 
locuples moriaris, egenti vivere fato" (Riley 519). 
The same idea also occurs in Gate's Disticha as, 
"Utere quaesitis opibus, fuge nomen auari: / Quid 
tibi diuitias, si semper pauper abundes?" (IV.16), 
and Thomas Fuller would later say, "The Profit lies 
in the using" (in Wise Words, 197). 

7 From Plat's Sentence Number 7: "Out of sight, out of 
minde." This comes from the Proverbs of Alfred 
(before 1275): "For he that is ute biloken / he is 
inne for-geten" (South 122, 11. 483-484). By the 
time of Erasmus, it was already a very common truism, 
but Whitney again stresses that true friends find joy 
at meeting after an absence. 

8 From Plat's Sentence Number 250: "The nobilitie 
which we receive from our auncestours, bicause it 
commeth not from our selves, is scarcely to be 
counted as our owne." This is probably based on 
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(Dvid's "Et genus et proavos, et quae non fecimus 
ipsi, / Vix ea nostra voco" (Riley 107), on 
Plutarch's "Good birth is a fine thing, but it is an 
advantage which must be credited to one's ancestors" 
("Education" 25), or on Seneca's "Qui genus jactat 
suum aliena laudat" (Riley 366), but the same idea 
was expressed earlier by Euripides: "Noble acts are 
better than noble birth" (H. Jones 152). This idea 
also forms the main plot of Henry Medwall's Fulgens 
and Lucres (1497?), and was debated in Castiglione's 
The Courtier. Much the same idea appears in one 
of the emblems of Isabella's brother Geoffrey 
Whitney, "Non locus virum, sed vir locum ornat," 
which was dedicated to Sir Phillip Sidney (38). 

8 Antiquitie—honors and antiquity of the family name. 

9 From Plat's Sentence Number 8: "Care not howe many, 
but how good things thou dost possesse." This is 
from an anonymous Latin proverb, "Non multa sed 
multum," which is repeated in Seneca's Epistles 
(45, 1) . 

10 From Plat's Sentence Number 9: "So increase thy 
stocke, that it be not done with an others undooing." 
This may be based on Hesiod's "Seek not evil gains; 
ill-gotten gains are equal to a loss" (H. Jones 154), 
although a Latin proverb expresses the same idea: 
"Lucrum malum aequale dispendio" (Riley 208). In 
Antigone, Sophocles wrote, "Dastardly gains work 
sorrows" (1. 326). Heywood stated, "Evil gotten good 
never proveth well" (Proverbs I, xi). Geoffrey 
Whitney dealt with much the same idea for one of his 
emblems: "Male parta male dilabuntur" (169) . 

11 From Plat's Sentence Number 10: "It is an easie 
matter to abuse the greatest thing of all, but it is 
very harde to use even trifles as they ought to be." 
The first half of this proverb is a common idea which 
appears in Spenser's "Hymne in Honour of Beauty" (11. 
157-158), Nortiibrcoke's Treatise against Dicing, 
Gabriel Harvey's Marginalia, Lyly's Euphues, and 
elsewhere (see C. G. Smith, Spenser, 24.3, and 
Tilley's Elizabethan Proverb Lore, 76.33) . The 
second half of the maxim is similar to many proverbs 
about the value of trifles (see, for example, 
Stevenson 2039-2042). Plat may have combined two 
maxims here, for I have been unable to find a source 
for the proverb as it appears in Plat's book. 
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12 From Plat's Sentence Number 11: "Our eare must not 
be open to every accusation." This is from Publilius 
Syrus's "Difficilem habere oportet aurem ad crimina" 
(Duff and Duff 34:156). 

12 Nor without tryall, trust too much—see the note for 
"The admonition by the Auctor," 1. 33. 

13 From Plat's Sentence Number 12: "A fault is far 
greater in the accuser, than in the defendant." This 
is a very old maxim found in Aristotle's Rhetoric 
(II, 23, 7), as well as in Plautus's Truculentus 
(I.ii.159-160) and Cato's Disticha (1.30). Erasmus 
held, "Quod aliis vitio vertas, ipse ne feceris" 
(Tilley, Dictionary F107), but Plat's usage probably 
comes most closely to Publilius Syrus's "Quod aliis 
vitio vertis, ne ipse admiseris" (C. G. Smith, 
Shakespeare, 50-51.97). 

14 From Plat's Sentence Number 13: "Admonish thy 
friends secretly, and praise them openly." This is 
from Publilius Syrus: "Secrete amicos admone, lauda 
palam" (Riley 412). Whitney's addition that one 
should praise his friends if "their deeds do prayse 
desarue" is her own. 

15 From Plat's Sentence Number 14: "Use some faire 
speeche in every checke, bicause that words do sooner 
perce the hart which come through a plaine way, than 
those which passe by a rough path." This may be an 
expansion of Menander's "A sword wounds the body, but 
a sharp word wounds the mind" (H. Jones 156), or of 
Pythagoras's "The sword inflicts a less grievous blow 
than the tongue; the former wounds the body, but the 
latter hurts the soul" (H. Jones 156). Heywood has, 
"It hurteth not the tongue to give fair words; / The 
rough net is not the best catcher of birds" 
(Proverbs I, ix). 

15 rughness—rougliness. 

16 From Plat's Sentence Number 15: "Suffer admonition 
willingly, and with pacience abide thy self to be 
reprehended." While this sounds proverbial, I have 
not been able to locate its source. Similar advice 
was often given to students, as is mentioned in 
Shakespeare's Richard II: " . . . wilt thou, 
pupil-like, / Take the correction, mildly kiss the 
rod" (V.i.31-32) . 
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17 From Plat's Sentence Number 16: "Those precepts are 
deepest grown, which are printed in yong yeres." 
This is based on Seneca's "Natura tenacissimi sumus 
eorum quae pueri percipimus, ut sapor, quo nova 
vasa imbuuntur, durat" (Riley 247). 

18 From Plat's Sentence Number 17: "Let not youth 
raunge abroade, for if he see the yong mares he will 
neygh or brey if he see time." This may be the 
reworking of an image in Plutarch: "The impulses of 
young men should therefore be kept fettered and 
restrained by careful supervision. For life's prime 
is prodigal in its pleasures, restive, and in need of 
a curb, so that parents who do not take hold of the 
reins with firm hand at this period of life, are . . 
. giving to their sons license for wrongdoing" 
("Education" 57). A similar idea occurs in Cato's 
Disticha, but is aimed at youth themselves: "Cum 
te detineat Ueneris damnosa libido, / Indulgere 
gulae noli, quae uentris amica est" (IV. 10). 

19 From Plat's Sentence Number 18: "The vigour of youth 
doth differ in no point from the florishing floure." 
This may come from the anonymous Latin proverb, 
"Vigor aetatis fluit ut flos veris" (Riley 4 94). 

20 From Plat's Sentence Number 19: "Whilst thou art now 
yong, remember thou shalt once be olde." While this 
advice is very common and very old, I have not yet 
been able to determine its original source. Whitney 
adds a Christian element with her advice to follow 
the steps of one "whose lyfe doth euer last." 

21 From Plat's Sentence Number 20: "Learne in youthe, 
that in age thou mayest be the wiser." This may come 
from Terence's "Aetate sapimus rectius" (C. G. Smith, 
Spenser, 26.9), Cicero's "Mens enim et ratio et 
consilium in senibus est" (C. G. Smith, Spenser, 
26.9), Erasmus's "Aetate prudentiores reddimur" (C. 
G. Smith, Spenser, 26.9), or Virgil's "Adeo in 
teneris consuescere multî m est" (Riley 9) . The 
Proverbs of Alfred express the idea as "The mon 
the on his youthe yeorne leorneth . . . he may been 
on elde wenliche lortheu" [The man who learns eagerly 
in youth . . . may be an excellent teacher when he is 
old] (W. G. Smith 358), and, of course, the biblical 
admonition is, "Train up a child in the way he should 
go" (Proverbs 22:6). 

22 From Plat's Sentence Number 21: "The desires and 
inclinations in yong yeres, do manifestly foreshew 
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what fruite they wil bryng forth when their age is 
ripe." This is an old idea found in several sources. 
Two Latin proverbs say, "Quae peccamus juvenes ea 
luimus senes" (Riley 354), and "Senem juventus 
pigra mendicum creat" (Riley 416). 

23 From Plat's Sentence Number 22: "Who will hope for 
any goodnesse in him, who hath set open the prime of 
his age to all licentious living." This may be based 
on Terence: "Nimia illaec licentia / Prefect evadet 
in aliquod magnum malum" (Riley 270). 

24 From Plat's Sentence Number 23: "The minde in youth 
being led with sensualitie, deth yeelde up a moste 
deformed body to olde age." This may come from 
Cicero's "Libidinosa et intemperans adolescentia 
effoetum corpus tradit senectuti" (Riley 204), 
although a Latin proverb also says, "Intemperans 
adolescentia effetum corpus tradet senectuti" 
(H. Jones 59). 

25 From Plat's Sentence Number 24: "It is a vaine thing 
for him that is olde to require his youth againe." 
This may come either from Publilius Syrus's "Quod 
periit quaeri pote, reprendi non potest" (Duff and 
Duff 88:568), his "Frustra, cum ad senectam ventum 
est, repetas adulescentiam" (Duff and Duff 42:215), 
Ovid's "Nee, quae praeteriit, iterum revocabitur 
unda; Nee, quae praeteriit hera redire potest" (Riley 
253), or Ausonius's "Nee revocare potes, qui periere, 
dies" (C. G. Smith, Spenser, 264.775). Whitney 
expands this maxim with her comment that it is 
equally foolish for youth to desire childhood again. 

26 From Plat's Sentence Number 25: "Though old men 
seeme nigher unto deathes doore, yet is youth by a 
thousande times more prone to his ende than age is" 
[because of the rashness of youth?]. Cicero says, 
"Temeritas est flerentis aetatis, prudentia 
senescentis" (Riley 456). Whitney's comment that 
youth esteem life less than the old is her own. 

26 proaner—more prone. 

27 From Plat's Sentence Number 26: "It is great 
crueltie to use churlishe cheekes in ones 
adversitie." This comes from Publilius Syrus: 
"CrUdells est in re adversa obiurgatio" (Duff and 
Duff 26:101). Shakespeare uses this maxim in Titus 
Andronicus (III.i.246), and Spenser in The Faerie 
Queene (III.vi.21.7-8). 
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28 From Plat's Sentence Number 27: "He hath helpes for 
adversitie, that sought them in prosperitie." This 
is probably based on Publilius Syrus's "Habet in 
adversis auxilia qui in secundis commodat" (Duff and 
Duff 46:245). Whitney's change from "sought" friends 
in prosperity to "purchast" friends may be another 
comment on the difference between true and false 
friends, a difference which she explores in several 
of her maxims. 

29 From Plat's Sentence Number 28: "Not to know ones 
misery, is to live without daunger." I have not 
found Plat's source for this maxim, but Whitney 
modifies Plat's original extensively, making the 
meaning clearer than in the original. The warning 
that even the just may taste of troubles seems also 
to be Whitney's own addition. 

30 From Plat's Sentence Number 29: "Prosperitie dothe 
get friendes, but adversitie trieth them." This is 
from Publilius Syrus's "Amicos res opimae pariunt, 
adversae probant" (Riley 18), but can also be found 
in Menander: "As gold is tried in the furnace, so 
friends are tried by adversity" (H. Jones 152). The 
same idea appears in Aristotle's Eudemian Ethics 
(VII, 2), Cicero's "Amici probantur rebus adversis" 
(Riley 18), and Ovid's "Scilicet ut fulvum spectetur 
in ignibus aurum, / Tempore sic duro est inspicienda 
fides" (Riley 410), as well as in Heywood's Proverbs 
(154 6) as, "But indeed, / A friend is never known 
till a man have need" (I, xi). Again, Whitney adds a 
comment about faithful friends, which suggests that 
the friends to whom these poems are addressed might 
have been the ones who remained faithful to her 
during her own time of distress. 

31 From Plat's Sentence Number 30: "I had rather 
offende with truthe, than please with flatterie." 
This may be based on Terence: "Obsequium amicos, 
Veritas odium parit" (Riley 302). Chaucer's Nun's 
Priest warns that "Many a fals flatour / Is in youre 
court, and many a losengeour, / That plesen you wel 
more, by my faith, / Than he that soothfastnesse unto 
you saith!" (11. 505-508), and the anonymous author 
of "A warnyng for Wooers" cautioned that "Who vseth 
still the truth to tel, / May blamed be though he 
sale wel" (Rollins's Handful, 46, 11. 1311-1312). 
Whitney's addition that truth "shal kepe thee safe / 
when tother cuttes lyke swords" is apparently her 
own. 
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32 From Plat's Sentence Number 31: "Be liberall unto 
all men, flatter and be familiar with fewe." This 
may be based on Isocrates, "Be gracious to all men, 
but choose the best to be your friends" (H. Jones 
147), or on Ecclesiasticus 6:6: "Let those who are 
at peace with you be many, / But let your advisers be 
one in a thousand." Whitney's suggestion that the 
reader be fauniliar with only one echoes the latter 
source. 

33 From Plat's Sentence Number 32: "A fauning friend is 
a bitter enimie." This is probably from Publilius 
Syrus's "Simulans amicum inimicus inimicissimus" 
(C. G. Smith, Spenser, 118.303) . The Ancrene Riwle 
expressed a similar idea with, "Ueond thet thuncheth 
freond is swike ouer alle swike" [An enemy who seems 
a friend is of all traitors the most treacherous] (W. 
G. Smith 37). The same idea can be found in Book IV, 
canto 2 of The Faerie Queene when the two warriors 
are fighting: "So mortall was their malice and so 
sore / Become of fayned friendship which they vow'd 
afore" (stanza 18, 11. 8-9). Geoffrey Whitney uses 
the same idea for one of his emblems: "Amicitia 
fucata vitanda" (124) . Again, in keeping with her 
theme of true friendship, Whitney warns that the 
hatred of such a person is better than pretended 
love. 

34 From Plat's Sentence Number 33: "An adulterous woman 
is a sea of all evil." This is probably from 
Publilius Syrus's "Meretrix est instrumentum 
contumeliae" (Duff and Duff 64:394). 

35 From Plat's Sentence Number 34: "Men by emulation of 
others, become the same them selves." This may be 
based on Evenus's "I say that habit's but long 
practice, friend, / And this becomes men's nature in 
the end" (quoted in Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, 
7.10), or on Diogenes's "Usus est optimus magister" 
(Evans 518). Shakespeare says the same thing in 
Haimlet: "Use almost can change the stamp of 
nature" (III.iv.168). Whitney gives this maxim a 
more negative interpretation with her comment that we 
commonly follow every ill according to custom. 

36 From Plat's Sentence Number 35: "Strokes betwixt 
mates are light." So far, I have been unable to find 
a source for this maxim. 

37 From Plat's Sentence Number 36: "Thou shalt make all 
men equal with thy selfe, if thou neither despise thy 
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Inferiours, neither fearest thy superiours bicause of 
thy honest and simple dealing." Plat's source for 
this sentence is, as yet, unidentified, but the 
second phrase, "neither despise thy Inferiours," may 
have come from Cato's Disticha: "Minorem ne 
contempseris" (14). The maxim is similar to Seneca's 
"Sic cum inferiore vivas, quemadmodum tecum 
superiorem veils vivere" (Stevenson, 804.13) . 

37 playnesse—plainness. 

38 From Plat's Sentence Number 37: "Whyles the heares 
be hidden craftily, age bewrayes it selfe." This is 
probably from Juvenal's "Fades tua computat annas" 
(H. Jones 41), but a Latin proverb says, "Aetatem non 
tegunt tempora" (Riley 12) . 

39 From Plat's Sentence Number 38: "Children are 
compared to the spring time, striplings to sommer 
season, yong men to the Autumn, & old men to winter." 
This is based on Pythagoras: "These four periods 
correspond to the four seasons, the boy to spring, 
the youth to summer, the young man to autumn, and the 
old man to winter" (quoted in Diogenes Laertius, 
VIII, 8-10). 

40 From Plat's Sentence Number 39: "Let them alwayes 
have easy accesse unto thee, whose talke is ever 
tempered with truthe." I have been unable to 
identify Plat's source here, but Whitney adds that 
one should also seek counselors who are free from 
envy. 

41 From Plat's Sentence Number 40: "What shall enimies 
do, when brethren be at variaunce?" This may be an 
expansion of Euripides's "Cruel is the strife of 
brothers" (quoted by Aristotle in Politics, VII, 
7), but the same idea appears in Ovid's "Tanta 
est discordia fratrum" (Riley 453), and in 
Tacitus's "Acerrima proximorum odia" (Riley 5). 
Erasmus says, "Fratrum inter se irae sunt 
acerbissimae" (Adagia I.ii.50). Much the same 
idea appears in Geoffrey Whitney's work: "Dissidia 
inter aequales, pessima" (5). 

41 dais men—(daysmen), judges. Evans points out that 
the obsolete verb "to day" meant to set a day for 
hearing a suit; thus the term came to mean "to judge 
between" (316) . For example, the book of Job says, 
"Neither is there any daysman betwixt us, that might 
lay his hand upon us both" (9:33). 
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42 From Plat's Sentence Number 41: "A friendly minde is 
the nyest kindred that can be." This is a very 
common thought which appears in several places. 
Publilius Syrus says, "Benivoli coniunctio animi 
maxima est cognatio" (Duff and Duff 22:72), but 
the same thought was expressed as early as Homer's 
Odyssey; "For a good friend is as dear to a man as 
his own brother" (VIII). A Latin proverb held that 
"Alter ipse amicus" (Riley 17), and Cicero wrote, 
"Praestat amicitia propinquitati" (Riley 341). Zeno 
(in Diogenes Laertius, VII, 23-24) and Erasmus 
(Adagia I.i.2) both believed that a friend is a 
second self. 

43 From Plat's Sentence Number 42: "So strong is the 
force of affection, that it thinketh all other 
qualities to be like it selfe." I have not been able 
to find Plat's source for this statement. 

44 From Plat's Sentence Number 43: "Rule thy 
affections, lest they rule thee." This proverb may 
come from Publilius Syrus's "Animo imperato ne tibi 
animus imperet" (Duff and Duff 20:50), or from Horace 
who wrote the same thing: "Animum rege, qui, nisi 
paret, imperat" (H. Jones 10) . 

44 recule—recoil, draw back. 

45 From Plat's Sentence Number 44: "It is a death to 
the sorowfull man to linger in life." This is from 
Publilius Syrus, who dealt with this idea in four 
maxims: "Nemo immature moritur qui moritur miser" 
(Duff and Duff 74:465), "Bona mors est homini vitae 
quae exstinguit mala" (Duff and Duff 22:67), "In 
miseria vita etiam contumelia est" (Duff and Duff 
50:283), and "Quam miserum est mortem cupere nee 
posse emori!" (Duff and Duff 86:556). The same idea 
appears in The Faerie Queene (III.iv.38.3-4), and 
in Geoffrey Whitney: "0 vita, misero longa" (75). 

4 6 In the octavo, the compositor has reversed the 
numbers "4" and "6." 

46 From Plat's Sentence Number 45: "He that giveth 
doubtfull promise of helth to the afflicted, doth 
utterly deny it." I have not found a source for this 
maxim, but many writers have commented on the value 
of hope to the afflicted. Erasmus wrote, "Spes 
servat afflictos" (C. G. Smith, Shakespeare, 72.155), 
and Shakespeare held, "The miserable have no other 
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medicine / But only hope" (Measure for Measure, III. 
i.2-3). 

47 From Plat's Sentence Number 46: "The plowman is of 
smal reputation, and yet one of the moste necessarie 
members in the Realme." While several writers stress 
the joy of tilling the earth, I have not been able to 
find any statement similar to this. In De Officiis, 
Cicero wrote, "Omnium autem rerum, ex quibus aliquid 
acquiritur, nihil est agri cultura melius, nihil 
uberius, nihil dulcius, nihil homine libero dignius" 
(Stevenson, 637.17), and in his "Sermon of the Plow" 
(1548), Hugh Latimer compared the importance of 
England's prelates to its plowmen, without whom "we 
should not long live for lack of sustenance" (Rollins 
and Baker 158). 

48 From Plat's Sentence Number 47: "The diceplayer, the 
more cunning, the more wicked he is." This is from 
Publilius Syrus: "Aleator quanto in arte est, 
tanto est nequior" (Duff and Duff 18:33) . 

49 Prease—press: climb, attempt. 

49 From Plat's Sentence Number 48: "Prease not to hye, 
for feare of a fal." This is based on two Latin 
proverbs: "Periculosior casus ab alto" (H. Jones 
92), and "Celsae graviore casu decidunt turres" (H. 
Jones 20). Geoffrey Whitney warns "Noli altum 
sapere" (78), and Isabella adds the interesting 
comment that a fall from a "mean" or moderate 
position might also hurt, so a low stand is safest. 

49 alow stand—a low stand. 

50 From Plat's Sentence Number 49: "The ambitious man 
dothe oftentimes leese that honour which he had 
gotten before." This may come either from Tacitus's 
"In private enterprises men may advance or recede, 
whereas they who aim at empire have no alternative 
between the highest success and utter downfall" 
(Histories 2.74), or from Publilius Syrus's "There 
is but a step between a proud man's glory and his 
disgrace" (Tripp 727.21), or his "lU gradus 
servetur, nulli tutus est summus locus" (Duff and 
Duff 76:476). 

51 From Plat's Sentence Number 50: "The ambition of 
Potentates is poore mens undooing." This may have 
come from Phaedrus's "Humiles laborant, ubi 
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potentes dissident" (H. Jones 53), or from Horace's 
"Delirant reges, plectuntur Achivi" (Riley 77). 

52 From Plat's Sentence Number 51: "He that hath no 
friend to keepe him company, is in the widest and 
most fearefull wildernesse of the whole worlde." 
This is almost a reversal of Publilius Syrus's 
"Solamen miseris socios habuisse doloris" (Stevenson 
1320.4), or of Gower's "It always is . . . relief / 
To one who is enwrapped in grief, / To find another 
in like pain" (Confessio II, 261-263). Chaucer 
also says, "To wrecche is consolacioun / To have 
another felawe in his paine" (Troilus, I, 708-709). 

53 From Plat's Sentence Number 52: "Believe after 
friendship, and judge before friendship." See the 
note for "The admonition by the Auctor," 1. 33. 

54 From Plat's Sentence Number 53: "The fault which 
thou suffrest in thy friend, thou doest commit in thy 
selfe." This is probably based on Publilius Syrus's 
"Amici vitia si feras, facias tua" (Duff and Duff 
14:10), his "Peccatum amici veluti tuum recte putes" 
(Duff and Duff 82:522), his "Qui culpae ignoscit uni 
suadet pluribus" (C. G. Smith, Shakespeare, 96.229), 
or his "Saepe ignoscendo das injuriae locum" (C. G. 
Smith, Shakespeare, 96.229). 

55 From Plat's Sentence Number 54: "As ofte as a man 
parteth from his friend, so ofte doth he seeme to 
dye." This may be based on Publilius Syrus's "Homo 
totiens moritur quotiens amittit suos" (Duff and Duff 
46:252) . 

56 From Plat's Sentence Number 55: "So account of thy 
friend nowe, that thou alwayes remember that it is 
possible for him to be thine enimie." This is often 
attributed to Publilius Syrus's "Ita amicum habeas, 
posse ut facile fieri hunc inimicum putes" (Duff and 
Duff 50:284), but the idea actually appeared earlier 
in Sophocles's Ajax (11. 681-682). 

57 From Plat's Sentence Number 56: "Shewe thy faith to 
thy friende, and equitie to all men." I have not 
been able to find the source of this maxim. 

58 From Plat's Sentence Number 57: "Shew what thou art 
able to thy friendes by benefites, & to thy foes by 
injuries." This may be based on a combination of 
Livy's "Ex factis non ex dictis amici pensandi" 
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(Riley 112), and Publilius Syrus's "Salutis causa 
bene fit homini iniuria" (Duff and Duff 104:681) . 

59 From Plat's Sentence Number 58: "All things are or 
oughte to be common among friends." This is a common 
idea found in Pythagoras (quoted in Diogenes 
Laertius, VIII, 8-10), in Aristotle's Politics (II, 
2, 5), in Euripides's Andromache (11. 376-377), and 
in Cicero: "Inter amicos omnium rerum communitas" 
(Riley 182). Erasmus says, "Amicorum communia omnia" 
(Adagia I.i.l). Whitney chooses to interpret this 
to mean pleasures or griefs, rather than possessions. 

60 From Plat's Sentence Number 59: "The poore man hath 
no friende to participate his sorrow withall." This 
could come either from Publilius Syrus's "Fortuna quo 
se, eodem et inclinat favor" (C. G. Smith, 
Shakespeare, 60.121), or Seneca's "Viri infelicis 
procul amici" (Riley 496), but is closer in wording 
to Erasmus: "Viri infortunati procul amici" (C. G. 
Smith, Shakespeare, 60.121). 

61 From Plat's Sentence Number 60: "A man hath free 
choise to beginne love, but not to ende it." This is 
based on Publilius Syrus's "Amor animi arbitrio 
sumitur, non ponitur" (Duff and Duff 14:5). 

62 From Plat's Sentence Number 61: "The lover beeing 
angry dothe flatter him selfe with many lies." This 
is from Publilius Syrus's "Amans iratus multa 
mentitur sibi" (Duff and Duff 14:13). 

63 From the first half of Plat's Sentence Number 62: 
"The lover knoweth what he dothe desire, but he 
knoweth not what he ought to desire." This may come 
from Publilius Syrus's "Amans quid cupiat scit, quid 
sapiat non videt" (Duff and Duff 16:15). 

64 From the second half of Plat's Sentence Number 62: 
"Love may wither by little and little, but the rootes 
therof can not be plucked up quite at the first." 
This may come from Publilius Syrus's "Amor extorqueri 
non pote, elabi potest" (Duff and Duff 16:18) . 

65 From Plat's Sentence Number 63: "The lovers teares 
wil soone appease his Ladies anger." This can be 
found in Ovid's Ars Amatoria (Book I), and in 
Publilius Syrus: "Ab amante lacrimis redimas 
iracundiam" '(Duff and Duff 16:19). Whitney's 
statement that a woman's tears will never appease a 
man's anger is strictly her own addition. 
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66 From Plat's Sentence Number 64: "It is scarse given 
to the Gods to be wise in love." "Amare et_ sapere 
vix deo conceditur" has been attributed both to 
Publilius Syrus (H. Jones 9), and to Laberius (Riley 
18) . 

67 From Plat's Sentence Number 65: "It is a profite for 
yong men, and a fault for olde men to love." This 
comes from Publilius Syrus: "Amare iuveni fructus 
est, crimen seni" (Duff and Duff 16:29), but 
similar advice is given in Book IV of Castiglione's 
The Courtier: "Love frameth not with olde men, and 
the trickes that in yonge men be galauntnesse, 
courtesie and precisenesse so acceptable to women, in 
them are meere folies and fondnesse to be laughed at, 
and purchase him that useth them hatred of women and 
mockes of others" (340). 

68 From Plat's Sentence Number 66: "The best Phisition 
to heale the lovers wound, is she that stroke the 
blowe." This is from Publilius Syrus's "Amoris 
vulnus idem sanat qui facit" (Duff and Duff 18:31), 
but it also appears in Ovid: "Una eademque manus 
vulnus opemque ferat" (Riley 473). Whitney 
chose to reword this maxim to make it apply equally 
to men and women. 

69 Combines two of Plat's Sentences: Sentence Number 
68, "Secrete love dothe burne with the fiercest 
flame," is very similar to several maxims about a 
close-kept fire, including "Quoque magis tegitur, 
tectus magis aestuat ignis" (Ovid's Metamorphoses, 
iv, 64), and "And wel the hotter been the gleedes 
rede, / That men hem wrien with asshen pale and dede" 
(Chaucer's Troilus, II, 538-39). Plat's Sentence 
Number 67, "Love, and thou shalt be beloved," is from 
an anonymous Latin proverb, "Amor gignit amorem" 
(H. Jones 10). 

70 From Plat's Sentence Number 69: "The loftie lover 
which wil not submit him selfe, is soone forsaken." 
This may come from Ovid: "Non bene conveniunt, nee 
in una sede morantur Majestas et amor" (Riley 274). 

70 Shal haue a slip—1) have a fall; 2) have his love 
escape him; 3) have only a counterfeited love, as 
"slip" also meant a counterfeit coin. 

71 From Plat's Sentence Number 70: "He that hath once 
begon to love, wil never be guided by the rule of 
reason." This appears in Barclay's Ship of Fools 
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(1509) as "He that louyth is voyde of all reason" (I, 
81). The same idea goes back te Euripides's Medea 
as well as Publilius Syrus's "Nil rationis est, ubi 
res semel in affectum venit" (C. G. Smith, 
Shakespeare, 97.230). Book IV of Castiglione's The 
Courtier says, "It is unpossible for love te stand 
with reason" (352), and "A warnyng for Wooers" says, 
"Where Loue doth raigne and rule the roste, / There 
reason is exilde the coast" (Rollins's Handful, 45, 
11. 1261-1262). 

72 From Plat's Sentence Number 71: "The cough will 
soone be heard, and love bewrays it selfe." This is 
from an anonymous Latin proverb: "Amor tussisque non 
celantur" (Riley 19). The same proverb appears later 
in George Herbert's Jacula Prudentum, No. 4 9 (1651): 
"Love and a cough cannot be hid." 

73 From Plat's Sentence Number 72: "The first step to 
wisdome is net to love, the second is so to love that 
it be not perceived." I have net been to determine 
Plat's source for this statement. 

73 close—secret. 

74 From Plat's Sentence Number 73: "An olde man beeing 
in love, is the extreme chaunce of all ill fortune." 
This maxim is very similar te the idea expressed in 
Number 67 above. Sextus Propertius also warned, 
"Love that comes late oft claims a heavy toll" 
(Landau 947). 

75 From Plat's Sentence Number 74: "The love of wicked 
persons can never be gotten but by wicked meanes." I 
have not been able to find Plat's source here. 
Whitney adds that, having gained the love of wicked 
persons, the lover should give the devil the gains. 

76 From Plat's Sentence Number 75: "The lover is dead 
in his owne, and lives in an ethers body." This is 
attributed te Marcus Gate in Plutarch's Lives (281) . 
Whitney's statement that loves makes people such 
fools that they believe this to be true says much 
about her personality. 

76 noddyes—fools, simpletons. 

77 . From Plat's Sentence Number 76: "A man that hath the 
feare of God before his eyes, doth alwayes walk in 
saftie." This is a common statement in the Bible; 
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see, for example. Proverbs 29:25: "Whoso putteth 
his trust in the Lord shall be safe." 

78 From Plat's Sentence Number 77: "Never beleeve that 
which a sorowfull minde doth utter." This comes from 
Publilius Syrus's "Animo dolenti nihil oportet 
credere" (Duff and Duff 16:27). 

79 From Plat's Sentence Number 78: "The bowe that 
standeth bent, doth never cast streight, and the 
minde that is always slacke doth never prove good." 
This is from Publilius Syrus's "Arcum intensio 
frangit, animum remissio" (Riley 26). Heywood says, 
"A bow long bent, at length must wear weak" 
(Proverbs I, xi). 

80 From Plat's Sentence Number 79: "A wel disposed mind 
wil helpe him that wanders, into the right way." 
This may be based en the traditional advice to 
pastors: "Errantem in viam reducito" (Riley 102). 

81 From Plat's Sentence Number 80: "The greatest of 
worldly things is a minde despising the greatest 
things." This may come either from Lucretius's 
"Divitiae grandes homini sunt, vivere parce Aequo 
animo" (Riley 88), from Publilius Syrus's "Quis 
plurimum habet? is qui omnium minimum cupit" (C. G. 
Smith, Shakespeare, 127.323), or from his "I_s minimo 
eget mortalis, qui minimum cupit" (Riley 189). 
Geoffrey Whitney says succinctly, "Animus, non res" 
(198) . 

82 From Plat's Sentence Number 81: "It is ne matter 
with what minde thou doest that which is evil to be 
done, bicause the deeds be seene, and not the minde." 
This may be based en Publilius Syrus's "It is ne 
profit to have learned well, if you neglect to do 
well" (Tripp 224.31), but it could also be a 
modification of Plautus's "Bene fult, nisi qui bene 
facit" (Stevenson 994.17). Geoffrey Whitney says, 
"Nee verbo, nee facto, quenquam laedendum" (19). 

82 thou—in the octavo, the compositor has set the "u" 
upside down. 

83 Combines two ef Plat's Sentences: Number 82, "It is 
a lothsome sighte to see a sicke minde," and Number 
83, "The minde beeing a pure and perfecte thing, 
oughte to reject all impuritie and uncleannesse." I 
have been unable as yet to identify the source of the 
first ef these sentences, but the second may be based 
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on Ecclesiasticus 13:1: "The man who touches pitch 
will get his hands dirty." Publilius Syrus also 
states, "Nihil turpe dueas pre salutis remedio" 
(Duff and Duff 74:468). Note that Whitney changes 
"sicke minde" to "fickle mind," which again stresses 
the importance of faithful friends. 

84 From Plat's Sentence Number 84: "Every day is worse 
than other, and therefore he that is not fitte to 
mende this day, will be worse the next." The first 
part is from Publilius Syrus's "Cetidie est deterior 
posterior dies" (Duff and Duff 28:119). This idea 
also appears in Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar (Feb., 
11-12). The second part is probably from Ovid's "Qui 
non est hodie, eras minus aptus erit" (Riley 368). 

85 From Plat's Sentence Number 85: "A man shall never 
spende well the day that is present, onlesse he count 
it as the last day ef his life." This is based on 
Publilius Syrus's "Every day should be passed as if 
it were our last" (Beck 111.29), but can also be 
found in Horace's Odes: "Cease to ask what the 
morrow will bring forth, and set down as gain each 
day that Fortune grants" (I.ix.13). Marcus Aurelius 
says, in Meditations, "And thou wilt give thyself 
relief, if thou doest every act of thy life as if it 
were the last" (II, 5). 

86 From Plat's Sentence Number 86: "Ours please other 
men, and other mens please us." This comes from 
Publilius Syrus: "Aliena nobis, nostra plus aliis 
placent" (Duff and Duff 16:28). 

87 From Plat's Sentence Number 87: "He is twice slayne, 
that is killed with his owne weapons." This is from 
Publilius Syrus's "Bis interimitur qui suis armis 
perit" (Duff and Duff 24:79). The idea is similar 
to that expressed by Shakespeare's "Hoist with his 
own petar[d]" (Hamlet, III.iv.207). 

88 From Plat's Sentence Number 88: "Promises forgotten 
are not always neglected." This is similar to the 
Latin proverb "Quod defertur non aufertur" (Riley 
386). Whitney's explanation that these promises may 
be performed at the last and still have their full 
effect makes the maxim clearer. 

88 for aye—always (poetic). 

89 From Plat's Sentence Number 89: "What a miserable 
griefe is it to be hurt of him, of whom one may not 
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complaine." This comes from Publilius Syrus's "Heu 
quam miserum est ab eo laedi de quo non possis 
queri" (Duff and Duff 46:246). 

90 From Plat's Sentence Number 90: "It is but a weake 
sight, that is dim at an others blindnesse." The 
meaning of Plat's maxim is unclear; it may stem, 
however, from Seneca's "Visu carentem magna pars 
veri latet" (H. Jones 125). John Heywood's Proverbs 
(154 6) included "Who is so deaf or blind as is he / 
That wilfully will neither hear nor see?" (II, ix), 
and Andrew Boorde's Breviary of Helthe (1547) asked, 
"Who is blinder than he that will not see?" 
(in Stevenson, 169.12). 

91 From Plat's Sentence Number 91: "It is an evill 
pleasure to delighte in using of other mens goods." 
This may be based on Juvenal's "Miserum est aliena 
vivere quadra" (Riley 232), but it is a common idea 
which can also be found in Hesiod's Works and Days, 
Sophocles's Antigone, Ovid's Amores, and Erasmus's 
Adagia (see also C. G. Smith, Spenser, 93.223) . 

92 From Plat's Sentence Number 92: "He is lesse 
deceived, whose suite is denied quickly." This may 
be a combination ef the legal maxim "Dilationes in 
lege sunt odiosae" (Riley 85) , and of Publilius 
Syrus's "Pars benefici est quod petitur si belle 
neges" (Duff and Duff 82:517). 

93 From Plat's Sentence Number 93: "It is harde to 
keepe that which many do luste for." This is either 
from Publilius Syrus's "Maximo periclo custoditur 
quod multis placet" (Duff and Duff 62:367), or his 
"Non facile solus serves quod multis placet" (Duff 
and Duff 72:453), although there is a Latin proverb 
that says, "Difficile custoditur quod plures amant" 
(Riley 84). 

94 From Plat's Sentence Number 94: "Count nothing thine 
owne, which may be taken from thee." This is from 
Publilius Syrus's "Nil proprium ducas quod mutari 
potest" (Riley 268). Whitney's addition here, to 
esteem such treasure as "wyll neuer thee forsake," 
might apply equally to Christian values or to true 
friendship. 

95 From Plat's Sentence Number 95: "The day doth so 
dally with us, that we know not what to wishe, or 
what to flee from." This is from Publilius Syrus's 
"Nescias quid optes aut quid fugias: ita ludit dies" 
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(Duff and Duff 70:427). Cato also wrote, "Cum dubia 
in certis uersetur uita periclis, / Pro lucre tibi 
pone diem, quicumque sequetur" (Disticha 1.33) . 

96 From Plat's Sentence Number 96: "He dothe not soone 
come to ruine, which feareth it before it falleth." 
This could come from any of three maxims by Publilius 
Syrus: "Caret periclo qui etiam cum est tutus cavet" 
(Duff and Duff 30:130), "Qui metuit calamitatem 
rarius accipit" (Duff and Duff 86:555), or "Ubi 
timetur, nil quod timeatur nascitur" (C. G- Smith, 
Spenser, 280.826). The usual form of "Forewarned, 
forearmed" is from the Latin proverb "Praemonitus, 
praemunitus" (Riley 340) , and Heywood says, "Half 
warned, half armed" (Proverbs II, vi). 

97 From Plat's Sentence Number 97: "Aske nothing that 
thou wouldest deny, and deny nothing that thou 
wouldest aske thy selfe." This may be based en 
Publilius Syrus's "Beneficium dare qui nescit iniuste 
petit" (Duff and Duff 20:59), but it is, of course, 
similar to the Bible's "Golden Rule" (Matthew 7:12) . 
The same idea can be found in Aristotle (quoted in 
Diogenes Laertius, V, 21-22). 

98 From Plat's Sentence Number 105: "He that minds to 
give, must not say will you have any?" I have been 
unable to find Plat's source here, but Whitney's 
addition eliminates the ambiguity of "minds to give." 
In Plat, the phrase could mean "objects" or "intends" 
to give, but in Whitney it clearly means the latter. 
Thus, one who intends to give puts the giver in an 
awkward position by asking if he wants the gift. 

98 thou—in the octavo, the compositor has set the "u" 
upside down. 

99 From Plat's Sentence Number 100: "It is a glorious 
thing to bestow al things upon him which desireth 
nothing." This could come from any of four maxims by 
Publilius Syrus: "Beneficium dando accepit qui digno 
dedit" (Duff and Duff 22:68), "Probe beneficium qui 
dat ex parte accipit" (Duff and Duff 84:541), 
"Quicquid bono cencedas, des partem tibi" (Duff and 
Duff 90:582), or "Praestare cuncta pulchrum est, 
exigere nihil" (C. G. Smith, Shakespeare, 66.136). 
Note that Whitney provides an opposing view here when 
she suggests that one give nothing to him that would 
have everything. 
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100 From Plat's Sentence Number 104: "Whylest thou hast 
free libertie to doe what thou wilte, thou mayste 
easily know what thou arte." While I have been 
unable to identify Plat's immediate source, the idea 
here is similar to that expressed in Ecclesiasticus 
38:24: "A scribe attains wisdom through the 
opportunities ef leisure, / And the man who has 
little business to do can become wise." 

101 From Plat's Sentence Number 102: "The lawyer that 
pleadeth for a riche and mighty man must either 
forsake the truth, or forgee his friendship." Among 
the many derogatory statements about lawyers, I have 
found none that parallels this one, but Ecclesiaticus 
7:6 cautions, "Do net seek to be made a judge, / Or 
you may not be able te put down wrongdoing; / Or you 
may show partiality to a man ef influence, / And put 
a stumbling block in the way of your own 
uprightness." 

102 From Plat's Sentence Number 391: "A little golde wil 
do more in law, than a great deale of love." This is 
reminiscent of the Latin proverb "Aure loquente 
nihil pellet quaevis ratio" (Riley 33), and of 
Publilius Syrus's "When Gold argues the cause, 
eloquence is impotent" (Tripp 596.46). 

103 From Plat's Sentence Number 392: "Gold hath a good 
favor, though it be gotten with the filthiest 
occupation that is." This is probably from Juvenal's 
"Lucri bonus est odor ex re qualibet" (H. Jones 66) . 
Whitney adds to this maxim that the person who has 
gold, even if he is lacking in virtue, is always 
welcome wherever he goes, thus darkening and widening 
the idea expressed in Plat. 

104 From Plat's Sentence Number 382: "The poore folkes 
fall to cursing, but the lawiers take money in the 
meane time." I have not been able to locate the 
source ef this statement. 

105 From Plat's Sentence Number 374: "A hastie tong 
makes the minde to repente at leisure." This is 
similar to Publilius Syrus's "Velox consilium 
sequitur paenitentia" (Duff and Duff 110:734) and his 
"Ad paenitendum preperat, cite qui iudicat" (Duff 
and Duff 18:32). Geoffrey Whitney also warns that 
"Verbum emissum non est revecabile" (18 0) . 

106 From Plat's Sentence Number 375: "We have two eyes, 
two eares, and but one tong, to that ende that we 
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should see and heare more than we should speake." 
This is originally from Zeno: "The reason why we 
have two ears and only one mouth is that we may 
listen the more and talk the less" (cited in Diogenes 
Laertius, VII, 23-24). 

107 From Plat's Sentence Number 379: "Keepe thy tongue, 
and keepe thy friende." This comes from Chaucer's 
"Manciple's Tale": "My sone, keep wel thy tonge, and 
keep thy freend" (1. 319). Whitney modifies this 
maxim by emphasizing the danger of revealing secrets 
committed to one by his or her friends. 

108 From Plat's Sentence Number 880: "Seeke not to 
please all men, for that is more than God himselfe 
doth." This is found in two Latin proverbs, "Frustra 
laborat qui omnibus placere studet" (Riley 133), and 
"Ne Jupiter quidem omnibus placet" (Riley 248), but 
the idea can also be found in Publilius Syrus as, "It 
is a very hard undertaking to seek to please 
everybody" (Beck 112.1). Whitney adds that one 
should attempt to please only the best of people. 

109 From Plat's Sentence Number 422: "Rejoice as often 
as thou doste despite the evil, and persuade thy self 
that their evil opinion ef thee is a most perfect 
praise." This may come from the Latin proverb 
"Pulchrum est accusari ab accusandis" (Riley 351). 
Whitney adds that one would be mad to credit the 
praise of wicked persons. 

110 From Plat's Sentence Number 420: "When the wicked 
men rejoice, it is a signe of some tempest 
approching." This may come from Proverbs 28:12, 
"When righteous men do rejoice, there is great glory: 
but when the wicked rise, a man is hidden," or from 
Publilius Syrus's "Felix imprebitas optimorum est 
calamitas" (Duff and Duff 40:205). 

"A souernigne receypt." 

This is written in simple ballad meter, with a rhyme 
scheme of abcb. 

2 conserue—1) a preservative; 2) a medicinal or 
confectionary preparation of some part ef a plant 
preserved with sugar (formerly "conserva"). 
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"A farewell to the Reader" 

This is also written in simple ballad meter, with a 
rhyme scheme of abcb. 

7 sent—scent. 

8 geue—in the octavo, the compositor has set the "u" 
upside down. 

13 he for whom I gathered them—George Mainwaring; see 
earlier note for "To the Worshipfull . . .", 1. 1. 

25 ought—1) he that owned the plot; 2) he to whom I am 
indebted. 

36 meede—poetic: a reward or prize given for 
excellence; one's merited portion of honor or praise. 

"To her Brother. G. W." 

The poem is written in ballad stanza, with a typical 
abcb rhyme scheme. 

Title Her brother G. W.—Geoffrey Whitney. He was educated 
at Oxford and at Magdalene College, Cambridge, but 
there is no indication that he received a degree from 
either. Taking up law, he served as under-bailiff of 
Great Yarmouth (1580?-1586) before going to the 
Netherlands, where he published A Choice of Emblems 
at Leyden in 1586, "the first of its kind to present 
to Englishmen an adequate example of the emblem books 
that had issued from the great continental presses" 
(Sanders 143). It was from Whitney's book that 
Shakespeare gained most of his knowledge of the 
emblematists of the sixteenth century. For more 
information on Geoffrey Whitney's life and work, see 
Green's introduction to Whitney's "Choice of 
Emblems." 

1 vacanttime—vacant time: a term used frequently from 
c. 1550 to c. 1750 but new obsolete for leisure time 
when one was free from or unoccupied with business. 

8 kend—known. 

2 9 a vertuous Ladye—apparently, Whitney had been in 
service to this Lady and had lost that service, 
according to hints in her poems, because of rumors 
spread by those who wanted to hurt her. Her poem "An 
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order prescribed. . ." offers advice to her two 
younger sisters serving in London on how to properly 
observe their duties in such a position. 

"To her Brother. B. W." 

The poem is written in ballad stanza, but with internal 
rhyme as well. The tetrameter lines are broken by a caesura 
and the stressed syllable of the second foot rhymes with the 
stressed syllable of the fourth. The trimeter lines are 
end-rhymed with each ether, as in any ballad stanza. 

Title Her brother B. W.—Brooke Whitney, identified in the 
poem as "Brooke," and in Geoffrey Whitney's Choice of 
Emblems (#88) and will. 

"An order prescribed, by IS. W." 

This poem is written in short measure, as is "The 
Printer to the Reader" in The Copy of a letter. Because 
they are end-stopped, each group of four lines can be seen 
as a separate stanza, rhyming abcb . 

Title two of her yonger Sisters seruinge in London—They 
were probably the "sister Evans" and "sister 
Margerie" of Geoffrey Whitney's will [see Appendix 
A], although there was also a "sister M. D. Colley" 
mentioned in his Choice of Emblemes (#93) and a 
"Martha Colley" mentioned in his will. 

37 words they are but winde—proverbial. The Greek 
proverb is "A word is a very light thing" (H. Jones 
152); for other examples of the proverb see Gower's 
Confessio Amantis, Skelton's Magnificience (1. 
578), Hazlitt's English Proverbs, and Samuel 
Butler's Hudibras (II, Canto II, 1. 107). 

42 by word or Byll—bill of complaint in Chancery, an 
indictment. 

59 Vengeance is his—Remans 12:19: "Vengeance is 
mine; I will repay, saith the Lord." 

65 fleetyng—1) shifting, changing, unconstant; 2) 
passing or transitory; 3) possibly a play on words, 
as "fleeting" had become a common term for 
confinement in Fleet Prison by 1589. 
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67 The rolling stone doth get no mosse—this very old 
proverb appears both in Greek (Riley 54 0) and in 
Latin where the stone gathers ne seaweed: "Lapis 
qui volvitur algam non generat" (Riley 199). It 
also appears in Publilius Syrus (Beck 111.17) and in 
John Heywood's Proverbs (1546, I, xi). 

"To her Sister Misteris A. B." 

Each six-line stanza begins with four lines of common 
meter followed by an iambic tetrameter couplet. 

Title Misteris A. B.—the "Good Sister Anne" of the poem is 
identified in Geoffrey Whitney's will as Anne Baron 
[Borron], and the will was witnessed by Angell Baron, 
possibly her husband. 

3 wolt—might have felt, thought, or believed. 

10 take in gree—with goodwill, kindly feeling, or 
pleasure. 

13 Nestor—see note to "I.W. to her vnconstant Louer," 
1. 126. 

15 your prety Boyes—Geoffrey's Choice of Emblemes 
mentions a "Re. Borron, nephew" who was probably one 
ef these beys. 

33 I know you huswyfery intend—Travitsky compared this 
to Virginia Woolf's sentiment that a writer needs a 
secure income and a room of her own, and saw Isabella 
as "devoted to a life of writings" ("Wyll" 79 and 
note), but Panofsky felt that the statement is "just 
as likely to be wistful" (Floures xix). 

"To her Cosen. F. W." 

This poem is in simple ballad meter with a rhyme scheme 
of abcb. 

Title Cosen F. W.—Whitney's "cosen F. W." has not been 
identified, as he or she does not appear in Geoffrey 
Whitney's Choice of Emblemes and is not mentioned in 
his will. There is no entry for an F. Whitney in the 
Dictionary of National Biography or in the Ŝ .T.C. 
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"A carefull complaynt by 
the vnfortunate Auctor." 

This letter is written in short measure, and is 
apparently part of a series with the two letters which 
follow it, "An answer to comfort her" written by T. Berrie 
or Berrye, and "A Reply te the same," Whitney's reply to 
Berrye's letter. 

1 Dido—see note to "I.W. to her vnconstant Louer," 
11. 33-34. 

10 Lorde Aneas—see note to "I.W. to her vnconstant 
Louer," 11. 33-34. 

16 hore—white. 

29 the man by whom—Aeneas. 

51 Ye Sisters three—Clothe, the Spinner, Lachesis, the 
Disposer of Lets, and Atropos who carried the shears 
and cut the thread of life at death. 

"An answer to comfort her" 

This poem is written in very uneven iambic pentameter, 
with a crossed-rhyme quatrain. 

6 frowust—te be in unfavorable or adverse fortune. 

9 Dido—see note to "I.W. te her vnconstant Louer," 
11. 33-34. 

13 falsey—falsie, one who is false. 

18 teene—grief. 

25 silly—innocent. 

T. B.—apparently the T. Berrie or Berrye who wrote 
"T. B. in commendation of the Authour"; see the 
earlier note for that poem. 

"A Reply to the same." 

This letter, along with "Is. W. beyng wery of writing," 
is written in rhyme royal, seven-line stanzas of iambic 
pentameter, rhyming ababbcc. 
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2 B.—T. Berrie or Berrye; see notes above and for "T. 
B. in commendation of the Authour." 

11 Jupiter—the Roman name for Zeus. In the octavo, the 
compositor has set the "p" upside down. 

13 Saturnus—the Latin name for Cronus, one of the 
Titans and father of six of the twelve Olympians, 
including Zeus. Saturn was the god of the harvest 
and his symbol was a scythe. 

13 Berrye—a play en words, as Saturn would cut down the 
berry at harvest time, so Saturn (an evil planet to 
be born under during the Renaissance) has cut down 
Berrye's good fortune. 

16 shoes—shows. 

28 vnsuspected bait—this repeats the image from "The 
admonition by the Auctor," 11. 89-124. 

37 Sir Phebus—Phoebus Apollo; see note to "The 
admonition by the Auctor," 1. 107. 

39 teene—grief. 

40 Ver—Springtime. 

42 Winters spit—rain or snow falling in scattered drops 
or flakes. 

43-48 This stanza has only six lines instead of seven. 
Because Whitney is always very regular in her 
stanzaic form, and in light of the otherwise poor 
typesetting quality of much of this volume (irregular 
running heads, letters set upside down), it is likely 
that the compositor accidentally dropped either the 
fourth or fifth line ef the stanza. 

46 hoysed—hoist. 

54 thy Fame, for euer florish shall—a conventional 
idea: "As long as my poetry survives, so shall your 
fame." Shakespeare presents the same theme in his 
Sonnets LV, LX, LXXXI, and C. 
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"IS. W. to C. B. in bewaylynge 
her mishappes." 

The repeats the stanza form of "To her sister Misteris 
A. B.," with four lines of ballad meter followed by an 
iambic tetrameter couplet. 

Title C. B.—Although the Short Title Catalog and the 
Dictionary of National Biography listed several of 
Whitney's contemporaries whose initials were "C. B.," 
such as Christopher Bagshaw, Charles Baillie, Charles 
Bansley, Christopher Barker, Christopher Borough, and 
Catharine Bertie, the Duchess of Suffolk, there is 
nothing to tie any of them to Whitney. As nothing in 
the letter identifies whether the person being 
written te was male or female, "C. B." might also 
have been the wife or child of T. Berrie (or Berrye), 
rather than a literary acquaintance of Whitney's. 

6 Mourners trade—habitually following the course or 
"job" ef mourning. 

12 amayne—at once. 

20 lOB—the story ef Job was popular during the 
Renaissance, and had already become proverbial for 
anyone beset with troubles. The Stationers' Register 
lists two ballads on Job for 1564-1565 (Arber's 
Transcript I, 260, 262). 

27 two wittes may compasse more then one—proverbial; 
usually, of course, "Two heads are better than one;" 
see, for example, Heywood's Proverbs, (I, ix). 
Again, the octavo compositor set the "c" in 
"compasse" upside down. 

"In answer by C. B." 

Each six-line stanza begins with four lines of common 
meter followed by an iambic tetrameter couplet, and rhyming 
abcbdd. It uses the same metrical form as "IS. W. to C. 
B.," the letter which it answers. 

15 hower—hour. 

23 iwis—I know. 

25 cease to syke—sigh. 
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32 eveil words—another reference to the accusations 
which had apparently cost Whitney her position with 
the "vertuous Ladye" of her letter "To her Brother. 
G. W." 

48 throwly—thoroughly. 

57 Nestor—see note te "I.W. te her vnconstant Louer," 
1. 126. 

58 earst—at anytime in the past. 

"To my Friend Master T. L." 

This letter is written in common ballad stanza. 

Title Master T. L.—"Master T. L." has never been 
identified. The Dictionary of National Biography 
lists thirteen contemporaries of Whitney's whose 
initials were "T. L.," but there is nothing to tie 
any of them to any member of the Whitney family. 
Thomas Ledge would later use Whitney's publisher for 
his Scilla's Metamorphosis (1589; STC 16674), but 
the content of the letter hardly seems appropriate 
advice for a young teenager about to enter college, 
as Lodge would have been in 1573. 

1 Dame Seres—Ceres, or Demeter; the goddess of 
agriculture and one of the twelve great Olympian 
gods. 

8 trump—trumpet (poetic). 

13-20 But this I wish—a common idea at the time seemed to 
be that there was something wrong when a man did not 
want te marry and raise a family. Shakespeare deals 
with much the same theme in his Sonnets I-XVII. 

25 wordes they weare as wind—see note to "An order 
prescribed, by IS. W.," 1. 37. 

36 pelfe—property, goods, wealth. The advice given 
here is almost proverbial. Evans pointed out that 
the word is from the Old French pelfre which is 
connected to our modern pilfer, and was related to 
stolen or ill-gotten goods (846). In his Arte of 
English Poesie (1589), George Puttenham complained 
that the word "pelfe" was too lewd and base for 
dignified poetry, and such words "do greatly disgrace 
the thing and the speaker or writer" (266) . 
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"An other Letter sent to IS. W." 

After an initial four-line stanza ef common meter 
rhyming abcb, the poet switches te fourteeners, rhymed 
couplets of iambic septameter. 

Title Cousin G. W.—Geoffrey Whitney; Isabella's brother 
Geoffrey dedicated his Emblem 181 to "my kinsman, M. 
Geffrey Whitney," and further identified him as "my 
Cosen Jefferie Whitney of Draiton" in his will. 

7 the Swanne—legend holds that the swan sings only 
once during its life, a hauntingly beautiful song 
just before its death. 

22 proverb: hereafter coms not yet--see, for example, 
Heywood's Proverbs (II, vii). 

25 NEPTVNUVS—the god of the sea; see note above, "I. W. 
to her vnconstant Louer," 1. 58. 

39 Dame luno—June was the Latin name for Hera, the wife 
and sister of Zeus, and the goddess of women and 
childbirth. 

45 he doth yll deserue—proverbial; Geoffrey Whitney 
used the same proverb in his Emblem 165, "None 
merites sweete, who tasted not the sower" (1. 11), 
and it appears in Wooing-Stuffe, which is sometimes 
attributed to Sidney: "Faint Amorist, what! do'st 
thou think . . . te devour A world ef sweet, and tast 
no sour?" (254). It also appears in Heywood's 
Proverbs (II, iv). 

50 plaste—placed. 

"IS. W. beyng wery ef writyng, 
sendeth this for Answere." 

As with "A Replye to the Same," this letter is written 
in rhyme royal. 

12 tyll I row, in Ladie Fortunes barge—an unusual 
image, as Fortune was usually presented during the 
Renaissance as turning men upon a wheel. In John 
Skelton's "Bowge ef Court," Dame Fortune both owns 
and steers the ship (11. 50-51, and 126), and Whitney 
could be alluding to that image. 
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"The Aucthour (though loth 
to leaue the Citie)" 

This poem is written in ballad meter, using a crossed-
rhyme stanza. 

2 though loth te leaue—Rollins suggested the phrase 
"loth to depart" was used so frequently in love-poems 
that it "assumed almost proverbial significance" 
(Gorgeous Gallery 185), and Claude M. Simpson 
explained the term was used for "any sort of farewell 
song," several of which are catalogued in his book on 
British broadside ballads (456-457). 

48 of that I leaue them tyl—"tyl" is an obsolete form 
of "till" which, in Northern dialect, was used for 
"to"; the meaning here is "that [which] I leave to 
them." 

"The maner of her Wyll" 

This poem, like the one before it, uses simple ballad 
meter, but switches from an abab te an abcb rhyme scheme 
which is much easier to maintain for an extended poem in 
English. Alan Bold pointed out that final testaments were 
quite common in ballad literature where, "a dying or 
departing protagonist is asked te dispose of his or her 
possessions and does so in a particularly telling fashion" 
(31). Such wills, however, were mere common in true ballads 
than in broadsides, and Bold listed "The Cruel Brother," 
"Lord Randal," and "Edward" as examples of ballads 
containing such "nuncupative testaments" (31-33). 

77 I there was bred—Travitsky took this to mean that 
Whitney could net have been from Cheshire ("Wyll" 7 8 
n9), but Fehrenbach suggested that "London-bred" 
could also mean educated in, or by, the city 
("Isabella Whitney, Sir Hugh Plat" 10, and n8). 

79 Pauls—St. Paul's Cathedral is in the western part of 
the old City in Farringdon Ward, within. It was 
destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666 and rebuilt by 
Sir Christopher Wren between 1675 and 1710. During 
the mid-16th century, it was one of the centers of 
activity for London, with bookbinders, job-seekers, 
and idlers ef all kinds in its courtyard. Evans 
pointed out that these idlers were known as "Paul's 
men" or "Paul's Walkers" (840). See also the note at 
1. 272, below. 
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86 Thames—the Thames river formed the southern boundary 
of the old city for many years. 

89 eat fish thrice a week—Roman Catholics were still 
suspect at this time and Protestants refused to adopt 
their custom of eating fish instead of meat on 
Fridays. The government was forced to try to enforce 
the observance in order to protect the fishing 
industry and te try to discourage farmers from 
converting arable land into pasture. Travitsky 
explained that the Act of 1563 increased the number 
of fish days from two to three—Wednesday, Friday, 
and Saturday ("Wyll" 85n). 

90 two Streets—as Travitsky suggested, it is impossible 
to say for sure which two streets Whitney had in 
mind; New Fish Street, Stock Fishmongers Row, Friday 
Street, and Old Fish Street all had fish markets 
("Wyll" 85n). 

92 Watlyng Streete—part ef the old Roman road which 
extended east and west across Britain, Watlyng Street 
ran through the center of the City. 

92 Canwyck streete—also known as Candlewick Street; it 
formed the eastern end of Watlyng Street. 

94 Friday streete—located east of St. Paul's Cathedral, 
Friday Street ran north and south from West Cheap 
Street to Old Fish Street. The Mermaid Tavern was 
just east of Friday Street and south of Cheapside 
Street. 

97 that costlier they require—the sumptuary laws of 
1562 and 1577 specified hew people could and could 
not dress according to their wealth and position. 

100 Cheape—West Cheap Street ran east and west through 
the center ef the City to the north of St. Paul's 
Cathedral and was also called West Cheping or 
Cheapside Street. It was famous during Queen 
Elizaibeth's reign for its fine shops. 

101 in that streete—the Mercers' Hall was en the north 
side of West Cheap, Goldsmith's Rew on the south 
side. 

106 Purle—usually thread made of twisted gold or silver 
wire and used for fine borders or for embroidering. 
The reference here, however, is not clear, as "Purle 
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108 

of Siluer and of Golde" seems to be associated with 
"Plate to furnysh Cubbards with." 

Bungraces—variant of bongraces: a shade formerly 
worn on the front of a woman's bonnet te protect her 
complexion from the sun, a sun shade. 

112 Nets—1) pieces of fine mesh-work used as a part of a 
dress; 2) woven silver or gold thread nets worn under 
hoods and the like to confine the hair. 

113 pawne—a gallery or colonnade, especially one in a 
bazaar or exchange, alongside ef which items were 
displayed for sale. Travitsky pointed out that the 
upper walk ef the Royal Exchange, completed as the 
Bourse in 1567 and renamed by Queen Elizabeth in 
1570, was also called the pawne ("Wyll" 8 6n). The 
Royal Exchange was the center ef Elizabethan finance. 

114 French Ruffes—1) a circular frill on the sleeve of a 
garment, a ruffle; 2) an article ef neck-wear, 
usually consisting of starched muslim or linen, and 
arranged in horizontal flutings which steed out all 
the way around the neck. These were very popular 
during the reigns of Elizabeth and James I. 

114 high Purles—an obscure reference; by 1600, the pleat 
in a ruff or band was called a purle. See also the 
note above at line 105. 

115 Gorgets—1) an article of female clothing covering 
the neck and breast, a wimple; 2) a necklace, collar 
of beads, etc. 

114 Sleeues—in early use, sleeves were a separate 
article of dress which could be worn at will with any 
body garment. Portraits from the period show that 
these were often highly ornamented or embroidered. 

115 Lawne—a kind of fine linen which resembled cambric. 

118 Stoks—during the 13th century, stocks had stood in 
the center of the City, just south of Cheapside 
Street and east ef Walbroek Street; by the mid-16th 
century, a large market stood there. 

120 Hose—worn by men and women, hose sometimes came down 
only to the ankle as a legging or gaiter, and 
sometimes covered the feet also like a long stocking. 
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120 Birchin Lane—in the east central part of the City, 
Birchin Lane ran north and south between Lombard 
Street and Cornhill Street. By Shakespeare's time, 
it was famous for second-hand clothing. 

123 Trunks—trunk-hose: full, bag-like breeches which 
covered the hips and upper thighs. Trunks were 
sometimes stuffed with wool or the like, and were 
popular in the 16th and early 17th centuries. 

120-23 Hose . . . of Gascoyne gise—Travitsky identified 
these as wide breeches which reached only to the knee 
("Wyll" 87n). 

124 Pantables—a variant of pantofles: 1) slippers, or 
any type ef indoor or loose shoes; 2) overshoes like 
galoshes. The term was in common usage in England 
from c. 1570 to c. 1650-60. Evans explained that the 
phrase "Te stand upon one's pantofles" meant "to 
stand upon one's dignity, get on the high horse" 
(830), as in Lyly's Euphues, The Anatomy ef Wit 
(1578): "I note that for the most part they stand so 
on their pantofles that they be secure of perils, 
obstinate in their own opinions . . . ready to shake 
off their old acquaintance without cause, and to 
condemn without color" (in Evans, 830). 

125 Saint Martins—an unclear reference as there were 
five or more churches of St. Martin's in the City. 
The reference is probably to St. Martin's-le-Grand in 
the northeastern part of the city which, after the 
dissolution of the monasteries in 1536-39, became a 
center for trade in artificial jewelry and cheap 
articles in general; hence, the term "St. Martin's 
beads" has become proverbial for cheap counterfeit 
articles in general. 

126 Cornwall—although this does not appear on any map of 
the time, Travitsky has identified it as being in 
south central London, in Vintry Ward, near the crane 
("Wyll" 87n). 

129 Bow—Bow Lane is in the south central part ef the 
city, running north from Thames Street and then 
turning east to meet Gofair Lane. Evans pointed out 
that the church of St. Mary-le-Bow "long had one of 
the most celebrated bell-peals in London" because of 
the bell donated by William Copland in 1520 for the 
purpose of "sounding a retreat from work" (150). 
Claude M. Simpson recorded several ballads during the 
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17th century which used the song "Bow Bells" as their 
musical accompaniment (64-65). The church and its 
bells were destroyed during an air raid in 1941. 

135 (Sardes—trimming or ornamental borders, perhaps 
intended to keep the hems of garments from wearing or 
unravelling. 

136 Temple Bar—the old Fleet Street gateway west of the 
City. The heads of traitors and conspirators were 
put on iron spikes there until 1746. 

137 Tower hyll—a hill which ran around the northern side 
of the Tower of London. Along with the Tower and its 
fortifications. Tower Hill was called Tower Liberty 
and was distinct from and independent of the City. 

139 Fleete—the first building built in medieval London 
specifically to serve as a prison. Fleet Prison stood 
on the east side of Farringdon Street. It was used 
to house prisoners of the Star Chamber and Chancery 
Courts before being converted to a debtor's prison. 
It was destroyed during the Great Fire of 1666, 
rebuilt, again burned during the Gordon Riots, 
rebuilt, and steed until it was finally torn down in 
1845-46. Fleet Street ran past to the prison's 
immediate south, and was known for its swordsmiths' 
shops. 

143 Junckets—sweet confections or delicacies te eat, 
cakes, sweetmeats. 

144 Poticaries—Apothecaries were these who kept stores 
or shops of non-perishable commodities, spices, 
drugs, comfits, and preserves. In 1617 the 
Apothecaries Company ef London was separated from the 
Grocers. 

148 Roysters—swaggering or blustering bullies, riotous 
fellows, rude or noisy revellers. 

153 Playsters—obsolete form of plasters: a medical 
substance spread upon a piece of muslin or some 
similar material and used for the local application 
of medicine or for the closing of a wound. 

162 Mint—located in the Tower of London from its 
erection until 1810. During the reign of Henry VIII, 
a second Mint was located at Southwark. 
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164 Stiliarde—the Steelyard was in the south central 
part of the City, running from the Thames north to 
Thames Street. From 1320, it was the center for the 
Hanseatic merchants, and its buildings were not sold 
until 1853. "Steelyard" was a mistranslation ef the 
German Staalhaf, a sample yard. 

167 leave their trade—Travitsky believed that this 
refers to laws such as the Statute of Apprentices of 
1563 which completely regulated the lives of 
apprentices ("Wyll" 88n), but there is also a 
possible play en words here, as the handsome young 
men might have to give up their "occupation" of being 
"handsome young men" should they get married. 

170 lurss—lures. 

192 Counter—a city prison for debtors, attached to the 
city court of the mayor. After the 17th century, the 
official spelling was changed to "Compter." 

194 Coggers—Travitsky defined this term as "players at 
dice, or false flatterers, or sharpers" ("Wyll" 89n), 
but the term had the more specific meaning of loading 
the dice and cheating (see Love's Labour Lost, V.ii. 
235, and Richard III, I.iii.48) . 

195 Sergantes draw a back—the word "draw" had several 
meanings which could fit here: 1) to stretch someone 
on the rack; 2) to drag a criminal behind a horse to 
the place of execution; 3) to bring prisoners to a 
trial; 4) to take or obtain money from someone; 5) in 
medical terms, to cause a flow of blood to a 
particular part of the body, a possible pun on the 
blood which would be "drawn" te the surface by 
whipping the person's back. 

198-99 a certayne hole . . . little ease—a possible pun on 
the names of particular cells in a prison. The 
"hole" is a commonly-used name for a cell used to 
isolate condemned or troublesome prisoners; it draws 
its name from the fact that it is usually windowless 
and, therefore, dark. The "little ease" was a cell 
which was so small that a prisoner could neither sit, 
stand, nor lie down comfortably; in The Fall, Albert 
Camus would later compare his state of mind to being 
imprisoned in the "little ease." 

200 Newgate—Newgate Prison existed from the reign of 
King John until 1880, and was used to house state 
prisoners, felons, and debtors for both the City of 
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201 

London and the County of Middlesex. Condemned 
prisoners were executed outside the prison in the 
street, and "Newgate" came te be used as a generic 
name for all prisons. 

sessions—judicial trials or courts. 

205 burning nere the Thumb—branding a criminal to 
identify him was a common practice at the time 

207 got the some—the fees ("sum") required before a 
prisoner could be released. 

210 Holborne hill—the way to Tyburn from Newgate led 
steeply up the hill from Farringdon Street to where 
prisoners were to be hanged. Because prisoners sat 
or stood in the wagon with their backs to the horse, 
"To ride backwards up Holborn Hill" became proverbial 
for going to be hanged. 

215 preace—a variant of "press," which could mean either 
the crowd or throng of en-lookers, or the instriiment 
used to execute the punishment of peine forte et 
dure when a prisoner was arraigned for a felony but 
stood mute and refused to plead. 

216 The Fleete—Fleet Prison; see earlier note at 1. 138. 

220-21 seme Papist olde to vnder prop his roofe—"underprop" 
was a common term from c. 1550-1675 meaning to 
support or to sustain. Only fifteen years after Mary 
Tudor's persecution ef the Protestants, anti-Catholic 
feelings were still running fairly high in London; 
the term "Papist" was a derogatory one, so the 
meaning here is probably that Catholics should be 
held in the Fleet. 

223 Boxe—a poor-box, or a begging-box which prisoners 
used to try to collect the fees necessary for their 
release. 

227 Ludgate—one ef the western gates of the City, it 
stood halfway up Ludgate Hill. It was severely 
damaged in 1586 and rebuilt. The prison there was 
used for several centuries, primarily for minor 
offenders such as debtors. 

244 Bookebinders by Paulles—because St. Paul's was such 
an obvious landmark, many of the early printers set 
up shop near there. See also the note following. 
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201 

205 

207 

London and the County of Middlesex. Condemned 
prisoners were executed outside the prison in the 
street, and "Newgate" came to be used as a generic 
name for all prisons. 

sessions—judicial trials or courts. 

burning nere the Thumb—branding a criminal to 
identify him was a common practice at the time. 

got the some—the fees ("sum") required before a 
prisoner could be released. 

210 Holborne hill—the way to Tyburn from Newgate led 
steeply up the hill from Farringdon Street to where 
prisoners were to be hanged. Because prisoners sat 
or stood in the wagon with their backs to the horse, 
"To ride backwards up Holborn Hill" became proverbial 
for going to be hanged. 

215 preace—a variant of "press," which could mean either 
the crowd or throng of en-lookers, or the instrument 
used to execute the punishment ef peine forte et 
dure when a prisoner was arraigned for a felony but 
stood mute and refused te plead. 

216 The Fleete—Fleet Prison; see earlier note at 1. 138. 

220-21 some Papist olde te vnder prop his roofe—"underprop" 
was a common term from c. 1550-1675 meaning to 
support or to sustain. Only fifteen years after Mary 
Tudor's persecution of the Protestants, anti-Catholic 
feelings were still running fairly high in London; 
the term "Papist" was a derogatory one, so the 
meaning here is probably that Catholics should be 
held in the Fleet. 

223 Boxe—a poor-box, or a begging-box which prisoners 
used te try te collect the fees necessary for their 
release. 

227 Ludgate—one ef the western gates ef the City, it 
stood halfway up Ludgate Hill. It was severely 
damaged in 158 6 and rebuilt. The prison there was 
used for several centuries, primarily for minor 
offenders such as debtors. 

244 Bookebinders by Paulles—because St. Paul's was such 
an obvious landmark, many ef the early printers set 
up shop near there. See also the note following. 
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London and the County of Middlesex. Condemned 
prisoners were executed outside the prison in the 
street, and "Newgate" came to be used as a generic 
name for all prisons. 

201 sessions—judicial trials or courts. 

205 burning nere the Thumb—branding a criminal to 
identify him was a common practice at the time. 

207 got the some—the fees ("sum") required before a 
prisoner could be released. 

210 Holborne hill—the way te Tyburn from Newgate led 
steeply up the hill from Farringdon Street to where 
prisoners were to be hanged. Because prisoners sat 
or stood in the wagon with their backs to the horse, 
"To ride backwards up Holborn Hill" became proverbial 
for going te be hanged. 

215 preace—a variant of "press," which could mean either 
the crowd or throng of en-lookers, or the instrument 
used to execute the punishment of peine forte et 
dure when a prisoner was arraigned for a felony but 
stood mute and refused to plead. 

216 The Fleete—Fleet Prison; see earlier note at 1. 138. 

220-21 some Papist olde to vnder prop his roofe—"underprop" 
was a common term from c. 1550-1675 meaning to 
support or te sustain. Only fifteen years after Mary 
Tudor's persecution of the Protestants, anti-Catholic 
feelings were still running fairly high in London; 
the term "Papist" was a derogatory one, so the 
meaning here is probably that Catholics should be 
held in the Fleet. 

223 Boxe—a poor-box, or a begging-box which prisoners 
used to try to collect the fees necessary for their 
release. 

227 Ludgate—one of the western gates of the City, it 
stood halfway up Ludgate Hill. It was severely 
damaged in 158 6 and rebuilt. The prison there was 
used for several centuries, primarily for minor 
offenders such as debtors. 

244 Bookebinders by Paulles—because St. Paul's was such 
an obvious landmark, many of the early printers set 
up shop near there. See also the note following. 
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248 my Printer—Richard Jones had his print shop under 
the Lottery House from 1569 to 1571, then at the 
southwest door of St. Paul's from 1571-1574, when A 
Sweet Nosgay was printed. He operated a second 
shop at the West end of St. Paul's from 1575-1576, 
moving his first shop to St. Sepulchre's in 1576, 
where he remained until 1592. He then moved again, 
this time to the Rose and Crown in Holborn where he 
remained until his death in 1602. 

252 Fe,—the compositor apparently used a broken 
letter here, the top half of which did not print 
completely; the reading should be "For Maydens poore, 
[I leave] Widdoers ritch." 

2 64 ery [every] Gate under the walles—some of these 
gates included (clockwise, from the south) Stonegate 
(which was on London Bridge), Ludgate, Newgate, 
Aldersgate, Cripplegate, Moorgate, Bishepsgate, 
Aldgate, and the Postern, or Tower ef London, Gate. 

268 Smithfeelde—(the smooth field) was, from the 12th 
century, the location of a horse-sale on Fridays. A 
proverbial statement held that "A man must not choose 
a wife in Westminster, a servant in Paul's, or a 
horse in Smithfield, lest he choose a quean, a knave, 
or a jade" (see II Henry IV, I.ii.56-61). During the 
reign ef Mary Tudor (1547-1558), most of the 300 
Protestant martyrs were killed there, and death at 
the stake was used at Smithfield as late as 1611. It 
was located just within the western wall of the City, 
in Farringdon Ward within. 

2 69 my Parents there did dwell—although there is no 
record of the Whitneys' living in London, this line 
would seem to indicate that they had done so at some 
point. 

273 neat—cattle, oxen. 

274 Spitle—Travitsky believed the word to be a reference 
to the Hospital of St. Bartholomew on the south side 
of West Smithfield ("Wyll" 92n). 

276 Bedlam—the priory ef St. Mary ef Bethlehem outside 
Bishepsgate was converted te an asylum for lunatics 
in 1377, and was given to the City of London by Henry 
VIII in 1547 as a hospital for lunatics. By the late 
17th century, it had become one of the disgraces of 
London, as sightseers could visit there to watch and 
bait the patients. 
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280 Bridewel—formerly a royal palace built over the holy 
well of St. Bride (Bridget), Bridewell was converted 
into a workhouse for the poor. 

280 Bedelles—variant ef "beadles," 1) people whose duty 
it was to bid persons to appear in court; 2) church 
servants whose duty it was te bid parishioners to 
attend the vestry, and who executed the orders of the 
vestry. 

232 Chaike—used in cleaning clothes and for medical 
home-remedies. 

286 Th'innes of Court—legal societies which both taught 
instruction in law and called candidates to the bar. 
During the mid-16th century, there were fourteen in 
and around London; now they comprise Gray's Inn, 
Lincoln's Inn, the Inner Temple, and the Middle 
Temple. 

289 Chauncerye—Chancellery: the court formerly had two 
tribunals: 1) the ordinary dealt with common law and 
issued writs for a new Parliament, as well as all 
original writs; 2) the extraordinary was a court of 
equity which dealt with rules of equity and 
conscience, giving relief in those cases where the 
common-law courts could not. It is now one of the 
divisions ef the High Court of Justice. 

298-99 Tennis Courts, dauncing Scooles, and fence— 
Travitsky explained that such schools and facilities 
were often established in monasteries which had been 
suppressed ("Wyll" 92n) . 

320 Ringings—when a parishoner died, the church bell was 
rung one stroke for each year of his or her life. 
See, for example, Shakespeare's Sonnet LXXI. 

367 Alminacks—these were known as early as the 13th 
century in medieval Latin. Up until the 15th 
century, they were usually prepared for periods of 
ten to thirty years at a time, but in the 16th 
century they were prepared for each year and were 
combined with the ecclesiastical calendar. 
Astrological and weather predictions also began to 
appear in the 16th and 17th century almanacs. 
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Copy of the will of Geffrey Whitney, 
gentleman. From Her Majesty's Principal 
Registry of the Court ef Probate, London. 

"In the name of God, Amen. I Jeffery Whitney of Ryles 

Greene in the Countie of Chester, gent n, being sick in bodie 

but of sounde and perfect memorie thancks be to god 

therefore make and sett downe with my owne hande this my 

last will and Testament in manner and fourme followinge. 

First I bequeath my sowle to Almightie god my Creator 

besechinge him for the merritts of Ihesus Christe my onlie 

Saviour and Redemer in his great mercie to receave the same 

into the congregacen of the faithefull to live with him 

forever. And for the buriall of my bodie to be at the 

appointement of my Executor. And for such smale worldlie 

goodes as the Lord hath blessed me withall my will ys they 

shalbe disposed as followethe. First, I bequeath to my 

brother Brooke Whitney the residue of yeares yet remaininge 

in my Farme or lease which I holde of Richard Cotton of 

Cambermere esquier together with the deede of the same Lease 

and all my severall parcells of howsholde stuff remaininge 

within my house there as allso eleven sylver spones a silver 

salte a tipple pot with silver and all other my goodes there 

and apparell whatsoever. Item I bequeath unto him my Dunne 

nag. Item I bequeath my Liberarie of Books whole without 

diminishinge to Gefferie his sonne yf yt shall please God to 

indue him with learninge in the lattin tonge or else to anie 

other of his sonnes which shall attaine unto the same, yf 
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none of them prove a scholler then I leave and bequeath them 

to my said brothers disposinge. Item I bequeath to him a 

trunck with Lynnen and apparell together with my plate 

remaininge in the safe custodie ef my Cosen Jefferie Whitney 

of Draiton. Item I bequeath unto him all such debts as are 

due unto me by bond bill or otherwise. Out of which 

legacies so bequeathed to my brother as is remembred my will 

is that he shall pay unto loan Mills twentie pounds within 

one quarter ef a yeare after my decease. Item to James 

Woodgate Tenne Poundes at his age of twentie yeares on this 

condicon that he applie himselfe te the gettinge of some 

arte or trade to live honestlie therewithall and not 

otherwise. Item I bequeath to my sister Eldershae five 

marks. Item te my sister Baron Fortie shillings. Item to 

my sister Evans Fortie shillings. Item to my sister 

Margerie twentie shillings. Item te Martha Colly ten 

shillings. Item to Charles Evance ten shillings. Item to 

Hellen Evance ten shillings. Item to Marie Eldershae Fortie 

shillings. Item I bequeath my best ringe to my Ladie 

Nedeham. The second Ringe in goodnes I bequeath to my 

sister in lawe Mawdlin Whitney. Item I bequeath my third 

Ringe to my Cosen Elizabethe Arnedell. My forth to my Cosen 

Mills. My seale Ringe to my Cosen Geffery Whitney. And my 

Brooche to my Cosen Walter Whitney. Item I bequeath to my 

brother Eldershae my gowne and fustian dublett. Item to 

Edmond Eldershae an other of my dubletts with a paire of 
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best breeches and a paire of netherstocks. And for the 

performance ef this my will I nominate and appointe my 

brother to be my sole executor. In witnes whereof I have 

subscribed to theise presents the eleventhe dale of 

September Anno Dni one thousand six hundred and in the two 

and fortethe yeare of the Raigne ef our gracious soveraigne 

Ladie Queene Elizabeth. By me Geffery Whitney. Witnesses 

hereunto Angell Baron, Walter Whitney, John Browne." 

(Green Ixxxiii) 
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As I have suggested in the "Bibliographical Note," a 

single copy of Isabella Whitney's The Copy of a Letter (S. 

T. C. No. 25439) is known te exist today. This copy of 

Richard Jones's octave edition of 1567 (?) is housed in the 

Bodleian Library at Oxford University. Victorian 

bibliographers, however, variously referred to copies of the 

poem as a quarto (Collier), a duodecimo (Brydges), and a 

sixteen-mo (Lowndes), and the statements ef Whitney's two 

nineteenth-century editors, J. Payne Collier and Edward 

Arber, raise the possibility that their work depended on one 

or more editions of The Copy of a Letter other than that 

accessible at Oxford at the present time. Thus, as I 

prepared this edition, I collated the text of Whitney's 

poems as it is preserved in the Bodleian copy with the texts 

published by the Victorian editors. A study of these 

collations supports the following conclusions: A) because 

Collier's text contains substantive variations found nowhere 

else, he may have prepared his edition of The Copy of a. 

Letter either from another copy of Jones's edition 

containing variants setting it apart from the Bodleian copy, 

or from another edition that has been lost; B) because it 

does not share the variants found in Collier's edition, 

Arber's edition cannot be assumed to have been based on 

Collier's edition; and, C) because the spelling and 

punctuation of Arber's texf differ radically either from 

Jones's edition or from Collier's, and because it contains 
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substantive variants setting it apart from the Bodleian 

edition and from the version printed by Collier, it is 

impossible to determine whether it is a carelessly prepared 

transcription based on the Bodleian copy or derives, in 

fact, from a lost sixteenth century version of the poems. 

Taken in light of the Victorian editors' failure to identify 

their copy-texts, the possibility ef one or more lost 

sixteenth century printings of The Copy of a Letter cannot 

be totally rejected, but until such a copy is discovered, 

the abundant apparent modernizations of Collier and Arber 

deny the authority of both of the nineteenth-century 

editors. 

J. Payne Collier's Edition 

In 1863, J. Payne Collier reprinted "The Copy of a 

letter" in his Illustrations ef Early English Popular 

Literature. In his introduction te the poem, he set the 

date of the poem as "about the year 1580, when Richard Jones 

was in full business, and . . . producing many publications 

. . . adapted te the gratification of the middle and lower 

orders" (i). Collier continued that the pamphlet "is only 

not a chap-book by assuming the mere dignified form of a 

4to" [quarto] (ii), and assured the reader that, despite the 

defective measures of some stanzas, "we have not ventured to 

correct it, nor indeed any other blunders, excepting, here 
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and there, by the insertion of a letter between brackets" 

(ii). Collier's editorial statement indicates, therefore, 

that his edition was to be an exact transcription of the 

copy-text with which he was working. 

A comparison of the text which Collier produced with 

that ef the Bodleian copy used as a copy-text for this 

edition, however, shows that Collier's version of the 525 

lines of poetry in the volume varies from the extant copy. 

In keeping with his statement of editorial practices. 

Collier does, in fact, supply missing letters in brackets on 

three occasions: "on woman" becomes "on[e] woman" (p. 8, 1. 

106 in the current edition), "powre forth are showne" 

becomes "powre[s] forth are showne" (p. 18, 1. 40), and 

"withou desert" becomes "withou[t] desert" (p. 20, 1. 83). 

On a fourth occasion, however. Collier prints "the[y]" when 

the "y" is clearly present in the Bodleian copy of the 

octavo (p. 17, 1. 26). Were this the only variant 

distinguishing Collier's version from the edition at the 

Bodleian, one might conclude that Collier worked from 

another, imperfect copy of that edition. Collation reveals, 

however, that on 452 other occasions Collier's text varies 

from that which provides the copy-text of this edition, 

raising the question of whether or not there may have indeed 

been another printing of the poem in the quarto he 

identified as his copy-text. 
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Of these 456 variants, eighty-nine variants involve 

capitalization, twenty-nine are variants in spelling, and 

327 are variants in punctuation, seventy of which alter the 

meaning. In addition, there are eleven verbal differences 

between the two editions, including changes in word order, 

insertion of new words, and changes in the words used. 

These variants are listed in Table 3, following. 

The first of these verbal variants occurs in the first 

stanza ef "I. W. to her unconstant Louer" when the narrator 

has learned of her fiance's secret wedding. She says. 

As close as you your weding kept 
yet new the trueth I here: 

Which you (yer now) might me haue told 
what nede you nay to swere? 

(11. 1-4) 

In Collier's edition, the reversal ef word order in the 

third line, from "might me haue told" to "might have me 

told," adds nothing to the poem metrically, as either of the 

words "me" or "have" could be stressed here. Dramatically, 

the emphasis on "you" earlier in the line would make the 

octavo reading preferable as it matches the emphasis on "me" 

later in the line, stressing that the lover was remiss in 

letting her learn of his wedding from someone else. 

The second variant occurs when the poet is starting to 

compare the false lover to those who have been false in 

mythology: "Now chuse whether ye wyll be true, / or be of 

SINONS trade" (11. 27-28). The change in Collier's edition 

to "Now chuse you whether" is probably an attempt to correct 
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the faulty meter, the trochaic "whether" in the middle of an 

iambic line. With the addition of the unstressed "you," the 

second foot becomes iambic, as is the rest of the line, 

instead of trochaic, but the attempt to correct the meter is 

not entirely successful, because it adds an extra half-foot 

to the line. If Collier was attempting to correct the 

meter, he has only changed the problem. 

Collier's third substantive difference, however, 

changes the content ef the poem radically. Having just 

wished her unfaithful lover a wife with the beauty of Helen, 

the constancy ef Lucrece, and the truth of Thisbe, Whitney's 

narrator remarks that she herself has all these virtues 

except for the beauty. She then tells her lover, "These 

words I do not spek, thinking / from thy new Loue to turne 

thee" (11. 109-110). The change of "new Loue" to "true 

loue" recorded in Collier's edition is clearly incorrect 

because the poet sees herself as the true love who has been 

replaced by someone new and less worthy. "True loue" 

creates an entirely different meaning, one where the lover 

has now found the right person, someone more worthy than the 

poet. If this variant derives from Collier instead of his 

copy-text, it calls into question the authority of Collier's 

text because the introduction of such a bad reading suggests 

a careless disregard for the content of the poem with which 

he is working. 
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In "The admonition by the Auctor," Collier prints the 

line, "Ovid, within his Arte ef leue, / doth teach them this 

same knacke" as "Ovid within the Arte of Love" (11. 21-22). 

The change of "his" to "the" adds nothing to the meter or 

the content, while the deletion of the commas changes the 

clause "within the Arte of Leue" from non-restrictive to 

restrictive, a difference which might be grammatically 

correct, but which might change the intent of the author. 

By setting the location of Ovid's advice off with commas, 

the reader's scansion ef the line is slewed, adding emphasis 

to the phrase; because The Art of Love was not available in 

an English translation in 1567, the variant recorded in 

Collier lessens the emphasis on the author's own learning 

and breadth of knowledge. "Ye" also becomes "you" in "And 

alwayes trie before ye trust" (1. 37), a change that is 

unnecessary but which, if added by Collier, might be an 

attempt to make the poem sound more modern, as "ye" was no 

longer as commonly used in the nineteenth century. If this 

were his intent, however, he is net consistent in changing 

his text, for he leaves "ye" throughout the rest of the 

poems, changing it to "you" only this one time. 

The greatest number of verbal changes occurs in "A 

Loueletter from a faythful Louer." Here, the lines printed 

in the octavo, "And thy selfe such domb [doom], shalt geue, 

/ as gilty shalt thou finde," appear, in Collier, as, "And 

thou thy selfe such domb shalt geue / as gilty thou shalt 
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finde" (11. 49-50). The addition of "thou" to the first 

line appears to be an attempt to correct the faulty meter by 

adding a stressed foot to fill out the iambic tetrameter 

line. The second variant, which replaces "shalt thou" with 

"thou Shalt," has less justification, for it neither 

improves the meter nor the meaning of the line. Forty-seven 

lines later, the narrator asks the lady why she has begun to 

avoid him: 

Not vouching once to speake with him 
whose hart thou hast in hold: 

Sith likeing fame hath graunted grace 
should leue so soone be cold. 

(11. 97-100) 

In Collier's edition, the first line reads, "Not vouching 

once to speake to him." This variant cannot be explained as 

an attempt to improve the meter of the line, which remains 

the same with either word, but it does change the feeling of 

the line, because the unconstant lady new seems to pass the 

poet by without speaking, instead ef net being willing to 

discuss the problems they are having. In the third line of 

the stanza Collier prints "fame" instead of "faine," a 

change which could either be a transcription error, or an 

attempt to clarify a puzzling line. Both "likeing" and 

"fame" could have multiple meanings during the Renaissance. 

If "fame" is the correct word, the line would seem to imply 

either that the lady granted grace out of a desire for 

reputation, a reputation which the poet feels will "ce 

damaged by her love's turning cold, or that her own pleasant 
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reputation had led her te grant grace, and the lover now 

questions how she can change her personality so. If "faine" 

is correct, the line would seem to ask hew the lady's "love" 

can turn cold when her "likeing" had so willingly granted 

the lover grace. 

In the final stanza ef the poem, the poet pledges to 

remain the friend of the lady: 

Thy friend in wealth, thy friend in woe. 
Thy friend while lyfe, shal flytt me froe: 
And whilst that you, inioy your breath, 
Leaue not your friend, vnto the death: 

(11. 109-112) 

Collier's edition shows the first "you" of the third line as 

"thou," a variant which may have been an attempt te make 

"thou" match the "thy" used three times in the first two 

lines. If this change derived from Collier, however, he is 

again inconsistent, for he prints "your" in this line and in 

the next instead of "thy," and does not change "you" to 

"thou" elsewhere. 

In the final poem, "R. W. Against the wilfull 

Inconstancie of his deare Foe E. T.," Collier's edition 

contains one additional verbal variant. In speaking of his 

sore heart, the narrator says, "Whiche hart I let to Userie 

/ through gredie fend desire." In Collier's edition, the 

first line reads, "set to Userie" (1. 13), changing the 

meaning from "allowed te engage in usury" to "put to work at 

usury." In terms of nineteenth-century sensibilities and 

laws, the difference might have been negligible, but the 
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Stringent laws against usury in the sixteenth century would 

have made "let" a somewhat more appropriate word choice, 

because it would suggest a less willing participation on the 

part of the poet in something he clearly knew was wrong. 

Whether this change was accidental (a compositor's mistaking 

an _1 for a swash s) or intentional, the meaning of the line 

is changed significantly. 

In addition to the four bracketed typographical 

corrections already discussed. Collier prints twenty-five 

other variants in spelling. Eleven of these modernize the 

spelling by doubling or adding letters, but without the use 

of brackets that Collier had promised in his editorial 

policy. For example, "weding" becomes "wedding" (p. 3, 1. 

1), "stayd" becomes "stayed" (p. 5, 1. 57), and "shal" 

becomes "shall" (p. 11, 1. 37). On three occasions. Collier 

prints "and" instead of the ampersand of the octavo, and 

words are printed without the Renaissance final "e" six 

times. On two occasions, one letter is replaced with 

another: "uncredible" is printed as "incredible" (p. 2, 1. 

10), and "geue" is printed as "give" (p. 10, 1. 7). Three 

variants substitute alternative Elizabethan spellings which 

would have been regarded as erroneous in the nineteenth 

century: "untill" becomes "ontill" (p. 9, 1. 124), "teach" 

becomes "teache" (p. 11, 1. 21), and "greveth" becomes 

"greeveth" (p. 14. 1. 82). Nineteen of the variants noted 

in Table 4 appear to be nineteenth-century modernizations of 
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Renaissance spellings; all of the changes, however, would 

have been acceptable in the sixteenth century. Indeed, 

nearly all the variant spellings found in Collier occur at 

other points in Whitney's poems in the Bodleian copy. If 

these changes occur in Collier's copy-text, they would seem 

to indicate that the sixteenth-century text was 

substantially revised at some point. If, on the other hand, 

these changes originate with Collier, they may result either 

from an incomplete attempt on Collier's part to normalize 

the spelling practice of the text, or from errors in 

transcribing the text for his printer. 

Collier's text is also set apart from that of Jones's 

1567 octave by 327 variants in punctuation and eighty-nine 

in capitalization; these are too numerous to examine 

individually, and are inconclusive at best. His edition 

prints question marks at the end of sentences which could be 

seen as questions and which, in the octavo, end in colons, 

adds or deletes commas as graimmatical structure dictates, 

and prints changes in the capitalization of many of the 

nouns in the poem from upper case to lower. While these 

variants could reflect nineteenth-century editing, they 

could as easily have been made during the revision of a 

sixteenth-century second edition. If they do accurately 

reflect Collier's copy-text, they clearly indicate at least 

a variant state of the text, if not a different edition than 

I have used as my copy-text. 
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A collation of four other poems which Collier printed 

with The Copy of a letter, however, reveals that his edition 

again varies extensively from his copy-texts when those 

texts are available for comparison. Collation of Collier's 

edition of "Sword and Buckler," and the three poems which 

make up "Clinton, Purser & Arnold, to their Countreymen 

wheresoeuer" with the 1602 edition of "Sword and Buckler" 

and the 1583 edition ef "Clinton, Purser & Arnold" which 

Collier identifies as his copy-texts reveals 58 9 variants in 

the 801 lines which make up the four poems. Of these 

variants, twelve are variants in wording, twenty-eight are 

variants in spelling, 421 are variants in punctuation, and 

128 are variants in capitalization, a pattern which matches 

all too closely the pattern ef variants found in Collier's 

edition of The Copy of a letter. Such a close 

correspondence in the patterns suggests that the variants in 

the Copy might originate with Collier instead of with his 

copy-text. 

Edward Arber's Edition 

In 18 96, Edward Arber reprinted the work with 

modernized spelling, capitalization, and punctuation in his 

An English Garner, but failed to identify his copy-text. In 

addition to 689 differences in spelling [see Table 5 for 

representative samples], only three of which are indicated 

by brackets, Arber prints 172 changes in capitalization. 
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His edition also contains 421 variants in punctuation, often 

replacing commas, periods, and colons with exclamation marks 

which give the poem a more strident tone. In Arber's 

edition, the stanzaic form varies once, substituting "0, 

should a prattling parasite / so egg thee with disdain?" for 

"0, shuld a pratlyng Parasite, so egge / thee with 

disdayne?" (p. 21, 11. 93-94). 

Arber's text contains twenty variants in wording and 

also replaces the Renaissance comparative "then" with "than" 

seven times. The text also contains variants involving both 

added and deleted words as well as word order [see Table 6]. 

Many of these variants do more harm to the poem than good. 

The first of these verbal variants comes in "Is. W. to her 

unconstant Louer," when Jason is about te desert Medea after 

he had had of her "al kynd ef things he wolde" (p. 5, 1. 

48); in Arber's edition, this is printed as "all kinds of 

things," a fairly minor difference. This is not the case, 

however, with the second verbal variant. As Jason fled, the 

narrator asks, "Why dyd he scape safe to the land?" (1. 55). 

In Arber's edition, this becomes "safe to land," which ruins 

the meter of the line by deleting the unstressed syllable of 

the final iambic foot. 

In "The admonition by the Auctor," the narrator 

promises good advice that she will "here in few wordes 

expresse" (p- 10, 1. 10). In Arber, the reading of "in a 

few words" again ruins the meter by adding an extra syllable 
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before the second iambic foot. Seme ef the other variants 

appear clearly intended to replace a sixteenth-century idiom 

with one more current in the nineteenth century. Whitney's 

comment that men can produce false tears "so oft as teares 

they lacke" (p. 11, 1. 24) becomes "as oft" in Arber's 

edition. Her "And wyll ye not leaue of?" (1. 29) is printed 

as "But will ye" in Arber. Arber's next variant, however, 

is net a modernization. Advising women to try their lover 

before they trust him, Whitney writes, "triall shal declare 

his trueth / and show what he doth think" (11. 37-38); in 

Arber's edition this reads, "this truth." Instead of the 

truthfulness of the lover, the line now implies a more 

universal "truth" which will come forth from the lover's 

trial. The word choice again appears to have been 

modernized at the end of the poem when the speaker pledges 

to beware of men if she lives "this hundreth yeares" (p. 16, 

1. 128); in Arber's edition, "hundreth" is printed as 

"hundred." 

In "A Loueletter sent from a faythful Louer," where the 

narrator asks what double-dealing is preferred "before a 

perfect truethe?" (p. 17, 1. 16), Arber's text reads, "the 

perfect truth," a more absolutist point of view, and, when 

speaking of the gods, where the poet writes, "their powre 

forth are showne" (p. 18, 1. 40), Arber's text reads, "their 

power forth is shown." The next line, "To see thy 
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conscience," reads, in Arber's edition, "They see thy 

conscience," making it parallel with the following line, 

"thy faithles frawde they see," and continuing the idea 

expressed in the previous two stanzas that the gods see 

everything and cannot be bribed te ignore what they see. If 

Arber altered the text by replacing Elizabethan auxilliary 

verb forms with mere modern ones, he was net consistent in 

doing so. While "And thy selfe such domb, shalt geve" 

becomes "shall give" (p. 18, 1. 4 9), Arber's text later 

reads "shouldst refrain" instead of "should refrayne" (p. 

21, 1. 96). The word order of "sixe yeares long" is also 

reversed to "six long years" (p. 19, 1. 63), changing the 

meaning of the line from a long wait of six years to a wait 

of six years, each of which was long in itself, without 

improving the line metrically. And, a few lines later, the 

spelling of "yu" is apparently modernized to "thou" (p. 20, 

1. 79) . 

In "R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie of his deare 

Foe E. T.," the narrator says that he has nothing to show 

for "all my payne and labour past" (p. 24, 1. 47); here, 

Arber apparently imposes modern spelling and changes the 

number of the noun so that his text reads "pain[s]." The 

next variant in Arber's edition is more puzzling. The 

narrator says he would be driven into despair "if I should 

recount the cares / that she hath made me taste" (p. 25, 1. 

63); Arber's text reads, "if I could recount." Again, the 
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meaning is changed for no apparent reason: the poet finds 

himself unable to recount the cares, rather than unwilling. 

And, again, when the narrator says, "The Pryce that I haue 

paid for loue / not many men do gyue" (1. 73), Arber's 

edition prints the operative "do give" as "would give," 

suggesting that other men would not choose to pay such a 

high price, instead ef having been required to pay such a 

price. If the next variant derives from Arber, he at least 

has more reason te make such a change. The poet writes, "I 

payde for loue and that full deare / yet I receyue right 

nought" (p. 26, 1. 82); in Arber's edition, the verb 

"receyue" is changed te past tense se that "received" 

parallels the "paid" of the first line. If Arber changed 

the verb tense here, he probably intended to do the same by 

changing "use" te "used" when the narrator says if every 

woman "vse te take" such pity on her friend as this lady, 

then men would run from love (p. 26, 1. 86); here, however, 

the change clearly appears to be a modernization, for the 

Renaissance held that "use" plus an infinitive and verb was 

idiomatically correct. 

Among Arber's 689 variants in spelling, most appear to 

be modernizations of Renaissance spellings; for example, 

"Maister" becomes "Master" (p. 2, 1. 1), "falsehed" becomes 

"falsehood" (p. 6, 1. 61), and "to much" becomes "too much" 

(p. 14, 1. 96). Arber uses brackets to' indicate changes in 

spelling only three times: "scrat" becomes "scrat[ched]" 
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(p. 14, 1. 81), "hauty" becomes "hau[gh]ty" (p. 17, 1. 21), 

and "payne" becomes "pain[s]" (p. 24, 1. 47). Of these 

bracketed spellings, the first is of special interest as 

"scrat" was an acceptable, though archaic, form of 

"scratched" during the Renaissance. On a second occasion, 

where the poem says Minos "did whom retyre" (p. 13, 1. 64), 

"whom" is replaced by "home" in Arber's edition, while 

"whom" was again a legitimate, if archaic, spelling of 

"home." Here, however, if Arber changed the reading, he 

failed to use brackets and left the change silent. 

While many of the variants in Arber's edition could 

derive from a lost sixteenth-century copy of the text, the 

number of variants in spelling, all of which appear to be 

nineteenth-century modernizations, calls into question 

whether any of the variants derive from Arber's copy-text, 

or whether they all, in fact, stem from Arber's attempt to 

modernize the text for his readers. An examination of 

several of the other poems printed in his An English Garner 

reveals that all of those poems are also printed with 

modernized spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. 

Because Arber did not include a statement of editorial 

procedures, we cannot know whether he attempted to provide 

an exact transcription of his copy-text, or whether he felt 

free, as the editor of the poems, to make whatever changes 

he felt necessary. 
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Conclusion 

As these remarks indicate, both Collier's and Arber's 

editions vary so extensively from the 1567 text that we 

cannot be certain if the Bodleian octave formed the copy-

text for either of their editions. Until other 16th century 

editions of The Copy of a Letter are found, the apparent 

editorial modernizations of the texts suggest that neither 

Collier nor Arber's variant editions should be considered 

authoritative. 

The number and types of variants in Collier's edition 

would seem to point to a different copy-text than the one 

known octavo of 1567, especially considering the eleven 

substantive variants in wording, the twenty-six silent 

variants in spelling which do not follow Collier's stated 

editorial policy (and three ef which produce nineteenth-

century misspellings), and the bracketing of a "missing" 

letter which is clearly present in the octavo. Speaking of 

Collier as an editor, Hyder Rollins wrote, "for seme reason 

or other, Collier knew almost nothing about the books in the 

Bodleian" (Gorgeous xvii). Because the Jones octavo has 

been in the Bodleian since the Bodleian acquired the work 

with the library ef John Selden after his death in 1654 

(Roberts), it is almost certain that Collier had in his 

possession a copy-text other than that which is currently 

available to scholars. The collation of the four other 

poems printed with The Copy of a letter, however, suggests 
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that the pattern of variants found here is typical of 

Collier's work as an editor. Thus, it is impossible to 

determine whether he was working with a different edition of 

The Copy of a letter, one that was indeed a quarto as 

Collier described it, another copy of Jones's edition in a 

variant state, or whether he introduced some or all of the 

variants by intention or accident. 

While Arber's edition clearly appears to be an attempt 

to modernize the text for his readers, those variants in 

word choice and word order which either ruin the meter or 

change the meaning cannot be explained as modernization. 

Because he does not identify his copy-text, and because his 

text is se thoroughly altered, we cannot be certain whether 

he was or was not working with the octavo which is new in 

the Bodleian. He was apparently working with a sixteenth-

century edition ef the poems, however, because he clearly 

did not base his edition en the work ef Collier. He does 

not follow any of Collier's eleven verbal variants, and, 

with the exception ef 141 variants in punctuation, sixty-

four variants in capitalization, and twenty-one variants in 

spelling, almost all of which could be seen as nineteenth-

century modernizations which would be common to all 

Victorian editors, the majority of Arber's 1309 variants do 

not agree with those found in Collier. In his edition of A 

Handefull of pleasant delites, Hyder Rollins wrote of Arber, 

"except for the most general purposes his text cannot be 
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trusted" (viii) . Given the state of the evidence, the 

modern reader would do well to apply that warning to both 

Collier's and Arber's 19th century editions of The Copy of a 

letter. 

Tables 

Copies of the title pages of the octavo, and Collier's 

and Arber's editions, as well as a complete chart of the 

variants (Table 7) follow. Those variants which merely 

modernize the Renaissance's interchangeable "i/j" or "u/v" 

have not been included, but all other variants in spelling 

are included, along with the verbal variants, and variants 

in punctuation and capitalization. Arber's explanatory 

notes (the word "innocent," italicized and in brackets, 

immediately following the word "silly" in the poem, for 

example) have not been included. 

Every attempt has been made to list only one variant to 

the line, but where a variant in punctuation follows a word 

which also varies in capitalization or spelling, both the 

new spelling or capitalization and the variant punctuation 

are listed in the same line. Where punctuation changes but 

spelling and capitalization remain the same, the word has 

been replaced by a tilde (--) in the "Variants" column, 

followed by the new punctuation or a carat ( ̂ ) to indicate 

that the punctuation mark has been deleted. 
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In all cases, the reading given in brackets is that 

found in the Bodleian copy of Jones's 1567 edition used as 

the copy-text for this edition of The Copy of a Letter. 

Page and line numbers are those of this edition. In Table 

7, I have used the following sigla te identify the various 

editions cited: A for Jones's edition of 1567, B for 

Collier's edition of 1363, and C for Arber's edition of 

1896. Thus an entry of "warne] A-B; warn C" would 

indicate that Collier's edition agrees with the Bodleian 

octavo reading while Arber prints a variant spelling, and an 

entry of "leue] A, C; -, B" would indicate that Arber 

follows the Bodleian octavo reading while Collier includes a 

comma following the word "loue." 
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TABLE 3 

VERBAL CHANGES IN COLLIER'S EDITION 

Page Line 

"I. W. to her unconstant Louer" 

3 3 might me have] A; might have me B 

4 27 chuse] A; chuse you B 

8 110 new Loue] A; true loue B 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

11 21 his] A; the B 

14 87 ye] A; you B 

"A Loueletter sent from a faythful Louer" 

18 49 thy selfe] A; thou thy selfe B 

18 50 Shalt thou] A; thou shalt B 

21 97 speake with him] A; speake to him B 

21 9 9 fame] A; faine B 

21 111 you] A; thou B 

"R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie" 

22 13 let] A; set B 
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TABLE 4: 

VARIANT SPELLINGS IN COLLIER'S EDITION 

Page Line 

"The Printer to the Reader" 

2 10 uncredible] A; incredible B 

"I. W. to her unconstant Louer" 

3 1 weding] A; wedding B 

5 57 stayd] A; stayed B 

7 8 9 rather the] A; rather then B 

8 106 on woman] A; on[e] woman B 

9 124 vntill] A; ontill B 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

10 7 geue] A; give B 

11 21 teach] A; teache B 

11 23 hand &] A; hand and B 

11 37 shal] A; shall B 

14 82 greueth] A; greeveth B 

17 23 ar] A; are B 

17 26 they] A; the[y] B 

"A Loueletter, sent from a faythful Louer" 

17 28 thy selfe] A; thy self B 

18 4 0 powre] A; powre[s] B 

18 • 47 iudg] A; judge B 
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TABLE 4: continued 

Page Line 

"A Loueletter" (continued) 

19 55 faith &] A; faith and B 

19 65 plaints &] A; plaints and B 

20 83 wold] A; would B 

20 33 withou] A; withou[t] B 

20 83 ben] A; been B 

21 105 Farewel] A; Farewell B 

21 107 Beseching] A; Beseeching B 

"R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie" 

Title Whiche] A; Which B 

22 13 Whiche] A; Which B 

25 80 longe] A; long B 

26 90 Shafte] A; shaft B 

2 6 95 mee] A; me B 

2 6 100 coms] A; comes B 
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TABLE 5 

VARIANT SPELLINGS IN ARBER'S EDITION 

Page Line 

Title Page 

10 Loueletter] A; Love Letter C 

15 Richarde] A; Richard C 

15 Jhones] A; Jones: C 

17 Fleetlane:] A; Fleet Lane, C 

"The Printer to the Reader" 

2 1 Maister] A; Master C 

2 15 fained] A; feigned C 

2 20 mony] A; money C 

"I. W. to her unconstant Louer" 

3 5 wisht] A; wished C 

6 61 falsehed] A; falsehood C 

6 74 scape] A; 'scape C 

7 85 suffise] A; suffice C 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

13 64 whom] A; home C 

14 81 scrat] A; scrat[ched] C 

14 81 Heir] A; hair C 

14 82 greueth] A; grieveth C 

14 96 to much] A; too much C 

15 107 Wheras] A; Where as C 
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TABLE 5: continued 

Page Line 

Title Page 

1 Loueletter] A; Love Letter C 

2 perswasion] A; persuasion C 

3 yonge] A; young C 

6 seemd] A; seemed C 

"A Loueletter, sent from a faythful Louer" 

16 10 good wyl] A; goodwill C 

17 21 hauty] A; hau[gh]ty C 

18 35 heastes] A; 'bests C 

18 43 thinkste] A; think'st C 

19 63 bod] A; 'bode C 

19 66 powrd] A; poured C 

21 98 hast] A; hadst C 

21 114 truelove] A; True Love C 

21 117 Jhones] A; Jones C 

"R. w. Against the wilfull Inconstancie" 

22 3 sodaine] A; sudden C 

22 10 somwhat] A; somewhat C 

23 28 rest] A; 'rest C 

25 7 4 dampned] A; damned C 

26 91 encrease] A; increase C 

2 8 12 8 lOHNFS] A; JONES C 
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TABLE 6 

VERBAL CHANGES IN ARBER' S EDITION 

Page Line 

Title Page 

4 vnconstant] A; inconstant C 

"I. W. to her unconstant Louer" 

5 4 8 kynd] A; kinds C 

5 55 to the land] A; to land C 

7 8 9 rather the] A; rather than C 

7 92 more but] A; more than C 

7 98 then] A; than C 

9 123 worser then] A; worser than C 

"The admonition by the Auctor" 

10 10 few wordes] A; a few words C 

11 24 so oft] A; as oft C 

11 27 then this] A; than this C 

11 29 And wyll] A; But will C 

11 37 his trueth] A; this truth C 

16 128 hundreth] A; hundred C 

"A Loueletter sent from a faythful Louer" 

17 16 a perfect] A; the perfect C 

18 4 0 power. . .are] A; power . . .is 

18 41 To see] A; They see C 

18 4 9 Shalt] A; shall C 

C 
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TABLE 6: continued 

Page Line 

"A Loueletter" (continued) 

19 61 sixe yeares long] A; six long years C 

2 0 7 9 yu] A; thou C 

21 96 should] A; shouldst C 

21 114 Then] A; Than C 

"R. W. Against the wilfull Inconstancie" 

23 36 then] A; than C 

24 47 payne] A; pain[s] C 

25 63 should] A; could C 

25 75 Then] A; Than C 

25 78 do] A; would C 

2 6 82 receyue] A; received C 
26 8 6 vse] A; used C 
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Octavo: 

TITLE PAGES 

The Copy of a let

ter, lately written in meeter, 

by a yonge Gentilwoman: to 

her vnconstant Louer. 

With an Admonition to al yong 

Gentilwomen, and to all other 

Mayds in general to beware 

of mennes flattery. 

By Is. W . 

Newly ioyned to a Loueletter 

sent by a Bacheler, (a most faith

full Louer) to an vnconstant 

and faithles Mayden. 

Imprinted at London, by 

Richarde Jhones dwel

ling in the vpper end of 

Fleetlane: at the 

Signe of the 

spred Egle. 
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Collier: 

The Copy of a letter, 

lately written in meeter, 

by a yonge Gentilwoman: to 

her unconstant Lover. 

With an Admonition to al yong 

Gentilwomen, and to all other 

Mayds in general to beware 

of mennes flattery. 

By Is. W. 

Newly joyned to a Loveletter sent by a 

Bacheler, (a most faithfull Lover) to an 

unconstant and faithles Mayden. 

Imprinted at London, by Richarde Jhones 

dwelling in the upper end of Fleetlane: 

at the Signe of the spred Egle. 
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Arber: 

The Copy of a Letter lately written 

in metre by a young Gentlewoman 

to her inconstant Lover. 

WITH 

An Admonition to all young Gentlewomen 

and te all other Maids in general, 

to beware of Men's flattery. 

BY 

IS. W. 

NEWLY JOINED TO 

A Love Letter sent by a Bachelor, 

a most faithful Lever, to an unconstant 

and faithless Maiden. 

Imprinted at London 

by Richard Jones; dwelling in the 

upper end of Fleet lane, 

at the sign of the 

Spread Eagle. 
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TABLE 7 

VARIANTS IN COLLIER'S AND ARBER'S EDITIONS 

TITLE PAGE 

Line 

1 letter,] A-B; Letter^ C 

2 meeter,] A-B; metre^ C 

3 yonge] A-B; young C 

Gentilwoman:] A-B; Gentlewoman^ C 

4 vnconstant] A-B; inconstant C 

5 With] A-B; WITH C 

an] A-B; An C 

al] A-B; all C 

yong] A-B; young C 

6 Gentilwomen,] A-B; Gentlewomen ̂  C 

7 general] A-B; general, C 

8 mennes] A-B; Men's C 

9 By] A-B; BY C 

9 Is. W . ] A-B; IS. W. C 

10 Newly] A-B; NEWLY C 

ioyned] A-B; JOINED C 

to] A-B; TO C 

Loueletter] A-B; Love Letter C 

11 Bacheler,] A-B; Bachelor, C 

11 (a most] A-B; a most C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Line 

11 faithfull] A-B; faithful C 

12 Louer)] A-B; Lover, C 

13 faithles] A-B; faithless C 

14 London,] A-B; London'^ C 

15 Richarde] A-B; Richard C 

Jhones] A-B; Jones; C 

17 Fleetlane:] A-B; Fleet lane, C 

18 Signe] A-B; sign C 

19 spred] A-B; Spread C 

Egle.] A-B; Eagle. C 

Octavo Title: THE PRINTER TO 

the Reader. 

Collier Title: THE PRINTER TO THE READER 

Arber Title: The Printer to the Reader. 

Pg. Ln. 

2 1 WHat] A; WHAT B-C 

Maister] A-B; Master C 

2 2 trew] A-B; true C 

2 3 Why?] A; ~, B; -^ C 

then] A-B; ~, C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

2 3 wil] A-B; will C 

turne] A; ~, B; turn; C 

2 5 minde] A-B; mind C 

reade,] A; ~^ B; read^ C 

2 6 Fables] A, C; fables B 

fained:] A; ~, B; feigned: C 

2 7 Booke,] A-B; book! C 

finde,] A; - ^ B; find'̂  C 

2 9 Perchaunce] A-B; Perchance, C 

wordes] A-B; words C 

thought,] A; thought ̂  B-C 

2 10 vncredible] A, C; incredible B 

you:] A; ~, B; ~; C 

2 11 is,] A; -- B-C 

2 13 it selfe,] A; - - B; itself- C 

2 14 true] A; -, B-C 

know:] A, C; -; B 

2 15 same,] A, C; ~- B 

fained] A-B; feigned C 

tales,] A; -^ B-C 

2 16 Auctor] A-B; Author C 

2 17 Therfore,] A-B; Therefore- C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

2 17 bye] A-B; buy C 

Booke,] A; -^ B; book- C 

2 18 heere] A-B; here C 

dwell:] A; -, B; -; c 

2 19 you] A-B; ~, C 

(I know)] A-B; I know, C 

2 20 mony] A-B; money C 

Farewell] A; FAREWELL. B; Farewell. C 

Octavo Title: I. w. 

To her vnconstant 

Louer 

Collier Title: The Copy of a Letter. 

I. W. 

TO HER UNCONSTANT LOVER. 

Arber Title: IS. W. 

To her unconstant Lover. 

Pg. Ln. 

3 1 weding] A; wedding B-C 

kept] A; -, B-C 

3 2 trueth] A-B; truth C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

3 2 1 here:] A; ~, B; I hear: C 

3 3 you] A-B; -, C 

(yer now)] A-B; ere now, C 

might me have] A, C; might have me B 

told] A; -: B; -. C 

3 4 what] A-B; What C 

nede] A-B; need C 

you] A, C; ~, B 

nay] A; -, B; "Nay!" C 

swere] A-B; swear C 

3 5 alwayes] A-B; always C 

wisht] A-B; wished C 

wel] A; ~, B; well; C 

3 6 lyfe:] A; ~; B; life! C 

3 7 shal] A-B; shall C 

Husband] A, C; husband B 

be] A; ~, B; ~; C 

3 8 God] A-B; GOD C 

wyfe.] A-B; Wife! C 

3 9 this] A-B; ~, C 

(where so] A-B; whereso C 

shal] A-B; shall C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

3 9 become)] A-B; ~, C 

3 10 boast:] A, C; ~, B 

3 11 Loue,] A-B; Love- C 

3 12 Coast] A; coast B-C 

3 13 constantnesse] A-B; constantness C 

quaild] A; ~, B; quailed, C 

3 14 begonne:] A; ~; B; begun: C 

3 16 agayne] A-B; again C 

wonne.] A; ~, B; won. C 

3 17 would:] A; -; B; -, C 

yea and] A, C; yea, and B 

3 19 needes] A-B; needs C 

must?] A; ~, B; ~; C 

3 20 farewell,] A; -: B; Farewell! C 

hope] A-B; Hope C 

past,] A; ~. B; ~! C 

4 22 lyfe?] A; -, B; life, C 

4 23 (Although] A-B; Although C 

be)] A-B; be: C 

4 2 4 then] A, C; ~, B 

wife.] A-B; .Wife! C 

4 25 kept,] A; ~- B-C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

4 2 6 made:] A, C; -. B 

4 27 Now] A, C; -, B 

chuse] A; chuse you B; choose, C 

whether] A-B; Whether C 

4 2 8 SINONS] A-B; SINON's C 

trade.] A-B; ~? C 

4 29 trade if] A, C; -, if B 

shal] A-B; shall C 

4 30 shal] A-B; shall C 

stayne:] A-B; stain! C 

4 31 one] A; ~, B-C 

4 32 falshood] A-B; falsehood C 

playne] A-B; plain C 

4 33 ENEAS] A; ", B-C 

4 34 poore] A-B; poor C 

leaue,] A-B; leave: C 

4 35 Quene] A-B; Queen C 

vntrueth] A-B; untruth, C 

4 3 6 Sword] A; sword B-C 

hart] A-B; heart C 

4 37 finde] A-B; find C 

did,] A; - - B-C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

4 38 faithfull] A-B; faithful C 

loue] A-B; Love C 

forsake:] A; -, B; ~; C 

5 41 lASON] A-B; ~, C 

race,] A, C; ~- B 

5 42 begile] A-B; beguile C 

5 43 shew] A-B; show C 

face,] A; ~- B-C 

5 45 he by] A-B; he, by C 

MEDEAS] A-B; MEDEA'S C 

arte,] A; ~- B; art, C 

5 46 Gold] A; -, B; "} C 

5 47 her] A-B; ~, C 

time,] A, C; ~- B 

5 48 al] A-B; all C 

kynd] A-B; kinds C 

5 

5 

wolde.] A 

4 9 toke] A-B 

~, B; would: C 

took C 

Ship] A; ship B; ship, C 

away] A; -; B-C 

50 vowes:] A; ~- B; vows- C 

51 faithfully,] A; - ^ B-C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

5 52 Spowes,] A; spowes. B; Spouse. C 

5 53 Seas] A; seas, B-C 

5 54 himselfe] A-B; himself C 

forsworne:] A; -? B; forsworn? C 

5 55 scape] A-B; 'scape C 

to the land,] A-B; to land- C 

5 56 torne] A-B; torn C 

5 57 king] A-B; King C 

Aeolus] A-B; AEOLUS C 

stayd] A; stayed B-C 

winds] A; -, B-C 

5 58 Neptune] A-B; NEPTUNE C 

rulde] A-B; ruled C 

Sea:] A; sea; B-C 

5 59 passe] A-B; pass C 

waues] A; waves: B-C 

5 60 slea] A-B; slay C 

6 61 falsehed] A-B; falsehood C 

them,] A; ~- B-C 

6 62 bin] A-B; been C 

befor:] A; -, B; before; C 

6 63 wold] A-B; would C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

6 63 ship] A, C; -, B 

soone] A-B; soon C 

6 64 gon] A-B; gone C 

6 65 heare] A-B; hear C 

falsenes] A-B; falseness C 

6 66 time:] A; ~, B; ~; C 

6 67 same,] A; ~- B-C 

6 68 veniall] A-B; venial C 

6 69 they,] A, C; -^ B 

vnfaithfulnes,] A-B; unfaithfulness, C 

6 70 perpetuall] A-B; perpetual C 

Fame:] A; fame: B; fame. C 

6 71 Fame?] A-B; -! C 

wherfore] A-B; Wherefore C 

terme] A-B; term C 

6 72 cald] A-B; called C 

6 73 Theseus] A-B; THESEUS C 

be,] A-B; -! C 

Jason] A-B; JASON C 

passe] A; ~; B; pass! C 

6 74 Paris] A-B; PARIS C 

scape:] A; ~, B; 'scape, C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

6 75 Troy] A; ~, B-C 

6 7 6 Rape,] A-B; rape. C 

6 77 Troylus] A-B; TROILUS C 

be,] A; ~; B; ~! C 

6 7 8 not] A-B; -, C 

compare:] A; ~- B-C 

6 7 9 parsons] A-B; persons C 

7 81 can not] A-B; cannot C 

minde,] A; - - B; mind, C 

7 82 me:] A, C; ~, B 

7 83 list,] A; ~: B; ~! C 

content,] A; - - B-C 

7 85 suffise] A-B; suffice C 

me] A; ~, B-C 

soule] A-B; soul C 

7 8 6 forsaken:] A, C; ~, B 

7 87 chance] A; ~, B-C 

yet] A; -, B-C 

7 88 wish] A-B; -, C 

7 8 9 rather the] A; - then B; - than 

shold] A-B; should C 

7 90 this] A-B; ~, C 

C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

7 90 wyfe:] A; -, B; Wife: C 

7 92 more but] A-B; ~ than C 

losse] A-B; loss C 

7 93 shal] A-B; shall C 

be,] A, C; - - B 

7 94 elect:] A; -, B; ~; C 

7 95 vertues] A-B; virtues C 

7 96 nede] A-B; need C 

suspect.] A-B; ~! C 

7 97 HELENS] A-B; HELEN'S C 

7 98 then] A-B; than C 

HELENS] A-B; HELEN'S C 

trade:] A; ~, B; -! C 

7 99 chastnes] A-B; chasteness C 

PENELOPE] A; -, B-C 

8 101 LVCRES] A-B; LUCRECE C 

8 102 Thisbie] A; THISBIE B; THISBE 

trueth:] A-B; truth! C 

8 103 be] A; ~, B; "'. C 

8 104 P2\RIS, ] A, C; -; B 

rueth.] A-B; ruth! C 

8 105 Perchance,] A, C; Perchance- C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

8 105 thing,] A; -- B-C 

8 106 on woman] A; en[e] - B; one ~ C 

fynd:] A-B; find. C 

8 107 Helens] A-B; HELEN'S C 

al] A-B; all C 

8 108 Gods] A-B; gods C 

assignd] A-B; assigned C 

8 10 9 spek] A-B; speak C 

8 110 new Loue] A, C; true leue B 

turne] A-B; turn C 

thee:] A-B; ~! C 

8 111 knowst] A-B; knowest C 

prof] A-B; proof C 

deserue] A; ~; B; ~! C 

8 112 nede] A-B; need C 

informe] A-B; inform C 

8 113 passe:] A-B; pass! C 

would] A-B; Would C 

8 114 Cassandraes] A-B; CASSANDRA'S C 

lent:] A; -; B; -! C 

8 115 Then] A, C; ", B 

chaunce] A-B; chance, C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

8 115 mine] A; -, B-C 

8 117 vayne] A-B; vain C 

seeke,] A-B; seek. C 

8 118 wishes] A-B; Wishes C 

it] A; -, B; -! C 

8 119 Therfore] A-B; Therefore C 

shall,] A-B; ~; C 

8 120 refraine] A-B; refrain C 

9 121 Wherfore] A-B; Wherefore C 

pray] A-B; -, C 

God] A-B; GOD C 

guide] A; -, B-C 

9 122 defend:] A; -, B; -! C 

9 123 worser then] A-B; - than C 

my selfe,] A; - -^ B; myself, C 

9 124 vntill] A; ontill B; until C 

shal] A-B; shall C 

end.] A-B; ~! C 

9 125 life] A; -, B-C 

God] A-B; GOD C 

agayne,] A; ~- B; again- C 

9 126 Nestors] A-B; NESTOR'S C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

9 12 6 renew:] A; ~, B; ~! C 

9 127 that] A-B; ~, C 

soule] A-B; soul C 

9 128 crew.] A-B; ~! C 

9 12 9 Therto] A-B; Thereto C 

Xerxis] A-B; XERXES's C 

9 130 els] A-B; else C 

Cressus] A-B; CROESUS'S C 

Gould:] A; gould, B; gold! C 

9 131 quietnesse] A-B; quietness C 

9 132 Mould.] A; mould. B; mold! C 

9 133 haue] A, C; -, B 

9 134 store?] A; -; B; ~! C 

9 135 same,] A, C; ~- B 

9 137 now] A-B; ~, C 

farewel,] A-B; "Farewell!" C 

for why] A-B; For -? C 

at large] A-B; At -- C 

9 138 exprest?] A; ~, B; ~: C 

9 140 rest?] A; -. B-C 

Is. W . ] A; Is. W. B; IS. W. 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Octavo Title: The admonition by the Auctor, 

to all yong Gentilwomen: And to 

al other Maids being in Loue. 

Collier Title: THE ADMONITION BY THE AUCTOR, TO ALL YONG 

GENTILWOMEN: AND TO AL OTHER 

MAIDS BEING IN LOVE. 

Arber Title: The Admonition by the Author to all young 

Gentlewomen, and te all other Maids, 

being in love. 

Pg. Ln. 

10 1 Virgins] A-B; -, C 

Cupids] A-B; CUPID's C 

tentes] A-B; tents C 

10 2 beare] A-B; bear C 

foyle] A; ~, B; foil! C 

10 3 hartes] A-B; hearts C 

raginge] A-B; raging C 

10 4 boyle.] A; ~, B; boil: C 

10 5 you] A-B; -, C 

speake:] A; -; B; speak! C 

for] A-B; For C 

they,] A; they- B-C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

10 6 lacke:] A-B; lack; C 

10 7 Oh] A; ~! B; 0 C 

counsell] A-B; counsel C 

geue] A; give, B-C 

10 8 slacke?] A; -. B; slack! C 

10 9 geue] A-B; give C 

wyll.] A; -- B; will- C 

10 10 few wordes] A-B; a few words C 

expresse:] A; ~, B; express: C 

10 12 redresse] A-B; redress C 

10 13 fayre] A-B; fair C 

talke,] A-B; talk! C 

10 14 beware] A-B; Beware C 

tonges:] A-B; tongues! C 

10 15 Mermaides] A; mermaides B; Mermaids C 

good] A; -, B-C 

10 16 Songs.] A; songs. B; -! C 

10 17 teares] A-B; tears C 

Crocodiles] A-B; crocodiles C 

10 18 hart:] A; ~; B; heart: C 

10 19 alwayes] A-B; always C 

weepe] A-B; weep C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

10 20 Cheekes] A; cheekes B; cheeks C 

Art] A, C; art B 

11 21 Ouid, ] A; ~- B; OVID, C 

his] A, C; the B 

Arte] A-B; Art C 

of loue,] A; ~ Love- B; of_ Love, C 

teach] A, C; teache B 

11 22 knacke] A; -, B; knack: C 

11 23 hand &] A; hand, and B-C 

eies:] A; ~, B; eyes; C 

11 2 4 so oft] A-B; as oft C 

teares] A-B; tears C 

lacke] A-B; lack C 

11 27 Lesse] A-B; Less C 

then this] A; ~ -, B; than ~, C 

god] A; God B-C 

knows] A; ~, B-C 

wold] A-B; would C 

soone] A-B; soon C 

11 28 soules] A-B; souls C 

begile.] A-B; beguile! C 

11 29 And wyll] A-B; But will C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

11 29 of?] A; ~, B; off; C 

11 31 shall,] A; ~- B-C 

11 32 hede] A-B; heed C 

fained] A-B; feigned C 

11 33 sight,] A-B; -! C 

11 34 trye] A-B; try C 

11 35 al] A-B; all C 

Maids] A-B; ~, C 

brests] A-B; breasts, C 

11 3 6 kepe] A-B; keep C 

store:] A; ~; B; ~. C 

11 37 triall] A-B; trial C 

shal] A; shall B-C 

his trueth] A-B; this truth 

11 38 think:] A, C; -, B 

11 3 9 Louer] A, C; lover B 

12 41 SCILLA] A-B; SCYLLA C 

to much] A-B; too ~ C 

12 42 trye:] A; ~, B; try, 

12 43 ben] A-B; been C 

clene] A-B; clean C 

forsake] A; ~, B-C 

f 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

12 4 4 when] A-B; When C 

crye] A-B; cry C 

12 45 aduice] A; -, B-C 

12 46 Nisus] A-B; NISUS C 

long:] A-B; ~! C 

12 47 strainger] A-B; stranger C 

12 48 deare] A-B; dear C 

wrong.] A; -? B; -! C 

12 4 9 Nisus] A-B; NISUS C 

Haire] A; haire B; hair C 

fate] A; -, B; ~; C 

12 50 Haire] A; haire B; hair C 

kepe:] A; ~, B; keep, C 

12 52 Land] A; land B-C 

depe] A-B; deep C 

12 53 straunger] A-B; stranger, C 

Daughter] A; daughter B-C 

lou'd] A-B; loved, C 

12 54 warre] A-B; war C 

King] A; -, B; ~; C 

12 55 alwaies] A-B; always C 

12 57 Scylla] A-B; SCYLLA C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

12 57 Haire,] A; haire- B; hair, C 

12 58 obtaine] A-B; obtain C 

wyll:] A, C; ~, B 

12 59 Straunger] A; straunger B; stranger, C 

that,] A; ~- B-C 

13 61 her self] A-B; herself C 

13 62 desyre:] A; ~, B; desire, C 

13 63 cleane] A-B; clean C 

behind] A-B; -; C 

13 64 whom] A-B; home C 

13 65 falshood] A-B; falsehood C 

ben] A-B; been C 

once,] A; ~- B-C 

13 66 Oenone] A-B; OENONE C 

knowne:] A; -, B; known; C 

13 67 fieldes] A-B; fields C 

wood,] A, C; ~- B 

13 68 Paris] A-B; PARIS C 

walkt] A-B; walked C 

alone.] A-B; ~! C 

13 69 Demophoons] A-B; DEMOPHOON's C 

deceite,] A; ~- B; deceit, C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

13 70 Phillis] A-B; PHILLIS C 

ben] A-B; been C 

tolde:] A; -, B; told; C 

13 71 ben] A-B; been C 

13 72 olde] A-B; old C 

13 7 3 Hero] A-B; HERO C 

trie] A-B; try C 

Leanders] A-B; LEANDER's C 

truth,] A; ~- B-C 

13 7 4 trust:] A-B; ~; C 

13 75 Therfore] A-B; Therefore C 

both] A, C; Both B 

13 76 constant,] A-B; ~- C 

true,] A-B; -• - C 

13 77 alwayes] A-B; always C 

Sea,] A; sea- B; sea, C 

13 78 starres] A-B; stars C 

Skie] A; skie B; sky C 

glide:] A; -, B; -; C 

13 79 way] A; ~, B-C 

13 80 nere] A-B; near C 

14 81 scrat] A-B; scrat[ched] C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

14 81 Face] A; face B-C 

Heir] A; heir B; hair, C 

14 82 (it] A-B; it C 

greueth] A; greeveth B; grieveth C 

tell)] A-B; ~, C 

14 83 him,] A-B; -- C 

14 85 Leander] A-B; LEANDER C 

fewe,] A; ~; B; few; C 

14 86 therfore] A-B; therefore, C 

time] A-B; ~, C 

heede:] A; ~, B; heed! C 

14 87 alwayes] A-B; always C 

trie] A-B; try C 

ye] A, C; you B 

trust,] A; ~; B; --! C 

14 88 speede] A-B; speed C 

14 89 Fish] A; fish B-C 

carelesse] A-B; careless C 

is,] A; -- B-C 

14 90 cleare:] A; -, B; clear, C 

14 91 see,] A; ~- B-C 

14 92 Bayt] A; bayt B; bait C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

14 92 appeare.] A-B; appear! C 

14 93 bee] A-B; be C 

14 94 spie:] A; --; B; spy; C 

14 95 foole] A-B; fool C 

14 9 6 to much] A-B; too ~ C 

trie] A-B; try C 

14 97 Fish] A; fish! B; fish, C 

thou?] A; ~- B; -, C 

14 98 spitefull] A-B; spiteful C 

Fate:] A; fate, B; fate! C 

14 99 ones] A-B; one's C 

cruell] A-B; cruel C 

14 100 state?] A; -! B; -. C 

15 101 Then] A; Thou B-C 

diddst] A-B; didst C 

harme] A-B; harm C 

15 102 looke] A-B; look C 

15 103 0 that] A, C; 0, that B 

Linceus] A-B; LYNCEUS's C 

eies] A-B; eyes, C 

15 104 seene] A-B; seen C 

hooke.] A; -! B; hook! C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

15 105 thou] A-B; -, C 

prety] A-B; pretty C 

mates] A-B; -, C 

15 106 bin] A-B; been C 

streames] A; -, B; streams; C 

15 107 Wheras] A-B; Where as C 

syr] A-B; Sir C 

Phebus] A-B; PHOEBUS C 

doth,] A; ~- B-C 

15 108 beames.] A-B; beams- C 

15 109 Fortune] A; fortune B-C 

15 110 shore:] A; ~, B; ~; C 

15 111 this] A-B; -, C 

end,] A, C; ~- B 

15 112 minde] A-B; mind C 

speake] A-B; speak C 

15 113 Felowes] A; felowes B; fellow's C 

chance] A, C; ~, B 

15 114 prety] A-B; pretty C 

make:] A; ~, B; ~- C 

15 115 he] A-B; -, C 

Fishers] A; fishers B; fisher's C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

15 115 hooke] A-B; hook C 

sprint] A, C; ~, B 

15 117 baite] A-B; bait C 

15 118 pricke:] A; ~- B; prick- C 

15 119 (For] A-B; For C 

euery thing)] A-B; everything, C 

15 120 wherewith] A-B; Wherewith C 

Fishers] A; fishers B-C 

stricke,] A; -. B; strike. C 

15 121 Fish] A; fish B; fish, C 

lacks] A-B; ~, C 

16 122 warned] A-B; warned, C 

beware:] A, C; -, B 

16 123 hede] A-B; heed C 

16 125 I] A; I, B-C 

late,] A; - - B-C 

16 12 6 ones] A-B; one's C 

vnfaithfull] A-B; unfaithful C 

teares:] A; ~, B; tears, C 

16 128 hundreth] A-B; hundred C 

yeares,] A; -. B; years. C 

Is. W . ] A; Is. W. B; IS. W. C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Octavo Title Page: A Loueletter, or 
an earnest perswasion of a_ Louer: 
sent of late to a yonge Mayden, 
to whom he was betrothed. 

Who afterward being ouercome 
with flattery, she seemd vtter

ly to swerue from her for
mer promise without 
occasion, and so to 

forsake him. 

By W . G. 

Collier Title Page: A Loveletter, or 
an earnest perswasion of a Lover, 
sent of late to a yonge Mayden 

to whom he was betrothed. 

Who afterward being overcome with flattery, 
she seemd utterly te swerve from her 

former promise without occa
sion, and so to forsake 

him. 

BY W. G. 

Arber Title Page: A Love Letter, 
or an earnest persuasion of a Lever, 
sent, of late, to a young Maiden; 

to whom he was betrothed: 

Who, afterward, being overcome with 
flattery, she seemed utterly to swerve 
from her former promise, without 

occasion; and so to 
forsake him. 

By W. G. 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Octavo Title: A Loueletter, 

sent from a faythful Louer: 

to an vnconstant Mayden. 

Collier Title: A LOVELETTER, 

SENT FROM A FAYTHFUL LOVER TO AN 

UNCONSTANT MAYDEN. 

Arber Title: W. G-

A Love Letter sent from a faithful Lover, 

to an unconstant Maiden. 

Pg. Ln. 

16 1 AS] A, C; As B 

dutie] A-B; duty C 

wils] A-B; wills C 

nature] A-B; Nature C 

moues,] A; ~- B-C 

16 2 frend] A-B; friend C 

wright:] A; ~, B; write- C 

16 3 Wherin] A-B; Wherein C 

fraude,] A; ~- B; fraud, C 

(0] A-B; 0 C 

faithlesse] A-B; faithless C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

16 3 thou)] A; ~!) B; Thou! C 

16 4 minde] A-B; mind C 

16 7 faithfull] A-B; faithful C 

is, ] A, C; is - B 

16 9 remaine] A; remaine, B; remain C 

16 10 good wyl?] A-B; goodwill? C 

16 11 rigor] A-B; rigour C 

raign] A-B; reign C 

brest] A-B; breast, C 

16 12 reasons] A-B; reason's C 

17 13 faith] A-B; faith, C 

falshod] A-B; falsehood C 

changd] A; changd? B; changed? C 

17 14 (alas)] A-B; alas, C 

ruthe?] A; ruthe, B; ruth, C 

17 15 preferd,] A; preferd- B; preferred- C 

17 16 a perfect] A-B; the perfect C 

truethe?] A; truethe! B; truth! C 

17 17 hap,] A; hap- B-C 

recompence,] A; recompence B; recompense C 

17 18 yelde?] A; yelde, B; yield, C 

17 19 Bulwarke] A; bulwarke B; bulwark C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

17 19 clayme,] A; - - B; claim C 

17 20 gainst] A-B; 'gainst C 

Gods] A-B; GOD C 

thy selfe] A-B; thyself C 

sheilde] A-B; shield C 

17 21 hauty] A-B; hau[gh]ty C 

Heauens] A-B; heavens, C 

17 22 gilt] A-B; guilt C 

17 23 ar] A; are B-C 

parcial] A-B; partial C 

now] A-B; -, C 

17 24 throwne] A-B; thrown C 

a syde] A-B; aside C 

17 25 Nay] A; ~, B-C 

styll,] A, C; ~- B 

just,] A, C; ~- B 

17 26 they] A, C; the[y] B 

vse:] A, C; ~, B 

17 27 them,] A, C; ~- B 

giltlesse] A-B; guiltless C 

then, ] A, C; -- - B 

17 28 thy selfe] A; - self B; thyself C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

17 29 No, no,] A-B; No, no; C 

so, ] A, C; ~; B 

beholde,] A; ~- B; behold- C 

17 30 deades] A-B; deeds C 

sure:] A-B; ~! C 

17 31 flattryng] A-B; flatt'ring C 

phrase] A-B; ~, C 

18 33 golde,] A; ~- B; gold, C 

corrupt] A-B; -; C 

18 34 raigne:] A; -, B; reign: C 

18 35 heastes,] A; - - B; 'bests, C 

18 36 payne] A-B; pain C 

18 37 newes] A-B; news C 

18 38 proofe] A-B; proof C 

knowne] A-B; known C 

18 39 wils,] A; ~- B; wills, C 

18 4 0 powre] A; powre[s] B; power ( 

forth are] A-B; ~ is C 

showne:] A; -. B; shown. C 

18 41 To see] A-B; They see C 

conscience,] A; ~- B-C 

gylty] A-B; guilty C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

18 41 is,] A; ~- B; ~; C 

18 42 faithles] A-B; faithless C 

frawde] A-B; fraud C 

see:] A, C; ~; B 

13 43 thinkste] A-B; think'st C 

then,] A, C; ~- B 

gilt] A-B; guilt C 

thine,] A; ~- B-C 

18 44 bee] A-B; be C 

18 45 0 Faith,] A; 0 faith! B; 0 FAITH, C 

wish,] A; - - B-C 

18 46 reasons] A-B; reason's C 

pure:] A; ~, B; ~! C 

18 47 iudg] A; judge B-C 

thy selfe,] A; - ~- B; thyself, C 

18 48 sinfull] A-B; sinful C 

18 49 thy selfe] A; thou thy selfe B; thyself C 

domb,] A; -- B; doom- C 

Shalt] A-B; shall C 

geue,] A; ~- B; give, C 

18 50 gilty] A-B; guilty C 

Shalt thou] A, C; thou shalt B 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

18 50 finde:] A-B; find: C 

18 51 Therfore] A-B; Therefore C 

agayne,] A; -- B; again- C 

18 52 minde.] A-B; mind! C 

19 53 Gods] A-B; gods C 

are, ] A, C; - - B 

19 54 gilty] A-B; guilty C 

bewray:] A-B; ~. C 

19 55 fraude,] A-B; fraud- C 

faith &] A; ~ and B-C 

trueth] A-B; truth C 

19 56 beare] A-B; bear C 

sway.] A-B; sway! C 

19 57 memory,] A; memory- B-C 

19 58 showne:] A-B; shown! C 

19 59 mind,] A; - - B-C 

strong] A; -, B-C 

19 60 mone.] A; ~, B; moan! C 

19 61 Which] A-B; ~, C 

sixe yeares long] A-B; six long years C 

pacionate] A-B; passionate C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

19 62 yoake] A-B; yoke C 

care:] A; ~, B-C 

19 63 bod] A-B; 'bode C 

thy selfe] A-B; thyself C 

19 64 know] A; -, B-C 

wel] A-B; well C 

19 65 plaints &] A; - and B-C 

teares,] A; •-- B; tears- C 

19 6 6 powrd] A-B; poured C 

foorth] A-B; forth C 

thee:] A; ~, B; ~! C 

19 67 vow,] A; ~- B-C 

19 68 mee.] A-B; me! C 

19 69 frend] A-B; friend, C 

19 7 0 griefe] A-B; grief C 

19 71 thy selfe] A-B; thyself C 

pledg] A-B; pledge C 

me,] A-B; ~! C 

19 72 thy] A-B; Thy C 

releife.] A-B; relief! C 

20 73 helysh] A-B; hellish C 

hagge?] A; ~- B; hag, C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

20 73 (alas)] A; (-!) B; alas, C 

20 74 tournde] A-B; turned C 

hate:] A; ~? B-C 

20 75 els] A-B; else C 

whelpe] A-B; whelp C 

HYDRAS] A-B; HYDRA'S C 

20 7 6 debate.] A; -? B-C 

20 77 Alas,] A, C; --! B 

dispoyle] A-B; despoil C 

quight,] A; - - B; quite- C 

20 78 ioye] A-B; joy C 

20 7 9 yU] A-B; thou C 

thus,] A; ~- B-C 

20 80 gulphes] A-B; gulfs C 

annoye] A-B; annoy C 

20 81 (alas)] A; (-!) B; alas, C 

20 82 fraude] A-B; fraud C 

20 83 wold] A; would B-C 

deemd] A-B; deemed, C 

withou] A; withou[t] B; without C 

20 84 hart] A-B; heart C 

mee] A-B; me C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

20 85 hart] A-B; heart C 

coucht] A-B; couched C 

tent,] A; - - B-C 

20 86 brest:] A; ~, B; breast- C 

20 87 thine] A; ~, B-C 

hopte] A-B; hoped C 

me] A, C; --, B 

friend,] A-B; ~- C 

20 88 ben] A; been B-C 

possest] A-B; possesst C 

20 8 9 minds] A; ~, B-C 

20 90 guile:] A; ~, B-C 

20 91 slights,] A; ~- B; sleights, C 

ioyes,] A; - - B; joys- C 

20 92 frindes] A-B; friends C 

21 93 0,] A; 0! B; 0- C 

shuld] A-B; should C 

pratlyng] A-B; prattling C 

Parasite, so egge] A; ~^ ~~ B; parasite- C 

21 94 thee] A-B; so egg thee C 

disdayne?] A-B; disdain; C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

21 95 thou] A-B; ~, C 

friend] A-B; ~, C 

21 96 flattery] A-B; -, C 

should] A-B; shouldst C 

refrayne] A-B; refrain C 

21 97 speake with] A; - to B; speak - C 

him, ] A, C; --- B 

21 98 hart] A-B; heart C 

hast] A-B; hadst C 

21 99 likeing] A-B; Liking C 

fame] A, C; faine B 

graunted] A-B; granted C 

grace] A; ~, B; ~; C 

21 100 loue] A-B; Love C 

soone] A-B; soon C 

cold.] A; ~? B; -! C 

21 102 agenne:] A; -, B; again! C 

21 103 I] A; -, B-C 

friend] A, C; ~, B 

zeale,] A; --- B; zeal, C 

21 104 closd] A-B; closed C 

penne] A-B; pen C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

21 105 Farewel,] A; Farewell, B; Farewell! C 

a dieu] A-B; Adieu! C 

ten] A-B; Ten C 

times,] A, C; times! B 

21 10 6 God] A-B; GOD C 

commend:] A; ~, B; ~! C 

21 107 Beseching] A; Beseeching B-C 

grace,] A; ~- B-C 

21 108 send.] A-B; ~! C 

21 109 woe,] A-B; -: C 

21 110 lyfe,] A; life- B-C 

shal] A-B; shall C 

flytt] A-B; flit C 

free:] A; -; B; fro. C 

21 111 you,] A; thou- B; you- C 

inioy] A-B; enjoy C 

21 112 friend,] A; -- B-C 

death:] A; -; B; --! C 

21 113 wonne,] A-B; won- C 

21 114 Then] A-B; Than C 

trueloue] A-B; True Love C 

begonne] A-B; begun C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

21 115 FINIS. W . G.] A; - W. G. B; W.G. C 

21 116 Imprinted at London, by] A-B; FINIS. C 

21 117 Richard Jhones] A-B; Imprinted at London - C 

Richard Jones C 

Octavo Title: R W 
Against the wilfull Incon
stancie of his deare Foe E 
Whiche Example may iustly 
be a sufficient warnyng 

for all Yongmen to 
beware the fai

ned Fide
lytie of vnconstant 

Maydens. 

Collier Title: R. W. 
Against the wilfull Inconstancie of his deare Foe 

E. T. Which example may justly be a suffi
cient warnyng for all Yongmen to 
beware the fained Fidelytie 

of unconstant Maydens. 

Arber Title: R- W[ITC]. 
Against the wilful inconstancy of 

his dear foe E. T. 

Which example may justly be a sufficient warning 
for all young Men to beware the feigned 

fidelity of unconstant Maidens. 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

22 1 Wights] A-B; wights C 

lyberty] A; ~, B; liberty, C 

22 2 LOVE] A-B; Love C 

thrall,] A-B; ~; C 

22 3 bee,] A; ~- B; be- C 

22 4 all:] A; ~; B; ~! C 

22 5 soare] A-B; sore, C 

Brest] A; brest, B; breast, ( 

22 6 strange:] A; ~, B; ~; C 

22 7 mee] A-B; me C 

Graue] A; grave, B-C 

22 8 sodaine] A-B; sudden C 

22 9 I] A-B; I, C 

Sute] A; sute B; suit, C 

22 10 yeares] A; ~, B; years C 

somwhat] A-B; somewhat C 

22 11 serue] A; ~, B; -; C 

22 12 my] A, C; My B 

hart] A-B 

22 13 Whiche] A 

hart] A-B 

let] A, C 

heart C 

Which B-C 

heart C 

set B 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

22 13 Userie] A; -, B; Usury, C 

22 14 gredie] A-B; greedy C 

desire:] A; ~, B; ~; C 

22 15 twain] A; -, B-C 

22 17 euerie] A-B; every C 

Userer] A-B; Usurer C 

22 20 Userie] A; userie B; usury C 

23 21 Debtor] A, C; debtor B 

mee] A; , B; me; C 

23 22 mee] A-B; me C 

fled:] A; -, B; ~; C 

23 23 Bryers] A; bryers B; briars C 

23 24 Foole] A; foole B; fool C 

Bed] A; bed B-C 

23 25 I] A, C; I, B 

seely] A-B; silly C 

man] A, C; -, B 

remayne] A-B; remain C 

23 2 6 eche] A-B; each C 

doubtfull] A-B; doubtful C 

case:] A, C; -, B 

23 27 DEATH] A-B; Death C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

23 27 wayte] A-B; wait C 

23 28 rest] A-B; 'rest C 

Mace.] A; mace, B; mace. C 

23 29 mee] A-B; me C 

Prison] A; prison B-C 

strong] A; ~: B; ~, C 

23 30 Doore] A; doore B; door C 

Grasse:] A; grasse, B; grass: C 

23 31 bles] A-B; bless C 

houre] A-B; hour C 

birth] A; -, B-C 

23 32 passe] A-B; pass C 

23 33 For lo] A; ~ lo! B; -, lo, C 

carefull] A-B; careful C 

23 34 keepe] A-B; keep C 

mee] A-B; me C 

thrall,] A-B; -; C 

23 36 then] A-B; than C 

Stone] A; stone B-C 

wall:] A; -. B-C 

23 37 Wherby] A-B; Whereby C 

Womens] A; womens B; women's C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

23 37 hartes] A-B; hearts C 

23 38 Marble] A; marble B-C 

Stone] A; stone: B-C 

23 39 carelesse] A-B; careless C 

bee] A-B; be, C 

23 40 when] A, C; When B 

mone] A-B; moan C 

24 41 seede] A-B; seed C 

24 42 fayre] A-B; fair C 

grounde] A; ~, B; ground; C 

24 4 3 hope] A; ~, B-C 

som] A-B; some C 

pain] A; -, B-C 

24 4 4 som] A-B; some C 

bee] A-B; be C 

2 4 45 Haruest] A; harvest B-C 

is] A; ~, B; ~; C 

24 46 faythfull] A-B; faithful C 

Seedes] A; seedes, B; seeds, 

24 47 payne] A-B; pain[s] C 

past:] A; ~, B-C 

24 48 els] A-B; else C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

24 4 9 Weedes] A; weedes B; weeds C 

Thornes] A; thornes, B; thorns, C 

24 50 Rose] A; rose B-C 

finde.] A; ~; B; find: C 

24 51 prickt] A-B; pricked C 

hand] A; -, B-C 

hart] A; -, B; heart; C 

24 52 Rose] A; rose B-C 

behynde] A-B; behind C 

24 53 more] A, C; -, B 

knowe] A; -, B; know C 

24 54 Loue] A; love B-C 

lacke] A-B; lack C 

releefe,] A-B; relief: C 

24 55 I] A; I, B-C ^ 

mee] A-B; me C 

compell] A-B; compel C 

24 56 wayle] A-B; wail C 

payne] A-B; pain C 

griefe] A-B; grief C 

24 57 doubtlesse] A-B; doubtless C 

can not] A-B; cannot C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

24 57 bee] A-B; be C 

2 4 58 That] A, C; that B 

Loue] A, C; love B 

payne,] A-B; pain: C 

24 60 Women] A, C; women B 

disdayne] A-B; disdain C 

25 61 I] A; I, B-C 

poore] A-B; poor C 

wretch] A; ~! B; ~, C 

25 62 paynes] A-B; pains C 

past:] A; -, B; ~; C 

25 63 should] A-B; could C 

cares,] A; ~- B-C 

25 64 taste] A; ~, B; ~: C 

25 65 Dispayre] A; dispayre B; despair C 

mee] A-B; me C 

25 66 hart] A-B; heart C 

twaine:] A; ~, B; twain; C 

25 67 els] A-B; else C 

Wittes] A; wittes B; wits, C 

25 68 thinke] A-B; think C 

payne] A-B; pain C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

25 69 Joye] A; joye, B; joy, C 

25 70 carefull] A-B; careful C 

hart] A-B; heart C 

know,] A-B; know; C 

25 71 Loue] A; love B-C 

her] A-B; her, C 

25 72 griefe] A-B; grief C 

growe] A-B; grow C 

25 73 paynes] A-B; pains C 

assignd] A-B; assigned C 

25 7 4 dampned] A-B; damned C 

Ghostes] A; ghostes B; ghosts C 

hell:] A; ~, B-C 

25 75 Then] A-B; Than C 

sake,] A, C; ~- B 

25 77 Pryce] A; pryce B; price C 

loue] A-B; ~, C 

25 7 8 do] A-B; would C 

gyue.] A; -, B; give: C 

25 7 9 Bargayne] A; bargayne B; bargain C 

25 8 0 longe] A; long B-C 

2 6 81 payde] A-B; paid C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

2 6 81 loue] A; ~, B-C 

deare] A; -, B; dear: C 

2 6 82 receyue] A-B; received C 

nought,] A; -: B; ~. C 

2 6 84 any thynge] A-B; anything C 

2 6 85 euerie] A-B; every C 

2 6 8 6 suche] A-B; such C 

pitie] A-B; pity C 

vse] A-B; used C 

take,] A-B; ~; C 

2 6 87 ron] A-B; run C 

loue,] A, C; ~- B 

2 6 88 Beares] A; beares B; bears 

2 6 8 9 forge] A; ~, B; ~! C 

26 90 CVPIDS] A-B; CUPID's C 

Shafte] A; shaft B-C 

sent:] A; ~, B; ~! C 

2 6 91 encrease] A-B; increase C 

woe] A; -, B; ~: C 

26 92 Loue] A; love B-C 

2 6 93 here] A; ~, B-C 

Reader] A; ~, B-C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

2 6 94 maist] A-B; mayst C 

paide] A-B; paid C 

hyre,] A-B; hire! C 

2 6 95 mee] A; me B-C 

flame,] A-B; ~; C 

2 6 96 compeld] A-B; compelled C 

2 6 97 thou] A; -, B-C 

frende] A; -, B; friend, C 

26 98 state?] A; -, B; -: C 

26 99 Then] A, C; -, B 

seeke] A-B; seek C 

shon] A-B; shun C 

mishap,] A-B; -! C 

2 6 100 Repentance] A-B; Repentance C 

coms] A; comes B; comes C 

too] A-B; too C 

late.] A-B; late! C 

27 101 Womens] A; womens B; women's C 

company] A; ~, B; -: C 

27 102 swarue] A; -, B; swerve! C 

27 103 Rewarde] A; rewarde B; reward C 

smal,] A-B; small- C 
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TABLE 7: continued 

Pg. Ln. 

27 104 what euer] A-B; whatever C 

27 105 heede] A; ~, B; heed, C 

27 106 Before] A; before B-C 

beware:] A, C; -, B 

27 107 once] A; ~, B-C 

27 108 flie] A-B; fly C 

27 109 Jest] A; jest B; jest; C 

27 110 thinke] A-B; think C 

true,] A-B; -! C 

27 111 prooue] A; -, B; prove, C 

done,] A-B; -: C 

27 112 least] A-B; lest C 

proofe] A-B; proof C 

rew] A-B; rue C 

27 113 chaunce] A-B; chance C 

loue] A; -, B; -; C 

27 114 heede] A-B; heed C 

what] A-B; What C 

doest] A-B; dost C 

sale:] A; -, B; say! C 

27 115 talke] A-B; talk C 

Print] A; print, B-C 
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Pg. Ln. 

27 116 els] A-B; else C 

fraie.] A-B; fray! C 

27 117 ende:] A; -, B; end: C 

27 118 wordes] A-B; words C 

27 119 

27 121 

28 122 

28 124 

28 125 

28 126 

28 127 

28 128 

suffice,] A; suffice - B-C 

warne] A-B; warn C 

gredie] A-B; greedy C 

hart] A-B; heart C 

harme] A; ~, B; harm, C 

Disease,] A; ~- B-C 

halt,] A-B; -: C 

Suger] A-B; sugar C 

Salt] A-B; salt C 

FINIS. R. W I T C ] A-B; R. WITC C 

FINIS. C 

LONDON,] A-B; London, C 

lOHNFS.] A; JOHNFS. B; JONES. C 
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GLOSSARIAL INDEX 

References are to page numbers where the word 
occurs in the text. Numbers in parentheses refer to 
lines of the text, and an n. refers the reader to the 
explanatory note on a line where a brief definition 
alone is not sufficient. Those words which represent 
only variant spellings are followed by the modern 
spelling in parentheses. Proper names are indicated in 
capital letters. 

a syde, (aside), 17 (24) 

aboat, (about), 85 (23) 

accompt: account, 30 (3), 41 (31), 52 (9), 53 (13), 56 (1), 
59 (15), 60 (15), 65 (9), 69 (6), 81 (13), 91 (53), 96 
(44), 108 (271) 

AENEAS, 4 (33), 81 (10); 114n. 

AEOLUS, 5 (57); 116n. 

alow stand, (a low stand), 54 (8) 

amayne: at once, 87 (12) 

annoy: annoyance, trouble, 20 (80), 79 (18), 83 (39), 85 
(14), 100 (67) 

ANTIPATER, 30 (10); 125n. 

antiquitie: the honor and antiquity of the family name, 4 4 
(1) 

apace: apart, away from, 4 9 (12) 

artyllery: warlike munitions or implements of war; weapons 
in the wide sense, 103 (136) 

assind, (assigned), 72 (12) 

aye, for a.: always, forever (poetic), 64 (2), 86 (34), 100 
(65) 

B., C , 87 (title), 89 (title); 157n. 

barres, (bars), 38 (157) 
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bedelles, (variant ef "beadles"), 108 (280); and 167n. 

begonne: been gone, 3 (14), 21 (114); and 114n. 

BERRIE T., 42 (54), 84 (2), 85 (13), 86 (43); 128n., 155n., 
lobn. 

bewray: reveal, disclose, 19 (54), 51 (10), 84 (3), 85 (21) 

bodymakers: tailors, 102 (133) 

BORRON [or Baron], ANNE, 78 (title); 154n. 

BORRON, ROBERT, 79 (17); 154n. 

boxe: poor-box, begging box, 106 (223); and 166n. 

brook: tolerate, survive, 76 (39) 

bryers, (briars), 23 (23) 

bungraces: sunshades for bonnets, 102 (160); and 162n. 

byde/abyde: remain, 34 (50), 72 (4), 74 (19), 80 (2), 88 
(37), 96 (43, 47), 103 (148) 

bye, (buy), 2 (17), 107 (250) 

byll: bill of complaint in Chancery, an indictment, 7 6 
(42) 

carles, (careless), 85 (25) 

carping: disdainful, or complaining, 19 (62); and 123n. 

CASSANDRA, 8 (114); 118n. 

chary: carefull, circumspect, wary, 38 (149) 

close: secret, private, 3 (1), 60 (7) 

coggers: cheaters at dice, 105 (194); and 165n. 

compassed: artfully contrived, 20 (90) 

complexion: constitution, disposition, 36 (106), 37 (125); 
and 128n. 

compt/coumpt: count, consider,"76 (51), 92 (20) 
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conserve: a) preservative; b) medicinal or confectionary 
I preparation, 69 (2); and 151n. 

I coucht: set up, located, 20 (85) 

Crocodile tears, 10 (17); and 120n. 

CROESUS, 9 (130); 118n. 

I Cunduit, (conduit), 40 (18); and 129n. 

CUPID, 10 (1), 26 (90); 119n. 

cut it out: flaunt, make a show, 103 (149) 

dagges, (daggers), 103 (137) 

dais men: judges, 52 (3); and 139n. 

dampned, (damned), 25 (74) 

DARIUS, 31 (30); 126n. 

deades, (deeds), 17 (30) 

deare: expensive, costly, 33 (29) 

DEMADES, 30 (11); 125n. 

DEMOPHOON, 13 (69); 121n. 

desert: deserved reward or punishment, 16 (6) 

DIDO, 4 (34), 31 (1, 6), 32 (25), 84 (9, 25) ; 114n. 

DIOGENES, 30 (15); 125n. 

dispearced, (dispersed), 109 (307) 

diuers, (diverse), 109 (302) 

dole/dolors: grief, misery, 82 (30), 87 (7) 

domb/doom: sentence, judgement, 18 (49), 85 (10) 

drug: dialectic variant of "drudge," 104 (177) 

duld, (dulled), 83 (6) 

durst: dared, 5 (43, 53), 12 (47) 
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earst/erst: at anytime in the past, 33 (15), 82 (36), 85 
(22), 86 (31, 48), 91 (50, 53), 95 (28, 35) 

ech, (each), 23 (26), 34 (59), 35 (75), 57 (5, 13), 65 (7), 
69 (1), 108 (288), 110 (326) 

eke/eake: also, 24 (51), 38 (163), 40 (17), 55 (7), 71 
(25), 73 (23, 25), 36 (44), 100 (57), 107 (260) 

elect: chosen, 7 (94) 

els, (else), 9 (130), 20 (75), 24 (48), 25 (67), 27 (116), 
34 (38), 35 (74), 49 (7), 70 (19), 74 (17), 87 (3), 91 
(53), 92 (7), 103 (157) 

enmytie, (enmity): hostility, animosity, 56 (3) 

equytye, (equity), 56 (5) 

ery, (every), 107 (246), 108 (264) 

euylles, (evils), 50 (10) 

falsey: one who is false, 84 (13) 

farre, (far), 42 (12) 

fawning: flattering, 50 (5) 

fayne: pretend, 58 (9) 

feete, (feat): a) fitting, suitable; b) well-fitting, as 
with clothing, 102 (111) 

fleetyng: a) shifting; b) transitory, 77 (65); and 153n. 

flit: fly away, 21 (110) 

foile/foyle: a) defeat; b) dishonour, 10 (2); and 119n. 

foole: term of endearment, 14 (95); and 121n. 

for why: because, 9 (137) 

fraie, (fray): noisy brawl or quarrel, 27 (116) 

framde, (framed), 103 (143) 

French ruffes: a) a ruffle on a sleeve; b) an article of 
neck wear, 102 (114); and 162n. 
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froe: from, 21 (110) 

froward/frowust: in adverse or unfavorable fortune, 83 (6), 
84 (1), 86 (32), 88 (24) 

fruict, (fruit), 47 (11) 

fruit wives: a) women who seld fruit; b) slang for bawds, 
108 (266) 

fume: to be angry (now rare), 71 (27) 

G., W., 16-21; 122n. 

gapeth: eager to obtain, to have a longing for something, 
62 (8) 

gardes: trimming or ornamental borders, 103 (135); and 
164n. 

gasing, (gazing), 35 (68) 

gilt, (guilt), 17 (22) 

gorgets: an article of female clothing covering the neck 
and breast; a necklace, 102 (114); and 162n. 

gree, to take in g.: with goodwill, kindly feeling, or 
pleasure, 79 (11) 

greedy guts: a vulgar term for voracious eaters, or 
gluttons, 38 (157); and 123n. 

grisley: horrible, 83 (4) 

grudg/grudging, (begrudge/begrudging), 18 (52), 96 (40) 

guerdon: reward, recompense, 16 (9) 

gulphes, (gulfs), 20 (80) 

hap/haps: a) occurance or happening (noun—archaic), 8 
(119), 14 (93, 97), 17 (17), 22 (18), 60 (11), 81 (7), 
83 (title), 86 (30, 36), 91 (58), 95 (33), 96 (48), 9"̂  
(4); b) to happen (verb), 39 (169), 71 (33), 80 (̂) 

hard, (heard), 77 (68) 

hauty, (haughty): noble, lofty (archaic), 1" (21) 
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heap/heapes: increase/increases, 82 (20), 93 (5), 94 
(20), 105 (202) 

heast, (behest): vows or earnest requests, 18 (35) 

h'eele, (he'll), 51 (11) 

HELEN, 6 (97, 98), 8 (107); 116n. 

here, (hear), 3 (2), 80 (3) 

HERO, 13 (73); 121n. 

hew: color (figurative), 84 (2), 86 (43) 

hie, (high), 54 (5, 7) 

high purles: an obscure reference, 102 (114); 162n.; and 
see "purle" below 

hight: named, 81 (10) 

hire/hyre: service, reward, 26 (94); and 124n. 

hore: white, 82 (16) 

hower/hewre, (hour), 35 (64), 89 (15) 

hoyce, (hoist), 34 (54), 86 (46) 

HYDRA, 20 (75); 123n. 

hye: go, 35 (66), 112 (375) 

inure: make accustomed to something difficult, 18 (48) 

ist, (is't), 48 (7) 

iwis: I know, 90 (23) 

JASON, 5 (41), 6 (73); 115n. 

JOB, 88 (20); 157n. 

junckets: sweet confections or delicacies, 103 (143); and 
164n. 

JUNO, 96 (39); 159n. 

JUPITER, 85 (11); 156n. 
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kend: known, 72 (8) 

L., T., 92 (title); 158n. 

lawne: fine linen, 102 (115); and 162n. 

LEANDER, 13 (73), 14 (85); 121n. 

light: frivolous, not serious, 76 (51) 

liking: pleasing, dainty, 21 (99) 

list/lyst: desire, choose 7 (83), 35 (84), 93 (39) 

liu'de, (lived), 82 (75) 

longs, (belongs), 80 (38), 102 (127) 

lurss, (lures), 104 (170) 

LYNCEUS, 15 (103); 122n. 

LUCRECE, 8 (101); 117n. 

MAINWARING, GEORGE, 30 (title, 1); 125n. 

make a die: die, 34 (39) 

MANTUAN, 33 (23); 127n. 

mate: companion, 15 (105) 

MEDEA, 5 (45); 115n., 116n. 

meede: reward (poetic), 71 (36); and 152n. 

mell: a) to concern or busy oneself; b) to mingle, mix, 
associate, 98 (27) 

Mercers: dealers in textile fabrics, especially in silks, 
velvets, and other costly materials, 101 (98) 

Mermaids, 10 (15); and 120n. 

misse: mistakes, errors, 88 (15) 

moe, (more), 40 (21), 93 (20) 

mone, (moan), 19 (60), 23 (40), 111 (351) 

mustred, (mustered): gathered, 41 (36) 
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ne: nor, 83 (3) 

neat: cattle or oxen, 108 (273) 

NEPTUNE, 5 (58), 95 (29); 116n. 

nere hand: close to, 13 (80) 

NESTOR, 9 (126), 79 (13), 91 (57); 118n. 

nets: a) pieces of mesh-work used as part of a dress; 
b) woven silver or gold thread hair nets, 102 (112); 
and 162n. 

NISUS, 12 (46, 49); 120n. 

noddyes: fools, simpletons, 61 (2) 

noysome: a) injurious to health, 33 (35), 87 (9); b) bad 
smelling, 33 (35) 

nye: near, 103 (139) 

oblacion, (oblation): a gift or offering in token of 
respect or honor, 87 (5) 

OENONE, 13 (66); 116n. 

of, (off), 11 (29) 

on mould: on earth, i.e. during life, 9 (132) 

ope, (open), 45 (1) 

ought: a) to own; b) to be indebted to, 71 (25); and 152n. 

OVID, 11 (21), 33 (23), 40 (17, 21); 120n. 

pacionate, (passionate), 19 (61) 

pantables: slippers or overshoes, 102 (124); and 163n. 

PARIS, 6 (74), 8 (104), 13 (63), 40 (19); 116n. 

parsons, (persons), 6 (79) 

pawne: a gallery or colonnade, 102 (113); and 162n. 

pelfe: property, goods, 93 (36); and 159n. 

PENELOPE, 6 (99); 117n. 
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penury: poverty, scarcity, 43 (11) 

perching, (parching—obsolete form), 8 4 (17) 

perdy: a form of oath meaning certainly, indeed, 40 (12); 
and 129n. 

perpend: consider, ponder, 19 (59) 

PETO, 8 (103); 118n. 

PHOEBUS, 15 (107), 86 (37); 122n. 

PHYLLIS, 13 (70); 121n. 

plaste, (placed), 97 (50) 

PLAT, SIR HUGH, 34 (57), 37 (140); 127n., 128n., 130n. 

players: actors, 109 (302) 

playnesse, (plainness), 51 (6) 

playsters, (plasters), 103 (153); and 164n. 

posye/posy: a) bouquet of flowers; b) collection of 
poems, 36 (102), 42 (title); and 127n. 

potentats, (potentates): rulers, 54 (13) 

poticaries, (apothecaries), 103 (144); and 164n. 

powrd, (poured), 19 (66) 

pratlyng, chattering, talking foolishly, 21 (93) 

preace: (press—variant spelling): a) crowd of on-lookers; 
b) instrument of torture, 106 (215); and 166n. 

prease, (press): climb, attempt, 54 (5) 

proaner, (more prone or apt), 48 (11) 

prof, (proof), 8 (111) 

proleed, (read "proceed"), 87 (52) 

purle: usually, thread made of twisted gold or silver, 101 
(106); but see 161n. 

quaild: ended, vacillated, 3 (13) 
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quight, (quite): completely, 20 (77) 

ravin: violent preying or plundering, 33 (152) 

reaves: to take away by violence, to rob (archaic), 85 (13) 

receypt: archaic variant of "recipe," 69 (title) 

recule: recoil, draw back, 53 (4) 

refuse: a) something cast off; b) repudiation of a wife, 7 
(84); and 117n. 

rehersall: reciting, repeating, 76 (47) 

repayre: go or come to, attend, 73 (12), 104 (173) 

requight: repay, 79 (9), 81 (11) 

resighte, (recite), 38 (144) 

rest: a) arrest or stop; b) te bring about the repose of 
death or the grave, 23 (23) 

rew, (rue): to regret, 27 (112), 93 (38), 96 (1), 98 (15) 

rife: abundant, 41 (32) 

rip: to reopen or bring up again into notice or discussion 
(especially something unpleasant), 84 (26) 

rowt, (rout): troop, noisy mob, 97 (50) 

roysters: bullies, riotous fellows, 103 (148); and 164n. 

rueth: regretable, 8 (104) 

rughness, (roughness), 45 (16) 

ruthe: regret (n.), 17 (14) 

SATURN, 35 (13), 86 (38); 156n. 

savours: the quality of a thing that acts on the sense of 
smell or taste, 33 (35) 

scope: freedom of action, 73 (11) 

scrat, (scratched—archaic spelling), 14 (81) 

SCYLLA, 12 (41, 57); 120n. 
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s'ere: so ever, 80 (7) 

SERES, (Ceres), 92 (1); 153n. 

seely/silly: innocent, 23 (25), 84 (25) 

seke, (seek), 69 (1) 

seld/seelde, (seldom), 39 (3), 57 (15) 

sent, (scent), 70 (7) 

sessions: judicial trials or courts, 105 (201, 204) 

shent: disgraced, ruined, 93 (28) 

shere, (shear), 38 (155) 

shift: management, provision, 15 (114) 

shift: to change, especially one's lodging, 33 (33) 

shoes, (shows), 35 (16) 

shrink: shirk one's duty, 11 (40), 73 (9) 

simple: innocent, 7 (85), 11 (28), 14 (95) 

SINON, 4 (28); 114n. 

Sisters Three, 83 (51); 155n. 

sith: because, 3 (7), 11 (31), 15 (109), 21 (99), 41 (46), 
77 (61), 92 (9), 94 (21), 96 (39) 

skornes, (scorns), 69 (12) 

slea, (slay), 5 (60) 

sleeves: a detachable piece of clothing, often highly 
ornamented, 102 (114); and 162n. 

slip: a fall; a counterfeit coin, 59 (11); and 144n. 

slip/s- a) twigs or shoots used for grafting, 31 (46), 35 
(71); and 126n.; b) to cut such twigs, 38 (155), 39 (7) 

smart: pain, 98 (15) 

sodaine, (sudden), 22 (8), 33 (29) 
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see, (so), 40 (20) 

some, (sum): fees required for the release of a prisoner, 
105 (206) 

soust: te be plunged or immersed deeply (originally, into 
water), 89 (7) 

soueraigne, (sovereign): superior, or very effectual as a 
cure or remedy, 69 (title) 

spight, (spite), 63 (12) 

spowes, (spouse), 5 (52); and 116n. 

sprights, (spirits), 33 (3) 

standish: inkstand or stand for other writing materials, 
112 (372) 

stichte: embroidered or worked with ornamental stitches, 
102 (122) 

sti1*, (stint) : stop, cease, 95 (32) 

store, have in store: possess, 11 (25) 

stricke, (strike), 15 (120) 

suertie, (surety), 86 (34) 

sute, (suit), 22 (9), 65 (1) 

swarve, (swerve), 27 (102), 45 (10), 81 (16), 98 (24) 

syke: sigh, 90 (25) 

syse, (size), 102 (121) 

teene: grief, 84 (18), 86 (39) 

tendance: thanks, repayment, 8 9 (39) 

th'eyle, (they'll), 76 (51) 

then, (than), 7 (89, 98), 9 (123), 11 (27), 21 (114), 23 
(36), 25 (75), 30 (15), 32 (49), 37 (138), 38 (144), 42 
(3), 45 (7, 15), 46 (8), 43 (10), 49 (14), 50 (8), 67 
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(11), 68 (12), 69 (2), 71 (37), 74 (23, 25), 82 (33), 
87 (50), 88 (15, 28), 95 (26), 97 (1), 107 (238) 

THESEUS, 4 (37), 6 (73); 115n. 

THISBE, 8 (102); 117n. 

thrald: enslaved (archaic), 82 (27) 

throwly, (thoroughly), 91 (48) 

ton: the one, 102 (110) 

toote: look about inquisitively, 38 (158); and 128n. 

tother: the other, 49 (16), 102 (111) 

tottered: a) wavered, vacillated; b) tattered, 34 (11) 

toyes: matters of no importance, 41 (32), 57 (11), 60 (3), 
75 (23), 85 (17) 

trade: customary mode of action, 87 (6), 104 (167); and 
157n., 165n. 

TROILUS, 6 (77); 116n. 

trump, (trumpet—poetic or archaic), 92 (8) 

trunks: trunk-hose, 102 (122); and 163n. 

tyl/tyll: to (Northern dialect), 53 (10), 99 (48); and 
160n. 

unlade, (unload): unburden oneself, 94 (20) 

vacanttime, (vacant time), 72 (1); and 152n. 

veniall: pardonable, excusable, 6 (68) 

VENUS, 26 (39) 

Ver: springtime, 86 (40) 

VERGIL, 33 (23), 40 (17); 127n. 

viage, (voyage—obsolete variant): an enterprise or 
undertaking, 31 (48) 

W., F. (Cousin), 80 (title); 154n. 
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W., R., 22-28; 123n. 

war, (wear): grow, become, 63 (1) 

wart, (were or was), 33 (21) 

warde: a division or district ef a town or county, 41 (42) 

weale: well-being, wealth, 65 (16) 

wery, (weary), 51 (16) 

WHITNEY, BROOKE, 73 (title); and 153n. 

WHITNEY, GEOFFREY (Brother), 72 (title); and 152n. 

WHITNEY, GEOFFREY (Cousin), 97 (signature); and 159n. 

whom, (home—archaic spelling), 13 (64) 

wights: living beings or creatures in general, 22 (1), 40 
(24); and 124n. 

will/welwillyng: wish/well-wishing, 32 (57), 93 (41), 107 
(250) 

winters spit: sleet, rain or snow, 86 (42); and 156n. 

wolde/wold, (would), 5 (48), 6 (63), 11 (27), 20 (83), 35 
(65), 37 (137), 66 (6, 3), 71 (31), 90 (18), 92 (22, 
23), 94 (16), 99 (31, 33), 108 (271), 111 (352) 

wolt: might have felt, 78 (3) 

wonted: usual, normal, 85 (8) 

wrack: to wreck, or ruin (archaic—past tense, wrackt), 54 
(14), 78 (34), 88 (35), 105 (193) 

wt, (with), 10 (3), 15 (105), 45 (16), 60 (3), 68 (12), 
77 (79), 95 (31), 96 (37) 

XERXES, 9 (129); 118n #il 

ye, (you), 2 (7), 4 (27), 8 (105), 10 (1), 11 (25, 29), 14 
(87), 83 (51), 84 (14) 

ye, (the), 5 (59), 6 (63), 9 (135), 12 (53), 24 (49), 56 
(11), 58 (9), 60 (16), 77 (71), 86 (32, 39, 40), 92 
(7), 95 (23, 30), 96 (46, 47); 
misprint for yt, 92 (19) 
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yer/ere: before, 3 (3), 99 (40) 

yoake: servitude, 19 (62); and 123n. 

yt, (that), 10 (1), 12 (55), 49 (3), 61 (5), 64 (9), 65 
(9), 66 (7), 72 (18), 85 (10, 13, 22, 25), 86 (42), 90 
(36), 92 (5), 95 (23, 26, 31), 96 (46, 47), 98 (17) 

yU, (thou), 20 (79), 27 (105), 55 (9), 59 (3), 60 (15), 
69 (7), 85 (7), 91 (44) 

s. 



; 




